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Forward

The only difference between truth and fiction
is that fiction has to be credible...

— Mark Twain

Welcome to Happy Town!
A novelist, by definition, is someone who tells lies.  The main difference between these lies and the more conventional type is

that a novelist is celebrated for his/her ability to lie — and in fact, the better a novelist is at lying, the more he/she is cele-
brated!

Another attribute of differentiation is that a novelist’s lies usually have no nefarious purpose, and everyone understands
from the very beginning that the novelist is lying.

There is also an additional difference, though, between my lies, and the lies told even by most other novelists: I personally
feel that my job is to use my lies to tell the truth.

In the case of Happy Town, though, the truths that I wish to reveal are so outrageous that I was required to include some
real-life truths in order to make them credible.  While this is a novel, and while all of the characters are fictional, virtually all of
the incidents that I describe in Happy Town are incidents that actually occurred, and incidents of which I had first or second
hand knowledge and/or about which I read of in media outlets and/or court transcripts. (Most of the information about the inner
workings and the attitudes of the police were gained through several books written by current or former police officers and
through conversations that I had with a disillusioned former cop.) I also quote a large number of statistics, facts, and the
results of a variety of studies.  Since citations are not usually part of a novel, I did not include any.  However, if I had it to do
over, I would have included them.  Please note, though, that every statistic and study that I quote came from a reputable source
and/or the federal government itself.  In this age of the Internet, most of them are easy enough to find yourself should you feel
so inclined.

Some will find Happy Town to be a disturbing novel.  In fact, if you do not find it disturbing, I have failed in my mission.
Happy Town shows that many of the deep and unquestioned beliefs held by most Americans are completely wrong.  Many may find
this unsettling, because they will then be obliged to wonder what else is wrong...

Most of the beliefs that I try to shatter are beliefs that I held myself until a few years ago.  If reading Happy Town is all
that it takes to shatter your beliefs, then consider yourself lucky.  I had to spend several years in a federal prison for a crime
that I didn’t commit in order to learn the things that I try to reveal in Happy Town...

I consider this to be, simultaneously, my least favourite, and my most important novel. Critics will find much to criticize.  It
is pedantic, it is preachy, it is partisan, it is too wordy, and about half of it could be eliminated without harming the theme or the
message that I am trying to convey. My reaction to this anticipated criticism will probably be the same reaction that Mozart had
when informed by the king of Austria that one of his symphonies had too many notes [if I may inject an outrageously undeserved
and highly-inappropriate contrast].  In outrage, Mozart had impudently asked, “Exactly which notes should I eliminate, Your
Majesty?”

Of all my novels, Happy Town is the one I would most like to see published, and the one I would most like the most people to
read.  If I ever do manage to have Happy Town published by anything close to the mainstream I will be required to give up most
of the creative decisions that are involved.  My baby will almost certainly have to suffer major editing, and I will be required to
suffer my outrage in silence, for this is a necessary insult that almost all ‘published’ writers must bear.

This is one of the main reasons that I have never seriously tried to have any of my previous novels published.
However, I am going to make serious effort to have Happy Town published because over the last few years I have learned —

to my utter dismay — that the American criminal justice system is almost completely dysfunctional.  Since dispensing justice is,
arguably, one of the most important functions of a government, and since maintaining legitimacy is arguably the most important
aspect of a functional justice system, this was a highly alarming revelation. However, as alarming as this knowledge was, much
more alarming is the fact that most Americans are completely unaware of the problem. Fixing it will require a massive public
campaign, and there can be no such campaign if no one even knows that one is desperately needed.

Thus, Happy Town represents my small effort to stick my finger in a leaking dike that is about to collapse...
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The main contributing factor to the destruction of our criminal justice system — along with many other aspects of our
society — is the ‘Drug War’. Thus, this novel is largely rumination upon illicit drugs, and upon the steps that our society has taken
to deal with their use.

Few contend that these drugs are a thoroughly deadly scourge. Their danger is largely attributable to the central reason
that so many use them:  Drugs are temporarily able to make hell seem like heaven. With the demolition of the family structure,
crass commercialism, ethical and moral hypocrisy, widespread poverty, the savagely competitive nature that permeates our
culture; we have created a spiritual wasteland that fails to provide for the basic emotional needs of large numbers of our youth.
Illicit drugs are temporarily able to take the constant nightmare in which many live and transform it into a beautiful dream.
While this result is relatively innocuous in and of itself, before the user realizes it, the drugs have not only created a new night-
mare that is even worse than the original, but in addition, the drugs have literally stolen the user’s very soul: A person who has
become addicted to drugs loses the very attributes that makes them human; i.e. they lose their compassion, they lose their
objectivity, they lose their ability to care about anyone or anything except obtaining more of their drug.  Everything else — their
family, their friends, their job, their pride, their conscience, their very life — becomes subservient to their new Need.*

If your friend becomes a drug addict, then he/she is no longer your friend.  He/she is no longer the person who became your
friend. He/she has been converted into a sub-human parody of his/her former self. Their personality and their character are
destroyed as they become a literal slave to their one overwhelming Need.  Even if they love you, they will not hesitate to steal
your life savings. They will lie, they will cheat, they will steal, they will deceive, they will sell their daughters — they will do
anything that they must do in order to obtain drugs.

Allegedly in response to this threat, the government began spending tens of billions of dollars per year in a ‘War on Drugs’,
thus implementing a simplistic, one-size-fits-all solution to a deep and highly complex problem.  This criminalization of what is in
truth a health, social, and psychological problem has merely exacerbated the situation.  One of a plethora of negative conse-
quences of this war is that the ‘Land of the Free’ now has more people in prison than any other country in the world, both in total
numbers, and proportionally. We have a larger proportion of our population in prison than Iraq, Libya, Cuba, China, Russia, and
North Korea — all countries that are labeled as ‘oppressive’ by American ideologues.  704 of every 100,000 Americans are in
prison.† The second highest rate is in Russia, which has 465 per 100,000.  Third is South Africa with 385.  Europe has 88 per
100,000.  Our prison population recently topped the two-million mark. American citizens constitute only 5% of the world’s popula-
tion, yet they represent 25% of the world’s prison population — and a huge proportion of our prison population consists of non-
violent drug offenders.  It costs taxpayers $15 billion a year to support its prison population.  It is cheaper to send someone to
college than it is to send them to prison.

Not coincidently, we also now have video surveillance of public places, police microphones on neighborhood street corners,
airport security that borders on insanity, mandatory urine testing, DNA data banks, Internet censorship, litigation for every-
thing, and a police force more criminal than most of the inmates in our ever-growing prison population.  Yet, in spite of all this
[because of all this?] there are now more drugs and drug users than ever.  In the decade of the 90’s, deaths from causes related
to the use of illicit drugs doubled from 3.1 to 6.3 per 100,000.  Thus, the ‘War on Drugs’ appears to be accomplishing the exact
opposite of its stated purpose of reducing drug use. And unfortunately, when we scrutinize these predictable results (having
already experienced the exact same situation during Prohibition), we begin to understand the true purpose of the ‘War on
Drugs’...

It is axiomatic that anytime anything happens, look for who is making money by that thing happening and you will also have
found the person who is making that thing happen. The most singular accomplishment that has been eventuated by the ‘Drug War’
is to provide the greatest financial windfall for criminals in all human history.

Last year, Exxon/Mobil took in over $40 billion in profits — the largest profit ever recorded by a single company.  The
Bureau of Statistics estimates that the illicit drug trade took in over $600 billion during that same period.  That figure repre-
sents over 8% of all world trade, and makes Exxon/Mobil look like a mom and pop country store. Drug trafficking represents 20%

* Author’s Note: Most illicit drugs actually cause physiological changes in the brain’s chemistry — specifically in the dopamine production glands — that make
it impossible for long time users to feel pleasure unless they consume drugs.

† Author’s Note: This number has since increased to over 1,000 per 100,000 — or more than 1% of our entire population.
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of the American economy and 60% of the Mexican economy. To place these figures in perspective, $600 billion is more than the
GNP of all but a half-dozen of the planet’s wealthiest industrialized countries. When entire nations depend upon a highly profita-
ble venture, legal or not, there will be no real efforts to curb it. By making drugs illegal, the government instantly transformed
cheap and easy to manufacture drugs into an incredibly valuable commodity.  Thanks to the ‘Drug War’, it now costs pennies to
produce a product that sells for hundreds of dollars.  (In actual production costs, it is more expensive to produce a gram of salt
than it is to produce a gram of cocaine.) Thanks to the ‘Drug War’, drugs have become by far the largest and most profitable
enterprise in the world.

The Earth’s inhabitants spend more money on drugs than they spend on food.  They spend more on drugs than they spend on
housing.  More than they spend on clothing, education, medical care, or any other product or service. This paradigm is directly
attributable to the ‘Drug War’. And unfortunately, when there is that kind of money to be made, there will always be people lining
up to participate in the drug trade, and these people will naturally seek to increase their customer base.  Since drug addicts are
constantly dying and going to prison, drug dealers saturate our schools to insure a steady supply of new users.  And since drugs
are so expensive due to their illegality, drug addicts are forced to pillage and plunder our nation in order to support their drug
habits. Another direct result of the ‘Drug War’ is that drug money has completely corrupted large portions of our law enforce-
ment apparatus.  Drug dealers make all of the money they need to buy all of the police, judges, and politicians that they need in
order to assure that no one ever kills their source of income by decriminalizing drugs. Yet another result of the ‘Drug War’ that
has recently gained wide attention, (this wide attention being brought to us, ironically enough, by the nation’s leading anti-drug
warriors), is that terrorist organizations are using drug trafficking to financially support their activities.

The fact is that the problems caused by the ‘Drug War’ are exponentially worse by several magnitudes than the problems
caused by drug abuse itself. As far as the social costs due to illicit drugs, most of these costs are because the drugs are illicit,
not because they are drugs. Drug dealers shooting people is a result of the ‘Drug War’, not of drugs.  Drug users stealing and
prostituting themselves in order to pay for artificially expensive drugs is a result of the ‘Drug War’, not of drugs. The saturation
of our schools with drugs is a result of the ‘Drug War’, not of drugs. The diversion of tens of billions of dollars from the prose-
cution of violent street crime and fraud to the prosecution of hundreds of thousands of non-violent drug sellers and users is a
result of the ‘Drug War’, not of drugs.  The exportation of tens of billions of American dollars to foreign countries each year is a
result of the ‘Drug War’, not of drugs.  The spectacular increase in the income and influence of organized crime is a result of the
‘Drug War’, not of drugs.

In addition, the ‘Drug War’ has become a very effective tool for the authoritarian elements that have risen to power lately.
Consider:  Just after the election of 1988, 34% of Americans polled declared the budget deficit to be George H.W. Bush’s
number one priority while 3% listed drugs.  Almost immediately after assuming office, Bush started barking about drugs, and the
media obediently began jumping up and down and barking in concert.  After a massive media blitz in September of 1989, a new poll
said that suddenly 43% of Americans now considered drugs to be the top priority, with the budget deficit running a distant
second at 6%!

You can’t fool all the people all the time, but you can fool some of the people all the time — those are the ones you want to
concentrate on. Nothing had changed except for our manipulated perceptions.  As a result, Mr. Bush was now free to ignore the
budget deficit.  As a result, all of the social costs of the ‘Drug War’ began to manifest.  As a result, many very wealthy people
became much wealthier.  As a result, government intrusion into our personal lives was greatly expanded.  Bills approved by
Congress widened the application of the death penalty, limited appeals by prisoners, and allowed the police much wider latitude in
obtaining evidence. From the perspective of authoritarian oppressors, the ‘Drug War’ has been a rousing success. It would seem
that the only people who actually benefit from the ‘Drug War’ are criminals and fascists.

Many think that decriminalizing and regulating drugs is the solution. After all, if drugs are such a dangerous product, why
wouldn’t the government want to control and regulate them, rather than leaving that responsibility to criminals who are accounta-
ble to no one and whose only incentive is to sell as many drugs as possible?

Decriminalizing drugs would instantly put every drug dealer in the country out of business.  They would no longer prowl our
schools trying to get our kids hooked on drugs as there would no longer be any financial incentive for them to do so.  Decriminal-
izing drugs would free up tens of billions of dollars currently wasted in the futile and counterproductive efforts to catch and jail
drug users.  This money could then be used much more effectively in educating our youth about the dangers of drugs and on
programs to help those already addicted.  It has been proven in study after study that treatment for drug addiction is much
more effective than prison sentences in getting people off drugs, and that it accomplishes this feat a fraction of the cost of
incarceration.  Plus, drug addicts would be much more likely to seek treatment if they no longer had to fear arrest. Decriminaliz-
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ing drugs would deal a serious financial blow to organized crime and to numerous terrorist organizations.  Decriminalizing drugs
would increase government revenue through taxation rather than generating astronomical outlays trying to enforce unenforceable
laws. Regulating drugs would greatly decrease deaths due to overdose and from bad cuts. Regulating drugs would significantly
lower drug prices so that addicts would no longer be forced to commit crimes in order to support their habits. Decriminalization
of drugs would free hundreds of thousands of prosecutors, police, judges, jailers, probation/parole officers, and lawyers to find
something useful to do with their lives.

So, what would be the negative effects of decriminalization?  Experiences in countries that have tried it show that there
would be a slight increase in the number of people who use drugs.  This cost is so offset by the positive results, though, that it is
barely a concern. For instance, it should be noted that homicide rates plummeted by 70% the year after Prohibition was
repealed.  It seems that this alone would offset the negative effects caused by having to deal with a few more people who begin
using drugs...

The second negative effect is much more serious, though:  If drugs were decriminalized, the entire world economy would
collapse. You cannot just eliminate a $600 billion industry without serious economic consequences. But don’t worry! Since the
American government and many of the most powerful people in the world derive significant income from laundering drug money —
if not direct participation in the drug trade itself — then decriminalization of drugs is not a concern.  It aint gonna happen.
American drug policy has completely and intentionally avoided the core of the problem, i.e. the economic ties between the legal
and illegal worlds — between criminals and the large financial corporations that handle and launder the drug money.

And laundering is where it’s at.  This is the vital underbelly of the whole system that no reporter who values their own life
will touch. This is the most important and least talked about part of the equation.  In May, when ABN Amro Bank (now largely
part of the Royal Bank of Scotland) was caught funneling money for the benefit of Iran, Libya and Sudan in violation of UN sanc-
tions it was fined $500 million, and no one went to jail.  Last December, Credit Suisse Group agreed to pay a $536 million fine for
doing the same.  In recent years, Union Bank of California, American Express Bank International, Bank Atlantic and Wachovia
have all been caught moving huge sums of drug money, but no one went to jail. A lot of people funded a lot of death with those
drug dollars.  A lot of bankers made a lot of money with those drug dollars.  When caught, the banks just admitted to criminal
conduct and paid the government a cut of their profits. No one went to jail.  It was a business expense, and an insignificant one
to boot.  The bottom of the drug hierarchy spends their lives in prison whilst the top of the chain operates Wall Street banks.
These astronomical profits are a direct result of the ‘War on Drugs’. Take the case of Roberto Hernandez; Mr. Hernandez is the
owner of the second largest bank in Mexico.  After he was exposed as a high-level drug dealer, Mr. Hernandez was given a seat on
the Board of Directors of Citicorp. It would seem to make more sense to prosecute those at the top levels of the illicit drug
business rather than promoting them to prestigious boardrooms, especially while simultaneously filling our prisons with the victims
of Mr. Hernandez’s activities.  And it would make sense if destroying the drug trade were the true purpose of the ‘Drug War’.
But it’s not. Quite the contrary.

It is no secret that the American government has been bought and paid for by corporate special interests.  Profits from the
illicit drug trade are so astronomical and they have proven to be so tempting that they have corrupted even those at the very
highest and most respected echelons of international finance and government.  For instance, Chase-Manhattan Bank, the Bank of
America, the aforementioned Citicorp, members of the Reagan administration, and members of the Bush family — and the ubiqui-
tous Goldman Sachs — have all participated in laundering drug money. It has been definitively proven that the CIA has been
participating in large-scale drug trafficking for over forty years. The ‘Drug War’ has created a twisted and convoluted plethora
of unlikely bedfellows.  The French Corsican Mafia, (of ‘French Connection’ fame), were allied with Meyer Lansky’s Jewish syndi-
cate, who was in turn allied with both the CIA and Mossad.  Yet other elements of the French Corsican Mafia were being used by
Charles De’Gaulle’s intelligence service against the Israelis; all of this while the Mossad/CIA/Lansky/Corsican Mafia/French
intelligence alliance were simultaneously working in unsuccessful efforts to assassinate De’Gaulle himself!*

The corruption has become so pervasive and systematic that the entire system seems incapable of correcting itself. It has
reached a level where if even a significant minourity of corrupt politicians were prosecuted for their criminal activity the
government would cease to function.  The scope of the problem is so enormous and the level of public ignorance and/or apathy is
so great that no realistic solution presents itself — especially since the officials charged with prosecuting the corruptions are
themselves among the most corrupt.

I do not have any solutions.  There is no way to end the ‘Drug War’ without collapsing the economy and I see no practical way
to successfully battle the ultra-powerful people who maintain and profit from the ‘Drug War’.  I am just kind of throwing this
novel out into the ether to define and illustrate the problems in case someone else can see a solution to any of this.

* Editor’s Note: Elements of this same cartel later did succeed in efforts to assassinate President John F. Kennedy.
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Anyway — I placed my fictional ‘Happy Town’ in Indiana because that was where it had to be.  However, while I once spent
two weeks with friends on a farm just outside Muncie, I have never had occasion to become familiar with Indiana’s laws or court
and police procedures.  I am all too familiar with those of Washington State, though, and so if I describe any legal procedures or
laws unfamiliar to you Hoosiers, that may be why.

Most of the procedures I describe are standard throughout the US, though, including the practice during police raids of
pointing guns at small children, gratuitously damaging and destroying personal property, and shooting family pets.

Readers of my previous novels may also note that the ironic humour, which was a trademark of those earlier works, is almost
completely missing in Happy Town.  This is probably due to the nature of the subject matter and to the fact that since I am in
prison, I have chosen to forgo the mellowing influence of marijuana, which has traditionally been one of the central tools that I
use to temper my anger and to fuel my sense of the absurd and ironic.

I would also like readers to know that the final draft of Happy Town will not be written until I am once again in the ‘real’
world, and that it will be completed using a word processor complete with a built in dictionary and thesaurus.  Thus, you may
notice an improvement in my vocabulary if not my overall what-cha-call-it. I will try to avoid using these powerful editing tools
overindulging in any arbitrary polysyllabic sesquipedalianism though...

Normally at this point I encourage my readers to enjoy my novel. Happy Town is not really written to be ‘enjoyable’, though.

So, I guess it would be more appropriate just to say, “Read it and weep…”
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An open letter

Though we differ in political orientation and career experience, we unanimously observe that neither drugs nor drug abuse
has been eliminated or appreciably reduced, despite massive spending on interdiction and harsh punishments.  Attempts at
enforcement have clogged the courts, filled the prisons with non-predatory offenders, corrupted officials at home and abroad,
bred disrespect for the law in important communities, imperiled the liberties of the people, burdened the taxpayers, impeded
public health efforts to stem the spread of HIV and other infectious diseases, and brought the nation no closer to abstinence.
We observe that today there are more drugs available in our communities, and at a lower price, than ever before.  As Congress
and state legislatures enact more punitive and costly drug control measures, we conclude with alarm that the War on Drugs now
causes more harm than drug abuse itself.

Judge Morris S. Arnold
US 8th Circuit Court of Appeals

Little Rock, AR.

Judge Myron H. Bright
US 8th Circuit Court of Appeals

Little Rock, AR.

Judge James C. Paine
US 4th Circuit Court of Appeals

St. Paul, MN.

Judge Douglas W. Hillman
US District Court
Grand Rapids, MI

Judge Nancy Gertner
US District Court

Boston, MA.

Judge Morris E. Lasker
US District Court

New York, NY

Judge Robert W. Sweet
US District Court

New York, NY.

Judge Marvin H. Shoob
US District Court

Atlanta, GA.

Justice William E. Hunt Sr.
Montana Supreme Court

Helena, MT.

Judge R.A. (Jim) Randall
Minnesota Court of Appeals

St. Paul, MN.

Judge J. Dickson Phillips Jr.
Minnesota Court of Appeals

St. Paul, MN.
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We hold these truths to be self-evident, among them that all men are created equal and are endowed with
such inalienable rights as life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.  Wherever any body of law becomes

destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or abolish it, and to institute a new system of
justice.

—American Declaration of Independence

The duty of a Patriot is to Protect his Country
from the Government.

—Thomas Paine

I am exceedingly anxious that the Union, the Constitution, and the liberties of the people shall be
perpetuated in accordance with the original idea for which that

struggle was made.

—George Washington

If the government is not in chains,
then the people soon will be

—Thomas Jefferson

Nations and peoples are largely the stories they feed themselves.  If they tell themselves stories that are
lies, they will suffer the future consequences of those lies.

If they tell themselves stories that face their own truths, they will free their histories for future flowerings.

—Ben Okri
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Welcome to Happy Town!

At last!  The sun is shining!
The clouds of blue roll by!

With flames from the dragon of darkness
The sunlight blinds his eyes...

—Led Zeppelin

The Devil hath power to assume a pleasing shape
—William Shakespeare

The house is on fire, but you can’t beat our view!
—Tom Robbins
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appy Town is a happy face!
Happy Town is a wondrous place!

In Happy Town, we’re always glad!
In Happy Town, we’re never sad!
In Happy Town, we have clear blue skies!
In Happy Town, no one ever cries!
In Happy Town, everything stays the same!
In Happy Town, everyone knows your name!
In Happy Town, everyone has their place!
Happy Town lives in a state of grace...

Yes, I live in Happy Town, and I am so lucky!  No one is ever hungry, and no one is ever cold!  The company is always good, the
weather is always good, and our times are always good!  Everyone has a smile for you, everyone is above average, and everyone is
happy!

We in Happy Town have perfected the art of seeing what we want to see, and ignoring the rest!  We have learned that that is
the trick to being happy!  (You see, Happy Town is zoned against reality...)

Here in Happy Town, we have managed to miss the worst ravages of the outside world.  Other than a few misfits, everyone is
happy with our little status quo here.  And if some can’t accept this and need some raison d’être vis-à-vis our quid pro quo and
expect a mise en scène that is tabula rasa ipso facto making the faux pas of failing to appreciate our je ne sais quoi and our fait
accompli, then the de facto fact is that they must make a mea culpa for this is not a cause célèbre! That is an a priori opinion
given ad hoc and ad nauseam and I am aware of the fact that it is not the crème de la crème of the genre.  But I have the aperçu
that one must at least admit that, in toto, we are sui generis!

Aaaaaanyway, (please excuse my little foray into linguistic gymnastics, but I am a writer, after all!), I love walking down the
streets of Happy Town.  Everyone has a smile, and everyone wishes me a good day.  There’s Slittern Rump, the proud wife of the
illustrious J. Howard Rump!  (J. Howard Rump owns half of Happy Town, and has controlling interest in the other half.)  Mrs. Rump
is probably engaged in one of her inestimable altruistic endeavours.  She is always involved in various programs that help Happy
Town’s needier citizens, and she is the chairperson of about half of the charity organizations in town.

And there is Joe Oreo, our beloved city landscaper!  Joe makes sure that Courthouse Square is always presentable, and unlike
many of the Negro persuasion, Mr. Oreo never causes any problems, and does his work without complaint.  He is a credit to his
race.

And there’s our good Mayor Biface!  His fat, jolly old self is obviously enjoying his happy morning walk here in Happy Town!
And with him, surprise, surprise, is our local newshound, Billy Bull!  Mr. Bull is obviously not as happy about the physical exertion as
is Mayor Biface, for Billy Bull is red faced, sweating, and frowning, in spite of his slight build.  (I’m surprised that the good Mr.
Bull is not out chasing an ambulance or something!)

And there is our police chief, Carl Coward, catching some rays with our lead District Attorney Samuel Sopath!  They are
probably discussing ways to keep Happy Town safe and happy!  (Criminals beware!)

And of course, there is Elvis Canary, our flamboyant criminal attorney, making sure that the poor get a fair shake in court.
He probably is fresh from some hot and heavy litigation!  Go get ‘em, Elvis!

Peace!  Security!  Strength!  Joy!  Hope!  Happiness!
Yes, welcome to Happy Town! Where the apples are always red, and never have worms!  Where parades are never rained upon!

Where we always have clear blue skies!  Where the clouds always have silver linings!  Where the trains always run on time!
Where every day is just like yesterday, and where every tomorrow promises more of the same...

H
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The Happy Town Police
They tell her about new ways to protect the home she lives in

Then she wonders what it’s all about
When they kick down her door...

Her name is brown or white or black, you know her very well
She’s the one who cries for mercy

As the winner tolls his bell...
—Led Zeppelin

Of relative justice, law may know something;
Of expediency it knows much;

With absolute justice, it does not concern itself
—Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr.

The more cops we have, the more crime we have, so we can’t escape the conclusion that cops bring some of the crime with
them.  When you unite in this country or this city to fight organized crime, you’ll find yourself fighting the police

department itself because they are involved in organized crime.  Whenever you have organized crime, that crime cannot
exist other than with the consent, knowledge, and cooperation of the police…you can’t run a number in your

neighborhood…a prostitute can’t turn a trick…a man can’t push drugs without the police knowing it, and they pay the police
off so they will not get arrested.  I know what I’m talking about — I used to be out there.

—Malcolm X

He who fights monsters should see to it that in the process he does not become a monster.  And when you look long into
the abyss, the abyss also looks into you.

—Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche
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nfortunately,  the  Happy  Town  Dream  is  unobtainable  for a
significant portion of our population.  Since most of the people who count in our Happy Town community refuse to allow

the entry of these other people into our reality, we try as best we can to sweep them under the rug and keep them in their
segregated neighborhoods and/or warehouse them in our prisons where we don’t have to look at them or think about them.  If you
happen to be poor or black — or worst of all, poor and black — then nine times out of ten you will be reduced to a status similar to
that of a penniless child gazing enviously into a candy store window.

And if you decide to break that window to try to take your fair share then you might possibly have to deal with me, for I am
Daniel Devine of the Happy Town Police Department and it is my job to protect rich people from poor people.

I originally thought that my job was to protect good people from bad people, but I was quickly learned that that such was not
often the case.  In fact, I quickly learned that such was rarely the case.  I soon learned that we live in a culture that rewards the
worst tendencies of human nature whilst simultaneously punishing the best.  Depending upon your perceptions of what is ‘good’ and
what is ‘bad’, I have found that contrary to popular belief, poor people are usually good, honest, hardworking people.  This is not
the perception that most non-poor people have because they never socialize with poor people, and the things that non-poor people
think that they know about poor people are what they see in newspapers and on television, both of which intentionally give a highly
distorted view.  When most non-poor people think of poor people, they picture desperate and violent criminals.  While such people
do indeed exist, they are the exception rather than the rule.  They make up only a very small minourity.  Rich people, on the other
hand, often tend to be mean-spirited, cynical, cruel, obtuse, dishonest, and stingy.  They are often ignorant and greedy sociopaths
who must see a psychiatrist for two years so that they can hug their son.

This view is also contrary to our media-manipulated impressions.
I find it ironic that most of us try to teach our children to be kind, wise, honest, and generous.  Yet, if a child actually attains

these attributes, he/she will almost certainly live a life of abject poverty, for in order to become a success in our culture — at
least in the financial sense — it is almost necessary to become cold, ruthless, selfish, and willing to sell your soul to the Machine.

Thanks largely to a rogue high school teacher named Mark Marks, and to a rogue real estate agent named Cattalus Handy, I
have learned that the primary purpose of government is to protect those who run the economy from the outrage of injured
citizens.  To do this, those in power worldwide have about 20 million soldiers and 5 million cops at their command.  In the US
alone, there are 1.4 million soldiers and 1.4 million cops in their employ.* The primary purpose of all of these soldiers and cops is
to serve those in power through the threat and/or use of violent coercion.

I often hear ‘free market’ propagandists claim that anyone with talent and ambition can rise to the top.  This is simply not
true.  Both the United States and Happy Town are controlled by a small handful of individuals who wield almost all of the power
and wealth, and with but very rare exceptions, membership in this clique is determined by family and inside connections rather
than talent and ambition.  This status-quo is very strictly maintained both by the rich and by their paid lackeys in the government.
It is maintained by robbing from the poor and middle-class in the form of taxation, and then giving the stolen resources to the
rich in the form of tax breaks, tax loopholes, and lucrative government contracts.  The treasury of Happy Town is currently being
looted by cronies and campaign contributors of the mayor, and the treasury of the United States is currently being looted by
cronies and campaign contributors of the president.  Anyone who doesn’t acknowledge this either is a participant in the spoils
system or has been brainwashed by the specious rhetoric that constantly floods our schools, airwaves, and newspapers — all of
which are controlled by the looters.

When my father was a child, my grandfather worked eight hours a day.  We owned a three-bedroom house, two cars, a
motorboat, and half of an airplane.  My grandmother stayed home and raised my father and his three siblings.  It is impossible to
do that now.  Both my wife and myself work full time, I often work overtime, and we still cannot keep up with our bills much less
indulge in things like boats or airplanes.  There is just as much real wealth to spread around — indeed, there is now more real
wealth to spread around.  However, capitalism has reached what Thom Hartmann refers to as the ‘cancer stage’ of its develop-
ment.  If you look at history, you will see that the ‘normal’ state of affairs is unregulated laisser-faire capitalism, which always
results in a small handful of people owning everything while everyone else lives in abject poverty.  Understandably, this paradigm

* Editor’s Note: One-third of these are prison guards.
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invariably leads to widespread social unrest, wars, revolutions, and so forth.  There have been a few isolated instances where the
wealth was spread around more equitably, and a ‘middle class’ appeared.  The first instance was a result of the ‘Black Death’
during the 14th Century.  Over thirty per-cent of the population of Europe died of the plague, which resulted in a serious labour
shortage.  This meant that the rich actually had to pay living wages in order to obtain labour to do all of the things that rich
people do.  During the late 19th Century, a middle class also appeared in England as a result of the rise of labour unions — again,
note that the rise of a middle class was a result of paying labour a fair wage.  The next instance was in the United States as a
result of Roosevelt’s ‘New Deal’, and again, a middle class emerged as a result of a living wage being paid to workers.  All of these
periods resulted in a stable and thriving society and unprecedented economic growth.  Social unrest was minimal because everyone
shared a fair slice of the economic pie.  When workers are paid more, they go out and spend the extra money buying things, thus
contributing to the economy.  Everyone — rich and poor — becomes wealthier.* When the rich become richer, on the other hand,
a large portion of their money goes into overseas investments and offshore tax havens.  They actually suck money out of the
economy.

In addition, along with prosperity comes education, and when the general public is educated the rich have a much more diffi-
cult time misleading them and lying to them.  Thus, when the United States engaged in a war of naked imperial aggression in Viet
Nam, their usual lies and justifications for the war did not hold water and large numbers of the general public indignantly
protested America’s involvement.  They let the rich know on no uncertain terms that they were no longer willing to be led like
sheep to slaughter for no reason other than to make defense contractors rich.  This reality was completely unacceptable to the
rich.  The very archetype of rich people is epitomized by insatiable greed, and they have no desire to share the wealth, no matter
the social benefits that accrue as a result, and no matter the inherent fairness.  The rich claim that they deserve their asymmet-
rical share of the pie because they are the ones who produce the wealth.  Actually, it is the workers who produce the wealth.  The
rich just provide the infrastructure that makes the production possible.  Thus, the production of wealth is a joint venture
requiring both labour and capital investment.  Thus, both of the partners ‘deserve’ an equitable share of the benefits.

The ideological rhetoric promoted by the laisser-faire capitalists claims that government intervention in the economy is a bad
thing.  However, even a cursory glance at the historical record shows that every single time — without exception — when people
of this ideological bent gain control and implement their policies, the rich get richer, and the poor get poorer.  Economic chaos
and widespread poverty invariably results.  Always.  Every time.  Without fail.

American history is characteristic.  Every single time that the laisser-faire capitalists gained control of the American
government, wealth flowed from the bottom to the top.  Every single time that the laisser-faire capitalists gained control of the
American government, unbridled greed led to economic collapse.  Read the history yourself.  This has happened over and over and
over again.

And America does not have any monopoly on this phenomenon.  The French Revolution, the Russian Revolution, World War I, &
World War II were all a direct result of this template being implemented.

The accumulation of wealth reminds me of climbing a mountain:  The higher you go, the colder it gets.  Many who envy the rich
do not seem to realize that while rich people have a lot of money, in every other way they are destitute.  When a rich man dies,
his money is all that he has, and he cannot take it with him.  His family, whom he has taught to also worship money, will forget him
as they enjoy their new wealth — indeed, in their hearts, they are glad that he is gone.  And anyone who can spend $1,000 on a
lamp and then ignore hungry people as he passes them on his way to his $70,000 car so he can take his lamp to his multi-million
dollar home is missing something very important.  In order to be able to do that, someone must be able to turn off a very basic
portion of his/her humanity.  Thus, most rich people are inherently corrupt — at least morally and ethically, if not criminally.

Many attribute poverty to laziness, or to moral deficiency.  Actually, most poor people are poor because they are good people,
and they do not wish to sell their souls for the sake of wealth.  Yet others suffer from chronic psychological disorders resulting
from emotional and/or physical abuse that precludes their ability to ‘compete’ in the free enterprise system, and this inabil ity is
often not their own fault.  Virtually all violent criminals were abused as children, yet this connection is rarely discussed in the
discourse on problems associated with crime.  Instead, their criminality is almost invariably portrayed as some sort of moral
shortcoming, and punishment is almost invariably considered to be the solution, even though prison is actually just a very expen-
sive way to make bad people much worse than they originally were — indeed, prisons are major causes of many of our problems,
not a cure.

* Editor’s Note: It is just that the rich do not become as rich as they do when they just take everything.
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And poverty must always be taken into account, especially in the context of poverty surrounded by opulent wealth.  The
South Side of Happy Town is literally a Third World country.  Cuba has a higher literacy rate, and a lower infant mortality rate
than the South Side of Happy Town.  With inadequate housing, education, and health care, the treatment of Blacks in this country
is our national shame.  When you factor in the cost of living, per-capita income for American Blacks is comparable to that of Gua-
temala, and their infant mortality and life expectancy rates are approximately the same.  (Indeed, people in Bangladesh and Ghana
have longer life expectancies than American Blacks!)

The unemployment rate on the South Side runs at 50% — higher than the national rate during the Great Depression.
And then the right-wingers have the audacity to blame the poor for these problems!  Right!  Poor people have all the money

and all the power.  They determine economic policy, and they are the ones who write the tax codes!  They are the ones who
control the economic structure!  It is all their fault!

And Blacks are downright living high on the hog compared to Native Americans — Lakota Sioux men have the lowest life
expectancies of any men in any nation on earth, (44 years).  Lakota teen suicide rates are 150% higher than the rest of the
nation, infant mortality is five times the national average, and unemployment rates among the Lakota Sioux are 85%.

97% of them live below the poverty line.

While a few exceptional people do indeed ‘rise out of poverty’, these people are, by definition, exceptional — i.e. the excep-
tion.  And the US has the lowest rate in the world of people who do manage to rise from poverty to wealth.  A poor  person aspir-
ing to wealth in the US, especially if they harbour the extra handicap of having black skin, faces a large number and a wide vari-
ety of hurdles that his competition from already wealthy white families do not contend.  A wealthy white kid grows up with the
best education at the best schools, and then usually has a trust fund for college.  He has a healthy diet, top-notch health care,
and readymade inside connections in the business world due solely to whom his family knows.

A poor black kid, on the other hand, has no education because he has attended under-funded wrecks of schools that resemble
a war zone.  He must work full time at a minimum wage job in addition to attending classes in order to pay tuition for even a
second-rate college.  He has a sub-standard diet that stunts his growth and impairs his mental abilities.  The only time that he
sees a doctor is when he goes to the emergency room.  The only business contacts his parents are likely to have is with drug deal-
ers.  Many of them are also victims of child abuse.  This is significant because abused and neglected children are fifty-seven
times more likely to end up in prison.  They are also much more likely to suffer from chronic health problems and mental disord-
ers.  (An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure:  A 2001 study estimates that our nation spent $94 billion on the direct and
indirect results of child abuse and neglect, or $1,461 per family — yet we spent only $1.06 per family to prevent it.)  Due to the
complete lack of even minimal health care among the poor, there are even greater costs down the road treating chronic conditions
that could have been prevented had the child received proper health care when young.  Preventing these conditions could have
also been accomplished much more cheaply, and with much less suffering.

And a lack of education means no opportunities, which means poverty and hopelessness, which means crime.  (Again, an ounce
of prevention is worth a pound of cure.)

And the fact is that we are going to have to take care of the poor one way or another.  Either we can give them opportunity
to earn enough to live a decent life, or we can choose the much more expensive and inhumane method of building more prisons —
which has been the preferred method ever since the Reagan Era.  (California’s school system was the number one system in the
country until Reagan became governor.  Now, thanks to policies implemented by Reagan, California’s public school system is ranked
48th — but their prison system is now the largest in the world.)

Unfortunately, if a poor black youth wishes to rise to wealth becoming a criminal is usually the only career opportunity avail-
able to him.  Who is going to be satisfied working a minimum wage job at Burger King when he daily sees drug dealers driving
Cadillacs, wearing gold jewelry, and flashing thick wads of $100 bills?

Since becoming a police officer, I have learned that in spite of our insane rates of incarceration, (because of them?), the
United States has by far the highest rate of violent crime in the world.  Nowhere else even comes close.  It is obvious to anyone
who objectively studies the phenomenon that incarcerating large numbers of people in sub-human conditions increases crime
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rather than reducing it.  And any country that has such a disparity in wealth between the rich and the poor as the US does is rich
soil for criminality.

In addition, there is no doubt that the phenomenon of anti-social and criminal behaviour is cultural in origin, i.e. that madness
is a culturally programmed paradigm; that a person’s leave-taking from conventional reality almost always takes a form prescribed
by his culture.  For instance, mass murder is yet another phenomenon that is almost uniquely American.  Ojibwa culture taught
that persons could be possessed by spirits that would cause the victim to have uncontrollable desire to eat human flesh — and
when Ojibwas went mad, this ‘Windingo Psychosis’ was almost invariably the form that it took.  In Eskimo culture, madness took a
special northern form known as ‘Arctic Hysteria’, in which sufferers would rip off their clothes and race out upon ice floes.
Ojibwas and Americans rarely race naked across ice floes; Eskimos and Americans rarely eat human flesh; Ojibwas and Eskimos
rarely commit mass murder.

So why does America have so many mass murderers whilst the phenomenon is almost unknown in the rest of the world?  Could
it be because our culture is so good at marginalizing and dehumanizing people, whilst simultaneously worshipping celebrity? Could
it be that people who have been marginalized see mass murder as the only method available to them to achieve celebrity status,
and thus rise from obscurity?  Could it be that our epidemic of mass murder is a logical extension of many of the central themes
of our culture?

It should be noted that mass murder is a completely different phenomenon that conventional murder.  Conventional murder is
usually done by acquaintances.  Mass murder is usually perpetrated upon strangers.  And the rise and fall of conventional homicide
rates is not related in any way with rates of mass murder.  The motivations and the psychologies are completely different.

I personally think that the ultimate responsibility of a culture is to implant in each individual a sense of identity — and this
sense is shown to be almost completely lacking in almost all mass murderers.  They must kill in order to create such a sense in
themselves.  Then, they become world famous celebrities.  Almost everyone has heard of Ted Bundy and Jeffery Dahmer — but
how many people could name a single one of their victims?

And any society as stratified as ours is does not maintain itself exclusively through force of arms, but also by keeping its
lower denizens oblivious to their fate.  Being deprived of all hope becomes problematic only if they perceive their conundrum.
Almost all mass murderers kill those who are one step above them in the social hierarchy.  Most mass-murderers — virtually
always men — come from lower middle class backgrounds.  They are high enough in the social structure to know how low and insig-
nificant they are, and they usually kill attractive females of the next higher step in our cultural hierarchy, i.e. the upper middle
class.

Thus, the evidence is clear that madness of this sort is not a physical ailment, but rather a culturally programmed phenome-
non.  No matter how hard psychiatrists try, they are usually unable to discover mental disease in mass murderers outside the acts
of the murders themselves, i.e. these murderers are as ‘normal’ as anyone else is except that they kill without mercy.  And it is
clear that they kill to make a social statement, whether or not they are doing so consciously...

But who are the real criminals?  It is estimated by the U.S. Bureau of National Affairs that “…the dollar cost of corporate
crime is over twenty times greater than the combined larcenies, thefts, robberies, and burglaries committed by individuals.”
[Emphasis added.]  These corporate thefts and embezzlements ruin millions of lives, and they wreak untold havoc upon stockhold-
ers, employees, retirees, and the overall economy.  These crimes often wipe out the life savings of countless numbers of people,
yet they go largely unpunished.  Corporate criminals are rarely caught, and when they are caught, they rarely go to prison, and
when they go to prison, it is usually for one or two years at a minimum-security ‘country-club’ that does not even have any walls or
fences surrounding it.

Meanwhile, poor people are receiving life sentences for stealing pizzas.
If a child born into filth and hopelessness robs a grocery store of $50, he is cast into a penitentiary for ten or fifteen years.

But if the CEO of a corporate bank robs thousands of people of their life savings and/or squanders billions of their dollars, not
only does no one go to jail, but the taxpayers are then also required to bail the bank out!

Every day corporate newspapers — that in many cases are owned by these same corporate criminals — emphasize the latest
robberies and thefts committed by the poor while they ignore the thousands of hospital rooms where, as a result of pollution by
respected corporate interests, innocent people are dying horrible, lingering deaths as their impoverished families look helplessly
on.  In a recent year, US courts convicted just over five-hundred individuals for tax fraud averaging $190,000 each.  Less than
one-hundred — or 20% — went to prison, and their sentences averaged only 9½ months.  These same courts convicted 4,250
people for car theft and burglary.  Over 60% of these went to prison for an average of 20 months.
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I am not a Communist — in fact, I loathe communism — which is why I also detest laisser-faire capitalism.  Its basic unfair-
ness is the central reason that the idea of communism remains so popular with so many.  People who do more should have more,
but the current situation where a small handful own nearly everything while hordes literally go hungry in the streets just isn’t
right.  There is plenty for everyone.  It is just that a greedy handful of people are stealing everything and leaving almost nothing
for anyone else.  Past experience shows definitively that the best, fairest, and most efficient system is one that blends capital-
ism with socialism, such as existed in the United States from the early 40’s, a period that experienced the greatest economic
growth in human history, until the Reagan administration declared the ‘War on the Middle Class’ — which continues to this day.

The now familiar hordes of homeless street people first appeared during the Reagan administration, and among their ranks
were hundreds of thousands of mentally ill that Reagan literally tossed into the streets.  Enrollment by Blacks in colleges was cut
nearly in half.  Taxes on the lowest 10% of the population rose 20%, while taxes on the highest 10% fell by 20%.  Reagan slashed
education funding while greatly increasing funding for prisons.  Defense spending more than doubled from $134 billion to $282
billion.  During the 1940s, the richest Americans paid 90% of their income in taxes, while working people paid 25%.  During this
time, the economy — to indulge in a colloquialism — kicked ass.  Both the rich and the working class enjoyed huge increases in
income.  By 1960, the rich paid only 26% of their income in taxes — in 1990 it had been reduced to 17% — in 2002 it was 7%.  The
corresponding wealth curve shows an identical pattern in the income of the working class declining directly proportional to the
decrease of the taxation rate of the rich.  And as the proportion of working class income that was taxed rose, their inflation
adjusted gross income decreased.  In 1980, CEOs made 40 times what the average worker was paid — in 1999, CEO income rose
to 476 times that of the average worker — in 2001, they were making over 1,000 times as much.*

Ever since Reagan was president, the rich have gotten richer, while the poor and the middle class have become poorer.  Most
of this disparity came about due to the restructuring of the tax code implemented by Reagan and his successors — including Bill
Clinton, in case anyone thinks that the Democrats are not also in on this swindle.

In addition, Ronald Reagan ran up more debt than all presidents before him combined did — and due to the restructuring of
the tax base, working people are now paying the bulk of the principal and the interest on this debt.  Basically, Reagan and his
successors oversaw a huge rip-off of the middle class for the benefit of the rich.  The stated theory was that if rich people
became richer, then that wealth would ‘trickle down’ to the working class.  This theory is completely contrary to reality.  It has
been proven over and over again that the best way to grow the economy is to increase the wealth of workers.

When some corporate CEO claims that paying 10¢ per hour to a Third World sweatshop worker is good for the economy, ask
that CEO how many computers that that sweatshop worker is going to be able to buy with his 10¢?  And ask him how off-shoring a
good paying union job to the Third World and converting a tax-paying American consumer into an unemployed welfare recipient is
good for the American economy?

The whole theory behind capitalism is that competition between producers will assure that the consumer will receive the best
bang for his dollar.  This is true.  However, what always invariably 100% of the time happens when laisser-faire capitalism is
allowed unregulated free reign is that a small handful of companies drive all of the other companies out of business, and soon you
no longer have competing producers but a monopolistic cartel, which can then do whatever and charge whatever they wish.  And
what they invariably wish to do is to sell the shoddiest products that they can get away with, and what they invariably charge is
the highest price that they can get away with.  And since they are now a monopoly, there is almost no restriction on them except
anti-trust legislation that, since the Reagan administration, is no longer enforced.  At the time Reagan took office, the US was
the world’s leading lending nation.  By the time he left, the US had been converted into the world’s leading debtor nation. At the
time Reagan took office, the US was the world’s leading importer of raw materials, and the leading exporter of manufactured
goods.  Now, the US is the world’s leading exporter of raw materials, and the leading importer of manufactured goods.

Ronald Reagan will be listed in future history books as the man who destroyed the United States.

And as far as the police — many people do not realize that our virtual deification in America is a recent phenomenon.  During
the Great Depression, (which was brought about by the unregulated laisser-faire capitalists), people saw the police helping the
capitalists seize people’s homes and family farms simply because they had the bad luck to become victims of the capitalist’s
financial manipulations.  John Dillinger and Pretty Boy Floyd were celebrated folk heroes among a large sector of the public.  The
recent deification of the police required a massive PR campaign, for under normal circumstances, poor people hate us because we
beat them and throw them in jail all the time, and the rich hate us because we remind them of what a thin blue line stands
between them and utter destruction.  We are an uncomfortable reminder to them of how truly precarious is their existence.  The

* Editor’s Note: In 2000, in Canada, CEOs made 20 times what the average worker earned — in Japan, they made 11 times what the average worker earned.
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modern American police force is a direct outgrowth of the old slave-catching gangs, and after the civil war, they were instituted
in the South to maintain white supremacy.  Later, they were used to control the working class by union-busting, and by suppress-
ing riots — rioting being the last resort of powerless people who have no other method to express their outrage.  Most of the
city police forces of the 19th Century were literally neighborhood and/or ethnic gangs that were used by the political/economic
power structure to force their wills upon the populace and/or to strong-arm the opposition.

I am often reminded of a joke that is popular down at the station:  The Attorney General decided that he wanted to learn
which law enforcement agency was his best.  And so, he gathered representatives from the CIA, the FBI, and the Happy Town
Police.  The Attorney General then took them all out into the woods, released a rabbit, and instructed the CIA team to locate the
rabbit.

Two hours later, the CIA team returned to report that they had captured the rabbit, debriefed it, and then turned it
around; the rabbit was now an operative working for the CIA.

“Bullshit,” said the AG.  “You couldn’t find the rabbit.”
Then, the FBI team went into the woods.  Two hours later, the FBI team returned and reported that they had interviewed

250 witnesses, collected 450 samples of evidence, and that they had then let the rabbit go because they had determined that
the rabbit had not committed any federal offenses.

“Bullshit,” said the AG.  “You couldn’t find the rabbit.”
Then, the HTPD team took to the woods.  Two hours later, a drug addict who had been seriously beaten emerged from the

woods.  He saw the Attorney General, and cried out, “Okay!  I admit it!  I’m a rabbit!  I’m a rabbit!”

When I think of the man that I was when I first joined the force, and compare that person with the man I have now become,
it is very depressing.  I have learned that so many things everyone knows to be fact are actually completely wrong.  For instance,
everyone knows that someone who is shifty-eyed and seems embarrassed is lying, while the man who forcefully looks you in the
eye is telling the truth.  Being a cop has taught me that the exact opposite is usually the case.  Everyone knows that an innocent
man would never plead guilty to a crime that he didn’t commit.  Being a cop has taught me that innocent people are quite literally
blackmailed into pleading guilty to crimes that they didn’t commit many times every day.  Everyone knows that the American
criminal justice system is fair and equitable.

Being a cop has taught me that it is rotten to its very core.
I thought I was choosing an honourable profession that required courage and professionalism.  I thought my fellow police

officers would be dedicated and impartial enforcers of the law. What I didn’t know was that many police officers are angry
cowards who are out to get even with the world because they were the targets of schoolyard bullies in school.  At that time, I did
not yet have enough self-awareness to realize that I was one of these people myself.

I also didn’t know that the law itself is generally shallow, barbaric, unyielding, and unforgiving.  I did not know that overall it
is often much more counterproductive than not...

And so, rather than being a knight in shining armour, I have instead been reduced to being an armed thug with almost unlim-
ited power.  Most cops put it in moral terms of ‘good’ vs. ‘bad’, but it is much more complicated than that.  Cops are the interface
between the coercive aspect of the government and the people.  People think that we are there to stop crime.  Though we do work
to stop crime, (though not very well, and not very equitably), our real job is to maintain the economic status-quo, i.e. to keep the
people in power in power, and to keep those on the bottom on the bottom.  Play the game, and we will leave you alone.  Buck the
system or make any waves, and we will land on you like a ton of bricks...

It is vital for the survival of this country for people to understand the fact that the law has now become like a religion, with
all of the same bigotry, narrow-mindedness, ignorance, hypocrisy, and intolerance that personify religion.  Judges are the equiva-
lent of priests, and prosecutors are the equivalent of cardinals.  (Prosecutors now have much more power than judges do in our
modern system.)  The equivalents of popes are the corporate CEOs.  As in all religions, the Law pronounces its dogma, determines
who shall be saved and who shall be condemned.  Like religion, the Law proclaims its own codes of conduct for its adherents to
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follow blindly and unquestioningly.  Like the church, the Law claims ultimate authority, pursues ultimate power, and assumes
godlike prerogatives, for the Law and religion are basically two sides of the same coin; i.e. a tool that rich people use to control,
manipulate, and exploit poor people.  And it is by the naked exercise of power through the threat of violence that the Law
ensures that it becomes entrenched and unassailable.

They also prefer absolute and rigid laws because they are so much easier and cheaper.  True justice requires that one
approach each case individually and carefully, taking into account all of the context and the individual aspects of a given situation.
A rigid and unyielding rule of law can just be imposed without much thought or trouble.  Ultimately, these goals have absolutely
nothing to do with truth, justice, or even common sense.

And as far as the hierarchy I just mentioned — the street cop is the equivalent of the garbage man.  We collect the trash
that our society creates in such profuse abundance.  We take care of the problems that no one else wants to deal with.

I still remember that youthful, idealistic, and naïve boy that I once was.  My first day on the job was like an epiphany.  I was
ready to save the world — or at least I was going to do my part to make it a better place.

My first evening, they paired me with a fifteen-year veteran.  Shortly before midnight, and at the end of our shift, we pulled
into an empty Wal-Mart parking lot, where we were joined by another veteran.  Both veterans then crossed their arms and stud-
ied me for a few moments.  I knew that I was about to be tested.  After a few innocuous questions concerning my opinions of the
academy and my reasons for becoming a cop, my partner asked me what I thought about Niggers.  I now saw where this was
headed, and I knew that there was nothing I could do about it.  I answered that all races had a mixture of good and bad people.

“Wrong!” said my training officer.  “If you want to last here and make it through probation, all Niggers are fucked.  That’s
rule number one.”

Thus, on my very first night, was the first of innumerable and countless times throughout my police career that I adopted
the classic ‘blank stare’ employed so often by all cops everywhere when they wish to hide wisdom.  This was the first instance
where I began unlearning everything I had learned at the academy, and began figuring out the true tricks of the cop’s trade. I
learned that I would regularly be expected to falsify reports if needed to make an arrest stick.  Everyone always believes the
cops’ story, and even in the rare instances where we are caught lying, there are no repercussions other than maybe having that
particular case thrown out of court.  Thus, we can lie with impunity.  It is called ‘proactive policing’ within the department.  I
learned to pull over anyone who looked the least bit suspicious — and black people, regardless — and then to make up probable
cause later if need be.  You can always say that they crossed over a double yellow line or something.  (Citing an equipment violation
is discouraged since that requires physical evidence.)  I learned that saying ‘I don’t recall’ on the witness stand was often a non-
actionable alternative to outright perjury.  Since unfriendly witnesses could sometimes throw monkey wrenches into a manufac-
tured case, I simply learned to leave their names out of the reports.  Then, even if the PD knew of the existence of such
witnesses, it would be up to him to find them.  And given that PDs were almost invariably overworked and underpaid hacks who
didn’t give a flying flock, this happened.

Also, SOP was for cops to get together and coordinate their lies beforehand so that they all agreed.  The arresting officer
says, “Okay, here’s what happened…”  Or, if he wanted to hide something, he would say, “You pulled up late and didn’t see anything,
right?”  And unless they are actually under investigation or indictment, cops always protect their own, no matter what, and no
matter whom.  Just like gang-bangers, we actually protect and cherish the psychos among our ranks — and everyone knew who
they were:  Sadistic crazies who were cops because they thoroughly loved inflicting pain and suffering.

Being a cop offers endless opportunities in this area.
Many of them had the ultimate goal of wasting someone.
Shortly before end-of-shift on my second night, my training officer spotted a black man walking alone down a street.  As the

officer pulled our squad car over parallel to the black man, he said to me, “I’m going to call out to this Nigger, and he’s going to
say, ‘Who, me?’”

Then, he called out to the man, who replied, “Who, me?”
The training officer grinned at me, and then said to the pedestrian, “Who the hell else would I be talking to?  Get your ass

over here!”
The man walked to the driver’s door.
“What are you doing here?”
The man adopted the cringing, resigned, subservient attitude that I was to witness so often when black men are confronted

by the unassailable power of a white cop, and replied, “I’m just walking home from work, officer.”
“Why don’t you drive?”
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“I don’t have a car.”
The man looked and seemed to me to be what he claimed to be:  An innocent man walking home from work.  He displayed none

of the soon to be familiar aspects of a druggie, a pimp, or a criminal of any kind.  He was due an apology and a farewell.  Such was
not to be the case.

“Well,” said my partner, “from now on, I want to see you running any time that I see you.”
“What?”
“I don’t ever want to see you walking.  I want to see you running.  Now put your hand down here,” he said, indicating the

bottom of the window frame of our squad car.  The black man, having absolutely no choice in the matter, complied with the
request, whereupon my partner came down on the man’s knuckles full force with a baton.

As hard as he could.
The black man, predictably, cried out in pain, cradling his injured hand with the other.  I couldn’t believe what I had just

seen.  Then, my partner said, “Now, put the other one up here.”
“No, please, you’re gonna break my hand!”
“You heard me!  Put your fucking hand down here!”
The man, crying and cringing, placed his other hand on the window frame, exhibiting an educated understanding of what would

happen if he didn’t — whereupon my partner smashed that hand also.
“Now, get your ass outta here!  Run!”
The man ran.

Thus, on my second night on the job, I faced the moral dilemma that was to confront me on almost a daily basis.  I couldn’t
report him.  No supervisor would take the word of a probationer over that of a veteran.  Reporting him would serve no purpose
other than ostracizing me.  I could quit, but if everyone who wanted to play the game fairly quit, that would be abandoning the
department to the crazies.  Besides, I had bills, obligations, and a new baby daughter to support.  I had six months invested in the
academy, college loans to pay, and years of planning.

And so, I hunkered down and kept my mouth shut.  But I couldn’t help but think:  What did that black man think of this coun-
try?  What would he teach his children?  That black people in America live in a literal police state?  That the courts and police
exist only to oppress them?  That they live completely at the mercy of the Happy Town Police and that the Happy Town Police
were an organization that closed ranks around and protected psychopaths and torturers whilst simultaneously punishing the inno-
cent?

Thus began my education in police work.

It continued a few days later when we were called to a traffic accident on a state highway at the edge of town.  It was a
head-on collision.  I ran to the first car and saw a dead woman whose face was ripped off.  I was looking straight into her throat.
Even so, she was in better shape than her husband was; he was missing his entire head.  We were unable to find his head for
nearly two hours because it had been thrown over 100 feet from the vehicle.

There was a seven-year-old boy, and a five-year-old girl in the back seat.  Both of them were alive, but the boy was uncon-
scious, and had a large bone protruding from his arm.  Since the girl was awake, I concentrated on her.  She asked twice about
her parents.  I just made reassuring sounds and didn’t answer her questions.  Then she looked at me and said, “Oh good!  You’re a
policeman!”  I swelled with pride, thankful that my uniform was a comfort to her.  (Evidently, her parents had taught her that
policemen were good guys.)

Then, some blood trickled out of her mouth and she died.

Later, we learned the address of the woman’s parents, and since I was the rookie, I was designated to deliver the bad news.
When the woman’s mother answered my knock, I said, “I’m afraid that you daughter’s family were in a traffic accident.  Your

grand-son sustained serious injuries, but he’s expected to live.”  Then, I took a deep breath, and said, “However, I’m afraid that
you daughter, her husband, and your grand-daughter didn’t survive.”

My pronouncement produced the predictable response.
Then, after several minutes of tears, the woman asked, “But what about the baby?”
I’m afraid that my response to this question provided little comfort.
The baby was three months old, and there was no possibility that she was not with the parents.  A second search of the crash

area failed to turn up any baby.
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Two weeks later, a boy was walking his dog by the crash site when the dog began barking at something up in a tree.  There,
twenty feet up, was a three-month-old baby impaled on a branch, hanging like some macabre Christmas tree ornament.

Of course, I was designated to climb up the tree and retrieve the remains.  Her decomposed body literally disintegrated in
my hands.

This was yet another indication that police work was not going to be what I had expected it to be.

The next day, we received a call to an expensive suburb known as Happy Heights in order to respond to a ‘crime against
nature’.  In spite of his fifteen years of experience, my trainer had no idea what that meant, and we figured that maybe someone
had shot an endangered squirrel or something.  A consultation with my manual informed us that a ‘crime against nature’ was some
sort of sexual infraction, and so we figured that we were dealing with a child-molester or some other crime of a similar nature.

Upon our arrival, there was another unit already there.  We asked what was going on.  They laughed and replied that there
was a naked woman in the back yard having sex with a dog.  We found that hard to believe, so we walked around back to cheque it
out. Sure enough, there was a naked woman performing oral sex upon a dog!  And it wasn’t even her house!  (We later learned that
at least it was her dog!)  The resident of the house was saying, “There’s a lady in my back yard and I don’t know what she’s doing
— well, I do know what she’s doing, but I don’t know why she’s doing it in my back yard.”

Since the caninophile was starting to draw a crowd that included children, we had no choice but to do something about it.  We
first tried asking her to desist, but she completely ignored us.  So my partner said he would grab the woman, and he told me to
grab the dog.  (Once again, my rookie status earned me the premium job.)  Of course, the dog growled and snapped at me, as I am
sure I would have done in the same situation.  And so, being the big brave police officers that we were, we decided to call animal
control.

When the dogcatchers arrived, they laughed and called the woman by name, having evidently had previous encounters with
her.  This whole time, the woman was oblivious to everything except her chosen task.  Animal Control used a stick with a noose to
lasso the dog, and then they began pulling the dog one way whilst my partner and I pulled the woman the other.  The woman then
grabbed the dog’s testicles and the dog began howling piteously.  Then, as soon as we finally got them separated, the woman
grabbed my testicles, and I started howling piteously.

Finally, on the way to the station, the woman shoved her bare rear end up into the rear window, mooning the entire city whilst
my trainer and I laughed uproariously.

After a few years of dealing with the worst and most bizarre aspects of the general public, I adopted the same attitude
toward civilians as that adopted by most big city cops, i.e. cynical contempt.

Contrary to popular belief, the vast majority of cops with twenty years service never fire their weapons anywhere but at a
firing range.  And while some cops drool at the thought of shooting someone, most pray that they will never have to as they know
that, unlike in the movies, shooting someone is a no-win situation for a cop.  A cop is much more likely to get away with murder
than he is a legitimate shooting, because if he commits a murder, he will plan it to make sure that it is a ‘clean’ shooting, i.e. one
that follows all procedures.  If a cop handles a shooting incorrectly, his whole career is at risk.  If he happens to shoot the right
person at the right time, and for the right reason, he will still suffer.  He will be subjected to an investigation conducted as
though he had committed a criminal act — and even though these investigations virtually always rule that the shooting was ‘justi-
fied’, it is still a highly stressful situation.  (One semi-positive aspect of being ‘investigated’ is that the subject of the investiga-
tion will be suspended with pay until the investigation is complete.  The positive aspect of a ‘suspension’ is that it is basically a
paid vacation, while the negative aspect is that a suspension looks bad on his record, and will adversely affect future promotions).
When he comes under investigation, many of his ‘friends’ will desert him, because for all of the talk about staunch loyalty and a
united front, let an officer come under investigation or indictment, and he is ostracized from the brotherhood.  People that he
considered friends will desert him to avoid any possibility of guilt by association.

And most cops are not surprised when this happens to them, because they understand that the ‘Brotherhood of Police’ is part
necessity, part neurosis, and part myth.
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In the movies, after the smoke of a shooting clears, the cop is never remorseful, and he is always rewarded.  Killing someone
never gives them nightmares, and it never makes them nauseous for a month.  It never ruins their sex lives, and they are never
second-guessed or sued.  In the movies, cops always fire their weapons with calm deliberation, and the actors are never so winded
after a lengthy foot chase that they cannot hold a pistol steadily as they aim and fire.  You never see cops cower behind cover,
stick their gun out, and blindly fire off a few rounds in the general direction of the attacker.  In the movies, there is always
plenty of time to consider carefully the best course of action; there is rarely a sudden three or four second burst of flame,
explosions, and insanity at close range amidst surprise and confusion that is over before you can even think about anything.

In the movies, when someone is shot, it usually leaves a nice round little hole, and there are rarely any exit wounds.  People
who are shot in the arm or leg are up and around in no time.  In reality, though, bullets rip and tear their way through.  Upon
entering a body, they usually tumble and spin, smashing bones into splinters.  Arms, legs, hands, and feet are packed with blood
vessels, muscles, and nerves, and a gunshot wound will almost certainly result in a crippling and permanent loss of strength, mobil-
ity, and feeling.  High-velocity bullets carry a shock wave along with them that often causes damage more extensive than the
bullet itself.  The bullet usually leaves the body with a fist-sized ball of meat at an odd angle, and often at a remarkable distance
from where it entered.
In the movies, when someone is shot they always immediately fall down.  Yet for all of its destructiveness, a single pistol shot
does not usually stop a human being.  (Cole Younger, for instance, survived being shot over fifteen times after the Northfield
Raid.)  Inertia and momentum alone can carry an attacker through a hail of gunfire.  A body pumped up with adrenaline can keep
coming for a couple of seconds even after a shot through the heart, and two seconds is plenty of time to get off a shot or to stab
someone.

In spite of this, being a cop is not nearly as dangerous as most people think — at least not in the physical sense.  Cops are
hardly ever shot at.  The biggest danger to being a cop is not being shot, but it is letting your nerves eat you up.  Several times as
many cops commit suicide as are killed on duty. A clerk at a 7-11 is seven times more likely to be killed on duty than a cop is.
Construction jobs, working on fishing boats, and driving truck are all much more physically dangerous than being a cop.

As I said, at first, being a cop is all idealism, fighting evil, and making people safe — but these illusions are quickly shattered.
We daily see all of the worst impulses of humanity, and we are regularly face-to-face with sordidness.  We are constantly dealing
with the entire broad spectrum of brutality — and that cannot help but to eat at your own humanity.

Eventually, you must either thicken your shell, or eat your gun.  You see starved and abused children, women with all of their
teeth knocked out, and elderly people who have been tortured.  You see fat, corrupt politicians, pedophile priests, and after a
while, you start to believe that that is the whole world.  That it is all a sewer.  The aftermath of crime is usually just so sordid
and ugly.  There are dead bodies, coagulated blood, and the putrid smells of death.  There is pain and terror.  There are the sobs
of the violated and their futile cries for justice.  And there are the terrified children with hollow eyes who are destined to
become tomorrow’s criminals...

The police department is open twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, and 365 days a year.  (366 days if it happens to
be a leap year.)  Dial the number, and someone has to answer.  We deal with the desperate, the disturbed, and the lonely.  We
deal with the suicides, the drunks, and the derelicts.  It is called ‘keeping the peace’, but as I said, actually we are more like
garbage-men.  We use rubber gloves much more often than we use our weapons.  We very rarely solve crimes.  We generally spend
much more time with victims than we do with criminals.

As far as the ‘law’, there is probably no other group of people in our society who has less respect for the ‘law’ than a cop does.
For instance, we bust civilians without mercy, yet we consider ourselves to be exempt from the very laws that we enforce.  We
revel in the fact that it is almost impossible to fire us.  That we can run red lights with impunity and ignore our speedometers.
And in spite of intense investigations of all police shootings, it is still very easy for us literally to get away with murder.  Most
cops are not legalists; they are moralists.  When you first come onto the job, you have a very firm sense of right and wrong — but
almost immediately, you confront the corruption and ignorance of your fellow officers.  And as I said before, the police depart-
ment receives more than its fair share of cruel-hearted and sadistic bullies who thoroughly enjoy inflicting even more pain and
suffering upon their helpless victims than they already endure.  Many call the police for almost anything, even though calling the
police is often like taking a wolf by the ears.  The typical police method for dealing with almost any situation is to come stomping
in with jack-boots and start kicking things.  If you have a situation that requires physical force, then you may wish to call the
police.  However, if you have a situation that requires any amount of finesse or sensitivity, then the police are the last people that
you want to call.
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After spending awhile on the force, your personal sense of right and wrong begins to warp.  When humans are given as much
power as we have, and when we are given this power with very little accountability, then it is axiomatic that major abuse of that
power is going to be widespread and systemic — especially when so many of the wielders of that power tend to be as neurotic,
narrow-minded, ignorant, judgmental, and intolerant as many cops are.  Most cops feel that they should be able to execute crimi-
nals from inside their squad cars, and to do it summarily.  We are usually quick to jump to conclusions and slow to give them up
when these conclusions prove to be erroneous.  Many police investigators formulate their theory of a case early on, and then
pursue only leads that support that theory, ignoring any leads that do not support it.  Once this path is chosen, the case takes on
a momentum of its own.  The investigator now has so much invested in his theory that he finds it impossible to give it up, even
when presented with concrete proof that said theory is wrong. In addition, when police interview a suspect or a hostile witness,
they try to lock him into an initial and detailed story.  Then, any subsequent deviations from the original story can be labeled as
lies and used as evidence of a guilty state of mind.  But the standards are very different for prosecution witnesses, whose
changing stories may be welcomed and given the innocuous label of ‘refreshed recollections’ — so long as the changes benefit the
prosecution’s case.

During the Green River killings in Washington State, the King County Police accused a taxi driver named Melvyn Foster of the
crimes based solely upon the fact that Mr. Foster personally knew two of the victims.  All of the Green River victims were prosti-
tutes who worked in the same area that Mr. Foster drove his taxi, and while Mr. Foster was a regular customer of two of the
murdered girls, he was also a regular customer of several other prostitutes who weren’t murdered; but as I mentioned, when
police are under pressure to solve a crime, they will often grab the first likely perpetrator, and then zero in, ignoring anyone else,
and ignoring any facts that are exculpatory to their suspect.

In this case, the police — based purely upon suspicion without any evidence whatsoever — then proceeded to destroy Mr.
Foster’s life.  They raided his house, and completely destroyed it.  They did this very publically, closing off the street in his quiet,
suburban neighborhood, and they closely questioned Mr. Foster’s neighbors, leaving those neighbors convinced that they were
living next door to a mass-murderer.  Likewise with Mr. Foster’s employer and fellow employees.  The police went to the school
where Mr. Foster’s children were, and attempted to remove them.  When the school principal refused to release them, the police
merely waited outside the school, illegally kidnapped the Foster children as they left.  They took them to the station where they
unmercifully grilled them for hours.  They failed to inform the Fosters of where their children were.

It was later discovered that Melvyn Foster was completely innocent.
And the harassment faced by Mr. Foster was on the state level.  Once you graduate to the federal level, the abuse of power

is exponentially greater.
First, there is the federal grand jury, to which a medieval Star Chamber would compare favourably.  At a federal grand jury,

the accused has no rights; there is no cross examination of witnesses, no right to counsel, and there are no rules of evidence.
The government can — and usually does — use tainted and illegally obtained evidence and/or hearsay testimony and/or outright
lies.  While most of this would be inadmissible in trial, merely being indicted for a crime is usually enough to ruin your life.
Federal agents will search and destroy your home, seizing your computer, your personal and financial records, your firearms, your
money, your credit cards, your passport, your safe-deposit box, and even your personal letters.  If the case is drug related, they
will confiscate your home, your car, your boat, your bank account, and anything else of value that they can find — and you may not
get your property back even if you are exonerated.

Then, after seizing your property, federal agents will subpoena your friends, neighbors, and business associates in order to
interrogate them.  They will spend a year publically defaming you by inference, and even if they prove nothing, your reputation is
destroyed, your family has been through hell, your personal belongings are trashed and/or gone, you probably lost your job
because you were in jail for months and/or because the feds intimidated your employer, and even in the unlikely event that you
can recover your bank account, it will be drained to pay for attorney fees.

The constitutional prohibition against double jeopardy, like so many other rights plainly delineated in the Constitution in
simple, easy to understand, and unequivocal language, has been done away with.  If a defendant is found not guilty on state
charges, the feds can pick him up and charge him again for the exact same crime, in direct contravention to the Fifth Amend-
ment.  They use the completely specious argument that since the feds are a different jurisdiction, then charging someone twice
for the same crime does not constitute double jeopardy.  This argument is as stupid as it sounds, but it is the one they actually
use — and get away with.  Federal prosecutors are especially fond of using this tactic in high-profile cases, such as the case
against the police officers who beat Rodney King.

And prosecutors view defense attorneys who engage in the uphill struggle to protect your civil liberties with utter contempt!
In addition, they often refer to themselves as the ‘good guys’, evidently with no sense of irony...
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And then — there are the drugs.  And the vast sums of unaccountable cash that invariably accompanies them.  Scads of
money! Tons of money!  Huge mountainous stacks of $100 bills! Enough money to buy all of the cops, judges, and politicians that
you may need.  A cop cannot even afford to send his kid to a decent school, and then he sees some scumbag sociopath with a
third-grade education driving a $70,000 car and wearing gold jewelry valued at over a year’s worth of his own salary.

And so you sell yourself. Everyone in the HTPD sells themselves.  If you don’t, then at best you are ostracized and isolated
within the department.

At worst, you are killed.

As your shell thickens, you become ever more out of touch with the ‘real’ world.  You find yourself uncomfortable socializing
with normal people because you have become so abnormal yourself — and so you begin socializing exclusively with other cops, thus
further reinforcing our community neurosis.  You no longer trust the people that you police.  You have seen too much of what goes
on behind their closed doors.  And since cops tend to be even worse than the general public when it comes to basic human qual i-
ties, only other cops can understand.  You hang out only with other cops because they are the only ones who are twisted in that
special manner unique to cops.

What does a cop have to say to a teacher or to a factory worker in a bar after work?  “Yeah, I found a nineteen-year-old girl
today who had been dead for two weeks.  The stench was so incredible that I couldn’t breathe in the room.  I can’t say that the
smell is like rotten eggs or anything because it is like nothing that you have ever smelled.  The girl was just a shapeless mound on
the floor because the decomposition gasses had blown her up.  She and her maggots were splattered all over the wall.”

And what am I supposed to say to my wife and my young daughter?  “Yeah, me and the boys went and shot about a dozen dogs
down in the ghetto last night.  The ASPCA won’t come near that neighborhood, and the place was running wild with packs of vicious
dogs that sometimes kill kids and eat them.”

I began drinking.
I went to a doctor.  He said, “I’d drink too if I had your job.” He diagnosed me as depressive, and he gave me a scrip for

Librium.  I said that I could not sleep, and so he gave me a scrip for sleeping pills.  When I was in pain, he gave me pain pills.
Here I am busting people for doing drugs, and I am doing more than they are!
The doctor assures me that there is nothing wrong with taking all of those pills for years and years.  I begin contemplating

suicide.  I begin showing up whenever doctor’s offices or pharmacies are broken into so that I can just help myself.  It was so
easy.  True, I had now become a thief, but as I said, ethics become very elastic when you are a cop.  I did what I felt I had to do.

And strangely enough, I still did my job.  As part of the macho-cop priesthood, I had to prove that I was still good.  I simply
refused to think about the hypocrisy of what I was doing.  The drugs didn’t hurt my job performance — but it had to come out
somewhere.  And since I could not allow it to come out at work, it came out at home.  My wife and my daughter were the ones who
got hurt.  I physically abused my wife.  I psychologically and verbally abused my daughter.

And my drug abuse was not the only hypocrisy I had to deal with in order to do my job — the job itself is a veritable orgy of
hypocrisy.  There are the lies, deceit, treachery, betrayal, entrapment, bullying, intimidation, and all of the other unethical things
necessary for nearly every aspect of modern police work.  They say that it takes a thief to catch a thief.  What passes for law
enforcement these days seems to operate solidly upon this principal.

One of the biggest thrills we experience is when we get to Make an Arrest.  The ultimate power trip.  We take them down-
town, stuff them into a cold, dirty cement hole with thirty other stinking, puking, filthy, and verminous degenerates, and then we
leave them there for the eight to ten hours that the booking process requires.  Even if they immediately post bail, they cannot be
released until the booking process is completed.  If they don’t have bail, they are in serious trouble, whether or not they are
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guilty of anything.  It takes two months to get a preliminary hearing, and if you don’t have bail, then you must stay in jail the
entire time.  The only way to get out of this is to plead guilty at your bail hearing.  If you are willing to plead guilty right away,
the judge will usually release you on your own recognizance.  If you plead not guilty, you stay in jail.  (In other words, if you say
you did it, they let you out of jail, but if you say you didn’t do it, they keep you in jail.)

If you have a job, you will probably lose it unless you plead guilty.  If you rent a house or an apartment, you will probably lose
it unless you plead guilty.  If you don’t know anyone who can go to your residence to retrieve your belongings and/or if you have no
place to store your belongings, you will probably lose them as well unless you plead guilty.

After you are booked, you are then stuffed into yet another small cement hole with twenty other inmates.  Except for your
court appearances and visits, you are kept in this hole twenty-four/seven.  You never breathe fresh air, and you never feel
sunshine or wind.  You are fed a minimal amount of unidentifiable slop, and even if you are big enough and/or aggressive enough to
prevent jailhouse bullies from taking the food away from you, you are still constantly hungry.  You have no personal space
whatsoever.  You are never alone.  You eat, sleep, shower, and shit in full view of guards and inmates at all times.  You and your
sleeping area are constantly subjected to searches.

And contrary to popular belief, county jails are much more violent and dangerous than prisons.  In prisons, there are recrea-
tional activities, there are usually jobs available, (generally paying a few pennies per hour), and inmates can spend hours a day
outside.  County jails have none of this.  There is nothing to occupy the mind, and so there is constant tension.  Also, by the time
inmates reach prison, they have been locked up for several months — if not years — and have had time to adjust to incarceration.
Inmates in county jails are fresh off the streets.  They are usually bewildered and angry, and often suffering from drug with-
drawal symptoms.  Prison inmates also know their release dates, whereas the cases most county jail inmates are still up in the air,
and they usually have no idea how long they are going to be locked up.  Their fates are completely in the hands of a sociopathic
sadist known as a ‘prosecutor’.  The tension in county jails is palpable, and fights are a daily occurrence.  There is a permanent
squad consisting of a dozen jailers who sit in the jail dressed in full riot gear, including hand held shields, billy clubs, helmets, and
face masks.  They do nothing but sit around waiting for fights to break out.  When they do break out, this goon squad charges
into the tank yelling, screaming, and brandishing their billy clubs.  All the inmates are required to either immediately lay face
down on the floor, or get whacked on the head with a billy club.

If in spite of all this blackmail you still insist upon pleading not guilty, then after two months in jail, you go to your prelimi-
nary hearing.  On minour charges, you are generally told at the prelim that if you now plead guilty, you will be sentenced to ‘time
served’.  This means that the two months you have spent in jail will be your sentence, and you can walk out of jail that day. But if
you still insist upon pleading not guilty, then you must stay in jail for two more months until your court date.  If you cannot afford
your own attorney, you are given an underpaid and overworked hack fresh out of law school who is probably handling fifty or sixty
other cases at any given time, and who generally does not even look at your case until he is actually in the courtroom at your
hearing.  Like the prosecutor, the PD wants you to make things easy and plead guilty, and this is almost invariably the ‘advice’ that
they give you.

On the other side is the government with its relatively unlimited funds and resources, including the police, and PIs whose only
job is to find evidence to use against you.  On the state level, in most jurisdictions, it is necessary to have some kind of evidence
in order to convict you.  If you are unfortunate enough to be brought up on federal charges, though, all that they need is the
unsubstantiated word of a couple of bribed and coerced jailhouse snitches in order to convict you — indeed, this is exactly how
the feds obtain most of their convictions.  (And the practical result of this is that the feds can put anyone in prison that they
wish to.  More on this later…)

Another coercive measure used to force you to plead guilty is that the prosecutor will almost invariably charge you with an
offense much more serious than the one that you are actually accused of committing.  Then, he will generously offer to ‘lower the
charge’ if you are willing to plead guilty.

And this plea-bargain/blackmail swindle is not the only method the government uses to coerce guilty pleas from innocent
victims.  When the ‘third-degree’ method of interrogation was outlawed in the 40’s and 50’s, we developed methods even more
effective than beating confessions out of suspects.  These methods include intimidation, official lies, apparently damning
knowledge, threats to prosecute spouses and/or seizing custody of children, psychological domination, hours of verbal assaults,
and purporting to possess evidence that we do not actually possess.  If there are two suspects, we will tell suspect ‘A’ that
suspect ‘B’ has confessed and placed all blame on suspect ‘A’, as we simultaneously tell suspect ‘B’ the exact same thing about
suspect ‘A’.  If the suspect is an alcoholic or a drug addict, it is often possible to obtain a confession by convincing him/her that
he/she was in a stupor and did not remember committing the crime, especially if we lie about having witnesses and/or fingerprints
and/or videos and/or whatever.
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So, let’s say that you do not succumb to any of these methods, that you insist upon pleading not guilty to something you did
not do, and you insist upon a trial.  In theory, a trial is a search for truth and justice.  In reality, a trial is a contest of who has
the best lawyer — truth and justice often have nothing to do with it.  Truth and justice are trumped by rules and procedures.

All too often, the guilty go free and the innocent are imprisoned.
Judges also work on this railroad.  In theory, judges are supposed to be impartial arbiters.  In reality, the judge is usually

another member of the prosecution team.  Most of them are ex-prosecutors themselves.  They will grant any prosecution motion
they think that they can get away with, and they will deny any defense motion on the flimsiest of pretexts.  They will always try
to sustain any objection made by the prosecutor, whilst overruling any objection made by the defense.  They will subtly prejudice
the jury by letting the jury know that the judge considers the defendant to be guilty.  Though illegal, these actions are often
blatant and obvious — but there is usually nothing that can be done about it.

Then, there are the prosecutors.  It is absolutely vital to the rule of law, (and thus our society itself), that the law and the
system that enforces the law maintain legitimacy.  Thus, misconduct by any player in the criminal justice system is a serious
problem, be it by police, judges, or defense attorneys — but the consequences are most devastating when the culprit is the pros-
ecutor, for prosecutors have become the single most powerful figure in the justice system — or in all government, for that
matter.  Even presidents must bend to the will of prosecutors, special or otherwise.  Yet under our current system, prosecutors
are accountable to no one, and they operate largely in secret.  They are themselves virtually immune from prosecution or lawsuits,
even when responsible for gross and/or deliberate injustices.  And so in spite of the fact that most prosecutors behave honoura-
bly, this is a recipe for disaster.  It is impossible to know the exact number, but it would be a conservative estimate that thou-
sands of people are currently in prison for crimes that they did not commit, and the problem has become significantly worse
during the last twenty years.  Many estimate that the numbers of wrongfully convicted runs into the tens of thousands, for those
who are eventually released represent a very small tip of a very large iceberg.  The vast majority of those wrongfully convicted
are unable to prove their innocence, and even many of those who can prove their innocence are prevented from doing so by arcane
and byzantine court procedures.  Hundreds of inmates — many of whom had been sentenced to death — have been freed with the
advent of DNA testing — but again, only a small fraction of those wrongfully convicted have any DNA evidence available in their
cases.

When governments began to be confronted with the circumstance of hundreds of innocent people being sent to prison — and
even to Death Row — for crimes that they did not commit, their reaction was invariably to make it much harder for convicts to
present new evidence of innocence, and harder to appeal their cases.  New federal laws and Supreme Court rulings have sharply
limited the number of federal appeals allowed, and the Supreme Court also created a standard that requires near absolute proof
of innocence before a conviction can be overturned for ‘factual’ reasons.  And not even the strongest doubts are enough in the
absence of ‘legal’ and/or ‘procedural’ errors in a case.  Many states have imposed strict time limits on the presentation of new
evidence.  Texas, for example, which leads the nation in executions, set that limit at thirty days.  After that period, a man
convicted of murder could theoretically discover a videotape of someone else committing the crime thirty-one days later and still
be legally executed.  This very scenario was presented by Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy during oral arguments in
Herrera v Collins, a death penalty case — and Kennedy still voted to uphold the law!  In a dissent in Herrera v Collins, a disgusted
Justice Harry Blackmun wrote, “The execution of a person who can show that he is innocent comes perilously close to simple
murder.”  His opinion, though, was in the minourity.

Opponents of these strict guidelines argued in vain that they gave prosecutors an incentive to hide evidence.  An unscrupulous
prosecutor — and there are many of these, especially in Texas — would know that he/she had only to hang on for thirty days
after conviction before winning by default, no matter what new evidence — or evidence of prosecutorial misconduct — surfaced
after this point.

You would think that a prosecutor would drop the case if he/she knew that the defendant was innocent — but case after case
after case has been documented of prosecutors prosecuting people that the prosecutor knew to be innocent, and of illegally
hiding evidence of that innocence.

Just one example of hundreds of such documented cases is the case of a coal miner named Roger Keith Coleman, convicted of
killing his sister-in-law and scheduled for execution in May 1992.  After his conviction and death sentence, Coleman and his lawyer
learned that the police and prosecutors had covered up a host of facts useful to the defense:  Evidence of forced entry at the
vic’s house, (the prosecution argued at trial that the vic knew her killer and let him into the house); knowledge that the knife
allegedly used by Coleman did not fit the wounds; and the information that a pair of bloody scissors and a blood soaked sheet had
been found in the vic’s trash can.  The blood evidence had not only been kept from the defense, but it had not even undergone
forensic tests.  Finally, the police had hidden a time card that proved Coleman was at work at the time of the murder.  Meanwhile,
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the jailhouse snitch who was the chief witness in the case recanted his testimony, admitting that Coleman had never actually
confessed to him.

On top of all this, new evidence had surfaced linking another man to the crime.  That man lived near the vic, he had been
accused of raping several other women in a similar manner, and he had confessed to one of his rape victims to having killed Cole-
man’s sister-in-law.

So while Coleman did not have a video tape, he did have a mountain of new evidence that seemed almost as strong, and he had
irrefutable evidence of prosecutorial misconduct to go with it.

The Supreme Court not only refused to stop the execution, it would not even consider the new evidence because Coleman’s
lawyer missed a filing deadline by seventy-two hours.

At 11:00PM on May 20, 1992, Roger Keith Coleman was put to death.

There is no agency that tracks prosecutorial misconduct, and no outside scrutiny of prosecutors.  There is no mechanism for
policing them other than the chance discoveries of defense lawyers, judges, or the press — and as Roger Coleman proved, even
that sometimes does no good.  A 1992 national study of 400 people wrongfully convicted in death-penalty cases since the 1940s
found that twenty percent of them had been set free because of illegal and/or unethical conduct by prosecutors.  A former pros-
ecutor in the Manhattan District Attorney’s office and a current Pace University Law School professor named Bennett Gershman
wrote in Prosecutorial Misconduct:

“First, it becomes inescapably clear that the prosecutor, for good or ill, is the most powerful figure in the criminal justice system.  To be
sure, the judge exercises considerable power, but only after the prosecutor has made the crucial decisions about whom to charge, whom to
punish, and how severely.  And this power to charge, plea bargain, grant immunity, and coerce evidence is largely uncontrolled.  Second, acts
of misconduct by prosecutors are recurrent, pervasive, and very serious.  Case reports do not adequately describe the extent of such miscon-
duct because so much of the prosecutor’s work is conducted secretly and without supervision…

“Restraints on prosecutorial misconduct are either meaningless or nonexistent.  Relatively few judicial or Constitutional sanctions exist
to penalize or deter misconduct; the available sanctions are sparingly used, and even when used have not proved effective.  Misconduct is
commonly met with judicial passivity and bar association hypocrisy…  Whatever the reasons, the absence of significant controls requires
prosecutors to be self-regulating.  With so much at stake, however, and the potential for abuse so great, self-regulation is not an acceptable
safeguard.”

And yet, the pattern when prosecutorial misconduct is exposed has been — over and over again — to make exposing such
misconduct harder to accomplish.

Most prosecutorial misconduct occurs when a prosecutor is convinced that the defendant is guilty, and the prosecutor wishes
to shore up a weak case.  But in an alarming number of such cases, the prosecutor’s assumption of guilt is proven incorrect. And
even more alarmingly, case files are full of prosecutors who prosecuted a defendant even though the prosecutor knew that the
defendant was innocent! Even in several death-penalty cases! (A prosecutor’s career advancement is often predicated upon
his/her conviction ratio, just as a police officer’s career advancement is often predicated on the number of arrests leading to a
conviction.  Thus, both are provided incentives to assure that an arrest leads to conviction — and evidently, their careers often
take precedence over the ruination and/or the death of others.)

Some anecdotal examples of this paradigm:  Lloyd Schlup, a Missouri convict, was freed from his 1985 death sentence for a
murder inside prison.  The government had kept hidden a videotape and statements from twenty other witnesses proving that
Schlup was in another part of the prison when the murder occurred.  An appeals judge found that no reasonable juror in posses-
sion of these facts would have convicted Schlup.  After the evidence of his innocence surfaced, Missouri state prosecutors still
fought to have Schlup executed, invoking a 1996 law that limits prisoners to a single federal appeal, and one writ of habeas
corpus; a law that enables prosecutors to exploit a legal technicality empowering them to disregard even irrefutable proof of
innocence, and to proceed with executions.  The US Supreme Court ruled not that this law was wrong, but that it could not be
applied to Schlup retroactively!  Thus, Schlup’s conviction was overturned.  Had he been convicted in 1996, however, Schlup would
have had no recourse, and he could have been legally executed despite his innocence.

In Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, a young woman named Lisa Michelle Lambert, sentenced to life for a 1992 murder involving
a romantic rival, was set free in 1997 after a federal judge declared her innocent.  This judge, Stewart Dalzell, wrote a scathing
opinion saying that prosecutors had obstructed justice, knowingly used perjured testimony, suppressed evidence of innocence, and
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manufactured evidence — all of this while simultaneously allowing the real killer, Lambert’s boyfriend, Lawrence Yunkin, to escape
with a light sentence as a mere accomplice in exchange for his testimony against Lambert.

The Lambert case generated an unusual amount of publicity — most cases of prosecutorial misconduct just quietly die in
obscurity.  But the Lambert case struck a deep nerve in the public psyche.  The fallout from the decision was huge, angry, and
nationwide.  However, this animosity was directed not at the self-admittedly criminal police and prosecutors, but at US District
Court Judge Stewart Dalzell!

A drive to impeach Stewart Dalzell was launched.  It was widely asserted that judges still held too much power over prosecu-
tors.  Legislation was immediately proposed in the US Senate to limit the power of federal judges to declare innocent prisoners
to be innocent.  At no point during all this could any critics refute Dalzell’s factual findings, i.e. that Lambert had been framed
for a crime that she did not commit, and that government officials had committed criminal misconduct.  Even so, seven months
later, the US Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Philadelphia overturned Dalzell’s ruling and returned Lambert to prison,
where she remains to this day.  The reversal came not because of Dalzell’s factual findings, but because of a procedural techni-
cality cited by prosecutors.  The appeals court, in all their wisdom, noted that it did not matter whether or not Lisa Lambert was
innocent, or whether there had been massive prosecutorial misconduct leading to her false conviction.  What mattered was that
Lisa Lambert, acting as her own attorney, had not followed proper procedure.

If you ever find yourself caught up in the meat grinder of the American justice system, it would serve you well to remember
this always:  That procedure takes precedence over everything.  It takes precedence over guilt or innocence, over justice or
injustice, and over right and wrong.

In yet another Texas case, Kevin Byrd’s DNA test proved that he was innocent of a rape that he had already served twelve
years for.  Texas law left him no appeal.  His only option was to seek a pardon from Governor George W. Bush, who denied Byrd’s
appeal stating that it was not his job to be a judge.

During the 80’s and the 90’s, Bakersfield, California became a major center of prosecutorial misconduct under the leadership
of DA Edward R. Jagels.  Not only were scores upon scores of innocent people railroaded into prison, but in addition, almost all of
the convictions were obtained by the systematic psychological coercion of children.

The most notorious of these series of cases were known as the ‘Ring’ prosecutions.
Jagels, who had his eye upon the governor’s mansion, began the first prosecutions of what would become a nationwide

epidemic of bogus child molestation rings supposedly conducted by satanic cults.  Children were removed from their families on
pretexts.  They were denied contact with any family member, or with any defense attorneys.  They were literally brainwashed
into implicating nearly 100 adults in a huge child molestation ring.  Children would be asked leading questions over and over again.
If they denied that molestation occurred, they would be yelled at, and various other demonstrations of displeasure would be
exhibited by the prosecution team.  If the children confirmed molestation, they were rewarded and given special treats and priv-
ileges.

It is well known in child psychology circles that children can be made to say almost anything using these methods, and that
many children can be coerced into actually believing that what they are saying is true.  This is exactly what happened in Bakers-
field.

Thus, in addition to psychologically destroying dozens of children, the Kern County DA’s office charged 84 people in the ‘Ring’
prosecutions, resulting in 39 convictions, almost all of which were eventually overturned.*

In fact, during the first ten years of Jagels’ reign of terror, an astonishing 92 men and women had their convictions
reversed, these convictions ranging from murder on down. All of these reversals were due to official misconduct or mistakes,
hidden or erroneous evidence, and/or improper interrogations.  And keep in mind that these 92 convictions were only the ones
that were discovered, and that statistically, the actual number of people convicted using these methods were surely several times
that number.  The American justice system is intentionally designed to make such reversals extremely difficult, with laws that
favour prosecutors over defendants at virtually every juncture once a defendant has been found guilty.

The fact is that such methods are widespread, and in many jurisdictions, they are systemic.

* Editor’s Note: In 1994, a psychologist at the University of California Davis conducted a study on behalf of the Natul Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, and
examined over 12,000 claims of sexual abuse involving satanic ritual cults.  She could not find a single case that survived scrutiny.
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An entire police precinct in Philadelphia was charged with wholesale framing of defendants, resulting in forty-two charges
being thrown out, and another 160 in question.  State troopers in New York State fabricated fingerprint evidence for years;
several hundred cases are being reopened there.

And then, there is the story of the Hurricane…
Rubin ‘Hurricane’ Carter was a top rated boxer living in New Jersey, and the phenomenal success being enjoyed by a black

man greatly annoyed the local power structure.  Eventually, a prosecutor named Vincent De Simone manufactured a case, and
Carter was railroaded for a mass killing that occurred in a cafe.  He eventually spent over twenty years in prison.

He was convicted on the testimony of a two men named Alfred Bello, and Arthur Dexter Bradley, convicted criminals who
were seen looting the cash register at the café shortly after the murders took place.  After receiving $10,000 and immunity for
their own actions, Bello and Bradley testified that they saw Carter and Carter’s friend John Artis commit the murders.  Both men
later recanted their testimony — Bello did so under oath — but the judge said that their testimony was now unreliable, (though it
had been reliable enough when used to convict Carter and Artis.)  The Supreme Court disagreed, and ordered new trials for
Carter and Artis.  Artis was taken home and told that he could go free if he admitted to their rôles in the murders.  Artis
refused this offer, even though it was made repeatedly.  When Bello recanted his recantation — and once the same judge ruled
that Bello’s testimony was now once again reliable — both Carter and Artis were once again convicted by an all-white jury based
upon Bello’s testimony.

There were so many irregularities in this case that it is unbelievable.  Bello flunked his polygraph test, but De Simone lied and
said that Bello had passed it.  (Both Carter and Artis passed theirs.)  One person who survived being shot at the café testified
that Carter and Artis were not the people who shot him.  It was proven that De Simone intimidated and threatened alibi
witnesses out of testifying, suppressed exculpatory evidence, lied under oath, and falsified evidence — but as is almost always
the case with prosecutorial malfeasance, De Simone completely got away with it.  He gained a conviction of the Hurricane, and was
never prosecuted himself for his own crimes.

After twenty years and an insane legal battle, Carter was finally freed on a habeas corpus petition.
As I already mentioned, after thousands of such false convictions were exposed through the habeas corpus procedure, the

government and the courts finally took action by curtailing prisoner access to habeas corpus.  Due to new laws and precedents,
had he been litigating now, Carter would not have been able to file his habeas corpus petition in federal court, and he would still
be in prison.

Among federal prosecutors, allegations of professional misconduct rose 75% between 1990 and 1993, and another 71%
between 1993 and 1997; the Justice Department has taken virtually no action whatsoever.  In the May 13, 1994 edition of the
New York Times, reporter Dan Weikel estimated that prosecutorial misconduct had tripled between the seventies and the nine-
ties.  In spite of the ever-growing number of legal roadblocks placed in the paths of appealing prisoners, the release of men and
women wrongly convicted of murder came to be almost a weekly event in the US by the end of the century.  Case after case after
case can be cited.  One man was freed only hours before his scheduled execution.  In Oklahoma, Ronald Keith Williamson and
Dennis Fritz were freed when DNA testing showed the murder that they were convicted of was actually committed by the chief
prosecution witness against them.  When thirteen men on Illinois’s Death Row were found to be innocent, and after the governor
of Illinois learned that his state’s courts were rampant with outrageous legal flaws and racial bias, he granted reprieves for all
the rest.

A 1998 report by the Death Penalty Information Center in Washington DC calculated that between 1973 and 1993 there was
an average of 2.5 people released from Death Row every year due to being found innocent.* From 1993 through July 1998, those
rates nearly doubled to 4.8 per year thanks to DNA testing — and always keep in mind:  These numbers represent only a small
fraction of those wrongfully convicted.

And always keep in mind that these tactics are used almost exclusively on the poor.  The cases of Jim and Jason illustrate
this:  Both men were ticketed for speeding, and then were arrested on warrants for writing bad cheques — but this is where the
similarities in their cases ended.

Jim was wealthy, while Jason was poor.

Jim posted bail, and was out of jail in hours.  Jason did not have money for bail, and was thus forced to sit in jail for months
as his case was adjudicated.  Jim hired a lawyer, and dealt with his case monetarily.  His lawyer swung a plea deal, wherein the
speeding ticket was dropped, and he received probation for the bad cheque.  If Jim successfully completed his probation and paid

* Editor’s Note: The United States is the only First World country on the planet that still uses the death penalty — and with but occasional exceptions, it is
used almost exclusively on the poor.
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all of his fines and restitution, then his police record would be erased.  Thus, Jim ended up with no points on his driver’s license,
and no criminal record.

Jason was another story entirely.  Since he was in jail for months, he lost his job, his apartment, and his car was impounded.
In addition, his children were placed in foster homes.

He was also charged $30 per day for his time in jail.  By the time he finally got to court, Jason had not only lost everything
that he had, but he now faced a $2,000 bill from the county for his time in jail in addition to the fines and restitution payments.

Since, unlike Jim, Jason could not immediately pay off the bad cheque, he had to plead guilty to a felony, and he received five
years of probation.  However, without a car, a job, or a home, Jason could not meet the requirements of probation, which require
a job and a stable residence.  And thus, Jason ended up in prison.

And so, for Jim, the situation was an embarrassing inconvenience.
For Jason, the exact same situation brought about the complete destruction of his entire life, and of his family.

The fact is that anyone is subject to having their lives destroyed by a low-level prosecutor or police officer.  You can be a
paragon of virtue, intelligence, morality, decency, and industry — but none of that confers immunity to the complete destruction
of your life resulting from prosecution for relatively minour crimes, whether or not you are eventually found guilty of anything.

Any semblance of adherence to Constitutional protections by law enforcement ended with the passage of the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act, (RICO Act), in 1970.  RICO literally overturned the protections inherent in due-process
guarantees of the US Constitution in several respects, not the least of which is the fact that those charged under RICO are
treated as guilty until proven innocent, and that RICO enabled federal prosecutors to circumvent the Constitutional separation of
powers between the national and state governments.* RICO was passed on assurances that it would only be used against orga-
nized crime.  But as is always the case in such cases, once the expansion of government power is given an inch, it then quickly
takes a mile; within a few years, RICO was being used against small businesspersons who had nothing to do with organized crime.
RICO also opened the door to conspiracy laws, asset forfeiture, and the PATRIOT Act.  Plus, RICO was the first of the infamous
‘derivative’ laws, i.e. laws that are legal fictions, which criminalize the results of criminal activity rather than criminal activity
itself.  Indeed, in the case of conspiracy laws, merely planning a criminal act becomes a criminal act, whether or not any real
criminal act ever actually occurs.  Conspiracy laws also criminalize helping anyone else to commit a criminal act, whether or not the
person helping even knows that he is assisting in a criminal act.  Give a friend a ride, and unbeknownst to you, that friend is trans-
porting drugs?  You can receive a free twenty-year vacation at Club Fed!

RICO was also the first of many laws that allowed asset forfeiture before being convicted of a criminal act.  Besides the
unconstitutional assumption of guilt before trial, asset forfeiture also deprives a defendant of the financial ability to hire an
attorney.  In effect, this authorized the government to act as prosecutor, judge, and jury in the same case.  Conspicuously absent
from RICO is any required mental state:  Violation of RICO does not require intent, or even knowledge, on the part of the
accused.  RICO simply made it a new and separate crime to merely associate with others, and since many of the crimes listed in
RICO are themselves derivative crimes, then in many cases, RICO criminalizes derivatives of derivatives!

Once one wades through all of the legal fictions and Orwellian mumbo-jumbo, it becomes obvious that RICO is nothing more
than an arbitrary penalty enhancer and prosecutorial bargaining chip.  Due to the all encompassing and vague language of RICO,
and due to the fact that asset forfeiture usually impoverishes the accused, it is virtually impossible to defend oneself from a
RICO charge.  Given the formidable sentences that RICO conspiracy threatens, and the weakness of the evidence needed to
prove that a defendant ‘associated’ with a group of individuals who committed crimes, (indeed, all that is needed by a federal
prosecutor to convict on a conspiracy charge is the testimony of two snitches — which, in effect, means that the feds can send
anyone to prison that they wish to), prosecutors will bend over backwards to try to include a RICO and/or a conspiracy charge.
Such abuse of prosecutorial discretion aids politically motivated and vindictive prosecutions, especially with the existence of the
legal doctrine of absolute prosecutorial immunity from any type of civil penalties even if it is proven that a prosecution was politi-
cal or vindictive.

* Editor’s Note: At one time, the only federal crimes that were on the books were treason, piracy, and counterfeiting.  Now, federal crimes simply mirror state
statutes...
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So you can prove that you spent twenty years in prison for something that you did not do because a prosecutor wanted to be
a judge?  Tough luck.  It is literally impossible to sue a prosecutor for this, and while it is possible to prosecute one criminally, the
fact is that this never happens.

Yet another inequity to the current system:  The only way to substantially reduce your sentence with the feds is to snitch,
and under a conspiracy charge, everyone is equally culpable.  There are slight sentence enhancements for being a ‘kingpin’, and
slight sentence reductions for being a ‘minour’ or ‘minimal’ participant.  You can reduce your sentence slightly by pleading guilty.*

You can reduce your sentence slightly by ‘accepting responsibility’, i.e. admitting that you committed the crime, and that you are a
bad person for doing so.  But these reductions are relatively trivial.  Basically, if you assist someone in criminal activity, you will
receive a sentence almost as long as the kingpin will, even if you are a low-level player.  If you want to reduce the length of a
sentence substantially, the only way to do that is to snitch on all of your friends.  And the size of that reduction is directly
proportional to the value of your information.  The practical result of this is that the kingpins and high-level drug dealers receive
the shortest sentences while the low-level players receive the longest sentences.

Remember the scenario that I described wherein you gave a friend of yours a ride, and your friend had drugs?  Well, if you
are busted, your friend can snitch on you and receive a substantial reduction in his/her sentence because, since he/she is a
dealer, he/she probably has a good deal of valuable information for the prosecutor.  However, since you are merely a driver, then
you do not have valuable information, and so you must do almost the full sentence.  Thus, it is possible that your friend will
receive six months in a halfway house even though he was the one who organized, carried out, and profited the most from the
crime, while you receive three years in prison, even though you did not organize anything, did not do anything except give your
friend a ride, and did not profit at all from the enterprise.  Then, if they are feeling especially vindictive, the feds can — and
often do — punish you for refusing to be their snitch by manufacturing another case against you out of whole cloth based upon
nothing but snitch testimony thus adding yet another three years to your sentence for something that you did not even do!†

So, finally, let us return to the original scenario that started all of this:  Your trial date arrives.  If, in spite of everything,
the government is not able to make a case against you, then they will drop the charges on your trial date.  You are then free to go.
Your reputation in your community is ruined.  You have lost your job, you are broke and homeless, and you have the nightmare
memory of four months in a cement hellhole — but you have won.  Unless you can prove a case of false arrest, there is nothing you
can do to the state for subjecting you to such a nightmare, and proving false arrest is almost impossible.  All that the police need
in order to launch you into this process is a ‘reasonable suspicion’ that you committed a crime, and the word of a ‘reliable inform-
ant’ meets that standard.

If you are convicted — especially if you dared to take your case to trial — then you are sent to prison — a place that might
more accurately be called ‘Criminal School’.  Ho Chi Minh said, “Prison is the test of the people’s fidelity.  When the doors of
prison are opened, the real dragon will fly out.”

And ever since Ronald Reagan, the trend on the federal level has been to sentence 20-year-old kids to 20-year sentences for
first time non-violent drug offenses.

Now that is true genius!  Let’s take a 20-year-old kid, and lock him in a brutal, violent world for 20 years.  The transformation
is like magic!  They take a scared 20-year-old kid who made a mistake, and 20 years later, they release an angry, brutal, violent
man!

And what happens when he gets out?  After 20 years of never having gone grocery shopping?  After 20 years of not dealing
with any women or children?  After 20 years of never driving a car, never handling money, never paying rent, never cooking for
himself, never going out on a date, never holding a real job, never associating with anyone but sociopathic inmates and sociopathic
guards?  A man who has no idea of how to survive anywhere except in prison?

I strongly suggest that you stay out of their way.

* Editor’s Note: The feds are not nearly as reluctant to go to trial as state prosecutors are.  They have virtually unlimited funds, and the game on the federal
level is so stacked in the prosecutors favour that they have a 95% conviction rate.

† Author’s Note: This is exactly what happened to me.
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And since many of these kids were locked up during the 80s, then a whole batch of them are being released at this very
moment.  Someone — or many someones — are going to get hurt.

And 98% of the inmates currently in prison are going to get out someday.* Also, attitude problems are far from the only
impediments newly released prisoners must deal with.  In addition, they face numerous legal and other obstacles that are framed
intentionally to make it almost impossible for prisoners to lead crime-free lives after release.  Once the system gets you in its
clutches, it is very reluctant to let go.  Many welfare benefits are denied for even minour drug-related offenses, including
disqualification for public housing.  There is a dearth of transitional housing and drug treatment programs.  There is job discrimi-
nation in all trades except those at the bottom of the economic ladder.  Even if an ex-prisoner has a sincere desire to become a
contributing and law-abiding member of his community, he faces numerous, and often insurmountable hurdles in achieving this
goal.

It is wrong!  It is all so very incontrovertibly irreversibly incredibly wrong!  The first thing you must accept is that they —
the government, the church, prison officials, community leaders, whoever — are utterly wrong.  And I don’t mean just a little
wrong, but completely, irrevocably, and absolutely wrong.  Nothing you can say will stop their being wrong.  They are simply
damned to eternal wrongness.  Then, you must acknowledge that these wrong-headed idiots have been placed in authority over
you, and that all you can do is say ‘yes sir’ and ‘no sir’ to them because nothing you can do or say is going to change anything, and
trying to fight them will accomplish nothing but screwing yourself.

Not only is there no end in sight, but I can only see it becoming worse and worse.
Now my country is engaged in a ‘War on Terror’ that is amazingly similar to the ‘War on Drugs’.  There will always be terror-

ists, just as there will always be drugs — at least as long as the atmosphere that makes drugs and terrorism so appealing contin-
ues to exist.  And just as the ‘War on Drugs’ assures that increases in drug use will continue, the ‘War on Terror’ assures that
increases in terrorism will continue — and not coincidently, increases in terrorism lead to increases in public fear which leads to
further curtailment of civil liberties and to increases in defense budgets, all of which leads to authoritarianism.  The recent inva-
sion of Iraq has radicalized the entire Islamic world, including those Muslims who formerly could have been considered to be
‘moderates’.

As with the ‘War on Drugs’, the ‘War on Terror’ promises to be never-ending.  The ‘War on Terror’ has been used as an
excuse for the government to assume the right to imprison people with no charges, no attorneys, no release date, and no family
visits.  They just lock people away in a secret location and keep them there indefinitely.  These are the tactics of a fascist police
state, and have absolutely no place in a free society, but people have been brainwashed into fearing ‘terrorists’ so much that they
are just accepting it.  They say that since these people are ‘terrorists’, then they do not deserve the ‘privilege’ of access to our
legal system.  But if there is no trial to determine guilt or innocence, how do we know that they are ‘terrorists’?  Indeed, accord-
ing to Amnesty International, between 70% and 90% of the inmates at Guantanamo were completely innocent of any participation
whatsoever in terrorist activity.

And there are some inconvenient statistics that grandstanding politicians do their best to ignore:  Your chances of being
killed by heart disease are one in three-hundred twenty-two — your chances of being killed in a motor vehicle accident are one in
six and a half thousand — your chances of being murdered are one in seventeen-thousand — your chances of being killed by light-
ning are one in four and one half million.

And your chances of being killed by terrorism:  One in fifty-six million.

Thus, it would be more practical to declare a ‘War on Lightning’.

I find myself on the wrong side in these wars, even though I am on the side that is winning.  But what else am I going to do?
Like most government employees, I do not know how to do anything else.  If I quit the department, I would have to sell my house
and move to some low-rent ghetto.  For what?  To make a statement?  Who cares?  And doesn’t the police department need more
men of conscious conscience?  But I am forced to play the game just like everyone else, so what good is my conscious conscience

* Editor’s Note: The current rate is over 600,000 per year.
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doing except to tear my soul apart?  If I ever dared to reveal my true feelings, I would be ostracized by the rest of the depart-
ment.  I would thus completely marginalize myself, thus compromising any ability to change anything for the better.  But I cannot
affect any changes for the better anyway, so what is the point of anything?

I am damned if I do, and I am damned if I don’t.
I now find myself in an inescapable trap of my own creation, and it is starting to seem as if the only way out is to eat my gun.

Welcome to Happy Town, USA!
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My Wife

The Queen of Light took her bow
And then she turned to go...

The Prince of Peace embraced the gloom
And walked the night alone...

—Led Zeppelin

Do roses know that their thorns can hurt people?
—Jon Benét Ramsey

(1987-1993)

Love Stinks!
—J. Geils
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f  course,  it  is  not  necessary  to  be  poor  or  to  be  a  cop
to be miserable.

Take my wife…

My wife, Doris Devine, Mrs. Daniel Devine, is one of the unhappiest people that I know.  She wasn’t an unhappy person when I
met her, or when we were married — quite the contrary — and so I must assume that our marriage is at least partially responsible
for her current misery.  Before we married, she was vibrant, energetic, and in possession of oodles of charm and personality.  Like
me, she was raised to have morals and values.  Unlike me, she remained a person of morals and values.  She does not cheat, lie,
steal, or bear false witness.  She believes in sharing with those less fortunate:  All of the attributes necessary to assure that you
will live your life in a state of financial destitution — and all of the attributes that will cause the rest of the world to view you as
a sucker fit only to be taken advantage of.

She views life as a search for values, while I view life as a search for facts — this in spite of the fact that so many facts are
impoverished due to their lack of values, and that so many values are contrary to fact.

Also working against Doris is the fact that my wife is incredibly beautiful. Doris is actually a very deep, intelligent, and
thoughtful person; yet since she is beautiful, the only thing that people ever see or credit her for is her surface.  Because she is
beautiful, it is erroneously assumed that there is not much below that surface.

Doris was always a ‘daddy’s girl’.  That, combined with her physical beauty, caused her to develop what I will call an ‘American
Princess Syndrome’.  She never experienced want, hunger, or abuse.  She was never shown anything but love and support, and she
was never given any reason to believe that the universe in general, and men in particular, did not exist merely to worship her, and
to take care of her every want and need.

In high school, she felt that she owed nothing to the gaggle of boys who constantly surrounded her except to accept the
gifts that they showered upon her.  No pain was allowed to shadow her joy.  She was never required to imagine the reality that
other people live in.  Her parents had created an artificially flawless world, and thus rendered the real world incomprehensible to
her.  (I am convinced that the best way to handicap a child’s ability to deal successfully with the world is to make their life too
easy…)

In high school, she was an ‘A’ student, she was engaged in a wide variety of school activities, and she was the head cheer-
leader.  Thus, in addition to being very beautiful and very smart, she was also very popular.

I, on the other hand, was something of a nerd.  I was an insecure target of bullies.  I was a sullen, frustrated genius who
could not catch a football if my life depended upon it.  I had had a secret crush on Doris Delveccio for years before I final ly
screwed up the courage to give her one of the many poems that I had written for her.

She loved the poem, and on that basis, she fell in love with me.  She said that she fell in love with my mind and my soul.  She
also said that she thought that I was ‘kind of cute’.

I considered myself to be the luckiest man in the world.

What happened?  Where did our love go?  It just seemed to disappear overnight.  I do not really remember when, or how.
One day we were crazy for each other, the next day we were engaged in a never-ending battle.  How is it possible for something
so good to turn so bad?

Shortly after our marriage, Doris began to resemble a butterfly in a box.  Many of us consign our fantasies to daydreams,
and peek at them every so often.  Others — most notably actors and poets — try to live off their imaginings, and are sometimes
driven crazy when real life fails to live up to the dream.

Eventually, reality became like a poison to Doris, especially after the death of her parents in an auto accident.  The birth of
our daughter Dian became a symbol of her shattered dream.  With Dian’s birth, Doris was no longer the sole center of my atten-
tion and love — and she became jealous of my love for Dian.  Though I did not consciously realize this for a long time, I sensed
something was seriously amiss, and I began stepping away from Doris — thus exacerbating the problem.  The more jealous Doris
became, the more I stepped back, and the more I stepped back, the more jealous Doris became until we created a synergistic
storm of misunderstanding and negativity…

Had we caught it soon enough, we probably could have worked things out, possibly with the help of a good therapist.  But we
didn’t.  And thus, the storm just kept building until we finally began actively attacking each other; soon there was too much water
under the bridge to try to row back upstream again.

O
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It seemed, though, as if our love had just disappeared overnight.
Now, Doris is almost perpetually sullen and morose.  She also drinks a lot — another new habit she developed after our

marriage.
One often hears of the wives of cops sitting at home being constantly worried about the safety of their knights in shining

armour.  Actually, a taxi driver or a convenience-store clerk is much more likely to be murdered on the job than a cop is.  And
unlike the general public, most cops and their wives are aware of this fact.  (The reason that the general public is unaware of this
is due to our culture’s deification of the police, and because every time a cop is killed, there are front-page headlines, and huge
parades to honour the fallen hero.  The murder of taxi drivers and convenience-store clerks, on the other hand, is largely ignored
by the press, and there are certainly no parades for them…)

Anyway, Doris is certainly aware of this fact.  Thus, Doris does not spend anxious nights concerned for my safety.  Her
concern for my safety is further dampened by the fact that she now hates me.  (She probably wishes that I were a taxi driver or
a convenience-store clerk.)  And I have given her ample reason to hate me.  The only intercourse that we have anymore is a
continuous battle to see which of us can psychologically destroy the other.  And since Doris is a good-hearted person, and since I
am not, then I usually win these battles.

Our social life is non-existent.  We occasionally make token appearances at department parties.  Doris invariably drinks too
much at these functions.  Then, she becomes loud and obnoxious, and begins blatantly flirting with other cops.  (Cops wives can
only cheat on their husbands with other cops, since most civilians are too afraid of cops to sleep with their wives.)  (Poor Doris!)

I do not believe that Doris has ever actually cheated on me, though.  In spite of the fact that I hate her, and in spite of the
fact that we virtually never have sex with each other anymore, I would probably kill her if I ever caught her.  Of course, I have a
full sex life, but that is different.  (What do they call it when a woman is cuckolded?  Or is that so unimportant that it does not
even deserve its own word?)

My wife has no life.  Her typical day consists of sitting around the house getting drunk.  She fights with our daughter Dian on
the rare occasions when Dian is home, and she fights with me on the rare occasions that I am home.  (I spend most of my off-
duty hours at a cop bar known as ‘The Station’.)  That is almost all of Doris’s social interaction with the world.  Her old friends
have no desire to hang out with a cop’s drunken wife. No one wishes to hang out with a cop’s drunken wife.  And if cops only hang
out with other cops, cop’s wives also only hang out with other cop’s wives.  However, other cop’s wives are intimidated by Doris’s
beauty, her drunkenness, and her habit of flirting with their husbands — so even this social outlet is unavailable to Doris.

Recently, I realized that I knew my wife so well that I did not know her at all.  I have always simply taken her for granted,
and never thought that much about her.  I have never before subjected her to an in depth study of her character like one does
with a new acquaintance, or with someone studied from a distance.  For instance, I have always regretted that Doris has failed to
rise to my level.  But recently, I realized that I probably had it backwards; that it was I who failed to rise to her level of sensi-
tivity and insight.  Actually, she is probably far superior to me in almost every way.  Over the years, I merely watched as her life
was starved of grace and beauty, and rather than trying to alleviate her misery, I consciously exacerbated it.  I jerked her out of
her dancing world of dreams and turned her into a meek and plain drudge.

Sometimes I feel like everyone else came into this world with a set of instructions on how to live and what to think — but
that someone forgot to give me my copy.  I tried using my parent’s instructions, then I tried using those of my high school
friends, and later those of the police — but none of them ever felt right in my soul.  Thus, I have basically stumbled through my
whole life being confused and lonely.  I never know what I should feel, and so I have spent my life faking feelings that I have
borrowed from others.  What is it like to love someone truly?  What is it like to belong?  How does it feel to be loyal to someone
or something?  It seems as if some important information was simply withheld from me as a child, and now it is too late to learn.
And thus, even though my new insights into Doris have caused me disquiet about the nature of our relationship, I don’t think I can
change anything now.  I don’t think that I want to change anything now.

Doris hates her life, but she also seems incapable of changing anything.  (Maybe she doesn’t really want to change anything
either…)

She blames me for her sorry condition, and if I am honest, I must accept at least some of that blame.  I am enough of a
bastard to enjoy the fact that other than Dian, I am the only person in her life, and that she is financially dependent upon me.  I
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also revel in the fact that she has nowhere else to go, and no one else to turn to.  I do have enough self-awareness to realize what
a prick I am, and I do have enough self-awareness to hate myself for what I am doing to her, for it is impossible to dehumanize
anyone else without also dehumanizing yourself.

But I revel in her misery.  For you see, if I am all that she has, she is also all that I have.  And while it is hell, it has become a
comfortable and familiar hell to both of us.  Neither of us knows anything else.  Neither of us has the courage or imagination to
change anything.  Even though I have recently gained much more respect for her, I still cannot break out of the sick paradigm
into which we have evolved.

And as sick as it is, I think that both of us are right where we want to be…
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My Daughter

Youth is not the enemy
It’s your culture’s evil drugs

Now they’re full of what you fed them
Now your push has become their shove

They’re the mirror of your voice
The voice of your society

When you gonna realize that youth
Are just echoing what they see?

—Mamaguroove

There’s good in all of us and I think I simply love people too much, so much that it makes me feel too fucking sad.
I have a daughter who reminds me too much of what I used to be, full of love and joy, kissing everyone she meets

because everyone is good and no one will do her harm.
And that terrifies me to the point where I can barely function.

—Kurt Cobain
(From his suicide note)

The men don’t know,
But the little girls understand...

—Willie Dixon
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y   favourite memory of my daughter Dian is when she was two
years old, and we were teaching her to drink from a cup.  Every time that she succeeded at the task, we would loudly

praise her, saying, “Good girl, Dian!  What a good girl!”
Soon, every time that Doris would drink from her cup, Dian would pipe in with, “Good girl, Mommy!  What a good girl!”
Both Doris and I would laugh until tears filled our eyes.  Dian would be delighted by our delight, and she would repeat, “Good

girl, Mommy!  What a good girl!”
In fact, now that I think about it, that may have been the last time that my family engaged in uninhibited laughter together.

Doris and I began our war soon after this.  I began spending lots of time at The Station, my problems with my job and with drugs
began to manifest, Doris began drinking heavily, and we pretty much left Dian to be raised by the public schools and by television
— and as far as that goes, just as rivers always flow to the sea, so its human sludge wends its way down to the twin cesspools of
New York and Hollywood.  There, everything is seen through a distorted fun-house mirror lens, and all of the silt from the belly
of the land is collected and dehydrated into spoons of instant feces to be disseminated across the rest of the country as fashion,
entertainment, and education.

I love my daughter.  However, with but intermittent and sporadic exceptions, this did not prevent my alternately treating her
with abuse, indifference, and neglect — another instance of collateral damage in the war between Doris and myself, and the war
between myself and the world.

Then, one day I noticed that Dian had green hair, numerous piercings, and a very serious attitude...

What happened to my happy little girl?  Where did she go?  Who was the sullen, antagonistic stranger who was living in my
house?  She had become some alien creature that I knew nothing about.  She never talked to me anymore.  I was not allowed to
hug her.  She acted as if she hated me.  She said that she never brought friends home because she was ashamed of what I did
for a living.  I had lost my daughter, and I did not know what to do.  What happened to her?  Where did she go?

I realized that it was probably my own fault.  Her home life had been anything but caring and nurturing.  I am sure that my
relationship with Doris was a contributing factor.  Is that what happened?  I did not do it on purpose.  I remember a few
instances where I tried to inculcate some values and teach Dian a few things, but basically, my daughter and I did not know each
other.

And then, she was gone.  I had lost her.
I wondered who she was.
Too late — much too late — I started trying to get to know my daughter.  Unfortunately, the incident that finally inspired my

dormant interest in my daughter was when Dian was arrested for possession of marijuana at age sixteen.  (As you can probably
imagine, this was highly embarrassing to a police officer — though, since twisted people tend to raise twisted kids, and since cops
tend to be much more twisted than the general public is, then cop’s kids tend to be arrested much more frequently than the kids
of the general public are...)

My alarm over Dian’s arrest was greatly exacerbated when I learned that she had been arrested with an older boy named
Samuel Superfin, more commonly known by his nickname of ‘Dharma’.  (I later learned that the word ‘dharma’ means ‘a transform-
ing truth’, which was a strangely appropriate appellation for the young man…)  This alarmed me because twenty-year-old Dharma
was well known to police as a major renegade marijuana dealer — a ‘renegade’ dealer being a person who worked independently of
the established drug dealing organizations — and thus independently of the police.  As I will soon explain in more detail, due to
our complete inability to stop drugs, the police work closely with several of Happy Town’s drug dealers so that we can at least
exert some control over the situation.  This state of affairs originally evolved when police noticed that every time we busted a
drug dealer, two more would pop up to take his/her place — and the new ones were often much worse than the one we had just
busted.  Thus, a system eventually evolved wherein dealers who ‘cooperated’ with the police were allowed to ply their trade with-
out police interference — for a price, of course.

Dharma, though, worked completely outside this umbrella, which, in and of itself, was not that extraordinary.  Independents
popped up all the time.  Normally, we quickly arrested such people and removed them from the scene.  What was unusual about
Dharma was that he had been getting away with it for over two years, and we had been unable to stop him.  It was not due to a
lack of effort on our part.  We raided his house twice.  He was pulled over and searched nearly every time that he was spotted
walking or driving anywhere.  The only result of our efforts was a successful harassment lawsuit filed by Dharma’s attorney, Elvis
Canary, wherein the city was fined $20,000 for violating Dharma’s civil rights.  This ended our ability to search him until we could
obtain rock-solid evidence.

M
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And this evidence was not forthcoming for several reasons.  For one thing, Dharma was very smart and very careful.  For
another thing, Dharma’s supplier lived in Indianapolis, and was thus unknown to our normal network of snitches.  In addition,
Dharma not only refused to have anything to do with hard drugs, or with anyone who had anything to do with hard drugs, but he
was a vocal anti-drug activist.  He dealt only with marijuana, and marijuana people are an entirely different class of people than
users and purveyors of hard drugs.  They tend to be intelligent, ethical, honest, and courageous — and since marijuana is non-
addictive, its users are not desperate and willing to sell their mother’s ass, as is the case with users of hard drugs.  Also, the legal
penalties for marijuana are much smaller than for hard drugs, and this fact gave us limited leverage when we busted them.  Thus,
the marijuana crowd was much more difficult to turn into snitches.  Their lack of desperation, their moral fibre, and the fact
that we could not threaten them with lengthy prison sentences were all factors in our inability to nail Dharma.  Plus, Dharma
evidently thoroughly coached all of his people on what to do and what to say when arrested — that is, absolutely nothing — and
every time we managed to bust one of Dharma’s people, Elvis Canary was at the police station within the hour to represent them,
and to bail them out.  In addition, the loyalty of Dharma’s people was unprecedented.  We once attempted the old tried and true
method of planting evidence in Dharma’s car whilst searching it — only to have one of his companions claim ownership!  And Elvis
Canary eventually had even this arrest thrown out of court due to an illegal search, and then used this incident in Dharma’s lawsuit
against us.

Dharma had several other qualities and habits that alarmed the police.  He had staked out a coffee shop on University
Avenue as his turf, and he had his own goon-squad who would beat up any gangsters or drug dealers who came into ‘his’ area.  This
habit made him very unpopular with both the gangsters and the police.  Also, his marijuana was of the best quality available, and
he sold it for a significantly cheaper price than anyone else did.  This caused his competition, and his competition’s police spon-
sors, to foam at the mouth.

Then, one day I came home to find Dharma sitting in my living room with his arm around Dian, who introduced him as her
boyfriend!

I was speechless.  Dharma knew who I was because my partner, Porque Hampig, had been the officer who had planted the
evidence in Dharma’s car, and I was the one who had ‘found’ it.

He greeted me by saying, “Well, if it aint good ole Danny Devine!”  I just continued to stare in mute shock.  He then cheer-
fully said, “I know you don’t like me, and I just want to assure you that the feeling is mutual.  I loathe both cops and gangsters —
and to be perfectly honest, I can’t tell much difference between the two.  Both of you are consumed by greed, both of you work
for violent oppressors, and both of you exercise artless authority that is almost invariably imposed on people who don’t need it
and don’t want it.  I also realize that possibly I’m insensitive when I upset the delicate symbiotic balance between lawbreakers
and law enforcers.  Possibly, I am conscious-less when I inflict losses to the purveyors of heroin and crack, who your laws have
helped to make so wealthy — but you see, I consider myself to be an idealist!”

I couldn’t, didn’t, and wasn’t.  I could not believe that Samuel Superfin was sitting in my living room with his arm around my
daughter.  I could not believe the things that he was saying.  And I was not capable of saying a word in rebuttal.

Dharma had no such problems.  He continued:  “You see, I feel that people have certain needs and desires that are at least
harmless, if not actually healthy, and that these needs and desires are completely legitimate as long as fulfilling them harms no
one else.  But as a result of certain odd quirks in the common ethos, usually perpetrated by guilt-ridden and psychopathic religious
fanatics, these needs have often been associated with negative values.  And in a queer, paradoxical metamorphosis, they have
turned these desires into social taboos!  However, to say that a desire is simply ‘immoral’, or to resort to an even flimsier
abstraction, and declare the desire to be ‘illegal’ does nothing to eliminate the desire, or efforts to fulfill the desire. In fact, it
doesn’t eliminate anything except honesty and straightforwardness.  In addition, it creates a climate of deception, contempt for
the law, contempt for the people and institutions that enforce the law, and it creates an underworld of criminals who otherwise
would not exist as criminals.  It wastes police resources that try unsuccessfully to eliminate the harmless activity, and it fills our
prisons with harmless people.  As far as I’m concerned, I am performing a public service!”

The outrageousness of his last statement finally elicited a response from me:  “Beating people up is performing a public
service?”

“Yes indeed!  I’ve managed to eliminate drug dealers from the 5200 block of University Avenue — something that the police
have certainly never done!”

“So,” I countered, “users of drugs other than marijuana don’t have legitimate needs or desires?”
“No,” he answered, countering my counter by saying, “I said that these needs are legitimate only as long as they don’t hurt

anyone else.  Drugs kill people and destroy their humanity, thus making them illegitimate.”
This kid was seriously starting to get on my nerves.  He was too independent, and at that time, I considered such people to be

a grave danger to society.  I believed then that civil order was not sustainable in a society populated by individualists.  I felt that
the dependency of the people was the source of the state’s power, and that if the state was not powerful, then peace and
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harmony were not possible.  And so I explained this belief in so many words.  Dharma countered this argument by saying, “If
you’re really concerned about state imposed peace and harmony, then you should be first concerned with maintaining the legiti-
macy of the state.  Enacting illegitimate laws is anti-ethical to that goal.  And I completely reject the contention that the law
must be obeyed, right or wrong.  My freedom is a right granted by God, not a privilege granted by government.  The people who
wrote the Constitution and created your vaunted law not only knowingly and willfully defied the law of the land themselves, but
they violently overthrew their government for infringing upon their liberties.  They also specifically granted this right in the
Declaration of Independence to anyone upon whose rights are trampled.  Legal genocide was the law of the land in Nazi Germany,
and the US executed people whose defense was that they were obeying the law.  There are tens of millions of people in this coun-
try who hold your marijuana laws in utter contempt.  Marijuana is a mild and gentle herb that is not only almost harmless, but it
has a plethora of proven medicinal benefits. Coffee has a more powerful physiological effect than marijuana!  The marijuana seed
has more protein than any other plant except soybeans.  One acre of hemp fiber will produce as much paper as 40 acres of trees,
and you don’t have to rape the forest to get it. You can make cloth and rope out of it.  George Washington grew and smoked it.
Also, when you smoke it, it produces a mellow nirvana that I happen to find quite pleasant.  And unlike alcohol, someone will smoke
a joint so that he will chill out and not beat his wife.

“You see, people hold your marijuana laws in contempt for very good reason!  And when so many hold a law in contempt, you
create an atmosphere wherein breaking the law not only becomes acceptable to large numbers of people, but it actually becomes a
celebrated act.  And I suggest that creating such an atmosphere is very damaging to the country in general, and to the legitimacy
of the rule of law in particular.”

I continued to insist that if everyone ignored any laws that they did not like, it would lead to chaos and disorder.  To my
dismay, Dian answered this, and with much more vehemence than Dharma had been displaying:  “Disorder is the price of freedom,
Father.  Disorder is the natural state of the universe and for people to think that they can forcefully impose order is presumptu-
ous self-delusion.  And if you look at history, attempts to impose order have caused much more misery and death than disorder
ever has.”

“Well, change the laws through the ballot box,” I suggested.
They both looked at me as if I were an idiot.  “Father, I can’t believe that you are that ignorant!”  Dian reposted.
Her condescension angered me.  I snapped, “People have died to guarantee your right to vote, young lady!”
“No, most of those people died to make rich people richer,” Dian snapped back.  Dharma gazed lovingly at Dian like a teacher

with an especially adept student.  “You want me to vote?”  Dian continued.  “Why?  So that I can vote for one of two people who
have already been bought and paid for by rich scumbags?  If I vote, I’m basically saying to them, ‘Yes, I believe you have a solu-
tion to the problem,’ when not only do I not believe that they have any solutions to any problems, but I think that they themselves
are one of the biggest problems that we have! Their whole ‘democratic process’ is nothing but a complete farce, and I have abso-
lutely no intention of sanctioning their farce by participating in it!  They are a bunch of criminals themselves, and when your
government is run by criminals, you have a condition known as ‘fascism’.

“The average citizen works from January to the middle of July for the government.  Only then do they begin to labour for
themselves.  I love the US, but the government has become an omnipotent monster that is answerable to no one.  It has become a
danger to its own people, and to the rest of the world.  America loots the rest of the world and crushes anyone who gets in the
way.  Foreign aid makes up less than 1% of the budget, and the majority of that goes to the terrorist regime of Israel.  For every
dollar Americans spend on feeding starving children, we spend $1,000 on make-up or fast food.  We could feed everyone in the
world for a year with what we spend on defense in one day.  We could wipe out a dozen serious childhood diseases in undeveloped
countries around the world with less money than we spend on products to promote Disney’s High School Musical.  The government
and the press never mention any of this!  Truth has become so scarce that Christians are having a hard time finding anything to
censor.”

Compared to Dharma, who was calm, (if cynically humourous), Dian was practically screaming.  However, she had just said more
words to me in the last five minutes than she had in the previous five years.  I was finally starting to learn who my daughter had
become.  I wished to encourage her.  She obliged me:  “When these people are elected, they take an oath to uphold the Constitu-
tion and then they immediately start trying to figure out ways to ignore and subvert it.  They’re helped in this by federal judges
who are themselves neck-deep in the federal spoils system.  The government keeps getting bigger and bigger until it has become
like a malignant tumour destroying everything it touches.  It has given rise to a political aristocracy made up of lying thieves who
are brazen in their corruption, and who display an indifference and contempt toward the public that is stunning.  Their true
constituency is made up solely of foreign governments and wealthy corporations who can afford to pay bribes big enough to gain
what they euphemistically call ‘political access’.  We don’t live in a democracy, we live in economic totalitarianism!  Morals, ethics,
and compassion are all subservient to money.  Money is more important even than human life.  After doctors and scientific
experts testified in Congress that cigarettes were killing hundreds of thousands of people every year, the senator from Kentucky
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cried out in anger that they were trying to destroy his state’s economy!  Tobacco is the leading cause of preventable death in
America, but don’t upset the economy!  After all, people voluntarily buy their own cigarettes with their own money, so what’s the
problem?  Of course, people also voluntarily buy their own crack with their own money, so what’s the problem?  To be fair, and to
avoid hypocrisy, we should allow Columbian drug lords to advertise their products in a manner that appeals to children, and to
provide them with huge government subsidies to grow their coca plants, such as we do with tobacco.

“When the government began insisting upon car safety devices, Henry Ford II said, ‘The American people don’t want anything
that will upset the economy.’  Fifty-thousand a year dead on the highways, but don’t upset the economy!  Never mind that the
economy is poisoning beauty and transforming an earthly paradise into a poisonous chemical sewer!  Never mind that the economy
is responsible for the largest mass-extinction of plant and animal species since the dinosaurs!  Never mind that the economy is
laying waste to the entire planet and destroying the very infrastructure that makes our lives here possible!  The economy is God!
Economy über alles!

“And our vaunted ‘free press’?  It has become nothing but a mouthpiece for corporate interests, and the important stories
are ignored and/or covered up.  Our ‘news’ is handpicked and delivered by reporters who are like vultures feeding on tragedy so
that mentally unemployed voyeurs can get some vicarious thrills.  The whole purpose of the press is to bovinize humanity.  Along
with the public brainwashing institutions that you call ‘public schools’, they try to train everyone to get a job, get in debt, and
don’t ask any questions.  The ruling class is trained to rule while the poor are trained to grovel and serve.  They want to reduce us
to being a bunch of domesticated cattle.  They want a huge herd of individually expendable, docile, and non-thinking automatons
that, beyond basic job skills, are not very smart.  They want two legged cows who can be easily milked, and when necessary,
slaughtered.  You say that I should join the government to reform it?  No, it is bigger than any single person, and when you join a
corrupt institution, you become part of it, and it just makes its own use of you, regardless of your goals.”

I was beginning to realize that my daughter was not only in possession of a very impressive intellect, but in possession of a
very impressive intellect that yearned for knowledge no one could live with in a world that was all too happy to provide it.  I did
not know how to respond to Dian because I knew much better than she did how corrupt and rotten our society was.  Unlike her,
though, I had accepted it, and I was doing my best to live with it.  However, while my way may be smarter, I could not help but
wonder which of us was the better person…

“Well,” I said, “people who do more should have more.”
Once again, Dian gave me ‘the look’.  Then she said, “That sounds great in theory, but when a small handful of people live in

decadent luxury while everyone else lives in abject poverty, that is taking your theory to an unacceptable level.  Plus, your theory
fails to take into account the fact that most of these corporations are sociopathic murderers.  When research shows that an
action or product causes death and/or disease, rather than reacting with horror and voluntarily stopping the action or recalling
the product — as anyone with a human conscience would do — they almost invariably fight tooth and nail to continue doing what-
ever they’re doing! They scream bloody murder, they lie, they cover up, they obfuscate, they use sophistry to discredit the
evidence, they threaten and/or attempt to discredit their detractors, and if that doesn’t work, they kill them.  When exposed,
they wriggle, scream, and holler.  And since they have news organs and powerful politicians at their disposal, these attempts are
successful more often than not.  Drug companies, mining conglomerates, chemical companies, defense contractors, energy monop-
olies — all of them are responsible for untold misery, suffering, and death, and their attitude is that your family is expendable as
long as the right people are making money on the deal.”

I accused Dian of exaggerating.
“No,” she replied, “if anything, I am understating.  I’ll give you a few specifics, if you like.”
To my amazement, Dian went to her room, and returned with several bulging folders full of papers and documents.  (At least I

could not accuse my daughter of failing to do her homework!)  She shuffled the folders until she found the one that she sought.
“Okay, here,” she said triumphantly, “the nuclear power industry.  Keep in mind, though, that there is similar data on nearly

every major industry in the United States. Using their typical methods of double-speak semantics, the nuclear power industry
has used specious sophistry to convince most Americans that nuclear power is the cleanest, cheapest, and safest method to
produce power available.  Actually it is the dirtiest, most expensive, and most dangerous form that exists.  They were greatly
assisted in perpetrating these lies by the US government in the form of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission — a classic example
of an industry controlling a government agency that is supposedly regulating them.  In its infancy, the companies involved in
nuclear power completely failed to educate their employees about the dangers of nuclear power generation and ignored any safety
regulations that they thought that they could get away with ignoring, thus knowingly and intentionally killing their employees in
order to increase their bottom line.  Karen Silkwood was a Kerr-McGee employee who was probably murdered on her way to meet a
reporter from the New York Times so that she could expose criminal negligence on the part of Kerr-McGee at their nuclear plant
near Oklahoma City.  After she was killed, her documentation disappeared.  Another Kerr-McGee employee said at a subsequent
trial:  ‘The contamination was everywhere.  No real effort was made to control it.  Red alert machines sat for hours with no graph
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paper to record air quality.  The risk of cancer was never mentioned by Kerr-McGee.  Instead, Kerr-McGee played down the reper-
cussions of contamination, leading to carelessness and more contaminations.  Some workers had contests of who could get hottest
the fastest!’

“They claimed that they could safely bury the waste.  They failed to mention that Plutonium 239, just one of several thor-
oughly deadly by-products of nuclear energy, has a half-life of 24,000 years!  Or that there are other nuclides with half-lives 100
times that!  They also failed to mention that they didn’t have any containment system that will last more than twenty years. In
fact, there is an incredibly lengthy list of facts that the nuclear industry and their government co-conspirators failed to tell us.
For years, the Atomic Energy Administration, then the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, said that it was impossible for a nuclear
waste pit to go critical when they knew that this was a bald-faced lie.  They reiterated this claim even after a pit code-named ‘Z-
9’ in Hanford, Washington nearly exploded in 1973.  They discredited reports from the Soviet Union that a dump had exploded
there in the 1950s, even though they knew that it had.  The pit was located near Kyshtym in the southern Urals, and it went criti-
cal in 1958.  It was in a sparsely populated area of small villages and nomadic tribes, yet the victims filled nearby hospitals expe-
riencing vomiting, burns on the skin, and all of the other typical symptoms of severe radiation poisoning.  Thousands of people died
slow, agonizing deaths.  The ground in the area around the pit was said to look like the surface of the moon.  The main highway
was closed for nine months, and even when it was reopened, there were signs warning motorists to drive through at top speed
with their windows rolled up.  Ten years later, pregnant women were still being advised to have abortions, and deformed babies
could be seen everywhere.

“Even after the incident was confirmed by an exiled Soviet biochemist named Zhores Medvedev in 1976, it was barely
mentioned by the US media.  Then, under the Freedom of Information Act, the CIA was forced to disclose that US officials in
the NEA had known all about Kyshtym from the beginning!

“Then, in a bit of poetic justice, the reactor at Three-Mile Island in Pennsylvania spewed out radiation during the Karen Silk-
wood trial.

“And in spite of propaganda to the contrary, Three-Mile Island was neither the first, nor the most severe nuclear accident,
even discounting Kyshtym.  In 1957, then again in 1969, fires inside the Rocky Flats weapons factory in Colorado had burned
through smokestack filters and shot plutonium dust into the air.  A few years later, cancer rates greatly increased in the nearby
cities of Denver and Boulder.

“Both the Fermi fast breeder outside Detroit, and the Windscale reactor in England were junked after partial melt-downs.
When the Fermi crisis happened in 1966, local mayors and civil-defense teams went on alert — but the citizens weren’t informed
until months later.

“A fire at the Brown’s Ferry reactor in Alabama caused one safety system after another to shut down, and only a last minute
jury-rigged backup prevented a complete melt down.

“In 1971 the Monticello reactor in Minnesota leaked 50,000 gallons of radioactive liquid into the drinking fountains of St.
Paul.

“I’m willing to bet that you’ve never heard of any of these incidents, have you?”
“No, I haven’t,” I answered.  “Where did you get all of this information?”
“From Mr. Marks, my social studies teacher” she answered.
I noted the name for future reference, and then asked, “Is he any relation to Karl?”
Dian gave me an exasperated look, and did not answer.  Then, I asked where Mr. Marks had obtained the information.  Dian

answered, “It’s all public information — you just need to know where to look.  Then, you need to scale two razor-wire fences,
subdue three armed guards, break through four locked doors, and make your way past a Bengal tiger that has rabies and AIDS.”

Thus, Dian proved that I wasn’t the only one in the room capable of sarcastic irony.
“But I’m not done yet,” she continued.  “The same year of the Monticello incident, a crippled airliner in Japan nearly crashed

into a nuclear reactor.  And then, of course, there was Chernobyl, which killed thousands, and caused who knows how many cases
of cancer and birth defects all over Western Europe.  And through all of this, the nuclear industry has spent billions trying to
convince us that nuclear power is safe.

“In addition, the nuclear power industry claims to help reduce global warming when actually the process of mining and shipping
the nuclear fuel significantly increases global warming.  Also, nuclear power requires huge government subsidies to be financially
viable since it is the most expensive method of producing energy that exists, and since no established financial institution will loan
them money.  Due to the unacceptable risk, no insurance company will touch them either, and so they also need the government to
provide any insurance.

“And all of this is just one industry!  Once you consider the chemical industry, the defense industry, the oil industry, auto
manufacturers, and especially tobacco companies — all of these respected and trusted corporate entities show murderous and
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criminal disregard for the lives of the public.  They also manipulate our opinions, and brainwash our children.  And these are the
people who control our country!”

Even though I was disturbed by Dian’s attitude, I was highly pleased that she was finally talking to me.  I decided to take
advantage of this new spirit of openness, and try to both get to know my daughter better — and possibly to mend some of our
fences.  It was also now obvious that she was a tortured soul.  And thus, I was hoping perhaps to provide assistance in helping her
to make peace with the world.  Since religion provides spiritual solace to many people, I decided to inquire as to Dian’s religious
beliefs.

I should have known better.

“My ‘religious’ beliefs?  My ‘religious’ beliefs are that all ‘religious’ beliefs are a form of mental disease, and that all religious
institutions are the reverse side of the political coin, i.e. tools that are used to control and manipulate the herd.”

While I did not harbour any strong religious beliefs of my own, such blasphemy still shocked me.  I halfway expected Dian to
turn into a pillar of salt or for her to be struck down by a bolt of lightning.

Dian continued:  “Modern Christianity started when a misogynist named Paul supposedly had a vision on the road to Damascus,
wherein God allegedly told Paul to hold women up to suspicious scorn, to eschew sensuality, and to subdue nature.  I think pretty
much all of these self-appointed mouthpieces just turn their own psychosis and neurosis into holy writ for their own depraved
ends, since every time God speaks to them, he seems to have a habit of telling them just what they wanted to hear in the first
place.  As a result of Paul’s ranting, women have become second-class citizens, sensuality has become a sin, and the ecosystem
that supports all life on this planet is being systematically destroyed.  The Bible can be twisted to say anything that anybody
wants it to say, and it has been used to justify torture, rape, murder, war, and genocide ever since its compilation.  I cannot think
of one single object in all human history that has caused more pain, suffering, death, and destruction than that evil book. Christi-
anity may have been a righteous religion at one time, but as soon as it became powerful, then the power-mongers took over and
twisted it to serve their own ends.  And say someone comes along and creates a new religion that refuses to proselytize, or water
itself down to attract followers — a religion that respects women and sensuality and nature — a religion that is tolerant, under-
standing, and free from repression and bloodshed — a religion that actually does more good than harm?  What do you think would
happen?”

“They would be arrested as dangerous subversives?”  I quipped.
“Hah!  Yes, they probably would, and as soon as the manipulators saw that this religion was becoming popular, they would then

seize control and begin perverting it to serve their own ends until it became merely another tool of control and manipulation.”

I decided that I should quickly change the subject, so I asked Dian what she wanted to do with her life.  She looked at me
like she was trying to figure out if I was seriously concerned, or if I was seeking an avenue of attack.  Her mistrust of me was
very painful.  Unfortunately, it was also understandable.

Evidently, though, my expression reassured her, for she calmed down and answered seriously:  “I’m not sure, but I want to do
something creative that will also help the world.  I think I might like to write fiction.”

“Well,” I said, “if you want to write fiction, you could always become a reporter for the Happy Town Times.”
Dian gave me an incredibly dirty look until she realized that I was once again indulging my taste for sarcastic humour; then,

both she and Dharma broke into laughter.
Dharma said, “That was a good one, Officer Dan.  I never would have ascribed a sense of humour to you.”
“Oh, I have my days,” I replied.
Then, Dian said, “I might want to become an artist or a musician instead, though.  Or even all of the above.”
“Well,” I replied, “it is really hard to make a living in those fields, and to be honest, art has always struck me as being kind of

a useless indulgence.”
This once again earned me an ‘are you really such an idiot’ look from my daughter.  Then, she said, “Yes, Father, it is useless in

a practical sense, which is exactly why it is so vital and necessary.  Beauty has no practical purpose, in the sense that you can’t eat
it, or use it to fix your house.  Except for commercial trash, art is completely removed from the context of economics, politics,
religion, or law.  It provides me with experiences that are available in no other area of my life.  True art comes directly from the
heart, and it exists for no other reason than itself.  Art is what truly defines a culture.  It is an expression of a culture’s soul.
Its very uselessness is what makes it invaluable.  Have you ever thought about creative thought?”

“Not very deeply, or very often,” I had to admit.
“Can you imagine being filled with thoughts that no one has ever thought before?  Imagine when Beethoven thought of the

theme for his 9th Symphony! Alle Menschen warden Brüder; where did that thought come from?  What happened?  How did it
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happen?  Did it come from God?  Did it come from Ludwig?  Did that make Ludwig God?  Or do they come from the fear of think-
ing something that no one has thought before?  You can certainly hear the fear in the 9th Symphony!  I think that truly great
thoughts always frighten the people who think them.  I think that truly great thoughts sometimes drive people insane.  By their
nature, truly original and truly great thoughts are secret — the thinker is the only one who truly understands, if even they do!
Why not keep them secret?  I think it is because the fear is too great.  And with all art, you can deal with the best in people
without having to deal with the people themselves.  I love humanity as a whole, but I can do without most of the individual
members.  I think that is probably the main reason that I want to be an artist of some kind.  I can create beauty from pain. I can
turn angst into something meaningful and precious.”

I was amazed.  I had lived with this girl/woman for sixteen years, and I had had no idea.  And I could not help but think of
the irony that evidently it was Dharma, an avowed enemy, and a man that I had attempted to send to prison with manufactured
evidence, who was acting as the catalyst inspiring this new openness in my daughter.  And so, I now shifted my attention to this
controversial young man who seemed to hold so much influence over my daughter, and asked, “Do you agree with all of this?”

“Oh, Di and I have our disagreements, but I pretty much support everything she just said.  You know, though, I’ve gotta say,
you seem like a pretty open and okay guy to have pulled a stunt like the one that you pulled on me.”

“That was mostly my partner’s doing,” I explained, “but I supported him.  We considered you to be a menace that needed to
be removed.”

“A ‘menace’ that needed to be removed?  Me?  That’s a rich one, Officer Dan!  Trying to railroad someone into prison for
something they didn’t do is 50 times worse than the worst thing I have ever done in my life!  And when the police start breaking
the law, then there is no law anymore, is there?”

“Do you deny being a drug dealer?”  I asked, avoiding his question.
“I notice that you avoided my question,” he replied, “and yes, I do deny being a drug dealer.  I deal in a medicinal herb that is

not only almost harmless, but has numerous proven medicinal qualities.  I break the law, but I don’t do anything wrong — which is a
telling comment on the duplicity of your law in and of itself.  What you did, on the other hand, was very wrong.  In addition to
breaking the law, what you did strikes at the very fabric of our society!”

Then, Dian piped in with, “What’s the matter, Father?  Did Dharma step on the toes of your cop-sanctioned dealers?  Did
Willie Ridge put in a word upstairs?”

This conversation was becoming very dangerous.  How did they know about Willie Ridge?  Was this common knowledge on the
street?  What else did these kids know?  Again, I avoided their questions, and said, “I’m protecting order in society.  Without
people like me, we would revert to the law of the jungle.  I am an American, and proud of it.”

Dharma replied, “Well, I’m human, and ready to accept the consequences.  I notice that you keep avoiding our questions.
Everyone in town knows that Willie Ridge works with the cops.  He blatantly runs more drugs than Rexall, but he is never busted
— however, if anyone tries to compete with him, they immediately end up in jail, do not pass Go, do not collect $200.  You’re on
the Happy Town Drug Task Force.  What’s up with that?”

I lamely explained that we knew about Willie Ridge, and that we were working on collecting enough evidence to take down his
operation — painfully conscious of the fact that it was a lie, and even more painfully conscious of the fact that both Dharma and
Dian knew that it was a lie.  I was also fully conscious of the fact that I, who was supposedly a defender of truth, justice, and the
American way, was in a morally and ethically compromised position in an argument with a drug dealer.

And if that wasn’t bad enough, I saw contempt for me in the eyes of my own daughter.
And if that wasn’t bad enough, I knew that that contempt was deserved.
I told them that there were many factors involved that they didn’t know about.
Dharma replied, “No, there are many factors involved that I do know about.  You’ve sold out, Officer Dan!  You’ve given up!

You’re going along just to get along.  You’ve decided that you can’t beat them, so you’ve joined them.
“Well,” he continued, “maybe I can’t beat them either, but I will never join them, I give you my word!

“So where does that leave you and I, Officer Dan?”

I have heard it said that truth is always the first casualty of war.

This aphorism evidently also applies to the Drug War…
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The Happy Town Drug Wars

And since no crime could be ‘ere Laws were fram’d;
Lawes dearly taught us how to know offence;

Had Lawes not been, we never had been blam’d;
For not to know we sin is innocence

—Sir William Devanant

When a person is a drug addict, he’s not the criminal; he’s a victim of the criminal.  The criminal is the man downtown
that brings the drug into the country…  You’re just a little tool that is used by the man downtown.  The man that controls

the drug traffic sits in city hall or he sits in the state house.  Big shots who are respected, and who function in high
circles —

Those are the ones who control these things.
—Malcolm X

We kingpins, triple-beam men
Bet I move 500 grams by the weekend, maybe a thousand

If not, Niggas aint leavin
Less they be bleedin

Needin prayers from a deacon
—Copied from Bathroom Wall

Unit S8UC
King County Jail

Seattle WA

Street crime is the only imaginable logical response
to America’s drug policy

—Tom Robbins
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received my promotion to the Happy Town Drug Task Force in a
highly unorthodox manner — basically, I was promoted for solving a mystery that everyone else already knew about.

Five years after joining the department, I was sitting in a public park near the station in order to get away from what was
already becoming an intolerable situation at home, and to recover from a hangover before reporting for duty on the swing shift.  I
saw what was obviously a drug operation being conducted from the public restroom in the park. Steady streams of heroin junkies
were going in and out of the restroom.  Since numerous children used this park, including my own five-year-old daughter Dian, I
became upset, and considered busting the dealer.  However, I was alone, I was off-duty, I had no probable cause, and I had no
back up.  So instead, I hit on the idea of waiting for the dealer to leave so that I could follow him, and possibly discover his
source of supply.

My plan worked beautifully.  About one-half hour later, I saw a young white man leave the restroom.  He had been inside since
before I had begun watching so I knew that he was my quarry.  He removed a tee shirt from the branches of a nearby tree —
evidently his signal that he was open for business — and then he began walking southward.  Following him was incredibly easy as
the idea that he might be followed had evidently never entered his mind.  He simply walked directly to his destination without
once looking back.  He seemed to have a completely insouciant attitude toward both the possibility of police surveillance and/or
the possibility of being ripped-off.  He walked about six blocks, and then turned right into a lower middle class neighborhood,
where he then took another right and entered a non-descript house on Sugar Street.

I subsequently staked out the house at 1234 Sugar Street for two hours, and noted the fact that the house had more traffic
than a McDonald’s drive-through.  It was obviously the location of a fairly high-level drug dealer.

I decided to turn this over to the pros, so after my shift that evening I made arrangements to meet with Barry Backman,
who was a supervisor on the Happy Town Drug Task Force.  After explaining what I had done, and what I had seen, Backman said,
“Yeah, sounds like you tumbled a good one, Devine.  Give me an address and I’ll see if we can’t get one of our people in there.”

I said, “Well, these guys seem to run a pretty loose operation, so you should be able to get someone in there pretty easily.
The address is 1234 Sugar Street.”

Backman was about to write the address down, but he froze with his pen in mid-air when he heard the address.  He gave me a
very strange look, and said, “Whoa!  That’s Willie Ridge’s place!”

This gave me pause both because of Backman’s reaction, and because I knew Willie Ridge from high-school days.  Willie was
one of the three children of Ruby Ridge.  My main memory of the Ridge family was of seeing Ruby running around town on the
first of each month trying to ditch her three children, who were invariably shadowing her.  The reason that they did this was
because if they did not force her to turn over money from her welfare cheque, then Ruby would spend all of the money on booze
and drugs within a day or two, and the kids would have no money for food, rent, clothes, utilities, or anything else.  And so, they
assiduously followed her until she finally cashed the cheque and turned enough money over to them to cover their necessities.

It was also well known among the boys at the high-school that Willie, the oldest of the Ridge children, had been stabbed in
the stomach by one of Ruby’s boyfriends, and that if you ever got into a fight with Willie — who was always ready to fight anyone
anywhere anytime — then you should try to hit him in the stomach, since that was his weak point.

I knew that Willie had always had a desire to trust, but had never had any reason to.  I had always seen the loneliness behind
the tough talk.  I had seen the desire for a mother who was more than a thoughtless and selfish consumer of drugs.  But Willie
adapted to what there was to adapt to.  The written laws were made for rich white people’s needs and had no relevance in Will ie’s
world.  If you wanted to survive, you learned the unwritten rules and you followed them.  More often than not, the unwritten laws
were in direct conflict with the written ones, which was fine with those in power, for it gave them the power over Blacks to put
most of them in prison, and thus keep them completely under thumb.

I actually knew Willie’s brother Billie Ridge even better than I knew Willie because a friend of my father had adopted him
when CPS finally took the children away from Ruby.  I remember that my father’s friend was astonished at Billie’s complete lack
of information about the world.  Billie did not know what a continent or a country was, and he did not know the name of the coun-
try that he lived in.  All he knew was that he lived in a place called Happy Town.

Ironically and typically, Billie could recite the Pledge of Allegiance.  However, he did not know what a ‘pledge’ was, what ‘alle-
giance’ meant, or what ‘standing for’ something was — yet Billie was sixteen years old and in the 11th grade at the time.

Billie thought that he could read, but he was actually illiterate.  He thought he could read because there were several words
that he recognized by sight.  However, figuring out a word using phonetics was a skill that he did not possess.

I
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Billie wanted to be a lawyer — a goal that with the help of my father’s friend, he achieved last year — but at that time, Billie
had no idea of what being a lawyer entailed.  He just knew that lawyers made a lot of money whenever anyone got into trouble, and
that everyone that he knew was in trouble all the time.

The whites of Billie’s eyes were always bloodshot and tinged yellow.  His nose ran constantly, and he always had a headache.
His teeth were chipped and rotten.* Billie once went to the hospital with a concussion and had to wait over six hours to be exam-
ined.  He never even received any X-rays.  For a welfare family, the very concept of a ‘routine medical exam’ is a joke.

Billie was very small for his age, a result of poor nutrition, constant stress, and insomnia caused by the constant fear of
gunfire erupting at any time and at any place.† Fear permeated even the simplest activities in Billie’s life.  He never knew when
the bullets would fly, or the knives would slash.  He only knew that he had always to be ready to duck or run.

After Billie moved in with my father’s friend, he slept almost constantly for the first 2 weeks.
Another aspect of Billie’s reality was a complete lack of self-esteem.  He harboured the insidious White implanted idea that

Blacks are stupid and violent by nature, failing to take into account that Blacks were made the way that they are by centuries of
assertive and violent colonialism and slavery.  The Black habit of calling each other ‘Nigger’ is but one manifestation of this self-
loathing.

It is the standard operating procedure of oppressors to ‘divide and conquer’, and it has always served their purpose to assure
that Blacks remain poor, segregated, narcotized, and fighting amongst themselves.  This way, Whites can continue to profit
economically while simultaneously blaming the Blacks for society’s problems.  (Several tens of millions of Whites killed each other
during the 20th Century, yet you never hear this termed as ‘White on White’ violence...)

Those who think that the Emancipation Proclamation ended Black slavery are deluded.  The forms and methods have just
changed.  There are now more Blacks in prison in the US than were enslaved in this country in 1863, the year that Abraham
Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation into law.  In the US as a whole, 1 out of 3 Black men in their 20’s are in jail, prison,
or on probation/parole. (In some cities, it is over half.)  There are many more Blacks in this age group alone under the control of
the criminal justice system than the total number of Black men of all ages enrolled in college.

The consequences of this state of affairs appalled my father’s friend.  It meant that generally, there was an entire genera-
tion of Happy Town youth who were receiving no education.  They were born into the wretched poverty of the ghetto, and then
were denied access to any opportunity to escape, thus effectively burdening Billie with a life sentence.  Yet Billie would proudly
recite the last line of the Pledge of Allegiance, ‘With Liberty and Justice for All’, without any sense of irony.  Billie was very
lucky.  He was provided with a path out of the trap, and provided with an opportunity to use it; he grabbed it with both hands:
Billie Ridge is now a successful attorney in the firm of Elvis Canary.

Brother Willie followed a more conventional path.  At age 18, Willie robbed a convenience store.  He was caught, and sent to
the Happy Town State Home for Boys, which proved an ordeal of unrelenting horror.  His first day there, he fought off a bully’s
attack.  The next day, he fought off the bully’s gang.  Then, he was assaulted and raped by a gang of blackjack wielding guards.
He nightly witnessed a ritual of sexual abuse of younger and/or weaker boys by the guards and fellow inmates.  Willie soon real-
ized that for a young Black man, there was no such thing as peace or happiness; that there was no such thing as justice or sanity.

18 months later, Willie graduated from the state school for [producing] criminals, and began working on his graduate degree...

I informed Barry Backman that I had gone to school with Willie Ridge, and that I was not surprised that he had become a
drug dealer.

“So,” I asked, “if you already know about him, why haven’t you taken him down?”
Backman seemed hesitant and unsure.  He said, “Well, it’s not as easy as that.  You see — Willie sort of works for us.”
This went right over my head.  “I don’t understand,” I said.  “He obviously sells a large volume of drugs out of that house.

How can he be ‘working’ for us?”

* Editor’s Note: In the ghetto, the only time one ever saw a doctor was for life-threatening emergencies, and Happy Town hospitals completely fail when it
comes to providing even the most basic health services to inner city youth.

† Editor’s Note: Murder is, by far, the leading cause of death among Black youths between 15 and 25 years of age.  They are murdered at a rate 10 times that
of whites in the same age group.
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Backman was becoming more and more nervous.  He gave a large sigh, thought for a moment, then said, “Look, Devine, there’s
a few realities that you obviously need to be clued in about; however, I’m not the person to do that.  Why don’t you just hang on
for a couple of days and I’ll arrange for someone to explain the situation to you, okay?”

And so, highly confused and with deep misgivings, I waited to be ‘clued in’ about what possible service a high-volume drug
dealer could possibly provide to an organization sworn to enforce the law...

Two days later I was summoned to the office of Captain Frank Fixer.  Generally, a summons to a captain’s office meant that
you were in some sort of trouble, so I approached this meeting with some trepidation.  My fears were somewhat ameliorated when
the captain greeted me with a large smile, albeit that said smile seemed as fake as a $3 bill.

Captain Fixer invited me to sit.  I sat.
He began:  “First, allow me to congratulate you on a trick piece of police work nailing down Willie Ridge’s place like that.”
“It really was nothing,” I honestly replied.  “They did not take even minimal precautions.  It was actually very easy.”
“Yes,” replied Fixer, “Willie’s operation is definitely too loose.”  Fixer seemed annoyed by this fact, increasing my apprehen-

sion about what I was beginning to fear was going on here.
“Anyway,” he continued, “I’ve been asked to make you aware of a few realities of police work here in Happy Town.  The first

reality is the fact that we are losing the Drug War.  Drugs are here to stay, and there is little that we can do about it.”
This pronouncement shocked me, particularly coming from a police captain.  Especially since I felt, and still feel, that the

Drug War could be won if the focus were shifted from interdiction to treatment and prevention.  However, as I was about to
learn, the problem is that some of the main soldiers in the war do not want to win...

Captain Fixer continued; “The reality is that as soon as we take out one dealer, another immediately appears to take his place,
and more often than not the new one is much smarter and more ruthless than the old one was. We were merely providing a
Darwinian selection process wherein we were weeding out the weak and stupid, leaving the strong and the smart.  We eventually
figured out that the devil we knew was better than the devil that we didn’t know, and so over the years we have developed work-
ing relationships with some of the dealers in town.  Basically, we allow them to operate unmolested, and in return, we receive
certain — concessions from them.”

I said, “I don’t understand, Sir,” although I was afraid that I did.
“Well,” replied Fixer, “for instance, Willie Ridge provides us with a good deal of information.”
“May I ask what sort of ‘information’, Sir?”
“Well, information about other drug dealers, for one.”
I absorbed this, and then reached the logical conclusion: “In other words, we take out his competition for him.”
Captain Fixer seemed annoyed by my choice of semantics, so he demonstrated the official spin:  “We take out undesirables in

order to protect a valuable resource.”
However, this spin threatened to make me dizzy.  “I’m sorry, Sir, but how is Willie Ridge a valuable resource?”
Captain Fixer appraised me for a moment, then asked me a question that at first appeared to be a non-sequitur: “How much

do you take home from this job each year, Devine?”
I told him, even though I was sure that he already knew the answer.
Then he asked, “Are you finding it easy to live on that wage?”
I answered truthfully:  “Actually, Sir, my wife is going to have to find a job so that we can cover our bills.”
“Yes,” said Fixer, “I’m not surprised.  Have you ever wondered why so many people seek a job that pays so little?”
“Well, Sir, I would like to think that most of us are inspired by a sense of civic responsibility.”
Fixer appeared somewhat incredulous for a moment.  “Well, that’s very commendable, Officer Devine, but it’s not very realis-

tic.  The reason I called you in here today is to offer you a promotion to the Drug Task Force as a reward for your excellent
work, and for your discretion.”

This was completely unexpected.  Such a promotion so early in my career seemed highly irregular.  In knew that most cops
wore a uniform for at least 10 years before being offered such a position; indeed, many spent their entire careers in a uniform.
There was some undercurrent here that I was unaware of, and I tried to ascertain its nature.  It almost seemed as if I was being
offered a bribe to play ball on the Willie Ridge situation, but in my naïvety, I found this contention incredibly hard to support.
This man was a high-ranking officer in the Happy Town Police Force, and I found it impossible to credit him with such low and
sordid motivation.

Fixer was angered at my hesitation.  “Officer Devine, I am offering you a major boost in your career.  You don’t seem like a
stupid man — quite the opposite, in fact — so I should think you would be highly pleased at this turn of events.”
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“Oh, I am, Sir!  I certainly am!”  I stuttered, cursing myself for questioning such an opportunity.  “I would be honoured to
become a member of the Drug Task Force.”

Fixer then smiled his politician’s smile again, and said, “Good!  Very good, Devine!  Report to Lieutenant B.A. Rottenhaus for
roll call at the Downtown Division, and he will fix you all up!  Congratulations, Officer Devine!”

We shook hands, and I was dismissed.
I left Fixer’s office wondering what in hell I had gotten myself into.

I have since learned that organized crime’s interaction with government agencies has a long history in the United States.
During the 19th Century, many cities relied upon gangs to maintain the status-quo in politics and business.  (The movie Gangs of
New York was loosely based on historical fact.)  Men such as Randolph Hearst, Boss Tweed, and Moe Annenberg built enormous
financial empires thanks to gang muscle.

However, with the implementation of Prohibition in 1919, organized crime became a force to be reckoned with on a major
level, and just as in today’s Drug War, Prohibition instantly turned millions of formerly law-abiding citizens into criminals.  When
the Great Depression hit in 1929, the line between law-abiding citizen and criminal faded even more.  Hauling moonshine provided
laid-off workers with means to survive the economic crisis, thrusting ordinary citizens into partnerships with hardened criminals.
But far worse than converting upstanding citizens into career criminals was the partnership that the gangs forged with the police,
especially in cities such as New York, New Orleans, Dallas, Kansas City — and most especially in Chicago.

By the time of the repeal of Prohibition in 1933, the annual take of America’s gangs was estimated to be $18 billion — at a
time when the entire budget of the US government was only $4 billion.  By making something that everyone wanted illegal, the US
government had managed to transform penny-ante street gangs into a sophisticated and incredibly wealthy international network
with thousands of politicians, police officers, bankers, industrialists, and manufacturers on their payrolls.

The line between the ‘good guys’ and the ‘bad guys’ had been forever blurred.
The partnership between organized crime and the US intelligence agencies began during WWII when a New York gangster

named Lucky Luciano cooperated with the OSS, (the intelligence forerunner of the CIA), in a number of covert operations,
including the invasion of Sicily.  By the end of WWII, organized crime had a number of ‘friends’ in very high places.

In 1959, the Mafia and the CIA cooperated in an unsuccessful effort to eliminate their common enemy Fidel Castro.  In 1963,
the Mafia and the CIA cooperated in a successful effort to eliminate their common enemy John F. Kennedy.

By this time, the Mob’s illegal activities were receiving protection and cooperation in the highest levels of the government.
The CIA was assisting the Mob in smuggling drugs from Southeast Asia in return for billions of illicit funds used to further CIA
secret operations overseas.

The CIA used a Mob import company in Miami as a home base for narcotics and arms-smuggling operations.  There were
always Third World countries that the CIA wanted to prop up or tear down, but they were unable to do so because the American
public would not approve, and Congress would not fund.  With the funding they received through organized crime, they could now
conduct their foreign affairs without public approval, funding, or even knowledge.  All that they needed now were Sam Giancana,
Hy Larner, and their worldwide connections for murder, dope, and guns.  All the Mob had to do was point out an opium lord, and
the US military or a CIA mercenary army would march in and eliminate him, allowing the Mob to take over his fields.  During Viet
Nam, the CIA stuffed thousands of body bags with heroin and airlifted them out.  Since Hy Larner was a dedicated Zionist, the
Jewish Mob also began working with Israeli intelligence smuggling arms into the Middle East.  The Mob also had business relation-
ships with men such as Manuel Noriega, Ferdinand Marcos, the Shah of Iran, and Somoza of Nicaragua — among countless others.

Thus, corruption and capitalism began working hand in hand creating a new global economy that was dominated by corpo-
rate/criminal partnerships.

The Mob soon had operations in Panama, the Philippines, Iran, Cuba, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Belize, Columbia, Macau, South-
east Asia, the Canary Islands, Spain, Australia, Italy, and on and on.

And everywhere that the Mob went, gambling, drugs, and prostitution followed.  Hy Larner even had the concession to oper-
ate the slot machines on all foreign US military bases.

In the 1990’s, the FBI mounted investigations into Hy Larner’s activities on four separate occasions.  One of those investiga-
tions also involved the DEA and the IRS.  The State Department had all of these investigations terminated.

Currently, similar corruption resulting from the Drug War has advanced to the point where it has literally taken control of
large portions of the American government, including several presidents, scores of senators and congressional representatives,
attorneys generals, numerous AUSAs, numerous judges, (both federal and state), the DEA, US Customs, the FBI, and most espe-
cially — and most pervasively, the Central Intelligence Agency.  The CIA has now itself become the largest, most profitable, and
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most powerful criminal organization in history.  There is so much evidence of CIA complicity in the worldwide drug trade that is
on public record — including scores of documented press reports and books, Congressional investigations, and even a report from
the CIA’s own Inspector General — that the CIA does not even bother to deny it anymore.

A CIA official once said, “We were battling Communism, and we felt that the ends justified the means...”
Maybe so, but it seems to me that the ends usually end up closely resembling the means — and in this case, that the ends

were even worse than the means...
As a result, the CIA has basically become a rogue government within the government.  They have their own financing inde-

pendent of Congress, and they conduct their own foreign policy for the benefit of their corporate/Mafia partners, often without
even the knowledge, much less the permission of the nominal civilian government.  In several instances, the CIA has been proven
to be acting in direct contradiction to stated US government policy, and actually battling other branches of the US government in
foreign countries.  The CIA acts in utter contempt of both domestic and international law, and they have no accountability since
they do not hesitate to blackmail and/or compromise and/or discredit and/or imprison and/or murder anyone who dares to step on
their toes.

In addition, the CIA has been conducting a holocaust in the Third World for over 50 years.  This holocaust has claimed many
more lives than Hitler’s more famous one, and the CIA has used methods and tactics that make those of the Nazis appear
restrained and reasonable by comparison.

And it continues to this day.  It is no accident that opium production in Afghanistan went from virtually zero just before the
American invasion to nearly 70% of the entire world’s supply within two years of the invasion — and it is no accident that heroin is
now once again flooding our schools.

Since Communism is no longer a major threat, which ‘ends’ are the CIA seeking to achieve these days by using such ‘means’?

All of this forces one to ask why hardly anyone knows about any of this?  Why aren’t the American people howling in outrage?
All of this information is in the public record, and it is not that difficult to find.  Why do we allow it to continue?

Well — the fact is that all of these facts are completely ignored by the American press, which — not coincidently — is gener-
ally owned by the business partners and/or co-conspirators of these very same people.

No one is howling in outrage because almost no one knows about it...

At the time that I joined the DTF, I was myself completely unaware any of this.  However, I soon learned that the Happy
Town Drug Task Force was a highly secretive organization within the larger organization of the HTPD.  I soon learned that
becoming a member of the DTF is similar to sticking your hand into a spittoon that is overflowing.  The Happy Town Drug Task
Force operated with a ‘black budget’, and its head, B.A. Rottenhaus, was a J. Edgar Hoover-like operator who was secretly one of
Happy Town’s most powerful men.  This was due to the fact that he was a gangster, and to the fact that he had blackmail material
on nearly everyone who was anyone in town, including the mayor, the chief of police, and all of the richest bankers and real-estate
barons.  He gave orders both to the legitimate movers and shakers, and he gave orders to the criminal movers and shakers.

I soon learned that I had been promoted because I was considered a ‘loose cannon’ that needed to be quickly placed under
the thumb of B.A. Rottenhaus.  My first day on the job I was partnered with a sociopathic psycho named Porque Hampig, better
known as ‘Porky’.

As soon as we were introduced, ‘Porky’ took me aside, and offered me a brown paper sack filled with money.
As soon as I saw what the sack contained, I dropped it as if it had burned my hands, and cried, “Jeez!  What the hell is this

for?”
Hampig gave me a chilling smile, and his porcine eyes studied me closely as he explained, “This is just a small token of appreci-

ation for your discretion on the Willie Ridge matter.”
Thus, I suddenly found myself in a very serious ethical dilemma.  If I accepted the money, I was forever trapped.  I would

become the very thing that I most hated:  A corrupt cop.  While I was already a drug addict by this point, I had never stooped to
accepting bribes — and I knew that once you crossed that street, that there was never any crossing back.

“You know,” I said, “I should take this to the DA.”
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Rather than becoming angry or threatening, Hampig merely laughed.  Then he said, “Yeah, you do that, Devine.  I’ll come visit
you in prison once in a while.”

I was astonished at the implications of what he was saying.  I hoped that he was bluffing, but I think I knew even then that
he was not.  I almost threatened to contact a federal prosecutor, but some sixth sense warned me that this would not be wise.  (I
later figured out that had I made such a threat, I would have found myself as the foundation of a concrete slab before lunch.)

Hampig, who still seemed amused at my hesitation, said, “C’mon, Devine, this is the way it works.  We’re all on the pad, and it
goes all the way to the top.  Them that don’t actually take money don’t dare say anything or they’ll find themselves in the can
right along with the rest of us.

“Look,” I said, “can’t I just do my job and not get involved with this?  I don’t give a flying fig what the rest of you do, but I
wouldn’t be comfortable taking that.”

“’Fraid that aint an option,” said Hampig with mock sadness.  “Believe me; you’ll be much more uncomfortable if you don’t take
it.”

The threat could not have been more explicit.  My mind was swirling in a vortex of confusion and fear.  That this was being
done so routinely and so easily indicated that the corruption was deeply ingrained, and I suddenly realized that my very life was
quite probably in danger.

“So what,” I jokingly asked, “if I don’t take the money are you going to kill me or something?”
Hampig replied, “Oh, I doubt if it would be me.  That’s not part of my job description.  They have a special crew for jobs like

that.”
Since he still had a smile on his face, it took me a moment to realize that he was not kidding.  I was finally coming to the

realization that I really had no choice in the matter.  Even the option of simply walking out and quitting the force was no longer
possible.  Hampig, sensing my equivocation, began providing me justifications to make the inevitable easier for me to swallow:
“Look, Devine, everyone is slime, and everyone is corrupt.”  (I have since noted the fact that immoral people always assume that
everyone else is as slimy as they are.  I do not know if they actually believe this, or whether they merely use it to justify their
own behaviour — but they always show great enthusiasm in their attempts to corrupt moral people, thereby proving their own
axiom for their own edification.  In my case, anyway, I proved to be no exception to the rule, albeit that my corruption came
about under a direct threat to my life.)

Hampig continued:  “This is a dog eat dog world, Devine, and you either eat your share, or someone else will eat you.  Trying to
be all moral and upright just proves that you’re a sucker, and the sharks will move in.  I aint saying it’s right, I’m just saying that’s
the way it is.  It’s a law of nature.  It’s survival of the fittest.  Either you adapt to your environment, or you die.  You can live in
some made up world in your head where everything is all peaches and roses, or you can see the real world as it actually is. And I’m
afraid that the reality you are now facing is that you have information that would be highly detrimental to a whole bunch of
people if it was to get into the wrong hands, and some of these people are very powerful, and they are willing to go to great
lengths to protect their interests.  This thing is much deeper and much bigger than you know — believe me, you haven’t got the
slightest clue.  You start trying to go against the flow here, and you’re going to bring a shit storm down on your head that is
beyond your comprehension.”

Hampig went on for several minutes listing justifications for working with Willie Ridge.  In the end, I accepted the justifica-
tions not because they were true, but because I had to.  I had no other choice.

Hampig then picked up the sack containing three months worth of my wages, and held it out to me.  “Just take the money,
Devine.”

And so, I just took the money.

Once you create an agency or organization with the mandate to eliminate something, you create an incentive for that agency
or organization to make sure that they never actually eliminate whatever it was that they were created to eliminate, because they
would then be out of a job.  Also, in order to justify their existence, (and to increase their budget), they must exaggerate the
danger of whatever evil they were created to eliminate.  For instance, lately the feds are spending more and more time on
computer crimes.  While computer crimes are indeed a problem, the feds, as always, have been seriously overzealous in their
prosecutions in order to create statistics to justify their existence and their budgets.  And so again, the feds, as always, prose-
cute cases on flimsy evidence and/or false charges — not to actually reduce computer crime, but to convince the public and the
congress who funds them that computer crime is escalating at a frightening rate.
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With the advent of the Drug War, the authoritarian elements of the power structure had a field day.  They began systemi-
cally destroying the civil liberties that our ancestors fought and died to create.  Since the advent of the Drug War, the HTPD
has created all of the following departments:  Special Operations, [SO], which is basically a well-armed attack force; Emergency
Response, [ER], which is also a well-armed attack force; the Intelligence Branch, [IB], which consists of gangsters who are up to
their ears in blackmail, extortion, and political corruption; and the Drug Task Force, [DTF], which is also made up of gangsters.
Both the SO’s and ER’s assist the DTF on drug raids.

Another paradigm that came into existence with the advent of the Drug War was that honour went out the window on both
sides, the criminals and the cops.  There are no real men anymore; there are no real heroes anymore.  The old code of omérta is
dead. Now everyone snitches on everyone else, and now all the cops are either middle-class paper shufflers, or criminals them-
selves.  Because of the Drug War and the asset forfeiture laws that accompanied them, the entire system is now corrupt from
top to bottom.

Take the Donald Scott incident:  Federal personnel had tried to purchase Mr. Scott’s large ranch just outside Malibu, Cali-
fornia in order to expand the adjacent Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area — but Scott, a partially blind recluse,
didn’t want to sell.  Federal law enforcement personnel knew that while Scott himself didn’t use drugs, his recently deceased wife
had been a user of marijuana.  And so, they decided to raid Scott’s home in hopes of finding drugs, and thus allowing them to
seize the property.

The cards were stacked in their favour, because property seizure laws permit taking a person’s assets on the mere suspicion
that the person violated the laws.  Even if you are never accused, or even if you are eventually found innocent, you will probably be
unable to recover seized property.  Police in the US can take a person’s assets — including their homes and money to pay legal
fees — without even being charged with a crime.  The police need simply to accuse you of an offence, and an accusation can easily
be fabricated.  To get the property back, (that is, if it hasn’t already been disposed of), you must sue the government, which
takes money for legal fees, said money probably having already been seized.  Even if you somehow come up with the money to sue,
and even if you win your suit, the government invariably appeals the decision, requiring you to pay further legal fees to fight the
appeal.  If you win on appeal, the government appeals it again — and again and again — trying to exhaust your resources.  Simply
because small quantities of drugs have been found, (or were planted), large ships, airplanes, buildings, and businesses have been
seized without any regard to the financial relationship between the amount of drugs and the value of the seized property.

As their pretext for the raid on Scott’s ranch, a federal agent claimed that he had spotted a field of marijuana from the air.
And so, two dozen heavily armed agents conducted a military style assault on Scott’s home.  There was no justification whatso-
ever for this commando-style raid, as there was no need for the element of surprise.  If Scott was actually growing fields of
marijuana, he could hardly have suddenly flushed said fields down the toilet.  The peaceful serving of a search warrant would have
sufficed.  Instead, they broke into his home and then shot and killed the nearly blind Scott as he emerged from his bedroom. No
drugs of any kind were found.

Later investigation revealed that the real motive was not a search for drugs, but a plot to steal Scott’s ranch.  The investiga-
tion revealed that federal agents had actually obtained a property appraisal before invading Scott’s home in order to ascertain its
worth.  However, there were no repercussions.  Yet once again the police agencies literally got away with murder.

After joining the DTF, I quickly learned that drug money had corrupted the HTPD from top to bottom.  Those who didn’t
actually take money had been compromised or blackmailed, and according to Hampig, this included the mayor and the chief of
police.  B.A. Rottenhaus placed top priority on busting independent operators who had lots of seizable property because ‘asset
forfeiture’ formed a major part of our budget, a fact not widely known outside the department. We once busted the owner of an
auto body repair shop for two grams of cocaine worth roughly $200.  We then seized his repair shop, all of his tools, and his land
for a net total of nearly $500,000.  (While this man bucked the normal trend and eventually got his property back, it took him 2½
years and $100,000 in attorney fees to do so.)

Since we split these profits with the DA’s office, we constantly received memos from the DAs to ‘bring in more money’.
These DAs think nothing of robbing a person of all of their property and several years of their life just so the DA can win a few
points in his career advancement game.  He cares nothing about guilt or innocence — in fact, many consider convicting an innocent
man to be more of a challenge.  All that they care about is whether or not they can ‘make a case’.  The feds once busted the
owner of an auto repair shop when two of his employees stole the shop owner’s pistol and a car belonging to a customer.  Then, the
employees used the gun to rob a bank.  In order to reduce their own sentences, the robbers testified that the shop owner was in
on it.  In spite of the fact that the owner knew nothing about it, and in spite of the fact that he was 50 years old and had no
police record of any kind, the fed prosecutor convicted the man for conspiracy.  And since the shop owner dared to take his case
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to trial based on the fact that he was innocent, he received a 15-year sentence.  Since the actual robbers pled guilty, and since
they ‘cooperated’ with the feds, (i.e. snitched), they received only 3 years, in spite of their lengthy police records.

Later, I heard the fed prosecutor bragging about his ability to railroad an innocent man, and about the large size of the asset
forfeiture that the case produced.  (The only way to tell the difference between a federal prosecutor and a state prosecutor is
to lift up their tails.  As far as I am concerned, the existence of such people proves that there is toxic waste in our collective
gene pool.)

When the government began lobbying for these unconstitutional asset forfeiture laws, Americans were assured that they
would only be used against drug dealers.  Predictably, they were soon being used against everyone.  Now, they are even being used
in divorce cases.  In 2000, there were over 140 federal crimes that permitted asset forfeiture, and the practice has quickly
spread to state courts.  New York City is now seizing the cars of anyone suspected of drunk driving, and they are doing so without
providing the defendant with either a trial or a lawyer — merely on the word of a police officer acting as judge and jury.

‘Informants’ are sometimes paid a percentage of any profits from seized property, and so both the police and the snitches
are provided with a major incentive to manufacture cases by planting evidence, an activity that is widely practiced.  If a cop or a
snitch has a personal axe to grind with anyone, planting evidence is a popular method of getting even, whether or not the person is
actually a drug dealer.  People can lose everything that they own and spend years in prison because they are denounced to the
police by someone with a grudge.

Another reason for the popularity of asset seizure is that the victim is guilty until proven innocent.  Forfeiture laws have
turned the police into highwaymen who can raid a house, find nothing, but still keep all of the money that they find, forcing the
victim to pay an attorney to engage in an often-fruitless attempt to get the money back.

And then you have the great Police Snitchocracy.  Drug police do not investigate crime, they pay snitches for information, and
these snitches are usually much worse than the people upon whom they are snitching.  Besides the fact that our Snitchocracy
rewards the sleazy and punishes the honourable, relying on snitches is simply a very dangerous public policy.  It produces bad
information, it endangers innocent people, and it lets dangerous criminals off the hook.  It compromises the integrity of police
work, and it incites violence and distrust in socially vulnerable neighborhoods.  Many high crime neighborhoods are now filling up
with active criminals who are more than willing to turn in their friends, family, and neighbors in order to ‘work off’ their own
sentences.

Using snitches is much easier than utilizing traditional police investigatory methods, and thus snitching is increasingly
displacing traditional police methods.  Many cops will tell you that this paradigm is slowly crippling police work.  Informers are now
running many of today’s police investigations, and this means that the police are often at the complete mercy of these merciless
people.  We are creating a Frankenstein monster that is turning on and beginning to consume its law enforcement creator.  But in
a criminal system that has more cases than it can litigate and more defendants than it can incarcerate, snitching has become a
convenient case-management tool for an institution that has bitten off more than it can chew.

Snitches are also highly useful to crooked cops.  A crooked cop can use a snitch to tip off a dealer, or to sell out someone
else’s snitch.  When your own snitches are busted, you can explain to the prosecutor that he is your snitch, and the prosecutor
will go light.  If another cop wants to bust your snitch, you can do a bad search to invalidate the warrant.

The list of sleazy and illegal things that members of the DTF pulled during the 10 years that I was there is nearly endless.
We used the computer passwords of other cops to find out what is going on with the competition.  We took a cut from every
stash of drugs that we seized.  On and on.

I had literally become sleazier than most of the junkies that I busted...

And I was a paragon of virtue compared to Porque Hampig!  A charming and personable sadist, Porky Hampig believed in killing
all ‘substandard’ people, with the litmus test as to who those people were consisting of his own opinions as to who they should be.
In the category of ‘substandard’ people, Hampig included all non-white races, the crippled, the elderly, defense lawyers, Jews,
drug addicts, and anyone that he did not like.

Hampig once murdered a black gang-banger who was slow paying protection money that he owed; then Hampig told the
murdered man’s gang that a rival Mexican gang had done the killing just so that he could get off on watching a gang war that he
had personally created.  Seven gang-bangers and two innocent bystanders were eventually killed in various drive-by shootings as a
result.

I recently read a list of the signs of severe personality disorder:
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 Callous unconcern for the feeling of others.
 Gross and persistent attitude of irresponsibility and disregard for social norms, rules, and obligations.
 Incapacity to maintain enduring relationships, though having no difficulty in establishing them.
 Very low tolerance to frustration and a low threshold for discharge of aggression, including violence.
 Incapacity to experience guilt and to profit from experience, particularly punishment.
 Marked proneness to blame others or to offer plausible rationalizations for behaviour that has brought the patient

into conflict with society.

In all orthodox psychoses, there is an obvious alteration of the reasoning process, or of some other detectable personality
feature.  In the psychopath, this is completely missing.  You are confronted with a convincing masque of sanity.  Only very slowly,
and by a complex estimation based upon many small impressions, does the conviction finally come that, despite these intact
rational processes, you are dealing here not with a complete man at all, but with a reflex machine that can convincingly mimic a
human personality.  So perfect is the reproduction that no one who is around him can point out in any objective terms why, or how,
he is not real.  And yet you eventually come to know or feel that reality, in the sense of full, healthy experiencing of life, simply
does not exist.

I soon learned that Hampig was a classic pathological narcissist.  On the surface, he did not often present disturbed behav-
iour.  In fact, he functioned very well in social settings.  He possessed a curious contradiction between a very inflated concept of
himself, and an inordinate need for tribute from others.  He loved to surround himself with admirers in whom he is interested as
long as the admiration was new.  He obtained little enjoyment from life other than from tributes he received from others.  He
felt restless and bored when the external glitter wore off, and he had no new sources to feed his self-regard.

His central characteristics were grandiosity, extreme self-centeredness, and a complete absence of interest in, or empathy
for others — this in spite of the fact that he was so eager to obtain admiration and approval from them.  He not only lacked
emotional depth, but he failed to understand complex emotion in others.  The very concept of Porque Hampig ‘loving’ anyone was
unthinkable, as was trying to imagine him being brought to tears by a work of art.  People like Porque Hampig often become serial
murderers, rapists, scam-artists, prosecutors, or police officers.  All of these vocations allow the pathological narcissist to feel
superior to others, and bring them regard in one form or another.  They tend to project their own faults onto others, thus they
consider everyone else to be dishonest and unreliable.  Their interpersonal dealings are marked by dishonesty and manipulation,
and they have a tendency to see others strictly in terms of their own needs.  Their greatest fear is to be dependent upon anyone
else.  To Hampig, the world was black or white: Famous, rich, and great people on one hand, and despicable, worthless, and medio-
cre people on the other.

In addition, Hampig constantly battled an underlying rage.  Indeed, the transformation from a formerly bland, mostly indif-
ferent, apparently well-controlled man into an openly raging lunatic was quite striking.  This phenomenon occurred especially under
conditions where he felt superior to, or in control of those against whom his rage was directed.

It would be misleading to say that Porque Hampig ‘suffered’ from pathological narcissism, because the pathological narcissist
does not suffer.  Quite the contrary.  The people who ‘suffer’ from pathological narcissism are the people unfortunate enough to
come into contact with them.  And the closer you get, the more you suffer.

In my case, my contacts with Porque Hampig were destined to destroy my daughter, my career, and my marriage...

The ‘War on Blacks’, which for public relations purposes has been relabeled as the ‘War on Drugs’, could more generally be
described as the ‘War on the Poor’; but since Blacks are so grossly overrepresented amongst the ranks of the victims, the former
appellation would probably be more appropriate.

All races use and sell drugs at roughly the same rate, yet 74% of those in prison on drug offenses are racial minourities, in
spite of the fact that they make up only 25% of the population.  Blacks alone account for 62% of drug offenders.  In New York,
fully 94% of those incarcerated for drugs are Black or Latino. Minourities are arrested much more often than their white coun-
terparts are, convicted much more often than their white counterparts are, and are given much longer sentences than their white
counterparts are.  Blacks and Hispanics are also the victims of police brutality 97% of the time by police who are 93% white.  The
racism of American drug policy is blatant, systemic, systematic, and outrageous.  Blacks represent 14% of the population that
uses illicit drugs, yet Blacks represent 35% of those arrested for drugs, 55% of those convicted, and 74% of those imprisoned.*

* Editor’s Note: Human Rights Watch estimates that in total numbers, five times as many whites use drugs as blacks in the United States.
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Juvenile arrests of racial minorities on drug charges from 1986 through 1991 increased by 78%, while drug arrests of white juve-
niles decreased by 34%.  Also, the proportion of minourity juveniles charged as adults in criminal courts is four times that of
whites.  12.9% of blacks age 25-29 are in jail compared to 1.6% of whites in the same age group.

Another aspect of the race-based bias of the criminal justice system is the length of the prison sentences for different
drugs, the most outrageous example of this being the disparity between crack and powder cocaine.  Crack is mostly consumed by
poor Blacks, while powder cocaine is used mostly by wealthy Whites.  Under federal sentencing guidelines, it takes five grams of
crack to trigger a five-year mandatory minimum sentence; for powder cocaine, it takes 500 grams.

I also find it an interesting little piece of cultural brainwashing that alcohol is considered to be completely acceptable in most
social circles while heroin — also considered to be a drug consumed mostly by Blacks — is considered to be the ultimate evil.
However, if one objectively views the facts, alcohol is worse than heroin in any and every aspect that you may wish to consider.
Alcohol causes brain damage, wrecks the circulatory system, destroys the heart, wreaks havoc on the nervous system, and
destroys the liver, the kidneys, and the stomach — in fact, alcohol causes serious damage to every single organ in the body except
the inner ear.  Heroin, on the other hand, causes no physiological damage of any kind whatsoever.  If a heroin addict can manage
to find a source of pure clean heroin, (a virtually impossible feat due to its illegality), he can consume heroin all his life without
doing any physical damage to his body.  In addition, no other drug is as associated with violent behavior as alcohol.  Abuse of alco-
hol is a factor in 80% of all incidents of domestic violence, 40% of all traffic fatalities, 41% of all hospital admissions, and fully
one-half of all homicides in the US.  The main problem you are likely to encounter with someone under the influence of heroin, on
the other hand, is that they are likely to get in the way while you are trying to clean house.  Withdrawing from alcohol addiction
very often kills people.  Withdrawing from heroin addiction very rarely kills anyone.  Additionally, there is a phenomenon amongst
heroin addicts called ‘leveling off’, wherein after doing heroin for twenty or thirty years, their need for heroin often gradually
tapers off.  In effect, they actually become un-addicted.  There is no corresponding effect with alcohol.  The longer you drink,
the more addicted you become.  And yet another little known fact is that fully 99% of all drug related deaths in the United
States are directly attributable to alcohol and tobacco.  Tobacco, in fact, is the leading cause of preventable death in our coun-
try.

Most Whites fear Blacks because they are convinced that the Blacks brought the jungle with them from Africa.  Actually,
though, the problem lies in the jungle that the Whites created, and then planted inside the Blacks — and that jungle has grown
and spread until in invaded the Whites themselves, thus changing and altering them in a profoundly negative manner.  It has made
them into bloody and ridiculous hypocrites, and the Whites have become worse than they wanted to be because they were now
forced to deal with this terrible jungle that they themselves created.

And the criminal justice system is far from the only front in America’s race war.  For instance, in 1964, in Holly Bluff, Missis-
sippi, school officials spent $190 for every white student and $1.26 (note the decimal point) for every black student.  In Texas, it
was learned that 75% of college students came from the top 10% of the high schools based on the SAT scores.  All of these
schools were in white suburbs.  Only 3% came from the bottom 25%.  Due to influence from rural legislators, Texas then insti-
tuted the 10% rule:  The top 10% of students from all of the high schools in the state were allowed into state universities — and
lo and behold!  The top performers almost invariably came from rural areas in spite of their lower SAT scores!

Who woulda thunk?

Drug addicts usually harm no one but themselves.  Drug addiction is a medical and psychological problem.  The only reason
that it was transformed into a legal problem was so the real criminals — those that sit in boardrooms and statehouses, and who
virtually never go to prison — could make their astronomical profits on the backs of the poor.

Contrary to popular belief, drug addicts are people.  They have lives, they have skills, and they have wives, mothers, and chil-
dren who love them.  The main difference is that they also have a very serious monkey on their back.  Removing that monkey
requires help, support, and counseling.  Study after study has proven that drug addicted non-violent offenders achieve signifi-
cantly lower recidivism rates and higher employment rates after participating in effective drug treatment programs than those
who don’t — and these results are achieved at about half the cost of incarceration.  The Drug Treatment Alternative to Prison
[DTAP] program in New York is a typical example.  Graduates of DTAP were 33% less likely to be arrested, 45% less likely to be
reconvicted, and 87% less likely to return to prison than a comparable prison group — and the average cost-per-inmate of DTAP
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was $32,975, compared to a cost-per-inmate of $64,338 for the DTAP dropouts in prison.  In addition, DTAP graduates were 3½
times more likely to be employed after graduation than before arrest.

In other words, drug addicts need treatment.  The last thing that they need is to be thrown into a filthy cage and treated
like some kind of subhuman animal...

When I cruise the poor neighborhoods on a nice Sunday afternoon, there are people hanging out and socializing everywhere;
on street corners, in front of shops, and on front porches.  Kids are playing.  The whole place is vibrant with life.

Then, in contrast, when I cruise Happy Heights all that I can see are walls, fences, and gates designed to keep them insulated
from the world.  (If I am lucky, I might see a jogger.)

And as far as the gang-bangers, I am often struck by how often they are motivated by a simple, child-like desire for atten-
tion.  Most of them grow up feeling utterly disregarded — by fathers who have disappeared, by mothers who are overwhelmed,
and by teachers — many of whom themselves exhibit symptoms of post-traumatic stress — who preside over classrooms that
resemble a war zone.  These kids are disregarded by a world where they quickly learn that they do not count for much.  Crime
gathers for them, even if only temporarily, a very impressive group of people who suddenly deem them to be important, i.e. the
judge, the lawyer, the police, and even the victim, who suddenly is incapable of discounting his/her attacker.

It is like magic!  Rather than being held in contempt, suddenly, they are held in fear! True, Whites counterattack every time
Blacks resort to violence — at least when that violence is directed toward Whites — and Whites condemn the gangs and try to
discourage young people from joining them — but the Whites do not offer any alternatives.  What these hypocritical self-right-
eous demagogues sitting on their pedestals do not realize is that the gangs are all that these kids have.  The gang offers them a
family.  It offers them protection.  It offers them respect.  Sure, there are guns, blood, and dope — but to these kids, it is
sweet at the center, like candy.

Another less tangible and less well-known result of caging people is that it not only dehumanizes the caged, but it also dehu-
manizes the cagers — and even the observers of the caged. Any set of bars — whether steel or intangible — that stands
between a human and his freedom, is a communicable perversity that is dangerous to both the humanity and the sanity of every-
one concerned.

And every time another black man is imprisoned, then their families that are now left to fend for themselves are also inno-
cent victims of the Drug War.

And of course, one of the very worst effects of the Drug War as far as the public at large is concerned has been the corrup-
tion of our law enforcement apparatus, and the consequent destruction of law enforcement’s legitimacy.  The HTPD is now run by
organized crime, as is most of the rest of the city.  The Mob originally made their big bucks selling drugs, but now they also own
all of the major construction firms, all of the refuse hauling companies, several real-estate offices, banks, laundries, restaurants,
bars, and on and on.  All of these legitimate businesses are used to launder drug money, and the ownership of all of these inter-
ests is an insane web that is so convoluted and tangled that the mobsters themselves do not know exactly what they own.

There is evidently one man who is responsible for virtually all of the drugs in Happy Town, and while there are people who
know who this man is, I am not one of them.  This man deals with only two other men, known as the ‘second level’, who themselves
each deal with three or four others, these others being known as the ‘third level’.  Then, these ‘third level’ men deal to the ‘fourth
level’, or the neighborhood dealers.  Willie Ridge, for instance, is a ‘fourth level’ dealer.  The ‘fourth level’ dealers are the ones
who sell to the ‘street level’ dealers, and the ‘street level’ dealers are the ones who finally sell to the actual users.

And even a fourth level dealer generally makes more money in one week than a police officer makes in a year.

Actual ‘made’ members of the Mob never work below the third level.
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Payoffs to the police are also rigidly hierarchical.  Street cops and Task Force foot soldiers such as myself are paid off by
fourth level people; Lieutenants and such are paid by the third level; mayors and police chiefs are paid by the second level. Also,
‘The Station’, which is the main cop hangout for the HTPD, is owned by the Mob, and it is a source for free drinks, free drugs,
and free women for all cops who are on the pad.  It exists as a perquisite for those who play the game.  It is at The Station that
most of the payoffs actually take place.

As for the mobsters themselves, they try to identify themselves with an ethnic heritage that is somehow supposed to enno-
ble their illegal enterprises with a mantle of cultural and moral legitimacy.  The actual fact of the matter, though, is that they
represent a mind-numbing level of public vulgarity that sickens and embarrasses most other Italians.

On a personal level, the most outstanding characteristic I have noticed about Mafiosi is that their eyes are dead.  You can
never tell if they are thinking about having a manicure, or about disemboweling someone.

As I already mentioned, the central victims and targets of the Drug War are the ubiquitous and infamous Black youths.
Racist demagogues love the drug addicted Black youths because they provide the perfect bogeymen to inculcate fear into the
masses, and thus allow ever-increasing budgets for public suppression by the police, and thus allow forever-increasing numbers of
jails and prisoners.  Budgets for public schools are being slashed in order to pay for all of these new prisons, thus assuring a new
generation of prisoners to fill all of their shiny new prisons.

Jails and prisons are now the country’s largest growth industry.

Liberals ascribe the problems of Black youth to an environment of poverty, fear, and hopelessness.  Their assessment is
entirely correct.  They usually stop short of describing the underlying reason though:  That the environment of poverty, fear, and
helplessness is very deliberately maintained and supported, and that the Drug War is one of the main tools used in these efforts.
Their maintenance of the status-quo is also greatly aided by the fact that most drug addicted Black youth are thoroughly
dangerous and unlikable people.  Their place in society — how they are treated, and how they are looked down upon — all makes
their attitudes completely understandable.  But their aggressive, loud, and intimidating demeanours; their propensity for violence;
their rudeness and condescension; their penchant for foul and obscene language — all combine to make them into perfect scape-
goats...

The fact is that this ‘Drug War’ is devastating my country and it is causing problems much more serious than the drugs them-
selves do.

And I have become a soldier in this cruel, inhumane, and devastating war.  You cannot be a cop anymore if your heart works.
You cannot throw someone into a cage if you care about him as a human being, so you are forced to kill your soul, numb your brain,
and obliterate your ethics and morals.

At first, I had difficulty doing it.

With practice, though, it eventually became easier…
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Lunch at Courthouse Square

Sitting in the park just the other day baby,
What do you think I saw?

Crowds of people sitting on the grass with flowers in their hair saying, ‘Hey man, you wanna score?
—Led Zeppelin

The whole aim of practical politics is to keep the populace alarmed, (and hence clamourous to be led to safety), by
menacing it with an endless series of hobgoblins, all of them imaginary

—H.L. Mencken

The businessman, he drinks my wine,
The plowman digs my earth...

But not one of them along the line
Knows what any of it is worth...

—Bob Dylan

To lose our country by a scrupulous adherence to written law would be to lose the law itself;
thus absurdly sacrificing the ends to the means

—Thomas Jefferson
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decided to enjoy a quiet lunch at Courthouse Square.  I had had
a very long day.  We had conducted a crack-of-dawn raid upon a meth lab, which is always a highly stressful experience.

Busting a meth lab is second in risk only to defusing a known bomb. More often than not, the ‘cooks’ are heavily armed, and are
literally sitting on a powder keg of deadly chemicals that are not only highly toxic, but are known to cause large explosions if
handled incorrectly.

Methamphetamine is a fairly easy drug to manufacture, and until recently the ingredients were fairly easy to obtain.  As a
result, Happy Town had started experiencing a plague of ‘unauthorized’ meth labs operated by independents, and they had cumu-
latively begun to offer serious competition for our Mafiosi sponsors.  This problem was solved with the passage of new laws
restricting the components used to manufacture meth.  The supply of meth and the use of meth was not decreased one iota — but
that was not the purpose of the laws.  What the new laws did accomplish — and what they were meant to accomplish — was to
successfully drive most of the independent operators out of business, and thus return monopoly control of the methamphetamine
trade to our Mafiosi sponsors, and their Mexican Mafia suppliers.

Another result, though, was that raids on meth labs had been seriously reduced, and I was glad.
I often ate lunch at Courthouse Square because usually no one bothered me, and it was a good place to people watch.
Joe Oreo was raking leaves in front of the courthouse, as he had been doing since before I was born.  He was now 70 years

old, and still in amazingly good health.  When he saw me, he broke into a large smile, his white teeth shining out of his black face
like a beacon.  “How are you today, Officer Devine?” he asked in the obsequious manner usually displayed by black men of his
generation when addressing white men.

“Hello, Joe.  I am fine.  How are you?”
“Oh, I’m just fine, just fine Sir!  Fine day, aint it?”
“Yes, it is indeed!  How is the family these days?”
Joe’s smile turned to a scowl as he said, “Well, my grandkids have been hanging out with Rosie Ridge and that fast crowd

getting into all kinds of trouble.”  (Rosie Ridge was Willie’s sister, and acted as his gofer —it was also rumoured that Willie acted
as her pimp.)

Joe continued:  “Seems like young folks jus’ don’ know ta stay in their place no mo.  Always talkin’ ‘bout bein’ oppressed and
such.  Heck, they shoulda growed up in the 30’s if’n they thinks things is rough now!  I never stopped bein’ hungry ‘till I gots to
Korea, and I never gots warm ‘till I gots back.  When I was a young un, white folks hung Niggers all the time fer nuthin at all!
Those damn Ridges woulda never lasted five minutes back then.  That Martin Luther King and Malcolm X jus’ caused a bunch o’
trouble fer us poor folk whose jus’ tryin’ ta gets by.”

“Well, I’m sorry about your boys, Joe.  I hope things work out.”
“Why thank you Officer Devine Sir!  Maybe those boys could stand some time behind bars.  Yassir, that might give them an

attitude adjustment they needs.  Seems to me that them Ridges oughta be shot like dogs, pumpin’ all their poison into our kids
like they does.  Yassir, shot like rabid dogs!

“Well, anyway, I’s gots ta get back ta work, so you have a good day, Officer Devine!”
“Yeah, Joe, you too.”

After Joe left, a voice behind me said, “That old nigger’s a major ass-kisser, aint he — as long as the ass he’s kissin’ is white,
eh Devine?”

I turned, and was surprised to see Willie Ridge himself standing there.  He was smiling at me.  It was the first time I had
seen him since high school.

“Hey, Willie.  Long time no see.”
“You know,” said Willie, his gold jewelry flashing in the sun, “I’ve never met a man with a more appropriate name than ‘Oreo’ .

He’s just like the cookie: black on the outside, and white on the inside.  Every cracker’s perfect Nigger, aint he, Devine?  The
obsequious, cringing, subservient slave who is too scared to take a piss without a white man’s permission.  ‘Jus’ don’ beat me,
Massa!’”

“Do you want something, Willie?”

I
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Willie put on a mock-offended face.  “Now come on, Detective!  Is that any way to speak to the man who bought you your
fancy new car?  Not to mention the man who is responsible for your meteoric rise in the ranks of Happy Town’s finest!”

I did not bother to inform Willie that I was not a detective.  Instead, I said, “Well why don’t you just drop your pants and I’ll
kiss your ass for you, Willie.”

Willie laughed, and said, “Maybe later, Detective, maybe later.  Right now, I just wanted to let you know that I have some new
cracker stepping on my turf, and I think that he needs a little dissuasion from continuing with his current comportment.  I
figured that I would give you an opportunity to earn some more brownie points downtown.”

“C’mon, Willie!  Competition is the American way!  That’s what assures that the consumer gets a fair deal for his money!”
Willie laughed.  “I was not aware that you were a comedian in addition to your other talents!  Very good, Detective!  Very

good!  I don’t think that you should give up your day job quite yet, though...”
“Do you believe in justice, Willie?”
Willie seemed amused.  “Are you talking court justice, or street justice?  They will both kill you — it’s just that street justice

is quicker.  Court justice is for white folks with suits and money and lawyers and three names.  If you have money, you can buy
yourself court justice.  On the street, though, justice has no price, and that bitch aint wearing no blindfold out here, Devine!
She’s got to keep both eyes wide open.”

“Black people hire lawyers too, Willie.”
Willie’s smile dissolved into anger.  “What do you know about black people, cracker?  I’ll bet that you grew up in a nice clean

house in the suburbs with two parents, a two-car garage, and your own bedroom, didn’t you?  And I’ll bet that you learned your
two-bit cracker bullshit about truth, justice, and the American way immersed in your shallow TV culture that only recognizes a
small part of a man.  You only see a fragment of my reality and personality, and then you think that you know me.  The best and
deepest parts of my heart and mind are completely off your radar, or you just ignore them or toss them away in hate and igno-
rance.  I never even saw a white man until I was six years old!  Just heard a bunch of horror stories about white mobs killing
Niggers and white men doing this and white men doing that.  I hated white men before I ever seen a white man.  Hating white men
was drilled into my head since I was a child.  It just sort of seeped in from my surroundings.  Then when a black man figures out
how to make some real money, you cut him down and try to put him away unless he greases your skids for you.  White men created
me, Devine, so don’t go bitching about reality when you put me where I am!  And compared to some of these new people, I am a
saint! The reason your people help me out is because I play by the rules, dig?  I don’t shoot cops, I don’t shoot judges, I don’t go
into people’s houses, and I don’t massacre families or innocent bystanders.  I contribute generously to charities and needy folks, I
provide necessary services for cut-rate prices, and I’m the one who keeps peace on the streets.  You take me down and there will
be blood flowing in the gutters, and innocent people being killed right and left.  I do more by myself to keep the peace than you
and your entire police force, and you’d best remember that, Devine!”

Willie then gave me a post-it note with an address on it, and said, “They’ll be there at 10 o’clock tonight.  Be there, or be
square, Detective.”

He began walking away, but turned around when I called, “Hey, Willie!  Has anyone given you a good punch in the stomach
lately?”

Willie’s face hardened, and I was reminded that I was talking to a thoroughly deadly man.  With a voice like ice, Willie said,
“Now why do you want to piss me off for, Devine?  There’s no advantage to that at all, believe me!  No advantage at all!”

Then, he smiled once more and said, “Stay smart, Devine.  Have a good day.”

I turned in disgust, and noticed that ‘Food Not Bombs’ had set up their mobile kitchen, and that they were giving away free
food in Courthouse Square, as they did most afternoons.  Shortly after they began this practice, the city had shut them down —
but a huge public outcry had caused the city leaders to reassess the basis of their policy, and they decided that feeding hungry
and homeless people might not be such a terrible thing to do.

I have gone to the Food Not Bombs kitchen a couple of times just to cheque it out.  Once, I particularly focused on a man-
woman-child family unit.  The child was about four, and looked at the food table with an expression so ecstatic that it could only
have its roots in starvation.  Then, I heard her father tell her, “Look, they’ve got plenty of food today, they won’t run out this
time — but don’t eat too fast or it will make you sick.”

I shook my head as I wondered how the city leaders could have decided that Food Not Bombs constituted a public nuisance.
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I was just finishing my lunch when a man in an expensive three-piece suit approached me, and in the haughty, condescending
manner of someone who is rich addressing someone who isn’t, he said, “Excuse me, Officer, but Mr. Rump is in need of your
services.”

‘Mr. Rump’ could only be J. Howard Rump, the richest man in town.
And if he ‘needed my services’, then I suddenly had a top priority mission.
I accompanied the well-dressed man — who had not bothered to introduce himself — the two blocks to Happy Town Savings

and Loan, the top financial institution in our fair city, and owned by ‘Mr. Rump’.
There, I saw one of the last people in the world that I wanted to see in the form of a gentleman named Larry Le’Clerq.
Larry Le’Clerq was a war hero/political activist/heroin addict who Porque Hampig and I had railroaded into prison on largely

trumped up charges five years ago — not because of any serious criminal activity, but because of his political activities.
The Power Structure is much more fearful of political activists than they are of criminals or drug addicts.  (More on that

later...)
Porque Hampig and I had arrested Le’Clerq when he had beat up two other men in a barroom brawl.  Both the men he beat up

went to the hospital where it was determined that neither had serious injuries, and both were released from the hospital within
an hour.  What Le’Clerq was actually guilty of was third-degree assault, which on a first offense, (which his was), usually carries a
one to three month sentence.  However, during the fight, Le’Clerq had grabbed one of the other men by the throat and thrown
him down.  Porque Hampig, who knew that Le’Clerq was on the Power Structure’s Hit List, and who knew that he could earn some
serious points if he could take Le’Clerq down, had immediately taken a beeline to the hospital as soon as he heard Le’Clerq’s name
over the radio.  There, he had taken pictures of the finger marks around the man’s throat as he simultaneously coached the man
on what he should say in the police report.  Also, during the fight, another coached witness quoted Le’Clerq as saying, “I’m going to
kill you!” whilst fighting them.  (This was not in the man’s original statement, but he had had ‘refreshed recollections’ after
speaking with Porque Hampig.)  Although Le’Clerq almost surely did not actually intend to kill anyone, the prosecutor had charged
him with attempted murder.  At Le’Clerq’s prelim, the prosecutor offered to lower the charge to second-degree assault if
Le’Clerq were willing to plead guilty.  Second-degree assault carries a five-year sentence.  If he was not willing to plead guilty to
second-degree assault and insisted upon going to trial on the attempted murder charge, then he was looking at a twenty-year
sentence if convicted.

The standard for second-degree assault is that the perpetrator must cause ‘serious bodily harm’, meaning that the injuries
must require hospitalization.  (The standard for first-degree assault is that permanent bodily harm must be done.)

Thus, Le’Clerq was forced into making a harsh decision in the high-stakes gamble to which our justice system has been
reduced.  It is out and out blackmail — but that is the way it is.  Le’Clerq was thirty-five years old.  At the time, he had a job, a
wife, and six children.  He had a few minour arrests related to his political activities, but otherwise he had never been arrested
before in his life for any actual criminal activity.  He would probably have been found not guilty had he gone to trial — but he did
not want to risk a twenty-year prison sentence, and so he took the sure bet of a five-year sentence.  He pled guilty to something
that he did not do.  This kind of thing happens over and over every day.  Thus, a productive father of six was taken from his job
and his family, who were then forced to go on welfare, and his wife ended up divorcing Le’Clerq while he was in prison.  Rather
than paying taxes and being a productive member of society, Le’Clerq now cost the state $35,000 a year to incarcerate him, and
his family burdened the government for their support.

Unfortunately, Le’Clerq didn’t know that the one bargaining chip that he did have was that state prosecutors very much want
you to plead guilty, as they loathe taking cases all the way to trial — though Le’Clerq was possibly an exception to this rule as he
was a ‘political’.  Even so, going to trial is a lot of extra work, a lot of extra expense, and there is always the chance that the state
will lose.  This is especially true if the prosecutor has a weak case, as was the case in this case.  Thus, you can often tell the
overworked prosecutor what you are willing to plead guilty to — say, pleading guilty to a misdemeanor rather than a felony — and
he will usually accept your offer,  (though he will invariably wait until the last minute in order to assure that you stay in jail for as
long as possible.)  Le’Clerq almost certainly could have held out for a third-degree assault conviction, and the prosecutor almost
certainly would have caved in at the last minute rather than risking letting the fish escape altogether.

However, in this case, the government took full advantage of Le’Clerq’s ignorance due to his lack of experience in dealing with
our oxymoronically named ‘criminal justice system’, and were able to successfully ruin another good man’s life.

While he technically had been sent to prison on assault charges, what he was actually sent to prison for was disrupting the
business of business with his radical political activism.  Evidently, his five years in prison had not taught him anything — he was
now carrying a large sign that said, “HAPPY TOWN SAVINGS & LOAN KILLS CHILDREN IN NIGERIA!”
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The Brooks Brothers suit who had summoned me said, “Mr. Rump wants you to arrest this man.”
I sighed.  “Sir, with all due respect, he must break the law before I can arrest him.”
The man affected a highly offended persona, and said, “He is interfering with and defaming Mr. Rump’s business, and

disturbing his clientele!”  (I noted that banks evidently had ‘clientele’ rather than ‘customers’.)
While I was sure that these were considered high-crimes in ‘Mr. Rump’s’ world, they were not crimes in the real world.  So I

said, “Sir, with all due respect, he is on public property, and he is exercising his First Amendment rights.”
The suit looked at me as if I were an idiot.  “Officer, this man is obviously a degenerate, and I personally find the fact that

he is desecrating an American flag by wearing it on that filthy coat to be offensive.  There is a rescue mission just down the
street that Mrs. Rump Herself sponsored. If he needs a place to stay, he would be welcome there.”

I cringed at the gratuitous remarks about the flag and Le’Clerq’s obvious homelessness, as I knew what was coming next.
Le’Clerq didn’t disappoint.
“I realize that people such as yourself like to sweep people like me under the rug and into rescue missions so that you don’t

have to look at us, because it probably makes you feel guilty and uncomfortable.  But I, for one, refuse to be swept.  And I figure
that four years of laying my ass on the line in Viet Nam gives me a right to wear this flag.  You’re about the same age as I am, sir,
tell me:  Did you serve in Viet Nam?”

The Brooks Brothers suit became angry, and said, “Who are you to question me? People like me built this country, while
people like you merely drain it!”  (I noted the fact that Brooks Brothers sidestepped the question about his war service...)

Le’Clerq smiled, and said, “No, actually people like me are drained by people like you.  You have drained all of my money right
into your pocket, you have drained me of my youth, you have drained me of my innocence, and you drained me of several pints of
my blood in Khe-Sahn.  It is people like me who built this country, and it is greedy, money grabbing leeches like you who drain it.”

Brooks Brothers raised his eyes as if he was arguing with a lunatic.  Then, he turned back to me and said, “Well, Officer,
what are you waiting for?  Did you fail to understand the fact that this is an order directly from Mr. Rump Himself?

Technically, ‘Mr. Rump’ had no authority to issue orders to me.  In reality, though, the man had a point.  If I didn’t remove
Le’Clerq, I would probably lose my job.  I could arrest him for ‘Disturbing the Peace’ — and while he wasn’t technically guilty, and
would surely beat the charge in court — it would resolve the immediate impasse.

I turned to Le’Clerq, and asked him if he would voluntarily leave — knowing that he didn’t owe me anything, (quite the oppo-
site, in fact), and that he was very likely to stay just to spite me, if for no other reason.

Le’Clerq said, “I don’t owe you anything, Devine — quite the opposite, in fact — and I would stay just to spite you, if for no
other reason.  However, as you pointed out, I am on public property, and I am exercising my First Amendment rights.”

I turned to the suit, and said, “Sir, I know this man, and if I arrest him without any legal justification, he can — and he surely
would — sue both myself, and the city.  Can’t Mr. Rump just ignore him?”

The man literally sniffed, and looked down his nose at me as he said, “Officer, if you suffer any financial setbacks whilst
enforcing Mr. Rump’s wishes, he would certainly offer to recompense you.”

I turned again to Le’Clerq, and said, “C’mon, Larry, are you really going to make me arrest you?”
“Hell yes!” he replied.  “I will sue both you and the city!”
I sighed again.  There was nothing else I could do.  “Okay, Le’Clerq, assume the position.  I’m certain that you’re very familiar

with it.”
“Certainly, Officer!”  Le’Clerq placed his hands on a wall, and spread his legs so that I could frisk him.
After placing him in my car, he said, “When police break the law, then there is no law, is there Devine?”  (Le’Clerq was quoting

Dharma? I briefly wondered if they knew each other, but the thought was so farfetched that I immediately dismissed it...)
“Don’t lecture me about the law, Le’Clerq!”
“Why not?  You certainly seem to need one.”
“So, you didn’t learn much in prison, did you?”
“Actually, I learned quite a bit, Devine.  In fact, I learned some things that you could stand to learn.  Like the heartbreak

that you feel when they clang that big steel door shut, and lock it.  How it feels to be completely at the mercy of a bunch of
sadistic sociopaths known as ‘jailers’.  You should learn how it feels to be aware every waking second — from the time you first
open your eyes in the morning to the last moment of consciousness at night — that you are not a real man anymore.  You never
forget where you are for a single second, day after day after month after month after year after year into seeming eternity.  I
think that you should learn what if feels like to experience time crawling like a snail.  I think that if you knew what a living hell it
is for a proud man to be deprived of is liberty, you might hesitate the next time that you impose it upon an innocent man.”
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“You were found guilty in a court of law,” I lamely answered.
“What a lame answer!  I was railroaded, and you know it, Devine, since you were the conductor who operated the train!  Don’t

lay that ‘court of law’ crap on me!”
“Look, you got a raw deal, and I’m sorry, but it’s over now.  You need to just put it behind you and move on.”
“No, there you’re wrong, Devine.  It will never be over as long as I’m still alive.  Once you’ve dealt with the criminal justice

system, there is a part of your brain that thinks about nothing else for the rest of your life.  It’s as if a leech has attached itself
to part of your consciousness.  When you are arrested and locked up, the gate to your past life is suddenly, rudely, and perma-
nently slammed shut.  You instantly enter a new reality that is literally insane.  That’s what arrest is:  A blinding flash that
instantly transforms the past, like hitting a delete key on a computer.  You remember that it was there, but it is no longer visible,
and after a while, you forget that it even existed.  And anyone who has lived a ‘normal’ life knows immediately upon entering a
prison that all of his social and intellectual skills that have been so assiduously acquired over a lifetime are suddenly not only
useless, but instead now pose a serious hindrance to survival.  Emotions such as empathy, a sense of fairness and/or objectivity
merely mark you as prey.  You quickly learn that ‘normal’ experience is only a very small segment of what is possible — that
‘normal’ experience is only an infinitesimally narrow band within a far broader spectrum of reality.  The whole dog-eat-dog-
survival-of-the-fittest remorseless sociopathic no-mercy atmosphere exists not only because that is the reality that most
prisoners live in anyway, but also because it is a paradigm that is strictly maintained and encouraged by the jailers, who are as
dehumanized and morally corrupted by this system as the prisoners are.

“And prison is not supposed to make people better — quite the opposite!  It a very expensive way to make the problem much
worse than it was originally.  It is consciously designed to impose a savage and barbaric vengeance far beyond the knowing of
anyone who has not experienced it firsthand.  Prison deprives a human being of his humanity and makes of him an animal of the
lowest instincts.  What prison will not do is to make a man a better member of society.  Prison can only degrade and worsen him,
and it can only increase his hatred of the ‘system’ that put him there.  It can only reduce the possibility of ever becoming a
useful, law-abiding citizen.  Even if a man manages to hold on to a shard of morality or decency, it is due to forces within himself
— not because of prison, but in spite of it.  Prison is intentionally designed to break men down, eroding and destroying any poten-
tial for reform, and all of this is accomplished out of the sight of the cold-hearted humanity who live outside the razor wire, and
in whose name this is all being done.

“And I would really like to know who came up with the notion that placing thousands of criminals in very close proximity for
years at a time is an efficient way to discourage criminality.  In fact, I cannot think of a better way to encourage criminality.
When someone is around no one except criminals 24/7 for years at a time, criminality and a criminal mind-set becomes not only
normal and expected, but it becomes exalted! Prisons affect the people placed in them in ways that usually reinforce the very
behaviour that they are supposed to be punishing, because the atmosphere in prison does nothing but to encourage and buttress
the criminal mindset.  In fact, prison could be likened to a factory for producing criminals, because if you are not already an angry
person who hates the system before going to prison, you certainly are by the time that you get out.  Prison takes people, most of
whom already have a cornucopia of serious problems, and then exacerbates and multiplies those problems.  Actually, rather than
calling prison a criminal factory, it might be more accurately described as a graduate school.  If you wish to learn how to steal a
car — if you wish to learn how to pass bad cheques — if you wish to learn how to establish a new identity or how to steal someone
else’s identity — if you wish to learn how to manufacture methamphetamine — if you wish to learn how to neutralize home alarm
systems — if you wish to refine existing criminal skills or to develop new ones — then prison is the place for you!

“Way to go, whatever genius thought of all this!
“And who are the real criminals, anyway?”  Le’Clerq continued.  “The pig who owns that bank mass-murders Africans every

day, and I see you hassling homeless children!  Corporate criminals steal $40 for every dollar stolen by individuals.  Do you ever go
after them, or do you spend all of your resources harassing homeless veterans who had their brains fried supposedly defending
your freedom?  Did you know that one third of the homeless people living on the streets are vets, even though they only make up
13% of the population?  Vets are twice as likely to be chronically homeless as the rest of the public.  Just yesterday, I watched a
homeless vet standing by a freeway exit with a sign as motorists with ‘support the troops’ ribbons sped by in disgust.  Yeah,
support the troops — that is, support them until you’re done with them.  Then, you can consign them to the trash heap.

“You know what would happen if I went into that bank and asked for a loan to buy a house?  Mr. Rump would tell me, ‘I’m
sorry, we can’t loan you any money because you don’t have any collateral’.  Then I might say something like, ‘Well, if I buy a house,
then I would have collateral, right’?  Then Rump would say, ‘I’m sorry, but you actually need the money, so I can’t loan it to you’.

“Then, right after I leave, one of Rump’s country club buddies might come in and say, ‘Hey, Howard old buddy, I’ve got some
extra cash laying around, and I’m thinking of buying a second home for an investment’.  Whereupon J. Howard says, ‘No, here’s
what you do:  You deposit that cash in an interest bearing account in my bank, and I will loan you the money to buy that second
house — then, you can rent it to that poor sucker who just left, and have him pay for it!’”
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I couldn’t help but laugh, because that was exactly what would probably happen.
“Have you ever been to war,” asked Le’Clerq?
“No, Larry, I haven’t.”
“Viet Nam was just black Niggers and yellow Niggers killing each other so J. Howard could get rich, and nobody cared until

they started taking white kids out of college.  Month after month, we just kept shipping out body bags and cripples, and they just
kept shipping in more blacks and poor whites to replace them.

“You want to know what the VC taught me?  They taught me that I was on the wrong side.  That they were dying for their
country and their way of life, while we were dying to make assholes like J. Howard Rump rich.  They taught me that a nation with-
out a leaven of people willing to die for an ideal — for some abstract concept beyond any rational utility — is a nation that is
vulnerable and corruptible.  When I realized that, then I knew we were going to lose in Viet Nam, because we were the bad guys.
We were supporting a murderous and corrupt regime that was just as bad if not worse than the Communists were.  We murdered
civilians, women, and children on a daily basis as a matter of course by carpet-bombing whole areas of the countryside, or simply
by shooting everyone in a village.  My Lai was not an isolated incident.  The poor Vietnamese villagers were trapped between both
sides.  The VC would come in and order the villagers to help them or they would kill them.  Then, the Americans would come in and
kill them for helping the VC.

“There was a VC camp near a village called Lon Duc.  We were ordered to take the camp out.  Our CO also ordered us to take
out Lon Duc because the CO believed that the villagers were helping the VC, which was probably true. However, I had spent time
in Lon Duc, and I had given the kids there candy, so I tried to talk the CO into just going around the village.  The CO said it was
too dangerous to go around, though, and insisted that we first take out Lon Duc.  And this paradigm was the personification of
the insanity of Viet Nam:  We were supposed to be defending the people of Viet Nam, but we ‘defended’ the people of Viet Nam
by killing them.  As justification for our action, the CO mentioned how the VC had massacred over 3,000 civilians in Hue — but we
were Americans! Wasn’t the whole point of the war supposed to be that we were better than they were?  Yet the CO was advo-
cating using the VC as a rôle model for our own action.  If they succeeded in lowering us to their level, didn’t that mean that they
had won?  Is this what Viet Nam turned us into?  Should I have followed orders no matter what?  Didn’t we prosecute a bunch of
Nazi’s after WWII for that very same thing?

“And all the time, the commanders would declare this or that area to be a ‘free fire zone’, which meant that we killed every-
thing that was there, including women and children — even the water buffaloes! Anything that moved was killed.  Whenever we
declared a ‘free-fire’ zone, gave air support for ground troops, or mined a jungle trail, we all knew that we were killing more
women and children than anything else.  We justified killing civilians by saying that they were assisting the enemy, but how can a
small child assist the enemy? We were the terrorists in Viet Nam!  And we did all of these things for a cause that was all lies,
deceit, and corruption.  Two friends of mine were killed trying to retrieve the body of a dead VC so that a colonel from HQ who
normally never came within ten miles of any action could have his picture taken standing with his foot on the dead man.

“Then, after the war was over, we returned home only to discover that we were now psychologically ruined, financially desti-
tute, and left to fend for ourselves while everyone else had become rich selling us the guns that we had used.  We discovered
that the men who stayed home had stolen our girlfriends and taken our jobs.  We watched while fat safe generals in plush luxuri-
ous headquarters made self-congratulatory speeches and handed each other medals as they simultaneously cut veteran’s benefits
and left us homeless and on the streets trying to deal with PTSD.”

“Well, what do you want me to do about it, Larry?”
“Whatever you can, Devine.  I know that you know better — I can sense your humanity, Devine, no matter how much you try to

cover it up.”
Then, he revealed a shocker:  “Did you know that I am a friend of your daughter Dian?”
In a threatening manner, I asked, “How do you know Dian?”
“We attend lectures together at the home of a man named Mark Marks. She knows that you are still human, and she is

scared to death for you, because she knows that you are heading straight to hell, and she loves you more than you can possibly
know.”

This was too much.  “What say you just mind your own frigging business, Le’Clerq?  My relationship with my daughter is abso-
lutely none of your affair, and if you foul her name with your mouth again, I’ll indulge a little baton practice when we get to the
station, capisce?”

Le’Clerq said nothing, and remained silent for the rest of the trip.
Thus ended my quiet lunch at Courthouse Square.
Two days later, I received an invitation to a soiree at the home of J. Howard Rump himself!  Evidently, this was my compensa-

tion for cooperating in the Larry Le’Clerq incident...
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Low Men in High Places

Her voice is sore from shouting
Cheering winners that are losing

She wonders if their days are few
And if they’ll have to go...

—Led Zeppelin

For the nothing you have, you have paid way too much
And still you’re living beyond all your means

And that man in the suit has just bought a new car
With the profits he made from your dreams

And now you will swear that a man was shot dead
By a gun that didn’t make any noise

But it wasn’t a bullet that laid him to rest
Was the low spark of high-heeled boys...

—Traffic

We all declare for liberty!  But in using the same word, we do not mean the same thing.  With some, the word ‘liberty’
may mean for each man to do as he pleases with the product of his labour; while with others, the same word may mean

for some men to do as they please with the product of other men’s labour.
Here are two, not only different, but incompatible things,

called by the same name, ‘Liberty’.
—Abraham Lincoln
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decided  to  attend  the  gathering, if  only for educational pur-
poses.  Little did I know...

I was probably the only attendee to arrive in a taxi as opposed to a chauffeured limousine.  Then, I experienced the joy and
ecstasy of being insulted and condescended to by ignorant people of established social position.  They abused and/or ignored
and/or openly despised me.  I experienced the gratification of being admitted into such exalted company as an insignificant
status-seeker to be overlooked and snubbed; to be interrupted when I tried to speak, and banished with supreme grace from
each conversation that I tried to enter.  How I envied their sense of belonging, and their impervious ignorance and stupidity!

One conversation that I overheard was describing how after two meetings, the commission had accomplished absolutely
nothing.  Someone else noted the fact that the last commission had taken three years to accomplish nothing, so the present
commission accomplished the same non-accomplishments in only two meetings that took the last commission three years not to
accomplish!

To my joy, the first person that I saw whom I actually knew was Larry Lonley, probably the only honest prosecutor in the
city.

“Greetings, Larry!”  I accosted him.
He seemed surprised to see me, and said, “Greetings Officer — ‘Devine’ isn’t it?”
“Yes sir.  I didn’t expect to see any real people here tonight.  It is a pleasure to see you.”
“It is a pleasure to see you too.  So how are things?”
“Oh, pretty much the same old same old.  You know how it goes.”
“Yes, that is the unfortunate fact.”
Then, I asked Lonley, “Why have you stayed in the DA’s office so long?  I thought that most lawyers only worked there for a

couple of years to prepare themselves for private defense work.”
“That’s true,” he replied, “most of those who stay long-term are very different from me.  Either they are sadists who enjoy

hurting people, or they are zealots and moralists.  I stayed because I felt a need to be a counterweight to those people.  At least
there is one person in that office who isn’t mentally deranged.”

I was surprised at his candor.  “Yes,” I said, “I feel the same way about my position.  It is an uphill battle, though.”
“Yes, and I fear that it is pretty much a futile one. I can do little things here and there, but as far as the overall situation, I

fear it is hopeless.”
Although I agreed, I still found it depressing to hear it put so baldly.
Then, we were joined by Elvis Canary, the city’s leading defense attorney.
“Hey, if it isn’t the law enforcement clique!  How’s life in the trenches?”
Lonely laughed, and said, “It’s okay, but you certainly don’t make life any easier!”
Canary laughed, and said, “Well, if you guys would go after bad guys instead of harassing homeless children and war heroes

like Larry Le’Clerq, then you might feel a little better about what you do.”
Since this was true, Lonley and I couldn’t really do or say anything.
Lonley jokingly said, “How can you sleep at night knowing that all of those bad guys are out on the streets because of you?”
Canary became serious, and said, “No, they are free because you couldn’t prove they were guilty.”
“C’mon, Canary!  You know most of those guys were guilty as sin!  I’m trying to defend society, and you are defending the

freedom of criminals”
“No,” said Canary, “I am defending the rights of everyone when I make you prove someone is guilty.  I am the one who assures

that a minimal number of innocent people are ground up by your system, and a lot of them get ground up anyway in spite of my
efforts.”

Again, what Canary said was true, so again, Lonley and I couldn’t say anything.
Canary then said, “Here, I’ll give you a lesson in lawyer ethics...”
“Isn’t that an antilogy?”  I asked.
“No, not at all!”  Canary responded in mock offense.  “Listen; a lawyer meets with a client, and right before the client leaves,

he pays the lawyer $100.  Then, after the client leaves, the lawyer realizes that the client accidently gave him two $100 bills that
were stuck together.  Now he faces his ethical dilemma:  Should he tell his partner?”

All three of us laughed.
Then, Canary looked up, and said, “Well, well, well!  There’s His Highness himself!”

I
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I looked up and saw J. Howard Rump making his entrance.  He did indeed sweep in like royalty, and the crowd reacted as if he
were indeed some kind of imperial presence. With so many people simultaneously sucking up to kiss his ass, I expected the build-
ing to form a vacuum and implode at any second.  The crowd began dropping enough bullshit to fertilize Butchart Gardens for a
year.  And many of these people seemed as if they were doing so not because they were impressed, but as if they were observing
the breeching of a whale, and were wondering what they would do if they had a harpoon...

I noted to myself that scum seems always to rise.  It has never ceased to amaze me how low people are willing to crawl in
order to rise to the top.

After I left the company of Lonley and Canary, a middle-aged man approached me and introduced himself as Rowdy Rump, the
son of the illustrious J. Howard.

I remembered many rumours that were constantly making the rounds about Rowdy living up to his name.  He was evidently
quite the party animal.  Like many rich kids, his father had bailed him out of many legal problems.  I also knew that, like most rich
kids, Rowdy did not go to Viet Nam, even though he was the right age.  (Possibly, this was due to a dearth of yachts in Southeast
Asia...)

Unlike most of the populace of Happy Town, I knew that the Rump fortune had its origins from a vast tract of land in Arizona
that J. Howard’s grandfather had acquired at the turn of the century through shaky claims based upon Spanish land grants that
had been commissioned some four centuries ago.  J. Howard’s grandfather reactivated these claims at a cost to him of about a
dollar an acre.  His action dispossessed several hundred Mexican American families who had been working that land for genera-
tions.  These poor people were then called ‘squatters’, and were forcibly removed from their homes without compensation, in spite
of the fact that many of them had nowhere else to go.

Then, back during the Depression, J. Howard picked up black properties here in Happy Town at ten cents on the dollar.  The
Blacks, of course, lost their homes.  Thus, a major portion of J. Howard’s current income derives from ownership of the afore-
mentioned Happy Town Savings and Loan, which itself holds most of the mortgages in Happy Town’s black neighborhoods and
charges outrageous ‘points’, as they are lightly called by white profiteers, to any black person who needs a mortgage.

In other words, J. Howard Rump’s family became rich because his grandfather conducted buccaneer raids upon the homes of
poor Mexican Americans, and J. Howard himself has for decades been conducting buccaneer raids on the homes of poor people
here in Happy Town, most of whom are black.

Happy Town’s Blacks, of course, originally came here as slaves and were literally treated like cattle.  They now live in homes
where Mr. Rump wouldn’t house his dog, their schools are war zones where all they learn is violence and drugs, and they are
deprived of all dignity and hope.  Even when exceptional Blacks overcome all of these incredible hurdles, they are denied jobs by
Mr. Rump and his cronies.  (J. Howard’s engineering firm, for instance, deliberately denies jobs to Blacks and Puerto Ricans,
despite the fact that many of the applicants are graduates from top engineering schools.)

Slittern Rump, the wife of the illustrious J. Howard, evidently thinks that the answer is to build ‘activity centers’, where the
main ‘activity’ is selling and consuming drugs.  Of course, these ‘activity centers’ are financed by the city, and built by J. Howard’s
construction company at a large profit — but we all know that Slittern has the black youth’s best interests at heart!

J. Howard now owns 80% of all the slums in this city, and everyone thinks that he and his wife are such kind and generous
people because they fleece the city in order to build ‘activity centers’ for black kids!  These kids need an opportunity to have an
equal chance on a level playing field.  They need proper educations, health care, and nutrition.  They need to be treated as human
beings, with respect and dignity.  The last thing they need is an ‘activity center’, which is merely another open market to purchase
and consume drugs.

After Rowdy and I exchanged introductions, and after it became very obvious that Rowdy was very drunk, he said, “So, you
must be the token peasant!  Father always invites one or two in order to show-off how much he cares about the ‘common masses’.”

I just stared at him wordlessly.
“Well, Devine, here you see the purveyors of the esoteric art of finance!  Are you suitably impressed?”
Again, I just wordlessly stared at him, trying to figure out where he was going with this.  Rowdy Rump was a man I couldn’t

afford to insult or anger, and so I was trying to play it safe.
Ignoring my non-reply, he then asked, “Tell me, Devine, do you actually believe their bullshit that large-scale finance is some

complex and elusive mystery that only the elite are capable of understanding?  Have you fallen for their self-serving propaganda?
Here’s the great secret, Devine:  It’s all simple, basic housekeeping — merely on a larger scale.  The alleged intricacies, the
obfuscations, the sinuosity; all are part of an imaginary thicket created to confuse and mislead people such as yourself.  They use
this witch-doctor hocus-pocus to conceal what they are doing and what they have done, because if the common people had even a
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small clue of what was really going on, this country would be swept by a wave of revulsion and outrage.  And so the greatest fear
of the well-dressed bumblers you see gathered here is widespread exposure of the great fraud that they are perpetrating.  It is
axiomatic that if you give people a good thing, their greed will sabotage it.  If you give them power, they will abuse it.  This
includes politicians, CEO’s, union leaders, church leaders...” here he smiled, then said, “...and especially the police!”

I couldn’t deny his assertion, so I didn’t.
“At one time it was commonly believed that kings derived their power from God.  This was a very good thing for kings, but

they abused their power so much that eventually John Locke came along and convinced everyone that government’s power derived
from the consent of the governed, and kings lost their prerogatives.”

Rowdy’s smile was a caricature of sarcastic amusement.  I didn’t know how to respond to this, so I continued to remain silent.
“So,” Rowdy continued, “what do you think of how the ‘other half’ lives?”
I mumbled something about it being a nice job if you can get it.
Rowdy then laughingly observed, “Believe me, if you ever tried to lift the cover off this cage of buzzards, they would

instantly begin screeching, pecking, and clawing!  You would be better off grazing for grass on a sand dune in Death Valley than
trying to find any points of good character amongst this crowd!  Ethics and morals are for the poor.  The rich can’t afford them.”

I mumbled something about these being the leading citizens who made the wheels of this city turn efficiently.
Rowdy replied, “Oh, you’re an idealist! I love idealists!  All of that frustration and romanticism and injustice to be tapped and

manipulated!  By the way, do you know the definition of an ‘idealist’?”
I didn’t bother to answer, as I was sure that he would rhetorically answer his own rhetorical question.
I was right.
He said, “An ‘idealist’ is an architect who designs buildings without toilets.”
After sharing a good laugh, Rowdy asked me, “So tell me, why did you become a cop?”
“I wanted to become a criminal,” I answered, “but I didn’t have the courage or the brains.”
Once again, Rowdy and I shared a good laugh.
Then, Rowdy said, “Well, it’s nice to see that you have a realistic view of reality, and a sense of humour as well!  So, Officer,

do you have any interesting anecdotes on the life of protecting rich people from poor people?”
Now getting into the spirit of things, I replied, “C’mon, Mr. Rump, the law is equal! For instance, it is just as illegal for rich

people to sleep under bridges or beg in the streets as it is for poor people.”
Once again, Rowdy and I shared a good laugh.
Then, I asked, “So tell me Mr. Rump, do you have any good investment advice?”
First, Rowdy did an imitation of a baboon threat display, and said, “What, you just met me and already you’re asking for

sacred information?”  Then he laughed again, and said, “First of all, call me Rowdy.  Second of all, since I already like you, I’ll tell
you the best investment in the world:  Forget the stock market!  The best investment you can make is in politicians! For every
dollar we have invested in politicians, we have received over $1,000 in return!  That’s a better investment return than cocaine!
For instance, we gave Mayor Biface a $50,000 campaign contribution, and in return, we received a $50 million city contract! You
can’t beat it!”

“Well, I don’t know about that.  How much would he cost to buy?”  I asked, indicating a grossly fat Karl Korrup, one of Indi-
ana’s two Senators.

“Ah, yes!  The illustrious Karl Korrup!  One of our state’s leading experts at slurping from the public trough.  Let me tell you,
he is about as amusing as an antibiotic-resistant streptococcus infection!  He is so stupid that someone needs to water him, and
he needs directions to figure out the way he thinks — though he is an expert at eating off other people’s plates.  He is a simple-
minded, absurd, stupid, self-aggrandizing, and murderous sociopath.  He is a liar, a thief, and an extortionist.  These guys are like
iguanas — they sit motionlessly as they sun themselves on rocks, and then suddenly destroy anything or anyone who comes within
reach of their tongues.  Otherwise, they do nothing.  Since Korrup lacks any morals or ethics, since he can turn on a charming and
glib personality at will, and since he lacks any compassion toward others or introspection toward himself, he possesses all of the
qualities that it takes in this society to have a successful career in politics.  After thirty years, he has grown numb to the day-to-
day dealings; the lying, deceit, deal cutting, career trashing, and partisan politics.  He simply cheques his conscience and morals at
the door.  Integrity, hard work, individual freedom, and the Constitution of the United States have little meaning to him.  He
thinks of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights as subversive if he thinks of them at all.  His main concern for the Constitution
and the Bill of Rights is thinking of methods to subvert them and/or methods to get around their restrictions in order to accom-
plish his own selfish goals.  His ambition is like a malignant tumour in the body of justice.  Being a leader of the country isn’t about
doing the right thing, or doing whatever is in the best interests of the nation, but in holding on to power by any means necessary,
no matter what it takes.  Power, to him, is as addictive as any crack cocaine.  He is a failure as father and husband, and he knows
that he is getting old now.  He is alone and lonely, and he is starting to realize that his life is empty — that he has fought for the
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wrong things.  He is a corrupt politician who had abused and manipulated the powers of his office and mortgaged the future of his
country so that he can appease special-interest groups.  He is just happy to be re-elected because as long as he is in office he can
wield his power — and that’s all he cares about.  What with laws piling up faster than garbage at a landfill, it is almost necessary
these days to earn a law degree just to survive.  What politicians do is to make simple matters seem difficult by using complex
syntax.  Then, triumphantly, they clarify what they have managed to obscure with even more complex syntax!  Meanwhile, you are
left reeling from the pointlessness and futility of trying to make any sense out of the man.

“And on the other side of the political coin are judges.  In a sense, judges are the opposite of politicians:  They are real
people who pretend that they aren’t.  And then, of course, you have the lawyers.  Take Mr. N. Jour Pahkett there,” Rowdy said,
pointing out an immaculately groomed man in a very expensive suit.  “His success has not been achieved by any adherence to
scruples, believe me!  As a high-powered DC lobbyist, he successfully represented environmental polluters at the EPA allowing
them to spread mass-death among the unsuspecting public.  He was also a lead political strategist for the pharmaceutical giants
who killed moms and kids.  Then, he was a behind-the-scenes player for automobile manufacturers who would rather litigate than
admit that they make unsafe products.

“And then, you have the people who directly employ you:  Our glorious city officials!  Most of the important decisions that
directly affect people’s lives are made right here at the local level, and these people work almost completely under the radar of
the common folk.  Can most people name even one of their county supervisors, or city council members?  And believe me, thanks
largely to the huge stacks of cash made available by the Drug War, Happy Town politics is a byzantine snake pit of treachery and
bribe-driven corruption.  In this town, city and county officials operate like feudal lords.  These are the people who do everything
from contracting to pick up your garbage to down zoning in order to obtain variances so that you can do as you please with your
own property — thus, they can literally make you into a millionaire or a pauper overnight.  They don’t have the restrictions of term
limits, and they are largely ignored by a news media that is interested only in state capitals and Washington.  And in a land where
citizens largely just pay their taxes, ignore their politicians, and ask few questions, a well-greased machine can maintain power for
decades on nothing but its own perpetual motion.  If you want your streets swept, your sewers unplugged, or your health clinic to
operate, you had better declare your oath of fealty to your local supervisors, because here in Happy Town, we have finally
achieved Stalin’s utopian state.  It doesn’t matter who votes for whom, it matters only who counts the votes, which, of course, on
the county and city levels, are the very same people that you are electing or trying to un-elect.  The only difference between our
system and Tammany Hall or the Daly Machine is that our system receives zero publicity, and thus only a small handful of people
even realize what is going on.

“And the mayor!” Rowdy enjoyed a full belly laugh at the thought of the mayor.  Then he said, “All politicians lie, but Mayor
Biface is literally an artist of lies!  He doesn’t consider it to be a sin or anything; it is more like speaking in his native tongue.  And
he is so good at it that every time he lies to you, no matter how many times he has lied to you before, you are convinced that this
time he is telling the truth!  That is the litmus test of the true prodigy of lies — if you continue to believe him even after you
know that virtually everything that he says is untruthful. Everyone believes his lies, and accepts his solemn vows!  And when he
breaks his solemn vows, which he invariably does, then he explains it away with yet more lies, and you believe those lies too,
because they are so abstruse and convoluted that it is easier just to forget about it.  Mayor Biface is expected by many to
become the next governor.

“No, the local politicians are also an integral part of the great rip-off machine that we operate.”
“C’mon, ‘Rowdy’,” I said, “what about all of that wealth that is trickling down on us peons?”
Rowdy laughed again.  “Oh, you are a cut-up, aren’t you?  The only thing ‘trickling down’ on people like you is tinted yellow, and

has a foul odour. Believe me; a rising supply-side tide lifts only yachts! We are nothing less than a caste-restricted cartel who
escapes competition by relying on regulations written by politicians who are appointed by us.  These politicians either are in our
pay, or are soon to be.  And this paradigm is protected by networks of cronies and mid-level clerks on the take.  The treasury
market — our political whore — literally gives us a license to steal.  It is a closed loop that takes from the many, and returns only
to the few.  A broker will take an order from a schoolteacher for 100 shares of International Widget at $5 each.  The broker
tells the teacher that he will let the teacher know by the market close if he can get that price.  The broker then might wait for
the stock to drop to $4, buy it, and sell it to the teacher for $5, or he might buy it at $5, watch it go up to $6, then sell it and
tell the teacher that he was unable to buy it at $5.  This scenario plays out thousands of times a day, and not only with school-
teachers, but with pension funds, endowments, and municipal treasuries.  Of course, one advantage to dealing with someone who is
totally selfish is that you can always predict what they are going to do, i.e., they will always do whatever is most advantageous to
themselves, no matter how unethical, and no matter who gets hurt.  For instance, N. Jour Pahkett, that gentleman over there with
the $1,000 Christian Dior suit who I already mentioned?  He is now the head of the M&A division in one of our local law firms.
Mergers and Acquisitions is the place where lawyers capitalize on the laws that businesses buy from Congress — you know, the
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ones that ensure that the wealth remains concentrated in as few hands as possible, usually by stealing from and wiping out small
investors.  The robber baron mentality is still alive and well in America, robbing from the poor and giving to the rich.

“And if you think that is rich, my family makes millions of dollars each day just on fees! My father is a pioneer in this area.
He instituted fees after noticing that fees only contributed one-eighth of a point to our profit margin, and after noting the fact
that due to the passivity of the general public, no one ever questions fees.  Thus, he levied transaction fees on every transaction
and maintenance fees when there were no transactions.  He instituted fees for opening an account, fees for closing an account,
fees for having less than two accounts, and fees for having more than one account.  There are now fees for late charges, early
charges, and surcharges on other charges.  There are fees for foreign accounts and fees for domestic accounts.  Then, he gradu-
ally doubled and tripled these fees before indexing them to inflation.  Contact fees, telephone charges, adjustment charges,
flotation fees, sinking fees, and then challenged his accountants to find five fees each that no one had ever heard of.  He made
arrangements to drop the fees on any customer who appeared to be making good on a threat to leave, and made up for that loss
by increasing fees for those who stayed put.  My family now takes in tens of millions of dollars each year just in fees.  My father
then very publically donates 1% of these profits to charity so that he can then spend 10% of these profits advertising the 1%
that he gave to charity, thus convincing everyone of what an exemplar of public virtue he is so that he can rake in thousands of
other suckers to bilk.”

Thinking that Rowdy had some oedipal father-hatred complex, I tried to catch him out:  “But what about the millions that he
just invested in Africa?”

“Hah,” replied Rowdy.  “You’re thinking Father did that to help out all of those poor starving Africans, right?  Because Africa
is so poor, right?  What no one realizes is that Africa is actually incredibly wealthy! It is just that almost everyone who lives
there is poor.  Africa has diamonds, gold, platinum, chromium, ferroalloy, coal, gas, a thriving agricultural industry, and oil.  Sub-
Saharan Africa is the most profitable investment on earth right now, because almost all of the billions of dollars they produce
every year goes into Western pockets.  Father is not helping the poor of Africa; he is literally stealing food out of the mouths of
their starving children!  Americans have sucked $30 billion out of Nigeria alone, and we kept 88% of that revenue, leaving 12% for
the Nigerians — and most of that 12% went into the pockets of corrupt dictators as a payoff to maintain the status-quo.  Then
we have our political whores in Washington vote $8.5 billion in ‘foreign aid’ to Nigeria so that we can collect $8.2 billion of it to
service their debt to us, the other $300 million going to military equipment used by our political whores in Nigeria to oppress any
Nigerians who complain. Now, ten years later, 70% of Nigerians still live on less than $1 per day as we continue to suck ultra-
super profits from their country.  All that we are leaving behind for the Nigerians are polluted rivers, charred farmland, clear-
cut forests, rancid air, crumbling schools, crumbling hospitals, and some very wealthy dictators.

“In 2002, Africa as a whole received $22 billion in government aid, and paid out $21.5 billion to service its private debt —
which means that you the taxpayer are giving money to Africa so that they can turn around and give it to my father.”

I said, “Well, I guess you should give a high-five to the Nigerians then, eh?”
Rowdy replied, “Probably so, but don’t hold your breath waiting for my father to get on his knees and tearfully thank the

Nigerians for making him so wealthy.  And the truly funny and ironic thing about all of this is that the exploitation of foreign
labour to produce goods, and then the importation of those goods, makes the importers wholly dependent upon military and
economic violence to keep the slaves — er, excuse me — the ‘workers’ in line.  And it also makes us strangely dependent upon
those from whom we steal.  For you see, without the poor, there are no profits!  As Nigeria proves, rich is the country with lots
of poor people!  The more, the better!  Always, when human lives are cheap, there are great fortunes to be made!  People are our
basic stock in trade!  Only when human populations are chequed by extraneous factors do commoners regain dignity and a measure
of control over their own destinies.  Why do you think right-wingers and religious institutions are always trying to eliminate abor-
tion and birth control?  The terrible depredations of the great plagues of medieval times broke the slavery of the feudal system
in Europe.  Those plagues reduced human populations to the point where men had scarcity value and could thus bargain for their
labour once again.  Then, the great wars of this century smashed the class system of inherited privilege and fortune, and ushered
in the aberrant age of ‘human rights’, in which the commoners and those of the ‘inferior’ races obtained an attitude that they
were the equal of their ‘betters’.

“And what every slave master — er, excuse me — what every ‘corporate manager’ soon discovers is that any crude system of
control has serious limitations.  Physical coercion, even if backed by systematic terrorism, (as it almost invariably is), does not
produce a smoothly flowing movement of goods.  Every totalitarian state from Rome to the Soviet Union found this out.  To
achieve compliance from slaves without an expensive and wasteful police presence, the governing body must create an appearance
of beneficence strong enough to awaken at least a modicum of affection and/or trust and/or loyalty; my father and his ilk are not
doing this, though.  They are instead using your tax dollars trying to keep the Nigerians too beaten down to do anything about it.”

“Well,” I said, “you pay taxes too, don’t you?”
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Rowdy nearly howled with laughter.  “No, actually, not only do you pay all the taxes, but a huge percentage of the taxes you
pay go into the pocket of my family!  You really are naïve, aren’t you?  Our bank paid zero dollars in taxes last year on hundreds of
millions in profits.  Over 60% of the corporations in America pay no taxes of any kind.  The International Monetary Fund esti-
mates that assets held in offshore tax-havens amounts to about half of all cross-border assets, and according to Merrill Lynch
and BCG estimates, assets held in tax havens beyond the reach of effective taxation would equal one-third of total global gross
domestic product, which in 2003 was $36.2 billion.  In the 1950s, US corporations accounted for 28% of federal revenues — now,
it is just 11%, and with our lackey Bush in charge, it is getting smaller every year.  This shift has been implemented without public
debate, and with cooperation from both the Democratic and Republican parties.  If corporations paid the 35% of income that the
law requires, it would add over $270 billion to the US treasury.  And guess who is making up the difference?”  he asked, pointing
at me.  “Offshore centers with 1.2% of the world’s population hold 31% of the assets and 26% of the stocks of American multina-
tionals.  One of our subsidiaries in Singapore builds a widget and sells it to one of our subsidiaries in the Cayman Islands for
$100, who then resells it to an American widget dealer for $1,000.  There’s $900 profit, but almost all of it goes to the Cayman
operation, and thus pays no US taxes.  Of course, we can’t place all of our assets into offshore accounts because we still need the
feds to provide our corporate welfare and bail us out when we’re broke, even as our financial evasions and frauds deplete the tax
base.  If the US government were able to collect these evaded taxes, they alone would fully fund every social program on the
books.  And believe me, almost none of that money is ‘trickling down’ to saps like you — quite the contrary!  Most of it has been
stolen from you.  You do the work, and I collect the money, sharing a token pittance with you.  You barely survive paycheque to
paycheque, while I have a credit card good for $1 million a month drawn on a bank in the Caymans so that the IRS can’t even keep
track of what I’m buying.  The only people who benefit from an imperial system are the people who run it.  The people of the
exploited country and the people of the exploiting country are all screwed! You are the one who pays for those hundreds of mili-
tary bases that we have all over the world so that we can maintain our empire.  These bases are operated for our benefit, and you
are paying for them at the same time that we are eliminating all of your social benefits.

“And we still aren’t done looting Nigeria!  My father just provided a low-interest $3 billion ‘loan’ to the Nigerian government
for infrastructure that will help us more efficiently remove their oil.  The ‘loans’ are provided with the stipulation that none of
the money will be spent on social programs.  Other conditions of these ‘loans’ are that the Nigerian government privatize all of
their public assets — meaning that we force them to sell these assets to us at a fraction of their true worth — and then we
collect such a huge portion of their government revenues to pay the interest on these ‘loans’ that they cannot afford to develop
anything themselves, much less pay off the principal.  And so, as soon as the dams and roads are built, we will default on the loans
and seize all of the property.  There are countries in Africa that for decades have been spending 50% of their national budget on
interest payments for ‘loans’ that were used to build a dam that we then seized and/or a fantastic palace for some corrupt dicta-
tor and/or for the guns that that dictator needs so that he can continue to oppress his people for the benefit of my father.

“After WWII, Germany would only agree to spend 3.5% of its export income on debt repayments, arguing that anything
higher would be unsustainable.  Today, the world’s creditor nations — including Germany — are demanding that Third World
nations spend as much as 75% of their export income on debt service.  Thus, Mozambique, for instance, spends $60 on debt
service for every man, woman, and child in the country whilst spending only $2 each on health and education.  Since 1990, Zambia
has paid a total of $4.8 billion on debt service, which is 1½ times its total annual economic output.

“And we don’t only stand on the necks of foreigners.  The result of an alliance between big business and government —
wherein military and domestic police are being used as enforcers of economic policy — is called ‘fascism’.  Under fascism, the poor
are very intentionally kept at the bottom through taxes that the rich don’t pay, military conscription that the rich are not
subject to, forced labour at substandard wages, exorbitant rent, high interest rates, and high insurance rates.  Your situation is
intentionally kept similar to a man being forced to stand neck-deep in water where the smallest ripple will cause him to drown.  If
you look at it objectively, only labourers, warriors, explorers, artisans, cooks, and physicians produce a society.  Politicians, bank-
ers, insurance agents, stockbrokers, and lawyers are nothing but parasites feeding off the labour of productive people — yet
these parasites have relegated the useful and productive people to a permanent underclass that are intentionally kept at the
bottom of the barrel in sub-standard conditions, or who are warehoused in prisons.  After all, the more poor people that there
are, the easier it is for us to find gardeners.  After we impoverish the American middle-class, we won’t even have to speak Span-
ish to them anymore.

“Most Americans fervently believe that America is the exemplar of everything good in the world.  Right.  The most violent
nation on earth — heir to both the African and Native American genocides — the only nation to ever nuke civilians — the
napalmers of Dresden and Tokyo — killers of two million civilians in Viet Nam — the world’s largest arms dealer — the world’s
largest jailer — the largest gap between rich and poor in the industrialized world — the only industrialized nation that still mass-
murders its own citizens via the ‘death penalty’ — the world’s largest looter of Third World nations — the only country in the
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world besides Somalia that refused to ratify the International Convention on the Rights of the Child because it condemned
executing children, a practice only recently declared illegal in the US by the Supreme Court — do I need to continue?

“And while we’re on the subject of scams, let me tell you about the ‘federal reserve’ fraud.  My father is a major shareholder
in the Federal Reserve Bank and he makes money off the Federal Reserve by simply printing it; thus, he literally creates money
out of nothing!  And then he loans it out at interest!  Then, we make even more money by deflating the value of the money that
already exists!”

“I’m afraid you lost me there,” I said.
Rowdy laughed again, and said, “It works like this:  Say you have $100, and a widget costs $50; thus, you have enough money

to buy two widgets.  For the sake of illustration, let’s say my father then has the Federal Reserve double the supply of cash
money that is available.  Since there is now twice as much money chasing the same amount of goods, then what he has effectively
done is to cut the value of the money that already existed in half.  Since he is printing it for virtually nothing, it is no skin off his
teeth.  Thus, a widget now costs $100, which means that you can now only buy one widget with your $100 — and now my father can
buy the other widget with the money he just created out of nothing.  So what he has just done is to steal a widget from you. Or,
alternatively, he can loan you the $100 you need to buy the second widget, and charge you interest of 10% per year on that $100
for ten years, and collect another $100 in addition to the $100 he created out of nothing!

“Here’s how it works in real life:  First, we build up the economy by printing tons of money and handing out low-interest loans
like pancakes at a Sunday breakfast.  Then, we collapse the economy by decreasing the money supply, jacking up interest rates,
dumping stocks, and calling in loans.  After wiping out everyone except the select insiders who are in on the scam, we buy every-
thing back at a fraction of what we just got done selling it for so that we can build it up, and start the whole process all over
again — and the best way to build it up again is to start a war somewhere.  We loan money at outrageous interest rates to both of
the countries fighting the war, and then we take all of the money we just loaned them back by selling them the guns and bombs at
a profit.  Thus, we make money on the money we loan them, then make more money taking all the money we just loaned them back!
And as usual, the working class saps like you pay for all of this with their taxes.  Every major war for the last 250 years has been
financed in this manner, including every war in which the US has fought.  And now, thanks to George W, the rest of the world
views us as Nazi monsters who will gladly mass-murder anyone who stands in the way of our right to exploit the resources of
other countries — and not only the people who are actually standing in our way, but all of their women and children also!  Actually
though, that impression is not completely true.  The US will only bully countries that are too weak to defend themselves effec-
tively, such as Libya, Grenada, Panama, and Iraq.  When it was learned that North Korea had nukes, the idea of invading them was
not even discussed, even though that was exactly the stated reason for invading Iraq, and even though North Korea was on Bush’s
‘Axis of Evil’ list.

“Grenada was especially reprehensible.  It was like Arnold Schwarzenegger kicking over the kool-aide stand of a seven-year
old girl.  Strictly to cover Reagan’s political ass, a place that could have been successfully invaded by a gang of Crips was jumped
on by the Rangers, the Marines, the 82nd Airborne, the Navy, and Psy-Ops with night vision — supposedly to ‘rescue’ a handful of
astonished American college students who didn’t even realize that they had needed ‘rescuing’.”

“Why are you telling me all of this?”  I asked.
“What are you going to do about it?”  he rejoined.  “A lot of people with a lot more influence than you have been screaming

about all of this for years.”
“I’ve never heard of any of this!”
“Exactly the point!  We also own all of the newspapers and television stations, so you only know what we want you to know.  In

the end, what matters is not what the truth is, but what everyone thinks the truth is.  As long as we control what people think, we
control what the truth is, even if the truth is a lie.  The Happy Town Times is completely controlled by my father.  They only
report what he tells them to report, and they don’t report what he tells them not to report.  There are more leaks from political
operations than a pack of feral dogs with kidney infections, and my father, of course, knows exactly where all of those dogs lift
their legs.  Therefore, if he can’t buy them with money, he simply controls them with threats.  If they get out of line and start
telling people like you what is really going on, he simply has the Times print whatever dirt he has collected on them.  People like us
call people like you ‘sheep’ because you docilely believe the crap that the Times feeds you, and then allow us to lead you to slaugh-
ter.  Or it would be more accurate to say that we lead you to slaughter each other, for one of our most effective tactics is to
keep the poor at each other’s throats so that you ignore your true enemy, which is us.  We convince you that other poor people
are your enemies, and so Whites hate Blacks, Protestants hate Catholics, Jews hate Palestinians, and so forth.

“And anyone who isn’t rich and votes Republican is a deluded idiot.  The stated goal of the Republican Party is to rip off
working people!  Everything that they do furthers this goal.  It is right up front and in your face, but most people just read the
Happy Town Times and believe that what they read there is the ‘truth’.  The Republicans cut jobs, reduce wages, slash public
school financing, cut college loans and grants, destroy benefits and retirement plans, outsource jobs, and bust unions — on and on!
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They openly advocate transferring wealth from the middle class to the rich!  They write and pass laws that mandate it, and
oppose laws that try to stop it!  And then they say that Democrats are ripping them off with taxes! While this accusation is
mostly true, at least the taxes go to pay for roads and police and the infrastructure that makes our society function.  The money
that the rich steal from you, on the other hand, goes into their pockets and offshore tax havens.  The Democrats may tax and
spend, but at least you receive tangible benefits from the taxes you pay.  The Republicans borrow and spend, putting your grand-
children in debt for the rest of their lives, and you receive no benefits whatsoever since the Republicans funnel your tax money
into the pocket of my father.  Not only are the Republicans ripping you off, but they are already picking the pockets of your
grandchildren!”

I replied, “Well, it looks like the Democrats are going to win big in the next election, so I guess it will all stop then.”
“Hah!  You must have gotten your education from the television!  With but a handful of exceptions, the Democrats are all on

the take too!  If you will remember, it was Clinton who passed NAFTA and so called ‘welfare reform’.  The Democrats took over
Congress in the last election with a mandate to end the Iraq occupation — do you see anything ending there?  Democrats voted
for the bankruptcy bill, the FISA bill, the PATRIOT Act — need I go on?  Bush has run the presidency like a criminal organiza-
tion, and has committed numerous impeachable offenses — he even publically admitted to illegally spying on Americans — yet
Nancy Pelosi says that impeachment is ‘not on the table’!  They impeached Clinton for his private sex life, but they don’t impeach
Bush for lying us into a war?  What do you suppose that is all about?”

I am sure that Rowdy and I engaged in further conversation.  However, we had both been refreshing our drinks this entire
time — my enthusiasm for heavy drinking being fueled largely by the things that Rowdy was telling me — and to be honest, I don’t
remember anything else that happened that night...

If I engaged in any ‘uncivilized’ behaviour, I am sure that the other attendees wrote it off as typical ‘peasant’ behaviour...
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Mark Marks’ Complaint

Crying won’t help you, and praying won’t do you no good...
—Led Zeppelin

Once you give up your freedom, it takes a revolution to get it back
—Arhundati Roy

You can fool all the people some of the time,
you can fool some of the people all the time,
but you can’t fool all the people all the time

—Abraham Lincoln

You can fool some of the people all the time,
and those are the ones you want to concentrate on

—George W. Bush
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hen I was offered a position on the Terrorism  Task  Force, I
jumped on the opportunity.  The corruption on the Drug Task Force was becoming more and more difficult for me to

stomach, and I relished the opportunity to leave Porque Hampig far, far behind.  Hampig, of course, thrived in the cesspool of the
DTF, and thus had no desire to move to the TTF even if the offer had been extended — which it hadn’t.  I gave brief thought to
the behind-the-scenes politics that gave rise to the offer, but I didn’t really care.  Someone in the power structure had decided
that they wanted me on the TTF; I wanted to be on the TTF.  Thus, I did not waste much time worrying about the hidden implica-
tions of the offer.  I did not care whether or not this was a good move as far as my career advancement was concerned, or even
whether or not the move would be considered a promotion or a demotion.  All I knew was that I would finally be able to pull my
hand out of the overflowing spittoon that was the Drug Task Force.  I figured that there was no way that the Terrorism Task
Force could contain even a fraction of the corruption that the DTF had since terrorism was not a $600 billion per year industry.
In addition, fighting terrorism was actually something that was worth doing, unlike throwing troubled teenagers into prison for 20
years.  I would actually be protecting people from an actual danger rather than engaging in a politically and economically inspired
witch-hunt.

At my first roll call in my new position, I learned that I was being assigned to an investigation of Mark Marks, my daughter’s
social studies teacher.  While I knew that Mark Marks was a political radical, I had no idea that he was suspected of terrorism,
and I found the idea that a schoolteacher might be a terrorist to be disconcerting.

I learned at the roll call that Mark Marks held informal gatherings in his home once a week where politics were discussed.  I
learned that these discussions were attended by a large number of his students from the high school.  I knew that my daughter
Dian probably attended these meetings, and I wondered if there would be any conflict of interest involved concerning me investi-
gating said meetings.

Mahatma Popoganda, the East Indian supervisor of the Terrorism Task Force, (and one of the few racial minourities who held
positions of power in the HTPD), related the progress of the investigation thus far:  “We have obtained the cooperation of
Samantha Sopath, the daughter of the Happy Town District Attorney.  Ms. Sopath agreed to wear a wire to the last meeting held
in Marks’ house, and I would like to now play the recording for you so that you may know what we are dealing with here.”

Then, Popoganda produced a cassette recorder, and turned it on.
Thus, I first heard the political philosophies of Mr. Mark Marks...

“Often, people who battle one or another aspect of the machine — be they environmentalists, civil rights activists, child
abuse activists, feminists, prison reform activists, anthropologists, historians, or whatever — end up questioning the very founda-
tions of Western civilization itself,” Marks began.  “This is because even a cursory look into the cause of these various problems
leads to the same primary problem, i.e. the basic nature of the culture.  The entire culture is, and always has been, based upon
dominance, exploitation, theft, and murder.  They always have justifications:  The Indians weren’t ‘developing’ the land, (i.e.
destroying, clear-cutting, mining, killing all the animals, poisoning all the rivers, etc.).  Therefore, it was perfectly acceptable to
steal all of their land, destroy their culture, rape their wives, and murder their children by intentionally introducing smallpox.

“If civilization had never developed, the Middle East, Greece, Italy, and North Africa would still be thickly forested. South-
ern Europe would still be prowled by lions.  California’s Central Valley would still contain grizzly bears, and the skies of North
America would still be darkened by vast flocks of passenger pigeons.  The wild salmon, who survived for tens of millions of years
through ice ages, super volcanoes, and the Missoula Flood, would not now have been decimated by barely 100 years of ‘civilized’
conduct.  Wolves would still howl in England, great auks would still nest in France.  The Rhine River would run clean and pristine.

“Had the Great Plague of the 14th Century wiped out all of the Europeans rather than just one-third of them, the Arawak
Indian tribe would not be extinct and still living peacefully and sustainably in their unpolluted and pristine environment in the
Caribbean.  There would still be, as there always had been, enough for them to eat, and they would still not have even the concept
of ‘poverty’ among them.  The ancient forests of the eastern seaboard would still allow a squirrel to travel from the Atlantic
Ocean to the Mississippi River without ever touching the ground.  The Great Plains would still support herds of millions of buffalo.
The millions of natives of North and South America would still be able to eat pronghorn antelope, salmon, cod, and lobster —
there would still be, as there always had been, enough for them to eat.  They would not have to worry about crime, poverty, radia-
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tion poisoning, prisons, or organochloride carcinogens in every river in the country.  Redwood trees would still grow thick from
southern Oregon to Monterey Bay.

“Where did people ever get the idea that civilization was an improvement over the hunter-gatherer lifestyle?  Are computers
and knowing about distant galaxies worth the price that we pay?  It is significant to note the fact that Native Americans who
were forced to live in the White world during the 17th through the 19th Centuries almost invariably loathed it, and returned to
their wild ways at the first available opportunity.  On the other hand, Whites who spent significant time living with the natives
generally had no desire to return to ‘civilization’.”

One of Marks’ participants then asked, “But surely not everyone were baby killers!  Not everyone now living here supports
killing people for profit!”

“Not at all.  In fact, you must keep in mind that most of the individual people who are living in our system are good people.
They are just trying to raise their children and live their lives.  They are honest, good-hearted, generous, and kind.  They simply
do not know that children are starving all over the world in order to pay for their privileged lifestyles, and I’m sure most of them
would be very upset if they did know — though I can’t say how many of them would willingly give up their privileged lifestyles in
order to ameliorate the situation.  They don’t ever see the denuded hillsides, the blasted streams, the dammed, (and damned),
rivers, the prisons full of pointless lives, the third-world factories full of pointless lives, the factory farms stuffed with animals
who are in torturous pain every second of their entire existence.

“And these good people are the ones who will suffer most when the financial house of cards finally collapses.  The poor
already know how to get by on nothing, while the rich know what is about to happen, and they are preparing their walled and armed
enclaves.

“Well, personally, I have no qualms of any kind about destroying the lifestyles — or the lives — of the politicians, CEOs,
generals, journalists, and capitalists who are conscious of what is happening, and continue to destroy the planet out of pure greed.
I’m speaking of those who consciously hide the devastation and insanity from all of the good people so that it can continue
unabated.  Those who dismiss, imprison, kill, and destroy the credibility of the ‘environmentalists’, ‘Communists’, ‘far-left crazies’,
and ‘tree huggers’ who are desperately trying to wake up the Western world to what is happening, and where it is leading.  I’m
speaking of those who would be executed for crimes against humanity if they ever had to face a Nüremberg style tribunal.

“However, in order to destroy these sociopaths who run the system, it will be necessary to destroy the system itself; and
unfortunately, this will require destroying a lot of good and innocent people along with it...”

Popoganda interrupted the tape at this point.  “As you can see,” he said, “this man has already advocated killing ‘the politi-
cians, CEOs, generals, journalists, and capitalists who are conscious of what is happening, and continue to destroy the planet out
of pure greed’.  Also, please note that he also said, ‘unfortunately, this will require destroying a lot of good and innocent people
along with it’.  Obviously, this man is a dangerous terrorist, and thus we need to make a legal case against him.”

While he had said some very controversial things, he had not actually said anything that was legally actionable.  I didn’t think
he was a ‘dangerous terrorist’ as much as a far-left radical — which was not illegal, as far as I knew.

“Now, let us continue...” said Popoganda, whereupon he fast-forwarded the tape to a pre-marked position, and began playing it
again...

“Freeing corporations from government regulation has not only failed to curb ‘big government’, but ‘big government’ actually
became significantly larger.  The American government now acts almost exclusively as patron and protector of the rich at the
expense of everyone else.  It now converts the taxpayer’s money into private profit centers.  We are brainwashed in our schools
and by our newspapers into believing that Profit is God, and all else is subservient.  Ignore collateral damage as long as the right
people are making money on the deal.

“Just after WWII, the Bretton Woods agreement ushered in the golden age of capitalism by establishing the right of
government to restrict capital movement, financial speculation, and attacks on currencies.  These policies ushered in unprece-
dented economic growth that was largely egalitarian, and led to the establishment of significant social programs to benefit the
general population.  All of this was reversed by the Reagan administration, who regarded free capital mobility as a ‘fundamental
right’ — unlike such alleged rights as decent employment, educational opportunities, food, shelter, health care, etc.
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“The result is what we now have.
“Currently, the military takes up 18% of the budget, while social spending takes less than 1%.  The rich decry anything that

helps poor people by labeling it ‘socialism’, and claim that ‘free enterprise’ is the cure-all solution.  Yet look at history:  In the
1870’s all of the wealth was coagulated into the hands of a select few, while the vast majority went begging.  This is always and
invariably the result of unfettered and unregulated ‘free enterprise’, as has been proven over and over again throughout history.
Well, ‘free enterprise’ is great for those who are ruthless and completely lacking in morals or compassion, but for the honest,
common worker it is a disaster.  The result was that, as usual, the rich became so greedy that they blew their good thing, and
eventually the graduated income tax came into being, along with unemployment compensation, Medicare, Social Security, and the
Wagner Act of 1935, which established the right of collective bargaining for workers.  How the wealthy hated that act!  It actu-
ally forced them to pay workers a living wage!

“These social programs directly led to the rise of America as the world’s leading power, for the most effective system is a
combination of free enterprise and public enterprise, as has been proven by history over and over and over again.  The fact is
that some things are done better by private industry and some things are done better by government.  Personally, I love my
socialized fire department!  Things that concern public health and safety, and things that are a natural monopoly — such as cable
and power — are much more efficient and inexpensive when a public entity that is answerable to the people is running it.  By the
same token, I don’t want the government making my clothes or my computer.  These commodities are open to market competition,
and thus the private market is the cheapest and most efficient way to produce them.

“However, when capitalism is unregulated, then invariably a small handful of people seize all of the wealth, and invariably
social stagnation and unrest is the result.  Over and over again, when there is a fair distribution of wealth, society flourishes.
The Renaissance was a direct result of the Black Death, which killed over 30% of the population of Europe, which produced a
labour shortage, which meant that the rich had to pay workers a living wage, which lifted Western society out of the Dark Ages.
When everyone has a fair slice of the pie, everyone benefits, and society becomes strong and vibrant.  Both the rich and the
workers become wealthier.  In spite of their individual shortcomings, the reforms instituted by Theodore Roosevelt, and carried
on by Franklin Roosevelt and Harry Truman laid the foundations for America’s subsequent greatness.

“Throughout American history, every time the Conservatives have controlled the country, they have run the economy into the
ground, and created economic disaster.  Look at every major economic dislocation this country has suffered, and then look at who
was running it at the time.  Over and over again, this has happened.  And every time that the pie was distributed equitably, the
economy flourished.  Over and over again, this has happened.

“But now, once again, the Conservatives are taking over, and once again selfishness and greed are erasing all of the progres-
sive advancements made during the 40’s and 50’s.  And once again, it is reducing us to a repressive regime run by a few ruthless
and wealthy people dominating and controlling the lives of everyone else.  The rich are becoming richer while the middle class that
made America great is being destroyed.  As a result, once again, there is a brutal coarsening occurring in America.  A dog-eat-dog
winner-take-all economic philosophy has once again lead to dog-eat-dog morals and dog-eat-dog values.  Once again, millions of
innocents are being injured and abandoned.  Once again, trust is being destroyed, and society is becoming disillusioned and demor-
alized.  Once again, we are disregarding moral qualms and allowing greed and selfishness to run rampant.

“The income ratio of chief executives to average workers in corporations went from 40-1 in the 1970s to 282-1 in 2002.
During the same period, median CEO pay went from $326,000 per year to $7.1 million.  In 2001, corporate profits sank 35%, the
S&P stock index fell by 13%, and the unemployment rate swelled by 35% — yet CEO’s median pay grew by 7%.

“This always invites systemic corruption and social upheaval. Always! In 1964, 76% of adults polled said that they had confi-
dence in the government; today, just 19% say that they do.

“Some of the founding fathers were incredibly prescient.  Jefferson and Adams realized that society was inescapably divided
between ‘democratic’ and ‘aristocratic’ forces, and that both ends of the spectrum were dangerous if either became dominant.  So
Adams sought to isolate them in separate legislative houses where they could both guard against each other.

“There is also a tradition in the US wherein when the government proves to be unresponsive to the people, then the people
would step outside the law and take matters into their own hands — indeed, this was how the Revolution itself came about!
‘Shay’s Rebellion’ in 1786, and the ‘Whiskey Rebellion’ in 1794, John Brown’s raid on Harper’s Ferry in 1859, the Civil War, the civil
disobedience of the 60’s and 70’s, are all examples of the common people standing up to tyrannical governments.  And the Ameri-
can government has needed almost constant monitoring from its inception.  In the 1790’s during the administrations of George
Washington and John Adams, there was a common man from Dedham Massachusetts named David Brown who shared my own opin-
ion that governments, to quote Mr. Brown, were ‘a conspiracy of the rich to exploit farmers, artisans, and other common folk.’
Mr. Brown began printing and distributing pamphlets wherein he declared, among other things, that ‘The occupation of govern-
ment is to plunder and steal’, and ‘Five-hundred people out of a nation of five-millions receive all of the benefit of public property
and live upon the ruins of the rest of the community.’  Under the ‘Alien and Sedition’ acts of 1798, it was illegal for anyone to
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conspire in opposition to ‘any measure of the government’.  And so Mr. Brown was sent to jail in 1799, and was not released until
Thomas Jefferson took office in 1801.

“Mr. Brown’s accusations proved prophetic.  During the economic boom of 1923-1929, the richest 5% of the population
increased their share of the wealth from 1/4 to 1/3 of the total, and the wealthiest 1% controlled a whopping 19% of all income.
Real wages for working people rose 21% — but corporate dividends rose 65%.  The workers did not profit from the increased
production that they created, and this blatant corporate greed produced the usual consequence, i.e. the Great Depression.

“And the disparity did not confine itself to finance.  Political oppression and war followed economic oppression, as they usually
do.  War is an especially effective tool of oppression, for not only does war kill and maim people and destroy property, but it
inflames politics, stifles civil liberties, disrupts the economy, increases the public debt, and expands government power — which is
exactly why autocratically minded politicians are so fond of it.

“Lincoln suspended habeas corpus and jailed thousands illegally.
“It was illegal in the US to voice opposition to WWI.  (Eugene Debs polled almost a million votes for president whilst in prison

for speaking out against the war.)  The Attourney General A. Mitchell Palmer organized a special antiradical division within the
Department of Justice and named a young J. Edgar Hoover as its head.  Palmer instituted raids beginning in November 1919, and
arrested thousands.  These raids, which probably constituted the most massive violation of civil liberties in American history,
found very few dangerous radicals, but they very successfully fanned the flames of fear and intolerance — lessons that J. Edgar
Hoover took to heart, and very successfully employed in his lengthy career of blackmail and coercion.

“During WWII, the US detained over 110,000 American citizens of Japanese ancestry in concentration camps.  Most of these
people lost everything that they owned.  And these measures were not taken against Americans of German or Italian ancestry, so
this action was a purely race-based seizure of the property of American citizens.

“Non-believers in the religion of ‘free enterprise’ — the modern version of ‘heretics’ — are no longer burned at the stake, but
they might as well be.  Those who refuse to accept the gospel of corporate oligarchy are burned instead with derogatory labels.
They are written off as ‘far-left’, ‘knee-jerk liberals’, ‘commies’, ‘tree-huggers’, and the like.  They are held up as kooks and
weirdoes, and if they manage to gain a following, then they are silenced in any one of several ways.  (You have the right of ‘free
speech’ in this country as long as no one listens to what you say…)  They are isolated by the corporate owned media monopoly so
that no one is allowed to hear them, and/or they are imprisoned, often on trumped up or government manufactured charges — and
if nothing else works, they are simply killed.

“The marginalization is always the first step.  They use the same methods as the wolf uses with a flock of sheep:  The wolf
first concentrates on the weak and the strays at the outer edge of the flock; then, he works his way toward the center.  Those
at the center usually don’t care about the strays at the fringe, and in fact, we often celebrate their removal.  We don’t really like
those at the fringe, and we think of them as misfits who are dragging the rest of the flock down — attitudes that are fostered
and encouraged by the wolf.  We shrug our shoulders as our neighbors are seized.  We capitulate to a regime that does not care
about the needs of the common people, but to the needs of cruel, sociopathic corporate interests who are willing to kill our fami-
lies if there is enough profit in doing so.  We capitulate when the poor and forgotten are rendered mute and defenseless — not
necessarily because they are evil or dangerous, but because they are powerless.  We actually cheer as the wolf prosecutes the
progeny of the ghetto and fills our prisons with black men. We heartily approve as the wolf dilutes our own right to be secure in
our homes against unlawful searches, and secure in the courts against unlawful evidence.  We are told by the wolf that our sacred
rights — which so many died for — are nothing but ‘loopholes’ by which our enemies, the murderers, terrorists, rapists, and
thieves, escape.  We watch with no more than a mumble as the legal system that once protected us becomes populated by judges
who are appointed by the wolf.  We capitulate when we forget that when the rights of our enemies have been taken away, then
our own rights have been lost as well, for the same rights serve both citizen and criminal.

“Then, as the wolf works his way toward the center of the flock, we suddenly find ourselves on the outer edge, and we find
ourselves as the target of the wolf.  And due to our refusal to help those on the fringe, we are now helpless.”

One of the students asked, “How do they get away with this?”
“Mostly by telling lies that people want to hear,” replied Marks.  “The government has become merely another tool that the

wolf uses to oppress us.  The beneficiaries of the ‘free enterprise’ system have convinced us that their system is sacred.  If you
are American, you are brainwashed into believing in this religion, whose main tenet holds that it is not only moral, but divine to
reserve for the corporate oligarchy substantially all the wealth, leaving to the masses the blessed right to obtain whatever, if
any, dribbles down from the top.  And we, the victims of this cruel and unjust paradigm, have been so convinced by the wolf of the
rightness of this system that we will willingly lay down our lives to protect our oppressors!  This in spite of the fact that they
force us to labour for a pittance in unsafe workplaces, lie about the efficacy and safety of the drugs that they sell to the
desperate and the ill, spill their oil on the land and in our seas, slaughter our wildlife, saturate our children with carcinogens, and
then mock us when called upon to make restitution. They cut down our trees, they fill our air with deadly toxins, they poison our
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rivers, they deny us proper health care, proper nutrition, proper education, and yet we still slave our lives away in order to make
them wealthier.  And even when their crimes are discovered, they make secret out-of-court settlements wherein they pay off the
aggrieved party on condition that the details of their criminal acts remain secret, thus allowing them to continue doing whatever
they were doing.”

Then, I recognized my daughter Dian’s voice as she asked, “How about the Ford Pinto?  Ford discovered through crash tests
that when Pintos were involved in head-on crashes, a flange in the gas tank would usually leak, and the car would burst into flames.
Although the defect could have been easily remedied at a cost of only a few dollars per car, the corporate bean-counters
computed the cost of defending against the small minourity of victims who were likely to file suit, and the size of the awards that
they would likely receive in the secret out-of-court settlements — then they compared those costs with the cost of correcting
the defect and, as always, profit took priority over the lives of your loved ones.  A few years ago, a family was involved in a head-
on crash.  The car predictably burst into flames.  As the family slowly burned to death, the mother was able to break a window
and throw her young son out of the car.  There on the ground, the horribly burned and permanently scarred child had to watch
helplessly as his parents and his sister were consumed by flames — all because a corporation saw more profit in letting them die.”

“Yes,” said Marks, “I remember that case.  If you or I were to profit from killing a family, we would be rightfully treated as
murderers and prosecuted.  When a corporation kills for profit, rarely is anyone punished.  In this particular case, the corpora-
tion paid only the amount required to secretly settle the case with the child’s guardian, who when faced with the child’s enormous
medical bells was forced to accept the settlement rather than engage in years of legal battles against high-priced attorneys.  In
the meanwhile, the number of innocent people killed by this bomb on wheels remains a closely guarded secret.  Only the small
minourity of victims who obtained lawyers astute enough to discover the corporation’s prior knowledge of the defect obtained any
compensation at all and that only after years of litigation.”

One of the students said, “I think you are exaggerating, Mr. Marks!”
“No, if anything, I am understating,” he replied.  Take the case of Randy Weaver…
“Randy Weaver was a perfect victim; he was dirt poor, and he harboured highly unpopular beliefs — a sheep at the very outer

edge of the flock.  Federal agents developed the idea that if they could threaten Mr. Weaver with several years in prison, then
they could probably coerce him into snitching on all of his Aryan Brotherhood friends.

“And so the feds employed a now common practice — that until recently was illegal — called ‘entrapment’.  ‘Entrapment’ is
when the police themselves offer someone inducement to commit a crime so that the police can subsequently arrest them for it.
In effect, the police can offer incentive to an otherwise law-abiding citizen in order to create a crime where otherwise there
would have been no crime!  Here is a scenario:  They approach some 18-year old kid, and offer him $100 to go buy $50 worth of
heroin.  The kid is not a drug dealer, but he knows where to get some.  He knows that you can probably get some heroin from
someone else if you don’t get it from him, and $50 is a lot of money to a kid — and so the kid goes and gets the heroin. Boom! He
how has a felony drug record, and virtually no chance of ever leading a lawful existence.  He is now completely under the power of
the Machine — which was the whole point to begin with.

“In Weaver’s case, a federal agent offered Mr. Weaver a large sum of money to cut off the barrels of a couple of shotguns
contrary to federal law.  Randy Weaver had never before owned an illegal weapon.  At no time in his life had he engaged in manu-
facturing illegal weapons.  The idea of selling an illegal firearm had never entered his mind until said idea was planted and finan-
cially encouraged by said federal agent.  The government knew that Randy Weaver desperately needed money.  He had 3 daugh-
ters, a son, and a wife to support.  He lived in an isolated cabin without electricity or running water.  Randy Weaver was not a
criminal.  He made his living honestly by chopping firewood and by seasonal logging.  He had never received as much as a traffic
ticket in his entire life.  He was discharged honourably from the army with several meritorious citations.  Heretofore, the only
‘crime’ that he had been guilty of was harbouring unpopular beliefs.

“One winter’s day shortly after the shotgun incident, Mr. and Mrs. Weaver set out in their old pick-up to buy supplies.  They
saw another pick-up that appeared stalled on a bridge.  When the Weavers offered assistance, they suddenly found themselves
surrounded by several heavily armed marshals, and Randy was arrested.  The magistrate incorrectly informed Mr. Weaver that if
he were convicted, he would probably lose his house, the only major asset that he owned.  Then, using the usual methods of
blackmail and coercion, federal agents insisted that Mr. Weaver become a snitch, and that if he refused he would spend several
years in prison.  This was when the first instance of the failure of the government conspiracy occurred:  Randy Weaver was an
honourable man, and he refused to betray those who trusted him by betraying those who trusted him.  Randy Weaver told the
agents to go to hell.

“Faced with the horror of losing their home, Randy and Vicki Weaver began to ask questions of each other.  How could they
ever win the case?  He had sawed off the shotguns, and the feds had him on tape selling them to the undercover ATF agent.  If
they became homeless, wouldn’t the government take their kids?  And so, with no help, no money, no legal counsel, and facing the
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omnipotent might of the federal government, the Weavers decided just to stay on their mountain and pray; Randy Weaver failed
to appear for his court date.

“Learning that the Weavers remained isolated, resolute, and armed — all because of the erroneous information provided by a
federal magistrate — a local marshal suggested to the prosecutor, who was a grim and humourless man named Ronald Howen, that
if Weaver received assurances that he was not in jeopardy of losing his home, then he would probably surrender.  Howen
squelched this idea, saying, ‘...these are the type of matters properly addressed in a plea agreement in exchange for guilty pleas,
but not mere surrender.’  This was in spite of the fact that due to the nature of the charges, the Weavers were in no danger of
losing their home in the first place.

“Thus, the AUSA scornfully rejected an opportunity to seek a peaceful end to the situation.
“During this period, the Weavers attacked no one.  They threatened no one.  The pregnant Vicki was unable to see a doctor.

Their mail, being delivered by friends, was first intercepted and read by the government.
“Strictly because he dared to challenge the government, the status of Randy Weaver’s case was elevated to a ‘Major Case’,

thus authorizing the marshals to take extraordinary measures.  They surrounded the Weaver ranch with video cameras and
listening devices.  They noted that the Weavers never left the house without their firearms.  One plan that the government
agents concocted was to kidnap 17-year old Sara — who had committed no crime, and for whom they had no warrant — which
made the police plan a prosecutable crime in and of itself, (not that any of the police would ever actually be prosecuted...)

“Eventually, though, the plan to kidnap Sara was abandoned.
“Instead, 18 months later, a crack team of trained government marksmen sneaked onto the Weaver property on a reconnais-

sance mission preparatory to a contemplated arrest.  They wore camouflage suits, they gave no warning of their arrival, they had
no warrant, and they never identified themselves.

“The Weavers owned three dogs, one of whom, Striker, was considered a member of the family by the children, who loved
him with all their hearts.  The dogs discovered the intruders, and began barking at them.  Randy, his friend Kevin Harris, and
Randy’s 14-year old son Sam, thinking that the dogs had discovered a game animal, grabbed their guns and ran to investigate.
Kevin and Sam went one direction, while Randy went in another.  The agents shot and killed Striker, as is their wont.  14-year old
Sam, seeing his beloved dog fall dead, returned the fire.  The government agents then shot Sam in the arm.  Sam turned and
began running away — whereupon the agents shot a child who was running away from them in the back.

“Kevin Harris witnessed the shootings, and in an action that a jury later ruled to be fully justified self-defense, Kevin Harris
shot and killed a US Marshal named Degan.  Randy Weaver, who had taken off in another direction, was nowhere near.

“The marshals fired 14 rounds.  Kevin and Sam fired 5.  The marshals realized that they were in deep doo-doo.  They had
been repeatedly admonished by Washington not to engage the Weavers, and at all costs, not to injure an of the Weaver children.
Instead, they had shot a child in the back.  And so, they employed the standard technique used by government officials in such
situations, i.e. lies and cover-ups.  At trial, they claimed that they did not know that they had shot a child; it was later proven
that there was no way they could not have known.  They reported that they had been engaged in a horrendous firefight with
possibly 1,000 rounds fired by the Weavers; this also was later proven to be a conscious lie.  They reported that they were
surrounded, and required immediate reinforcement; yet another lie.  The next day, they supplied an affidavit to the court that
blatantly and falsely claimed that the Weavers had been shooting at the marshals from a pick-up truck.

“The FBI Hostage Rescue Team was summoned.  The leader of this team, Richard Rogers, and the Associate Director of the
Marshal’s Service, Duke Smith, flew to Idaho.  During the flight, they decided to change the Rule of Engagement.  They had no
authority to change the Rule of Engagement, and thus their doing so was illegal.  The Rule of Engagement is an euphemism for the
authority under which officers are authorized to kill citizens.  Under the law, one can intentionally kill another only in self-
defense, or if a third person is in imminent peril of death or serious bodily harm.  This is a rule that is very plainly spelled out, and
a rule to which the police are fully bound.  It is also one that is systemically ignored.  In fact, it would be difficult to find a group
of people who have less respect for the law than law enforcement...

“Thus, during the flight to Idaho, Richard Rogers changed the Rule of Engagement to ‘...shoot on sight any armed adult.’
There was no requirement, as required by law, for the person being shot to be threatening anyone.  Thus, Mr. Rogers summarily
changed the law of the land, and according to Eugene Glenn, the On Site Commander at Ruby Ridge, he did this with the full
knowledge and consent of Larry Potts, the Assistant Director of the FBI. The number two man in the entire FBI was alleged to
have changed the law of the land by a bald secret order.  It was an order providing that FBI agents could and should kill any
armed adult at the so-called ‘Weaver Compound’.  It was literally an order for federal agents to commit murder.

“Rogers changed the law as any tyrant would:  By overt edict, without the consent or even the knowledge of the people.  Since
they knew from their surveillance that the Weavers never left their cabin unarmed, Mr. Rogers was effectively issuing an order
to execute the Weavers summarily, even those for whom there were no pending charges.
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“Smith and Rogers arrived at Ruby Ridge to learn that the famous ‘firefight’ was not happening, and had never happened.  The
only sounds were being made by the hundreds of armed government agents surrounding the property, the rumble of the armoured
vehicles, and the thwacking of the helicopters.  Under cover of darkness, this multitude secretly surrounded the Weavers.  The
FBI made no offer of surrender.

“The next morning, Randy, his 17-year old daughter Sara, and Kevin Harris left the cabin and headed toward a shed wherein
lay the body of Sam.  They wished to once more commune with the dead child before burial.  They wished only to say good-by.  An
FBI sharpshooter named Lon Horiuchi, without warning, shot Randy in the arm.  Sara began pushing Randy back toward the cabin.
Kevin joined them.  ‘I’m hit,’ Randy cried to Vicki as Vicki held the door open, cradling their newborn baby in her arms.

“‘Get in here!’  Vicki cried with what proved to be her last words.
“Then, Lon Horiuchi, who using his high-powered scope could admittedly see and hit a fly at 200 yards, shot Vicki Weaver

through the brain, tearing half of her face away.  Horiuchi later claimed that he did not see Vicki, in spite of his claim that he
could see a fly at 200 yards, and in spite of the fact that he shortly after the incident drew a picture of the scene clearly show-
ing two people at the door.  This drawing, in spite of being a vital piece of evidence, was later illegally withheld from defense
attorneys.  And while the judge excoriated the prosecution for this blatant and illegal act, no one was prosecuted for it.  Instead,
as ‘punishment’, the FBI was required to pay one day’s attorney fees for the defense. Since the defense attorneys were working
without any fees, and since the attorneys wanted nothing from the government, they made no effort to collect it.  And predicta-
bly, the government made no effort to pay it.  (We must keep in mind that the FBI is the same organization founded and headed
for over 48 years by J. Edgar Hoover, the man who presented himself as a virtuous paragon of law and order, but who was actu-
ally a blackmailer and extortionist.  He was also a man who stole from the government, misused agents and the agency for
personal gain, colluded with mobsters, broke securities laws, illegally wiretapped and spied on legitimate left wing and civil rights
organizations, and on and on.)

“Instead of prosecuting the multiple and aggravated felonies committed by the police, the AUSA instead threw the book at
Randy Weaver.  Mr. Weaver was indicted on a cornucopia of charges up to and including murdering a federal agent.

“Now, keep in mind that under normal circumstances, federal prosecutors can do pretty much whatever they want to do, and
they can convict pretty much anyone that they wish to convict on pretty much any charge that they wish to charge them with.
Also, under normal circumstances, federal law enforcement can tell whatever lies they wish on the witness stand and have those
lies believed by juries.  Since there is no accountability even if they are caught lying under oath, this is precisely the reason that
the practice of lying under oath is such a common practice among law enforcement.

“However, shortly before Mr. Weaver’s trial, yet another hitch appeared in the government conspiracy to railroad Randy
Weaver:  an attorney named Gerry Spence agreed to defend Mr. Weaver.

“Gerry Spence is one of America’s great unsung heroes.  He has spent his life defending the poor, the injured, the forgotten,
and all of the other victims of corporate-controlled America.  Mr. Spence has never lost a criminal case, and he has received more
million-dollar verdicts for injured citizens than any other lawyer in America.  He was born and educated in the small towns of
Wyoming, and currently lives in Jackson Hole.

“One piece of ‘evidence’ presented at trial was a bullet from a .233 calibre rifle matching a rifle that they believed belonged
to Weaver.  (Perhaps the FBI forgot that Mr. Weaver was carrying a shotgun that day...)  And how was this ‘evidence’ found?  The
FBI claimed that it was found, in pristine condition, lying daintily on top of some leaves.  It was not buried, not marred, scratched,
bent, bruised, dented, or otherwise blemished except for the rifling, which conveniently allowed them to match it to what they
thought was Weaver’s rifle.  But it was not Weaver’s rifle — it belonged to 16-year old Sara, who was far away in the cabin at the
time of the shooting of Agent Dugan.  At Mr. Spence’s prodding, the FBI agent who recovered the bullet finally admitted that he
had placed the bullet there — yet another criminal act known as ‘manufacturing evidence’.  (Again, there was no prosecution.)

“Mr. Spence exposed all of the government’s perfidy that I have described here, conducting an exhaustive and expensive
investigation without any compensation from either Mr. Weaver, or from the government.

“Before the trial, the FBI did a quick and dirty internal investigation that whitewashed the whole affair.  According to them,
nobody did anything wrong.  However, at the urging of Gerry Spence and others, the Justice Department investigated.  As a
result, several agents were given letters of censure, one agent was suspended for 15 days, the investigation noted ‘significant
defects in the indictment’, and Mr. Howen was scolded for refusing to negotiate surrender terms, and thus ‘forced the Marshal ’s
Service to engage in extraordinary effort to plan and execute a non-confrontational alternative to require Weaver to respond to
the warrant’.

“And that was it.  No one in law enforcement was indicted.  No one in law enforcement went to prison.  The Department of
Justice, despite the illegal killings of a child and an innocent woman with a baby in her arms, did not choose to prosecute anyone in
law enforcement.  Yet this same Department of Justice showed incredible zeal in order to prosecute two citizens who in this
particular instance had committed no legal wrongs at all.
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“After an exhaustive and lengthy trial wherein the prosecution played no-holds-barred hardball trying to prejudice the jury
about Mr. Weaver’s beliefs — whilst simultaneously trying to cover up the complete lack of evidence — the jury acquitted Mr.
Weaver of all charges except the failure to appear on the original gun charge.  After several more years of legal wrangling, Mr.
Weaver was eventually awarded a multi-million dollar cash settlement in a civil suit.  The outcome of Mr. Weaver’s case is
extraordinary due only to the fact that the government was caught — and that came about only thanks to the extraordinary
efforts of the extraordinary Gerry Spence.  The illegal methods used by government agents and prosecutors in the Weaver case
are not only common, they are standard operating procedure, and they are standard operating procedure because the government
almost always gets away with it, and nothing happens to them even if they do not get away with it.  And keep in mind that the
Weaver case was world famous, and that the press kept a close eye on the proceedings.  If the government was willing to pull the
kind of extra-legal shenanigans they pulled as the whole world was watching, imagine the methods they employ in the vast major-
ity of cases where no one is paying attention...

“The function of the legal system is not to provide justice or the preserve freedom.  Its function is to keep those who hold
power in power, and to persecute anyone who challenges that power.  A black man in Texas was convicted for rape strictly on the
word of one white woman, in spite of the fact that the man’s girlfriend stated that he was with her at the time.  Later, the man
who actually committed the crime confessed — only to have the judge accuse the confessor of lying!  The judge failed to explain
why someone would freely confess to a crime he didn’t commit without any apparent coercion to do so.  After 20 years in prison,
the man was exonerated by DNA evidence after his case was taken up by the Innocence Project, a highly successful organization
dedicated to freeing wrongly convicted prisoners.

“The Innocence Project does not lack for business.”

Popoganda again interrupted the tape so that he could interject his comments.  “Please note where he said, ‘...there is also a
tradition in the US wherein when the government proves to be unresponsive to the people, then the people would step outside the
law and take matters into their own hands’.  This is obviously advocating the violent overthrow of the American government.  As
you can plainly tell, this man hates America, and will stop at nothing to see it destroyed.”

I could plainly tell no such thing.  To ‘step outside the law and take matters into their own hands’ is not necessarily advocating
violent overthrow.  And as far as I could tell, the man had documentation for everything that he was saying.  And as far as the
aspects of which I was personally familiar, I knew that everything he had said so far was right on.  Also, he seemed to hate the
American government, and government policies — not America itself.  And while most in this room probably made no distinction
between the two, I certainly did.  And while what he was saying was pretty radical stuff, I still had heard nothing criminally
incriminating.  Neither had I heard any criminal acts actually being advocated.  Everything I had so far heard fell under the
protection of the First Amendment, which, as far as I knew, was still in effect.  I did not bother voicing my concerns, though.  I
figured that criticizing my new boss was probably not the best way to begin my new position.

Once again, Popoganda fast-forwarded the tape to a pre-marked position, and pushed the play button...

One of the students asked, “But why can’t we just change things in the voting booth?”
Marks answered, “On the state and federal levels, elections in this country are a scam.  You are given a choice between two

people, both of whom are paid whores in the pocket of corporate special interests.  If you vote, basically, what you are saying is
that you think that one of these two whores has a solution to the problems, when actually, they are a major part of the problems
themselves.  Since elections are a farce, then if you participate, you are giving your sanction to their farce, and supporting its
continuation.  These politicians are packaged and sold to you by literally the same people who sell you cigarettes and deodorant,
and they use the same dishonest methods of misleading, deceiving, and lying.  Many people who vote choose on the basis of what
the PR industry calls ‘values’, which are designed and projected with great care, and are about as authentic as a used-car sales-
man.  The ‘news’ commentary focuses upon things like ‘style’, ‘likability’, ‘bonding’, and ‘character’.  To project an appearance of
critical analyses, they will call George Bush ‘testy’, or they will pile on John Kerry for misnaming a football stadium.  They
completely and intentionally ignore substantive issues.

“It is interesting to note that in a supposed ‘democracy’, the government more often than not does the exact opposite of
what their constituents want them to do.  In the 2004 presidential debates, John Kerry went to great lengths to explain that he
wouldn’t create a ‘new government program’ in order to expand access to health care, in spite of the fact that a huge majority of
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the public favours extensive government intervention in this area.  An NBC-Wall Street Journal poll found that over 66% of all
Americans thought that the government should guarantee ‘everyone the best and most advanced health care that technology can
supply’.  A Washington Post-ABC News poll found that 80% regard universal health care as ‘more important than holding down
taxes’.  Polls reported in the conservative Business Week found that ‘67% of Americans think it is a good idea to guarantee health
care for all US citizens, as Canada and Britain do, with just 27% dissenting’.  The Pew Research Center found that 64% of Ameri-
cans favour the ‘US government guaranteeing health insurance for all citizens even if it means raising taxes’.  (30% opposed.)

“One must wonder what these numbers would be if the subject were not almost completely ignored by the corporate owned
press, and the corporate owned government.  If the press mentions these figures at all, they are given an interesting and highly
revealing spin:  They merely write universal health care off as ‘lacking political support’.

“Excuse me? ‘Lacking political support?’ Huge majorities of the voting public favour it, but it is ‘lacking political support’?
“The explanation, of course, is that the corporate pimps in the health care industry will politically destroy any politician who

even mentions the subject; and thus, universal health care is ‘lacking political support’.
“So why vote?  Democrats are not much better than the Republicans are.  In fact, in a way I respect the Republicans more,

because generally, they often actually do what they say they’re going to do.  Democrats, on the other hand, say that they will
work for the ‘common person’ — however, with but a small handful of exceptions, Democrats then turn around as soon as they are
elected and vote the interests of their campaign contributors, whether or not those interests coincide with the interest of the
‘common person’.  In addition to universal health care, huge majorities of Americans support environmental protection, raising
taxes on the rich, eliminating so called ‘free trade agreements’, and oppose the Iraq occupation.  Do you see legislation pending, or
even talk of legislation on any of these subjects?

“And the media cannot be ignored in this context.  The rôle of the press has changed from the seller of a product to consum-
ers into a gatherer of consumers for advertisers, and from a critical watchdog of government into a purveyor of government
propaganda.  The reader has been transformed from a sovereign consumer into advertising bait.  The Media no longer serve
primarily as news producers, but rather as transmitters of commercial and political messages.  They depend upon corporate
America for their very survival.  Advertisers provide 75% of the income of newspapers, just over 50% for that of general circu-
lation magazines, and almost 100% of the income of broadcasters; and the people who own and control media content are the same
people who control our government officials.  History will see this dominance as one of the evils of our time.  As with so many
other aspects of our culture, advertising is a weapon that benefits the large at the expense of the small.  Advertising allows
corporations to sell patent medicines that are little more than placebos, brand goods that are identical to cheaper non-brand
goods, (including ‘image’ items such as designer jeans), and things like mouthwashes that, in the words of the National Academy of
Sciences, have no ‘therapeutic advantage over…salt water, or even plain water’.

“In addition, uncritical repetition of government propaganda allows the government to sell us a war based totally on lies.
“And in the case of politics, the advertisers are exempt from the usual anemic rules and regulations that govern the selling of

goods and services.  Everything that the politicians decry in commercial advertising is exploited in TV spots for the politicians
themselves, i.e., a disregard of facts, deliberate misstatements, personal attacks, and subliminal insinuations.

“And especially in the case of broadcast news, almost all of the ‘mainstream media’ outlets are now owned by defense
contractors, and the most profitable business activity for them is war. In the build-up to the Iraq war, the country was pretty
much evenly split on the wisdom of invading Iraq — yet the news coverage was over 90% in favour of the war, and war critics were
barely mentioned, much less given a forum.

“When those who profit from war are given the decision about whether or not to go to war, then your country has serious
problems.

“What we have now is an alliance between business and government whose will is enforced by the military and by the police.
The US military has now become the enforcer of corporate economic policy in foreign lands, while the police perform the same
function domestically.

“In 2004, people voted for Bush out of fear of ‘terrorism’, in spite of the fact that experts almost universally agree that
Bush’s policies have greatly increased both the threat and reality of terrorism.  No one knew this because the press refused to
report it.  Even if you acknowledge that Bush stole the 2004 election, he still received enough actual votes to allow him to get
close enough where he was able to steal it.  People voted for Bush because they are against abortion, in spite of the fact that
since abortion is one of the Republican Party’s most effective campaign issues, they will never actually make abortion illegal.
Witness the fact that the Republicans completely controlled all three branches of government for four years, yet abortion is still
legal.  People voted for Bush because he was perceived as a ‘conservative’ who would shrink government and get it out of our lives.
Instead, he has enlarged government more than any other president before him has.

“Bush’s cronies are literally looting our treasury, and selling our children’s future.  The far-right crazies who currently
control the entire federal government promote their selfish, insane agenda with a consistency and passion that approaches cari-
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cature.  Their policies serve only a very narrow sector of people to the very great detriment of everyone else, and to the very
great detriment of our children and grandchildren — you, in other words — and they are diligently working to institutionalize
these arrangements so that it will be almost impossible to reconstruct a humane and democratic society after these crazies have
been uncovered and ejected from power.  Bush has presided over the most massive transfer of wealth from the bottom to the
top in all human history.  Corporate profits have skyrocketed while working wages have actually declined in buying power, and this
has been accompanied by tax-cuts that transferred even more wealth to the top.  Huge credit card campaigns to stimulate reck-
less borrowing are bankrupting huge numbers of working people, and so the response of the government was to restrict the ability
of working people to file bankruptcy so that their property could be more easily seized by the rich.  International lending institu-
tions are following exactly the same procedure in their loans to Third World nations.

“The completely manufactured ‘Social Security Crisis’ is another case in point:  Social Security is a roaring success, and it is
financially solvent for the next 30 years.  With a few minour adjustments — such as making the rich pay their fair share, which
isn’t the case now — it would be financially solvent indefinitely.  Social Security is a huge public trust, its benefits are crucial for
the survival of working people, their dependents, and the disabled — but the benefits that are paid represent an irrelevant
pittance to the rich.  In addition, Bush’s cronies are limited in their ability to loot the Social Security trust fund as the current
system stands.  Furthermore, as a government program, it has such low administrative costs that it offers nothing to financial
institutions; thus the effort to eliminate Social Security.

“What is in crisis is our health care system, mostly because this is another area where the rich are ripping off working
people.  Americans spend more per capita on health care than any country in the world, yet our results are among the worst in the
industrial world.  However, since the health care industry is a major source of income for the rich, Bush ignores it while attacking
Social Security.  Medicare has administrative overhead of 3%, while private health care insurers have administrative overhead of
30% to 40%.  Enormous profits flow to corporate interests in the form of superfluous bureaucracy and supervision, overpriced
drugs, and other useful inefficiencies.

Medicare administrators, on the other hand, do not require gold bathroom fixtures, private Lear jets, or multi-hundred-
million dollar golden parachutes.

“Any working family that cannot afford the outrageously priced health care in this country can be lectured on responsibility.

“Plus, Social Security is just deeply offensive to the world view of the people whom the politicians represent, (as opposed to
the people who actually elect them).  Social Security is based upon such ‘liberal’ principals as it is a community responsibility to
ensure that the disabled widow has food to eat, or that the poor child should be able to go to a decent school.  According to the
‘conservative’ viewpoint, it’s ‘me first and screw everyone else’.  It isn’t their fault that the widow married the wrong person, or if
the child’s parents made the wrong investment decision!  Why should they contribute a few cents into the pool to take care of
them?

“And it is useless to try to explain it to them, because a humane worldview is something that if you don’t already have it, you
are probably incapable of obtaining it — Ebenezer Scrooge notwithstanding.  It is also useless to try to explain that social stabil-
ity results when everyone is happy and well fed, because these people financially thrive on social instability.  They are dedicated
adherents to Boss Tweed’s adage that ‘you must always keep half the poor fighting the other half so that they don’t come after
us...’”

Popoganda once again interrupted the tape, and said, “This man is especially dangerous because he is highly intelligent, very
knowledgeable, and extravagantly articulate.  The ideas he espouses are un-American, and the longer we allow him free reign, the
worse will become the damage he does to these kids.”

As far as I was concerned, being intelligent, knowledgeable, and articulate were not crimes.  As far as I could tell, the main
crime this man had committed was being very good at articulating unpopular ideas.

Popoganda once again forwarded the tape...

An older sounding man then asked, “But what about the EPA?  Don’t they do a lot of good things?”
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Popoganda interrupted the tape to inform us that this questioner was a man named ‘Cattalus Handy’, and that he was rogue
real estate agent who also came under the umbrella of our investigation.

Marks answered, “Unlike most government agencies, the EPA actually does fulfill its mission for the most part.  However, this
is only because its mission is severely limited, and thus there are no well-organized criminal elements or powerful special interest
groups opposed to it.  If the EPA started stepping on the toes of Exxon-Mobil, for instance, you would see things change there as
well.

“And this is good, because the environment is going to become the number one issue of the 21st Century.  It should be obvious
to anyone who is paying even token attention that industrial civilization is killing the Earth.  It is causing unprecedented human
privation and suffering, and unless it is stopped, it will kill most of all life on this planet.  And in spite of massive and heroic
efforts by millions of people, the destruction is actually accelerating.  Rates of deforestation are rising, rates of extinctions are
rising, and while this is making a small handful of people very rich, it is killing everyone else.  It is unsustainable in that it is
completely dependent upon the destruction of the environmental infrastructure that makes it all possible in the first place.  Just
in the last 24 hours, over 200,000 acres of rainforest were destroyed, 13 million tons of toxic chemicals were released into the
environment, and 45,000 people died of starvation, 38,000 of those being children.  More than 100 plant and animal species went
extinct.  All in one day! The process of manufacturing the hard drive in your computer is killing women in Thailand.  Your clothes
are made in sweatshops by a 12-year-old virtual slave.  Your meat comes from a factory farm where the animal lived in unspeaka-
ble pain and misery every second of its life.  Production of your coffee is destroying rainforests and decimating migratory song-
bird populations.  Your car is poisoning the atmosphere, and causing global warming.  Generating your electricity is killing salmon,
rivers, trees, and every other living thing on the planet.

“It is as if a child sucks his mother’s breast dry of milk, and then begins eating the breast itself.”
Dian then asked, “What specific steps can we take to do something about all of this?”
“Good question, Dian!”  (I couldn’t help but note the obvious affection in Marks’ voice as he spoke to my daughter...)  “The only

way to convince corporate America to start behaving responsibly is to create a political paradigm wherein it costs them money to
behave irresponsibly rather than bringing them astronomical profits.

“Consider:  In 1982 seven people died after taking Tylenol that had been laced with cyanide.  The makers of Tylenol recalled
31 million bottles at a cost of $125 million.  Within a month and a half, they had designed new tamper-evident containers.  Other
manufacturers followed suit until nearly all consumables were thusly packaged.  All of this resulted because of seven deaths.

“On the other hand, this country’s coal-fired power plants caused 24,000 premature deaths last year.  Dangerous products
kill 28,000 Americans every year.  Exposure to dangerous chemicals and other unsafe working conditions kills approximately
100,000 per year.  Workplace carcinogens cause 28% to 33% of all cancer deaths in this country.  240,000 Americans will die
from asbestos related cancers over the next 30 years.  Black lung disease has killed around 100,000 miners.

“So what is the difference?  The Tylenol killings threatened corporate profits, while the other deaths don’t...”
Dian then asked, “Why do people continue to believe all of these lies and cover-ups when the truth is so readily available?”
“Well, Dian,” (again, I noted with clenched teeth the obvious affection in this man’s voice when speaking to my daughter...),

the liars have a lot of money supporting their propaganda, and they have many resources available to defame and destroy the
credibility of the people who are trying to tell the truth.  Thus, the popularity of pejorative labels like ‘far-left crazy’ and ‘tree-
hugger’.  In addition, people have a deep psychic investment in having a society that makes sense.  The thought that the state has
gone insane and is destroying the environmental infrastructure upon which all life depends — the thought that the state is mass-
imprisoning thousands of innocent people — the thought that the state is lying to us with almost every word that they utter —
this is all intolerable.  And so they are predisposed to believe the comfortable lies, and they are predisposed to ignore the incon-
venient truths.

“For instance, everyone considered that Reagan’s greatest foreign policy ‘triumph’ was when he kicked over a Communist fruit
stand in Grenada in order to rescue a handful of American college students who insisted that they were fine and did not need
rescuing.  People believed this because the truth was impossible to consider.  He campaigned on a promise to ‘get the government
off people’s backs’, though it must be noted that he never once classified the poor, the elderly, the mentally ill, AIDS patients,
the blind, small farmers, nature lovers, or liberals as ‘people’.  To these groups, he probably should have promised to use the
government to knock them on their backs.

“Then, King George I came to power and invaded Panama in order to arrest one of his old drug dealing buddies.  People
accepted his specious justifications because the truth was impossible to accept.  He followed Reagan’s policy of slashing education
funding, thus assuring mass-participation in the vastly increasing prison industry.  His justifications for these policies were widely
accepted.  Most of this deleted education money went to fund a ‘War on Blacks’ that used drugs as its central weapon’.  After all,
the Reagan/Bush teams needed to fund the Contras, and Congress refused to do so merely because the Contras were a terrorist
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organization that tortured and mass-murdered civilians!  Thus, the Reagan/Bush people were forced to sell drugs to American
junior high school students and guns to Iranian terrorist organizations in order to make ends meet.”

One of the other students then said, “One must wonder if all of this drug dealing was worth it, since the slashed education
funding significantly lowered grades and increased dropout rates.  If the Reagan/Bush teams really cared about us, couldn’t they
have shipped a couple of extra loads of drugs each month in order to fund education?  After all, since it was us school kids who
were buying a lot of the crack that financed the Contras, giving us something back for all of our support seems like a moderate
proposal.”

The sound of laughter was heard on the tape.
Then, Marks continued:  “CIA controlled savings and loan institutions also enthusiastically supported the Contras and the drug

dealing organizations by lending them vast sums of money — and when the loans defaulted and the S&Ls were bankrupted in a big
public brou-ha-ha during the late 1980s, the government paid the money back!  A great scheme since the only people who ended up
getting hurt were legitimate depositors and taxpayers — and since when has anyone cared about them! The S&Ls were also able
to help out in other ways.  For instance, they would loan a drug dealer or a CIA front or a drug dealing CIA front a million dollars
to purchase a $100,000 building.  This may seem like a bad deal to a layman, but a week later, the drug dealer/CIA front would
sell the building to some shady corporation for, say, $10 million, and thus some someone was able to launder $9 million in illicit
funds.  Of course, the original S&L probably never received its original million, but the CEO of the S&L received a substantial
bonus, and once again, the only people hurt were grandma and grandpa depositor/taxpayer.  Neil Bush, son of King George I, and
brother of our current King George II, was a practiced practitioner of these methods.”

Another student, sounding amazed, said, “Good lord!  The Bushes operate like some sort of Mafia family!”
To which Marks laughingly replied, “Many others have commented upon the similarities in their methods.  Now, the big push is

to privatize everything — which simply means removing the democratic controls over everything.  ‘Privatization’ means removing
something from the democratic institutions of government, where there is ostensible public oversight and control, and placing it
in the authoritarian and dictatorial institutions of business, where there is no public oversight or control.

“And not only is the Bush family a criminal organization, but they are a totalitarian criminal organization.  They have finally
dropped all pretenses and come to the point:  The US Joint Chiefs of Staff recently put out a document called Joint Vision 2020.
The US military now has the stated goal to ‘…achieve full spectrum dominance’ in the world.  To make sure the reader gets the
point, the phrase is repeated thirteen more times in the 8,700 word document, and is specified in press releases and articles as
the ‘key phrase’ of the vision statement.

“They are now trying to tell us that Iran poses a serious threat to our existence.  The entire military budget for Iran last
year represented less than one week of US military expenditures.  The US spends almost as much on its military than the rest of
the world combined.  But Iran poses a major threat to our security...”

Dian then said, “That is not the only area where the United States outspends the rest of the world.”
“No,” answered Marks, “we have less than 5% of the world’s population, yet we consume 25% of its resources, and produce

25% of its pollution.  Compared to India, the US uses 50 times as much steel, 56 times as much energy, 170 times as much
synthetic rubber, 250 times as much motor fuel, and 300 times as much plastic.  Yet Americans want the poor to stop having
babies, while they don’t mind the rich driving SUVs.”

Another student asked, “But there isn’t enough to go around, is there?”
“That depends on what you are talking about.  We have the technology and expertise right now to easily feed and house

everyone in the world, and we can do this in an environmentally sustainable manner.  However, under the current system, we would
need about 30 more planets in order to provide everyone with an American life-style.  Since a large portion of America’s wealth
derives from the devastation of Third World countries, then the Third World would need to devastate somewhere else in order
to match us — but there is nowhere else left.  The best way we could help the Third World would be to stop looting their natural
resources — but that would mean the end of our hyper-consumption, which would mean the end of our lifestyles.  But that is going
to happen anyway, because the current model of production and consumption is unsustainable.”

A student said, “But at least we are still free to come to these meetings and criticize the government.”
“Yes — for now, anyway.  When the feces really hits the fan, though, I expect that to change.  You know that the government

is keeping lists of who’s being naughty and who’s being nice, and I can just about guarantee that they have wired our little meet-
ings here, and that they keep a list of who attends.  When the next ‘terrorist’ attack happens and they declare martial law as a
result, I wouldn’t be surprised if you heard a knock on your door.  People like us scare the crap out of them because they cannot
comprehend anyone who might do something out of unselfish adherence to an ideal.  They don’t understand that our rewards are
spiritual rather than material.  They don’t understand because unlike them, we have souls.  We actually listen to that ancient voice
in our minds that has been hammered out and tempered by millions of years of evolution.  Most of us are people who listen to that
voice and follow it beyond the limits of fear or personal aggrandizement.  It scares the crap out of them because they don’t
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understand anyone who is not for sale.  It scares them when someone doesn’t act out of fear or greed.  It scares them because
they cannot control us with the usual whips and clubs, and that makes us incredibly dangerous to them — and so they label us as
‘fanatics’ in an attempt to discredit us and rob us of our power.

“I fully expect them to stage another ‘terrorist’ attack in the summer of 2008 — just before the elections — and I fully
expect Bush to declare martial law and cancel the elections as a result.  Halliburton is already building concentration camps — er,
‘prisons’ — but these ‘prisons’ are under the jurisdiction of Homeland Security rather than the Bureau of Prisons, which means
that these new prisons are not being built for criminals.  In addition, Bush has already signed an executive order giving himself
complete dictatorial powers in case of a ‘national emergency’.”

A student then asked, “But what about the good things in America?”
Marks replied, “Yes, there are many good things in America.  There are even a lot of reasons for hope.  As late as the 18th

Century, the physical beating of women and children was not only accepted, but was actually expected.  Masters could beat and
maim their serfs and slaves with impunity.  A century ago in Europe, well over 100 crimes, most of which are now considered
minour, were punishable by a lifetime of labour, or by public execution, an event that was considered family entertainment.
Another hopeful sign is that racial minourities are reproducing at nearly double the rate of Whites, and eventually they are very
likely to overwhelm Whites by sheer numbers, no matter how many are lynched or incarcerated.  Many Whites decry this
phenomenon, and insist that the population is going downhill, but this is faulty reasoning since there is no proof whatsoever that
suggests the upper classes owe their position to superior genetic endowment.  The wealthy owe their positions strictly to their
head starts in family wealth, health, and education.  We now have a huge number of minourity parvenus standing ready to replace
the aging upper class as their numbers decrease and the lower classes increase.

“I don’t spend much time talking about the good things because the good things are already well known.  It is the bad things
that are unknown, and it is the bad things that need to be talked about and worked out.  And while significant progress has indeed
been made, this progress is invariably brought about by determined and energetic people who are bucking the status-quo, and who
are invariably cast as ‘radicals’.  In addition, they often must pay very serious personal costs.  I tend to dwell upon what’s wrong
with America because I love America!  I dwell upon what’s wrong with America because I care very deeply about America.

“Here is a thought experiment I would like you to engage in:  What is the opposite of ‘love’?”
One of the students offered the obvious answer, “Hatred?”
“No,” said Marks, “hatred is merely frustrated love, and is actually closely related to love.  You must care about someone very

deeply before they can inspire an emotion as powerful as hatred.  No, I would personally define the opposite of love as ‘ indiffer-
ence’; as not caring. Indifference is the true evil.  It is indifference that allows neglect, decay, and monstrous injustice to go
unchequed.  And what gives indifference such terrible power is that indifference doesn’t need to act, it merely needs to allow!
Indifference requires no effort at all.  You merely need to do nothing.  And say what you like about me, I am not indifferent.  I
hate the fact that America’s enemies show pictures of the conditions in which American Blacks live, and use these pictures in
anti-American propaganda.  I hate it that many of our best minds are being wasted in our ghettos and prisons.  I hate it that my
civil liberties are being slowly done away with, and that this country is becoming a fascist police state.  I hate the fact that we
have the technology and knowhow right now to turn this planet into a paradise with plenty of everything for everyone without
trashing the environment, and yet we aren’t doing it.  I hate it that this is not being done due strictly to the greed and selfish-
ness of corporate parasites that would have to give up some of their wealth and power to accomplish this goal.

“I criticize America because I love America.”
Dian, who was definitely the most active participant in the discussion among the students, then asked, “How should we react

to being labeled a ‘radical’?”
“Another good question, Dian!  Remember that slavery was once widely accepted, and abolition was considered a radical idea.

Women’s suffrage was once considered radical.  When we have lived under a pernicious power long enough, no matter how wrong or
oppressive, we grow so accustomed to the yoke that its removal seems scary and even wrong.  To me, it is radical that we should
destroy the Earth, and be encouraged to continue with this demented act of terracide.  To me, it is a radical idea that profit is
more sacred than people’s lives, or even their dignity.  To me, it is radical that the unjust has become just, that that which is
wrong has become right.  Anyone who opposes the interests of entrenched power is always labeled a ‘radical’.  And we will never be
truly free until we rise above the mindless acceptance of ideas that bring suffering, enslavement, and death to our fellow beings.”

Another student asked, “But what about corporate altruism?”
“With but a handful of exceptions, there is no such thing.  When corporations make charitable contributions, these contribu-

tions are advertisements, and they make money on the deal.  These contributions’ proportions to the corporate financial ability
are comparable to a flea on a dog’s back.  Then, the corporate PR men zoom in on the flea, and use it to increase their profits
further.  A corporation will advertise during a halftime show at a college football game that they are contributing $1,000 scholar-
ships to each of the schools.  They don’t mention the fact that they are spending hundreds of thousands of dollars to advertise
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the scholarships, and that they will reap profits from awareness of their ‘altruism’ many times greater than the scholarships
themselves.

“And even in cases where it would be profitable for corporations to develop a conscience and a sense of civic responsibility,
the problem lies in the nature of the beast:  Their ultimate motivation is not profit per se, but control and power.  If an action
would result in more profit but simultaneously diminish their stranglehold, then that action is usually not taken.  To understand
this, it is necessary to understand the psychology of those who hold the reins:  A balanced, intelligent, and integrated man has no
need to control and manipulate everything.  When we look at tyrants, we find men who use power to fill in gaps and holes in their
personalities.  They use power to make up for their lack of understanding and knowledge; for the absence of intelligence, insight,
and sensitivity.  And we, in our brainwashed state, view these men as wise, even though those in power are usually the most
obtuse, as evidenced by humanity’s long history of war, genocide, starvation, ignorance, and misery under the reign of such men.
Thus, you must keep in mind that corporations are out to exploit, and they will do so even when contributing to society would
result in increased profits.  Employees who are happy and treated fairly produce more.  If corporations were fair and socially
conscious, people would resent them less and would not sue them as often.  There would be no need for the host of government
regulatory agencies that exist solely to keep them honest:  The SEC, the FDA, the FCC, and the EPA, just to name a few.  And
though these agencies are ineffective if not actually under the control of the people that they are supposed to be regulating,
they can still be a pain in the rear, especially when some high-profile scandal forces these reluctant agencies to do their jobs
until public attention has once again drifted elsewhere.”

Another student said, “According to the newspapers, technology will cure all of our problems.”
Marks laughed.  “Newspapers are full of crap.  They are owned by the same people who are destroying the planet, and they

have a vital interest in hiding what is happening, else they would probably be strung up on a pole along with their corporate
paymasters.  Our civilization is actually built on a very vulnerable foundation.  If for any reason the trucks stopped running,
American cities would run out of food in 3 days — and there are numerous scenarios wherein the trucks could stop running.  Have
any of you ever heard of an ‘E-bomb’?”

Evidently, none had.
“An ‘E-bomb’ is a device that sends out what is called an ‘electromagnetic pulse’.  What an ‘electromagnetic pulse’ does is to

destroy everything electronic in its range.  The next Pearl Harbor will not announce itself with a blinding flash, and a mushroom
shaped cloud — it will be a sharp crack in the distance that you will probably mistake for thunder.  When that happens, the world
as you know it will be instantly plunged back into the 19th Century.  Except for a few diesel engines, every motor vehicle for miles
around will be toast.  They will never run again.  Any airplanes or jetliners in the area will fall out of the sky.  Your computer will
be completely fried.  Fluorescent lights and television sets will glow eerily bright, despite being turned off.  The aroma of ozone
mixed with smoldering plastic will seep from outlet covers as electric wires and telephone lines melt.  Your Palm Pilot and your cell
phone will feel warm to the touch, their batteries overloaded and cooked.  You, however, will be completely unharmed.

“The core of the E-bomb is called a Flux Compression Generator, (FCG), which an article in Popular Mechanics called ‘an
astoundingly simple weapon.  It consists of an explosives packed tube placed inside a slightly larger copper coil, as shown below.
[The article actually provides a diagram!]  The instant before the chemical explosive is detonated, the coil is energized by a bank
of capacitors, creating a magnetic field.  The explosive charge detonates from the rear forward.  As the tube flares outward, it
touches the edge of the coil, thereby creating a moving short circuit.  “The propagating short has the effect of compressing the
magnetic field while reducing the inductance of the stator [coil]”, says Carlo Kopp, [an Australian-based expert on high-tech
warfare].  “The result is that FCGs will produce a ramping current pulse, which breaks before the final disintegration of the
device.  Published results suggest ramp times of tens of hundreds of microseconds and peak currents of tens of millions of amps.
The pulse that emerges makes a lightning bolt seem like a flashbulb by comparison.”’”

Marks continued:  “After an E-bomb is detonated, and destroys local electronics, the pulse piggybacks through the power and
telecommunication infrastructure.  This, according to the article, ‘means that terrorists [sic] would not have to drop their home-
made E-bombs directly on the targets they wish to destroy.  Heavily guarded sites, such as telephone switching centers and elec-
tronic funds-transfer exchanges, could be attacked through their electric and telecommunication connections.’

“The article concludes:  ‘Knock out electric power, computers, and telecommunication and you’ve destroyed the foundation of
modern society.  In the age of Third World-sponsored terrorism, the E-bomb is the great equalizer.’

“An E-bomb is relatively easy to construct, and the materials would cost about $400.”
“That is terrible!” said one of the students.  “What is the government doing to protect us from this danger?”
“They aren’t doing squat,” replied Marks.  “Since hardly anyone even knows about it, there is no political pressure to do

anything.”
“But they should do something about it anyway!” exclaimed the student.
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“Since when do they do what they ‘should’ be doing?  The only time one can overcome their inertia is when they are in direct
personal danger of losing their jobs.  As far as the order of their priorities, you can tell our culture’s priorities by how much
money is spent on different things.  In 1998, $6 billion was spent worldwide on basic education; $8 billion was spent in the US
alone on cosmetics.  Worldwide, $9 billion was spent on water and sanitation; in Europe alone, $11 billion was spent on ice cream.
Europe spent $50 billion on cigarettes, and $105 billion on alcoholic drinks.  Worldwide, $600 billion was spent on narcotic drugs.
Military spending topped $780 billion, with the US alone accounting for almost half of that figure.

“Thus, our number one priorities seem to be things that kill each other, (military), and things that kill ourselves, (drugs, alco-
hol, and tobacco).  If you have listened to anything that I have said, you will understand why they are doing nothing to protect us
from e-bombs.  The whole reason I am conducting these seminars is to expose these people for what they are, for they can only
thrive in ignorance.  Educating young people before they fall prey to the lies and myths being perpetrated is my life’s calling and I
thank you all for being here.  I hope to see all of you next week.”

Popoganda shut off the tape recorder and said, “So what do you think?”
I was concerned.  With a good spin-doctor, prosecutors could make a case that Marks was advocating drug use, treason,

communism, and class war.  And of course, the most damning thing about Marks’ monologue was that almost everything he said was
true.  This made Mark Marks a very dangerous man.

One of the other officers replied, “I think that Mark Marks is one of the most dangerous human beings I have ever known of.
His arguments are specious, but very appealing and effective, especially in the context of speaking to children who respect his
authority, and consider him to be a mentor.  Telling them about the e-bomb was also a very irresponsible thing to do.  The less
people who know about the e-bomb the better, as far as I am concerned.”

(This remark reminded me of Marks’ comments upon indifference...)
“So, does anyone have any suggestions on what to do?”
“Well, we could maybe make a case that he threatened people with that part where he said he wouldn’t have any problem with

killing them.”
“No,” replied Popoganda, “he didn’t say anything overt.  He just said that he had ‘no problem ending their lives’.  He’s no

dummy, and he isn’t going to say anything that legally incriminates him.”
“We need to do something about this guy,” said another officer.
“Well — I believe that Officer Devine’s old partner could possibly help us with this.  He is an expert at taking down dangerous

people against whom we have difficulty making a case.”
At this suggestion, I could not help but feel sick; Popoganda was suggesting that we plant drugs on Marks.
“Well, that’s one proposal,” I replied, ‘but I would rather try something else first.”
“Ah, but this man is very smart.  Why don’t we stick with the tried and true?  It’s quick, easy, and highly effective.  I believe

in taking the sure and easy route.”
“Well, if we can’t come up with something else, I guess that would be okay — but why don’t we go back over that tape first,

and see if he didn’t say something that is actionable...”

Popoganda reluctantly agreed, but I’m sure that he knew we were not going to find anything, as he had obviously already gone
over the tape with a fine toothed comb.  He was probably just humouring the new guy...
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Indictivum

The dark Lord rides in force tonight
And time will tell us all

—Led Zeppelin

‘Tis freedom now so seldom heard
The only throb she gives

Is when some heart in indignation breaks
To prove that it still lives...

—Traditional Irish Folk Song

Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?
{Who watches the watchmen?}

—Ancient aphorism

The appearance of the law must be upheld…
Especially when it is being broken

—Boss Tweed

Fuck you!  I won’t do what you tell me!
—Rage Against the Machine
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nd so,  I was highly displeased when Porque Hampig interrupted
my sad reverie the next night as I drowned my sorrows in a glass of whiskey at The Station.  He was exuberantly happy,

which is always a dangerous sign where Porque Hampig is concerned.
With an evil grin, he held up a cassette recorder as if brandishing an Olympic gold medal.
In disgust, I said, “Hampig, why don’t you go take a flying fuck at a rolling donut.  I really don’t want to deal with your bullshit

right now.”
Hampig was undeterred.  With obvious relish, he said, “Fuck you too, Devine!  This is a recording of Marks and Canary in the

visitor’s room this morning!  You’ve got to hear this!  This is rich!”
The fact that Porque Hampig had a recording of privileged correspondence between criminal defendant and attorney did not

even surprise or outrage me anymore.  In fact, I must admit that I was intrigued...
We went into one of the private rooms that were usually reserved for cops and their Mafiosi-supplied whores to do their

thing in order to listen to the tape in some semblance of quiet...

When Hampig started the tape, there was a brief sound of background voices, and various other indistinguishable noises
before we heard the distinctive voice of Elvis Canary greeting Mark Marks.

Canary started off by informing Marks that, as predicted, the police had begun procedures to seize his home.
“But I haven’t been convicted of anything!”  Marks said in outrage.
“It doesn’t matter.  Eviction and forfeiture can take place prior to any criminal proceeding.  They can also evict your family

from your home; and, in fact, under forfeiture statutes, you don’t even have to be convicted of a crime to lose everything you
own.  They can take your property and not even charge you with a crime.  They don’t even have to take you to court.  Being
charged with a crime just gives them a stronger hand.  However, if there is evidence of any nature that the property was used
for an illegal purpose — even one of which you have no knowledge — that’s sufficient for forfeiture.  Plus, rather than proving
someone guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, as with a criminal charge, all that they need to seize property is to show ‘reasonable
suspicion’ of a crime.  And also unlike criminal procedure, with asset forfeiture, you are considered guilty until proven innocent.
Rather than the state bearing the burden of proving you guilty, you bear the burden to prove yourself innocent.  And since prov-
ing a negative is impossible more often than not, then recovering seized property is impossible more often than not.  You must now
pray that they don’t drop the criminal charges, because if you don’t get the opportunity to prove your innocence in court, you must
sue the government to get the forfeiture overturned — and you may have to anyway, even if you are found innocent.  And believe
me, that is an uphill battle!  Government attorneys will repeatedly attempt to have your suit dismissed until they find a
sympathetic judge.  Even if you get a jury or a judge to overturn the forfeiture, the government will appeal and appeal trying to
exhaust you and drain your resources, because every time you file another suit in another court, you must again pay attorney fees
and court costs — which can be difficult if the government has taken everything that you own.”

“But if they drop the charges, how can they keep my house?”
“Like I said,” Canary explained patiently, “all they have to show is ‘reasonable suspicion’ that your property was used for illegal

purposes.  They don’t have to prove it was used that way, and they don’t even need to prove it was you who was using it.  They just
have to show something that indicates that someone used it.”

“But who would they claim was using it?”
“They aren’t required to name anyone.”
Marks was obviously astonished.  “They can seize my house by claiming that ‘someone’ was dealing drugs out of it, but they

don’t even have to name a suspect?”
“As long as they have evidence enough to create a ‘reasonable suspicion’ that the property was used in criminal activity.”
“But the evidence was planted by the police!”
“You have to prove that in court.”
“But if they don’t charge me with a crime, then I might not even be able to get into a court?”
“Right.  That’s why you pray that they don’t drop the charges.  And it’s not just drug charges anymore.  There are now over

two-hundred federal offenses that allow asset-forfeiture without a trial, and they were used over one-hundred-thousand times

A
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last year.  This adds up to tens of billions of dollars, and it has become a major source of funding for law-enforcement.  Once
liquidated, eighty percent of seized assets go to the police agencies in the case, and twenty percent goes to the prosecutors.”

“I thought we fought a revolution so we wouldn’t have to put up with this kind of thing.”
“Oh, this is much worse than anything the English did to the American colonies.”
“Well, I’ve got to us out of jail, so could I ask you to have my parents draw money out of my bank to post our bail.”
“Er, I’m afraid that your bank accounts have been impounded also.”
Marks’s jaw dropped.  “You mean they can do that without a conviction, too?”
“Yep.  They can seize savings, chequing, stocks, bonds, safety-deposit boxes — anything that is in either yours or your wife’s

name.  The IRS will garnish your wages too.”
“You know, if this can happen to me, it can happen to anyone.  If they can take everything that I own without proving

anything, we’re all in a big huge prison called the United States.”
“If you happen to have any money in a Swiss bank, it is probably safe.  While Switzerland used to cooperate with American

law-enforcement, in recent years they have become alarmed by the large number of cases in which US authorities have sought to
seize the Swiss accounts of US citizens by invoking asset-forfeiture statutes without any proof of criminal activity.  The Swiss
view such laws as blunt tools of political repression, and they have now retreated from their traditional cooperation in criminal
cases.”

“I can understand their concerns,” Marks wryly commented.
“You know, another aspect to all of this is that if you were a little higher on the food chain, you wouldn’t be subject to asset-

forfeiture.”
“What do you mean?”
“I mean that the politicians who have passed these draconian laws simultaneously passed laws making themselves exempt from

them.  If the cops nail a congressional representative selling crack out of his BMW next to a schoolyard, his car can’t be seized.
He might be prosecuted for selling the drugs, as long as his buddies in the Congress don’t decide to arrange immunity from prose-
cution for him.  But under no circumstances can his property be seized.  Did you know that the politicians are also the only people
in the country exempt from paying Social Security taxes? Did you know that they have their very own retirement fund
completely removed from Social Security that, of course, is never robbed to pay for other programs?  Did you know that their
retirement plans pay about 3 times what corporations pay to their retirees with similar incomes?”

“Jeez,” said Marks, “these people are even worse than I thought, and what I thought was pretty bad!”
Oh, just wait!  There is much more to come...”

Hampig was in hysterical laughter by this point.
“This guy is screwed, blued, and tattooed!  I love this shit!  This kind of stuff is what makes waking up every morning worth-

while!”
I was not nearly as pleased as Hampig.  In fact, my head was swirling with doubt, anger, and several other emotions I could

not identify.
Hampig, with uncharacteristic sensitivity, detected my distress, and said, “What’s the matter Devine?  Are you going pussy on

me?”
In my drunken and highly emotional state, rather than just ignoring Hampig, I exploded.  “This isn’t right, and even you must

know it, Hampig!  What makes us any better than Marks? We break more laws every single day than he ever did in his entire life!”
The look on Hampig’s face convinced me that I was barking up a very dangerous tree — as I would have known had I not been

so drunk, and so preoccupied with my own concerns.
With a quiet deadly tone, Hampig said, “Devine, sometimes I seriously worry about you, and I am not someone whom you wish

to cause worry.  You had better do some serious self-examination soon, or you may find yourself in a very deep cesspool without a
paddle.”

In fear, I tried to salvage my mistake.  “I’m sorry, Porky, but sometimes this shit just gets to me.”
“Well, it shouldn’t.  Mark Marks is a piece-of-shit Communist, and he doesn’t deserve anything less than what he is getting.

You’d better figure out which side you are on, and where your loyalties lie, and you’d better do it soon, because I’m not the only
one who is concerned about your attitude.”

Hampig then returned to the main portion of the bar, leaving me alone to contemplate life, the Universe, and everything...
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When I left the Station about an hour later, I was confronted with the spectacle of Porque Hampig pistol-whipping a black
teenager in the parking lot.

“What the hell are you doing, Porky?”
“I caught this piece of shit breaking into cars!  This idiot didn’t even realize that these all belong to cops!”
The youth appeared to be about 14 years old, and it was obvious that he was seriously injured.  His wrist was broken, and

blood was pouring out of several serious lacerations on his head.
“OK, Porky!  Don’t you think he’s had enough?”
Hampig looked at me in outrage.  “No, Devine, I don’t think he’s had enough!  In fact, I think that this little piece of shit

needs to be wasted!  And I think that you should be the one to waste him!”
It took me a moment to realize that Hampig was deadly serious.  I tried to get away with pretending that it was a joke.  I

laughingly said, “Yeah, right Porky!  We should waste a two-bit hustler for daring to break into cop cars.”
Un-laughingly, Hampig said in that deadly quiet tone of his, “Yes, Devine, we should indeed waste a two-bit hustler for daring

to break into cop cars.  So why don’t you do the honours?”
So, this was it.  I was finally being given the final test. If I wanted to keep my own life, I had to take the life of this poor,

broken child.
For some reason, my mind went back to when I had spoken with the psychiatrist who had been treating Hampig’s son just

before said son had committed suicide.  This was when I had been collecting blackmail material on Hampig as a self-defense
measure.  Since Hampig’s son was now dead, the usual standards of confidentiality were a grey area, and this shrink was so
disgusted that he didn’t seem to care too much anyway.  Among other things, I remember that he said, “The dominant paradigm in
America is a belief that beating children builds character.  This child was seriously beaten many times.  He also had second
degree burn-scar tissue all over his back, buttocks, and upper thighs.”

“What about the cigarette burns on his chest?”
“Those were almost certainly self-inflicted.  I see this all the time.  The victim comes to believe that it is his fault, and that

he is to blame for his beatings, not the person who is beating him.  Suicide is one extreme, while the other extreme is inflicting
pain on others.  Go to any prison, ask the right questions, and you will find out.  You raise a child in great pain and the child comes
to believe that pain is the normal condition of life, and he feels it is his right to inflict it, either on himself, or upon others.
Virtually all of our most violent criminals were savagely beaten as children, usually by a father who was himself savagely beaten as
a child, and who usually also has a substance abuse problem stemming from self-hatred.  It would be banal and pitiful if it weren’t
so devastating and dangerous.”

Hampig interrupted my reverie by saying, “C’mon, Devine!  What’s it gonna be?”
Desperately, I racked my brain for some way out of this insane dilemma.  Hampig upped the ante by pulling out the ‘throw-

away’ piece that he kept in an ankle holster, (cops like Hampig always kept an unregistered and untraceable pistol on their person
for a variety of situations  that might require one...), and then he pointed this weapon at me saying, “In fact, you either waste this
punk, or I will waste you! Then, I will waste this shit-sack anyway, and say that he shot you.  Either way this kid is dead — you
just need to decide whether or not you want to join him.”

I honestly do not remember what happened next.  I literally blanked it out of my mind.  All I remember is that suddenly, I
was standing in the parking lot of the Station holding my smoking pistol in my hand, and Porque Hampig was lying dead with a bullet
hole between his eyes...

The outcome of my shooting of Porque Hampig was not at all what I would have expected.  I had retained Elvis Canary, and as
anyone who has dealt with the system knows, I refused say a word about anything to anyone other than Canary.

As per procedure, I was suspended with pay until the investigation concluded.
A month later, I was called into a meeting.  I was unpleasantly shocked to see B. A. Rottenhaus, Frank Fixer, and Carl Coward,

the Chief of Police himself — along with several other people that I did not know, including two men whose cheap suits and atti-
tude marked them as feds just as effectively as if they had been wearing day-glow signs...

There must have been a month’s worth of output from the nearest brass factory assembled in that room.  This was the first
time in all my years on the force that I had ever spoken to Coward directly...
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Without preliminaries, Chief Coward himself presented the deal:  “Here’s what it is, Officer.  This can go two ways.  We can
indict you for murder, and as both a cop-killer and an ex-cop, you probably wouldn’t even survive long enough to make it to a
prison.”

He hesitated a moment to let that sink in.
“The other alternative is that we award you a medal and a promotion for taking out a corrupt cop.  We found a tape on Hampig

that was highly incriminating.  In return, we expect you to hand over any information that might be detrimental to the Depart-
ment or any of its personnel, and we expect you to keep your mouth shut.”

Evidently, Elvis Canary’s recitation concerning the nature of the documented information that was in my possession about
those present in the room — as well as many others — had suitably impressed the Brass.  Blackmail was their native language, and
they had had no trouble deciphering my message.  In return for not upsetting their apple cart, they were offering me the chance
— literally — to get away with murder.

Of a cop, no less...

I glanced at the two feds, somewhat surprised that they would just go along with this.  They merely stared back with the
characteristic blank and unreadable fed stare that they much teach at the FBI Academy in Quantico.

After a moment’s thought, I was surprised that I was still surprised by anything that these people might do.

Since the choice was between almost certain violent death, and being a decorated hero, I didn’t have to waste much thought
on the matter...

This turned out to be a very busy month, as far as the events compromising my life were concerned.
Next on my plate was that the day after my shooting of Hampig, I learned that my wife Doris had been diagnosed with

cancer.  By the time I received my ‘award’ a month later, she was hospitalized, and in very sad shape.  This led to introspection
and deep guilt on my part, which led to a tearful apology to Doris for treating her so shabbily, which led to a hesitant and condi-
tional forgiveness on her part.

Following the advice of a physician who was involved in her treatment, I obtained some marijuana, and took it to Doris to
relieve the nausea and sickness that accompanied the radiation treatments.

The transformation was like magic.  Rather than her usual constant vomiting, accompanied by a green complexion, Doris
almost instantly became happy, light-hearted, and laughingly joked and kidded after smoking the marijuana.

I considered the demonization that this herb has endured, and I became even more disgusted with my society.  For over 70
years now, the US government has been spending huge amounts of money desperately trying to show that marijuana is harmful.
The only detrimental effects that they have been able to clinically prove is that marijuana smoke contains tar, which is a known
carcinogen — though they have not been able to prove that marijuana has ever actually caused cancer — and that abuse of mari-
juana has a deleterious effect upon short-term memory.  However, the loss of memory effect usually only manifests itself in
heavy users, and if one is concerned about the tar in marijuana smoke, one can eat the marijuana rather than smoking it, thus
negating even that effect.

Marijuana critics also point out that heavy drug users often smoked marijuana before moving on to hard drugs, thereby
implying that marijuana is a ‘gateway’ drug that leads people onto worse drugs.  I’m sure that most heavy drug users did indeed
smoke marijuana before moving on to hard drugs.  I’m also sure that most of them drank alcohol, smoked cigarettes, drank
coffee, and ate ice cream before moving on to hard drugs.  So what?  It is apples and oranges.  I have personally known several
dozen people who have smoked marijuana for years without moving on to hard drugs, and in addition, several studies have proven
that the whole ‘gateway drug’ theory concerning marijuana is complete bunk anyway — so once again our emperor is not wearing
any clothes.

In fact, I would maintain that many marijuana smokers who move on to hard drugs do so because it is illegal.  Due of its ille-
gality, marijuana smokers must often go to drug dealers in order to obtain their marijuana, thus exposing themselves to pressure
from said drug dealer to try hard drugs.  Hard drugs provide the dealer with a much larger profit margin than marijuana, and
unlike marijuana, most hard drugs are highly addictive, and so the dealer knows that he will then have a much steadier customer if
he can get a marijuana smoker hooked on something else.
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While I have decided that criminalizing drugs was a serious mistake, I can at least see some rationale for it as far as the
hard drugs are concerned.  Criminalizing marijuana, though, is simply insane.  The near miraculous transformation that I personally
witnessed in my wife alone shows me that marijuana is highly beneficial, even discounting the innumerable other medicinal quali-
ties that have been documented for it.  The supposed dangers are overblown at best and non-existent at worst.  Plus, criminalizing
marijuana makes tens of millions of some of America’s finest citizens into criminals when they otherwise would not be.  And the
mind-numbing hypocrisy of these laws becomes profound when one considers that the thoroughly deadly scourges of alcohol and
tobacco remain legal...

As a result of dealing with Doris’s cancer, I have also learned a few other facts about supposedly ‘illicit’ drugs that are
successfully kept hidden from the general public.  For instance, I learned that heroin is the most effective analgesic known to
humanity.  Over the decades, many American physicians have petitioned for permission to administer heroin to their terminally ill
patients only to be dismissed by politicians on grounds of heroin’s addictiveness.  They fail to explain why it matters whether or
not someone with only weeks or months to live becomes addicted.  They also fail to explain why so many other drugs that are
equally addictive are still perfectly legal.  I can only conjecture that their real reason is due to pressure from organized crime, in
whose financial interest it is to keep drugs illegal, and thus expensive, and thus highly profitable; and/or to pressure from reli-
gious conservatives, whose rabid and cruel superstitions cancel out whatever compassion and tenderness they might once have
harboured.  Thus, hundreds of thousands of cancer patients die screaming in agony rather than smiling in bliss.

I intended to make sure that Doris would not be one of the former...

On another front, about a week after receiving my ‘award’, an official meeting of the school board was announced for the
purpose of ‘discussing the suitability of Mark Marks’ continuation as a teacher at Happy Town High School’.

This meeting, of course, was called in response to Mr. Rump’s complaints.
I decided to attend this school board meeting.  I didn’t consider it at the time, but hindsight — said hindsight being largely

inspired by the events that took place at that meeting — has revealed that I was probably motivated by a sense of guilt.
They say that when it rains, it pours — this meeting was destined to become yet another major turning point in my life,

though I had absolutely no premonition of that at the time.
When the meeting was called to order, it became obvious that this was the largest crowd ever recorded at what was usually

a small, boring, and unnoted event.  When it became clear that the regular meeting room was not anywhere near large enough to
accommodate the crowd, it was moved to the auditorium.  A large and raucous group of Marks supporters, which included my
daughter Dian, along with Dharma, Samantha Sopath, and Larry Le’Clerq gathered together in the rear of the auditorium.

We hoped that with his legal troubles, Mr. Marks would not have the ability or the desire to protest his firing very vocifer-
ously — but our hopes were dashed.  Mr. Marks not only refused to go down quietly, but he showed up at the Board meeting with
one of the top civil rights attorneys in the country — a move we had not anticipated.  Since hiring such a high-priced attorney was
well beyond the financial means of a high school teacher — especially a high school teacher who had had his assets seized by the
government — we assumed that his bills were being paid by Cat Handy.

At the meeting, Mahatma Popoganda played the tapes that Samantha Sopath had recorded for us.  The fact that Mr. Marks
was under indictment on drug charges was entered into the record.  These were purely cosmetic actions, as the outcome of the
proceedings had been assured from the moment that J. Howard Rump had expressed his desires to the School Board several
months previously.  Mr. Marks’ attorney asked how a man could be fired for engaging in constitutionally protected speech in his
own home, and how his pending charges could be considered since he had not yet been convicted of anything, and was thus legally
considered innocent until proven guilty.  The school board’s attorney stated that Mr. Marks’ constitutional rights did not extend
to encouraging students to participate in drug use, or to engaging in illegal subversive behaviour.  The back and forth continued
for over an hour, with the testimonials being repeatedly interrupted by raucous outcries from the ‘Marksists’ in the back of the
room.

I noticed, however, that Dian, Dharma, Samantha, and Le’Clerq were not among the outcriers.  They were instead sitting
together quietly in the back of the room, looking very serious, solemn and upset.

Larry Le’Clerq testified, and stated that a true patriot was always willing to defend his country from his own government.
He also stated the well known, but unmentioned fact that J. Howard Rump was responsible for this proceeding, and that Mr. Rump
had used his considerable influence and wealth to avoid service in Viet-Nam, while both Mr. Marks and Mr. Le’Clerq himself had
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served honourably, winning several meritorious citations each.  He invited the Board to consider who the true patriots were, and
who was a ‘subversive’.

Student after student testified to the quality of Mr. Marks’ character and to his abilities as a teacher.  However, the Board
also produced an equal number of parents who expressed deep concern over the drug use at Marks’ weekly lectures, and over the
strongly anti-American statements that were repeatedly made there.

It became very obvious very early in the proceedings that the Board was going to fire Marks.

However, just before the vote, the proceeding was interrupted when Dian, Dharma, Samantha Sopath, and Larry Le’Clerq
produced pistols, and fired shots through the ceiling of the gymnasium...

Their action produced the predictable result:  Everyone froze in shock.
I noted that Mark Marks and Cat Handy appeared just as shocked and surprised as everyone else did; evidently, this was an

action to which they had not been privy.
Samantha Sopath finally spoke:  “Listen!  We are doing a little turn-around here.”
Harold Sopath spoke sharply to his daughter, “Samantha, put that gun down right now!”
Samantha instead pointed it at her father, and cheerfully said, “Father, if you say one more word, I will blow your evil brains

all over that wall.”  While Samantha was smiling as she said this, the smile was accompanied by a wild, crazy look in her eyes, and
no one doubted that she would follow through on her threat — least of all her father.  He did not say another word.

Samantha continued:  “Rather than you accusing Mr. Marks, we are going to accuse you! We accuse you of creating a world
based upon hypocrisy and lies.  We accuse you of high crimes against humanity.  We accuse you of creating a world that doesn’t
deserve the kindness and beauty that we would bring to it.  We accuse you of abandoning truth, courage, honesty, and morality.
We accuse you of robbing us of hope.  We accuse you of leaving a legacy that is so disgusting that we don’t want anything to do
with it.”

Samantha, Dian, Dharma, and Le’Clerq were all in tears by this point, and Samantha was screaming hysterically.  She contin-
ued:  “As punishment for your crimes, we are now going to deprive you of our talents, gifts, and potential.”

Then, the conspirators regarded each other with looks that I will never forget as long as I live, and nodded to each other.

Then, with Dian looking directly into my eyes, they simultaneously turned their pistols upon themselves, and each of them put
bullets through their own hearts...
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New Maps of Hell

No comfort has that fire at night
That lights a face so cold

—Led Zeppelin

“But my dear, we never compromise on virtue,” quoth the queen.
“Horrors no!” exclaimed Alice.

“But what is virtue?  That is the question...”
—Lewis Carroll

The meek shall inherit nothing
—Frank Zappa

Each time someone loses a little, they also grow a little
—Louis L’Amour
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live  in  a  house  built  of  lies.  My  diet  has  consisted  of  in-
digestible dreams, and I now vomit dashed hopes into a toilet already backed up with truths that I can no longer flush

away.

My wife forcefully ejected me from her life the day after Dian’s suicide.  The last thing that she said to me was that she
hoped I would rot in hell...

We are now front-page news all over the country, and this exposure is threatening to illuminate a lot of the sordidness that
is hidden beneath Happy Town’s happy exterior.  Many very nervous people inhabit City Hall, various boardrooms, and police
stations these days.

In a rage, Samuel Sopath blames Mark Marks, he blames Cat Handy, he blames the high school, and he blames me; he blames
everyone but himself.

We are unable to connect Mark Marks or Cat Handy with events at the school board meeting.  I am glad.  There is too much
pain already.  Following the usual procedure of relieving our pain by causing even more pain is not a solution to anything, and never
has been...

I am finally forced into a critical self-evaluation.  I am 40 years old, and I feel like my life is over.  I am completely alone in
this world.  I have always been completely alone — losing my family has only made me realize it.

My mother was killed by a drunk driver when I was 11 years old.  Ever since, I have been desperately looking for her love
whilst simultaneously sabotaging any relationship that might provide it.

I hate my job.  I can no longer live with the hypocrisy and lies.  I now understand that I joined the Department because I am
a coward.  I needed a badge to hide behind because I am not a real man.  I was a constant target of bullies during my childhood,
and thus, my young years were like a living hell.  I lived in constant fear.  I lived in a constant rage.  I needed a badge so that no
one could bully me anymore.  I needed to use a badge as a cudgel to strike back at a world that was so cruel to me.  I needed a
badge because it gave me power when I felt that I was otherwise powerless.  I needed a badge so I could quit being afraid.

Yet now I am more afraid than I have ever been before.

Why did it take the death of my daughter and the loss of my wife to realize all of this?

I wondered if switching to a new division would accomplish anything.  Even if I were allowed to do this — a big ‘if’ — I had no
idea which division I might wish to join. I could never work Vice, for instance.  ‘Victimless crime’ is an oxymoron.  I cannot think
of anything more ridiculous than arresting a man because he wants to have sex with a woman.  I think our society could use a lot
more sex, because I think we would then see a corresponding decrease in violence.  But our society demonizes sex, and worships
violence.  It is okay to let children watch people blowing each other’s heads off on TV, but allowing them to watch people making
love is strictly forbidden.  How utterly sick is that?  How did we ever get to such a ridiculous and asinine paradigm?  (Maybe I
should ask Jerry Falwell, since he seems to be familiar with all of the Bible verses that make murderous violence acceptable...)

I would actually like to put on a uniform again, but the Department would never allow that, and they would think I was crazy
for wanting to take such a serious demotion.  Plus, I am now locked into the corrupt structure, and they will never allow me to
leave.  I could maybe use my blackmail evidence as leverage to get out completely — yes, I never actually gave up my evidence, and
I made sure that the City Fathers knew that — but now that they know what I have, I can never again be truly safe unless I
change identity and move to another country.  And while that is a very tempting thought, the practical realities make that an
impractical course of action.

I
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In the meantime, I was literally losing my mind.  Dian haunted my every waking minute, and even my dreams.  Her face and
memory were everywhere I looked.

“Good girl, Mommy!  What a good girl!”
I sat alone in my empty house drinking whiskey, crying, screaming, and beating on myself.  I indulged in a veritable orgy of

guilt-ridden angst.  Unanswerable questions flew at me like shotgun pellets.  What if I had done this?  What if I had not done
that?  How could she have done this?  Who was to blame, if not myself?

I was lost, alone, confused, hurt, desperate, and on the verge of a complete nervous breakdown.

Finally, I thought of a place where I might be welcome, and where I could possibly receive some much-needed counsel...
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Redemption Song

And as we wind on down the road
Our shadows taller than our souls

In walks a lady we all know
Who shines white light and wants to show

How everything still turns to gold
And if you listen very hard

The tune will come to you in time...
—Led Zeppelin

If you call on what is inside of you, what is inside of you will save you — if you ignore what is inside of you,
what is inside of you will destroy you.

—Peter Straub

It was Hyde, after all, and Hyde alone that was guilty.  Dr. Jekyll woke again to his good qualities seemingly unimpaired;
he would even make haste when possible to undo the evil done by Hyde.

And thus, his conscious slumbered.
—Robert Louis Stevenson

Won’t you help me sing
these songs of freedom?
They’re all I ever had...

Redemption Song
—Bob Marley
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at Handy welcomed me into his home without saying a word.
It almost seemed as if he were expecting me.

He was kind, gentle, and solicitous.  It was as if he already understood without my having to explain anything.  He silently
fixed both of us drinks, and then he silently waited for me to begin.

I did not know why I was there.  I only knew that Cat Handy was a wise and kind man, and that there was nowhere else that I
wanted to go.  That there was nowhere else I could go.  I also knew that Cat Handy had known my daughter better than I had.  I
thought that he might have some answers to my questions, even though I did not know what my questions were.

We silently finished our drinks, and Handy fixed two more.
Finally, I asked, “How could they have done something so cowardly and selfish?”
Handy raised his eyebrows, and replied, “Cowardly and selfish?  Did you know that in some Oriental cultures, suicide is not

only acceptable, but it is the only honourable recourse in certain situations?  From where I sit, what those people did was the
bravest and most selfless act I’ve ever seen or heard of.  They voluntarily gave their lives for the sole purpose of opening some
eyes.  How many 16-year old girls do you know who would willingly die for the benefit of their father?”

“Benefit! Benefit? Look at me!  How is this to my benefit?”
With compassion in his eyes, Cat Handy replied, “I see a man who has been dead for years coming back to life.  I see a good

man rediscovering his humanity.  I see a man who has been lost, but is now searching once again for his soul.  I see a wish for
redemption.  I credit all of this to the actions of the bravest little girl that I have ever known.  A girl named Dian Devine, who
loved her father more than she loved life itself.  A girl who died so that her father could live.”

By this point, I was crying like a baby.

Finally, I managed to blurt out, “But she was so much better than me!  She had so much to live for!”  She was so young!”
“Well,” said Handy, “I guess you must now live up to her expectations of what you could be if you so choose. You must vali-

date her sacrifice, and make sure that she didn’t die in vain.”
“Well, there is one thing that I could do,” I said as I somewhat recovered myself, “this city is run by a bunch of sadistic

monsters who hurt people just for the thrill of it, and I happen to be in a position to bring down their entire power structure.
With all of these out of town reporters hanging around, they are even more vulnerable than usual.  As soon as I saw how things
were, I began collecting evidence against them as a self-defense measure.”

“I see,” said Handy.  “I guess that you know where lots of bodies are buried, and you could put away some crooked cops and
politicians.  Do you think that would accomplish anything worthwhile?”

I sighed, and Handy smiled with satisfaction when I said, “No, I guess it wouldn’t. Someone else would just take their place.
Plus, putting people in jail just plays into their hands and contributes more to the problem.  It doesn’t make anything better; it
just creates more hatred and anger. When you treat another human being like something less than human, you also make yourself
less than human.  If I lower myself to their level, then they win.  Besides, taking them down would destroy the people’s faith in
the system, and that would cause many more problems than it would solve.  The badge itself is much more important than any indi-
vidual person who happens to be wearing it.  If you destroy the badge, then chaos and anarchy will follow.  What needs to change
is the very paradigm of reality, because the problems are systemic.  We need to go past jails, crime, and punishment and dig down
to why people insist upon being so crappy to each other.  We need to try to deal with it on that level, or we’re not going to accom-
plish anything.  Crooked cops are merely symptomatic of the problem.  Putting crooked cops in jail just feeds more victims to the
monster, and contributes more to the problem.  Once the underlying problems are solved, crooked cops will simply disappear.”

Handy smiled, and said, “Very good, Mr. Devine.  I think Dian would have been proud.”
I smiled, as I was indeed sure that she would have been.
Handy continued:  “Hopelessness is prosaic.  If you lose belief in the possibility of change for the better, then you stop

trying, and thus become part of the problem yourself.  Hope is expensive.  Once you decide that there is a solution, you must get
off your ass and do something.  Despair, on the other hand, is cheap and requires no effort.  Despair is hard to avoid, though, for
the core of our society’s problems is men with too much power, and killing Caesar can become a very complex act.  It embodies
both sin and salvation in the same action, because in order to kill Caesar, it is often necessary to become like him ourselves.  I
really don’t think that is the case in this situation though.  I think that the best revenge is to simply rise above them, and refuse
to allow them to draw you down into their cesspool.  Evil is exciting and seductive, while virtue is boring — and evil seems to pay
better than virtue.  But virtue is its own reward, and the wages of virtue are actually far more valuable than the wages of sin, if

C
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less tangible.  And keep in mind that the most truly evil people are the ones who honestly believe that they are doing good. No
one is more dangerous than a man convinced of his own moral superiority.  People convinced that they were doing the right thing
have committed the greatest crimes in history.  People do whatever they want to do, and then they justify and explain why they
did it, for humans always seek justification for their actions — and they tend to adopt an ideology that gives them those justifi-
cations.  They justified the Inquisition, the Holocaust, and Viet Nam — and now we experience evildoing that is calculated in the
millions.  Forget Shakespeare and Dostoyevsky, with their characters that consciously attempt evil, yet end up so wracked with
guilt that they do themselves in.  True Evil knows no guilt.  Charles Manson, Tim McVeigh, Adolph Eichmann — none of these men
ever expressed guilt or sorrow.  None of them ever lost sleep over their crimes, for they did not see them as crimes.

“You are better than that, though.”
In one sense, Handy’s confidence in my goodness seemed misplaced.
Yet, in another sense, I knew that deep down I was a good man!
And I knew that he was right; that I must not allow Dian’s death to be in vain, and that I must now live up to her expectations

— to become a man that Dian could have been proud to call her father.  I knew who that man was, and I knew that that was the
man I wanted to be...

Handy continued:  “Remember:  Illumination is an elitist condition.  In every era, and in almost every location, there have
existed tiny minourities of enlightened people living at the gateway of the next evolutionary phase, though the actualization of
this phase was usually still many years in the future.  At certain times, the number of members of this elite minourity has become
of sufficient size to affect the culture at large, thus providing a quantum leap forward for that society, such as the cultural
revolution that occurred in America in the late 60’s and early 70’s.  True, our revolution was then sold to the highest bidder; our
music went commercial, and then capitalism ate everything else, including our clothing, our language, and even our slang.  They sold
our style, but they ignored our message, and after awhile, anyone could be ‘hip’ if they had the price.  And even though enlight-
ened ideas are always fought with great vigour by the masses — and especially by governments — and even though much of the
mindset of the 60’s was aborted and corrupted, the period still left lasting influence.  The environmental movement; the demon-
ization of sexism, racism, and militarism; the idea that humanity should cooperate and respect each other rather than exploit and
kill each other — the 60’s saw all of these ideas elevated to mainstream thought for possibly the first time in human history.  We
planted some very important seeds, and now we must fertilize and water those seeds so that they can eventually grow and
blossom — in the meantime, though, we must still deal with the immediate world as it is, and as far as our current situation, you
must now figure out what you’re going to do next.”

“Well, I’m done with the Force, so I guess that I now have to figure out some way to make a living,” I laughingly observed.
Cat Handy smiled, and said, “Well, I’m thinking of expanding by business into used cars, and I could use a good man to manage

it.  Do you think you could sell used cars, ex-Officer Devine?”
I smiled, and said, “Buy them at twice their value, and sell them for half?”

Handy laughed, and said, “Yes, you have accurately described my business model.”

“Well,” I replied, “it will take some time — but I think I can learn...”
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How America Lost the War on Drugs

After Thirty-Five Years and $500 Billion, Drugs Are as Cheap and Plentiful as Ever:  An Anatomy of a Failure.

Ben Wallace-Wells
Posted Nov 27, 2007 12:56 PM
Rolling Stone Magazine

1.  AFTER PABLO
On the day of his death, December 2nd, 1993, the Colombian billionaire drug kingpin Pablo Escobar was on the run and living in a small,

tiled-roof house in a middle-class neighborhood of Medellín, close to the soccer stadium.  He died, theatrically, ridiculously, gunned down by a
Colombian police manhunt squad while he tried to flee across the barrio's rooftops, a fat, bearded man who had kicked off his flip-flops to try
to outrun the bullets.  The first thing the American drug agents who arrived on the scene wanted to do was to make sure that the corpse was
actually Escobar's.  The second thing was to check his house.

The last time Escobar had hastily fled one of his residences — la Catedral, the luxurious private prison he built for himself to avoid extra-
dition to the United States — he had left behind bizarre, enchanting detritus, the raw stuff of what would become his own myth:  The photos of
himself dressed up as a Capone-era gangster with a Tommy gun, the odd collection of novels ranging from Graham Greene to the Austrian
modernist Stefan Zweig.  Agents from the Drug Enforcement Administration, arriving after the kingpin had fled, found neat shelves lined with
loose-leaf binders, carefully organized by content.  They were, says John Coleman, then the DEA's assistant administrator for operations,
"filled with DEA reports" — internal documents that laid out, in extraordinary detail, the agency's repeated attempts to capture Escobar.

"He had shelves and shelves and shelves of these things," Coleman tells me.  "It was stunning.  A lot of the informants we had, he'd figured
out who they were.  All the agents we had chasing him — who we trusted in the Colombian police — it was right there.  He knew so much
more about what we were doing than we knew about what he was doing."

Coleman and other agents began to work deductively, backward.  "We had always wondered why his guys, when we caught them, would
always go to trial and risk lots of jail time, even when they would have saved themselves a lot of time if they'd just plead guilty," he says.
"What we realized when we saw those binders was that they were doing a job.  Their job was to stay on trial and have their lawyers use discov-
ery to get all the information on DEA operations they could.  Then they'd send copies back to Medellín, and Escobar would put it all together
and figure out who we had tracking him."

The loose-leaf binders crammed in Escobar's office on the ground floor gave Coleman and his agents a sense of triumph:  The whole myste-
rious drug trade had an organization, a structure and a brain, and they'd just removed it.  In the thrill of the moment, clinking champagne
glasses with officials from the Colombian police and taking congratulatory calls from Washington, the agents in Medellín believed the War on
Drugs could finally be won.  "We had an endgame," Coleman says.  "We were literally making the greatest plans."

At the headquarters of the Office of National Drug Control Policy in Washington, staffers tacked up a poster with photographs of sixteen of
its most wanted men, cartel leaders from across the Andes.  Solemnly, ceremoniously, a staffer took a red magic marker and drew an X over
Escobar's portrait.  "We felt like it was one down, fifteen to go," recalls John Carnevale, the longtime budget director of the drug-control office.
"There was this feeling that if we got all sixteen, it's not like the whole thing would be over, but that was a big part of how we would go about
winning the War on Drugs."

Man by man, sixteen red X's eventually went up over the faces of the cartel leaders:  KILLED.  EXTRADITED. KILLED.  José Santacruz
Londoño, a leading drug trafficker, was gunned down by Colombian police in a shootout.  The Rodríguez Orejuela brothers, the heads of the
Cali cartel, were extradited after they got greedy and tried to keep running their organization from prison.  Some U.S. drug warriors believed
that the busts were largely public-relations events, a showy way for the Colombian government to look tough on the drug trade, but most were
less cynical.  The crack epidemic was over.  Drug-related murders were in decline.  Winning the War on Drugs didn't seem such a quixotic and
open-ended mission, like the War on Poverty, but rather something tangible, a fat guy with a big organization and binders full of internal DEA
reports, sixteen faces on a poster, a piñata you could reach out and smack.  Richard Cañas, a veteran DEA official who headed counternarcotics
efforts on the National Security Council under both George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton, can still recall the euphoria of those days.  "We were
moving," he says, "from success to success."

This is the story of how that momentary success turned into one of the most sustained and costly defeats the United States has ever
suffered.  It is the story of how the most powerful country on Earth, sensing a piñata, swung to hit it and missed.

2.  THE MAKING OF A TRAGEDY
For Cañas and other drug warriors, the death of Escobar had the feel of a real pivot, the end of one kind of battle against drugs and the

beginning of another.  The war itself had begun during the Nixon administration, when the White House began to get reports that a generation
of soldiers was about to come back from Vietnam stoned, with habits weaned on the cheap marijuana and heroin of Southeast Asia and
hothoused in the twitchy-fingered freak-out of a jungle guerrilla war.  For those in Washington, the problem of drugs was still so strange and
new in the early Seventies that Nixon officials grappled with ideas that, by the standards of the later debate among politicians, were unthink-
ably radical:  They appointed a panel that recommended the decriminalization of casual marijuana use and even considered buying up the
world's entire supply of opium to prevent it from being converted into heroin.  But Nixon was a law-and-order politician, an operator who
understood very well the panic many Americans felt about the cities, the hippies and crime.  Calling narcotics "public enemy number one in the
United States," he used the issue to escalate the culture war that pitted Middle Americans against the radicals and the hippies, strengthening
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penalties for drug dealers and devoting federal funds to bolster prosecutions.  In 1973, Nixon gave the job of policing these get-tough laws to
the newly formed Drug Enforcement Administration.

By the mid-1980s, as crack leeched out from New York, Miami and Los Angeles into the American interior, the devastations inflicted by
the drug were becoming more vivid and frightening.  The Reagan White House seemed to capture the current of the moment:  Nancy Reagan's
plaintive urging to "Just Say No," and her husband's decision to hand police and prosecutors even greater powers to lock up street dealers, and
to devote more resources to stop cocaine's production at the source, in the Andes.  In 1986, trying to cope with crack's corrosive effects,
Congress adopted mandatory-minimum laws, which hit inner-city crack users with penalties as severe as those levied on Wall Street brokers
possessing 100 times more powder cocaine.  Over the next two decades, hundreds of thousands of Americans would be locked up for drug
offenses.

The War on Drugs became an actual war during the first Bush administration, when the bombastic conservative intellectual Bill Bennett
was appointed drug czar.  "Two words sum up my entire approach," Bennett declared, "consequences and confrontation.”  Bush and Bennett
doubled annual spending on the drug war to $12 billion, devoting much of the money to expensive weaponry:  Fighter jets to take on the
Colombian trafficking cartels, Navy submarines to chase cocaine-smuggling boats in the Caribbean.  If narcotics were the enemy, America
would vanquish its foe with torpedoes and F-16s — and throw an entire generation of drug users in jail.

Though many on the left suspected that things had gone seriously awry, drug policy under Reagan and Bush was largely conducted in a fog
of ignorance.  The kinds of long-term studies that policy-makers needed — those that would show what measures would actually reduce drug
use and dampen its consequences — did not yet exist.  When it came to research, there was "absolutely nothing" that examined "how each
program was or wasn't working," says Peter Reuter, a drug scholar who founded the Drug Policy Research Center at the RAND Corp.

But after Escobar was killed in 1993 — and after U.S. drug agents began systematically busting up the Colombian cartels — doubt was
replaced with hard data.  Thanks to new research, U.S. policy-makers knew with increasing certainty what would work and what wouldn't.  The
tragedy of the War on Drugs is that this knowledge hasn't been heeded.  We continue to treat marijuana as a major threat to public health, even
though we know it isn't.  We continue to lock up generations of teenage drug dealers, even though we know imprisonment does little to reduce
the amount of drugs sold on the street.  And we continue to spend billions to fight drugs abroad, even though we know that military efforts are
an ineffective way to cut the supply of narcotics in America or raise the price.

All told, the United States has spent an estimated $500 billion to fight drugs — with very little to show for it.  Cocaine is now as cheap as it
was when Escobar died and more heavily used.  Methamphetamine, barely a presence in 1993, is now used by 1.5 million Americans and may
be more addictive than crack.  We have nearly 500,000 people behind bars for drug crimes — a twelvefold increase since 1980 — with no
discernible effect on the drug traffic.  Virtually the only success the government can claim is the decline in the number of Americans who
smoke marijuana — and even on that count, it is not clear that federal prevention programs are responsible.  In the course of fighting this war,
we have allowed our military to become pawns in a civil war in Colombia and our drug agents to be used by the cartels for their own ends.
Those we are paying to wage the drug war have been accused of human-rights abuses in Peru, Bolivia and Colombia.  In Mexico, we are now -
repeating many of the same mistakes we have made in the Andes.

"What we learned was that in drug work, nothing ever stands still," says Coleman, the former DEA official and current president of Drug
Watch International, a law-and-order advocacy group.  For every move the drug warriors made, the traffickers adapted.  "The other guys were
learning just as we were learning," Coleman says.  "We had this hubris."

3.  BRAINIACS AND COLD WARRIORS
"At the beginning of the Clinton administration," Cañas tells me, "the War on Drugs was like the War on Terror is now.”  It was, he means,

an orienting fight, the next in a sequence of abstract, generational struggles that the country launched itself into after finding no one willing to
actually square up and face it on a battlefield.  After the Cold War, in the flush and optimism of victory, it felt to drug warriors and the Ameri-
can public that abstractions could be beaten.  "It was really a pivot point," recalls Rand Beers, who served on the National Security Council for
four different presidents.  "We started to look carefully at our drug policies and ask if everything we were doing really made sense.”  The man
Clinton appointed to manage this new era was Lee Brown.

Brown had been a cop for almost thirty years when Clinton tapped him to be the nation's drug czar in 1993.  He had started out working
narcotics in San Jose, California, just as the Sixties began to swell, and ended up leading the New York Police Department when the city was
the symbolic center of the crack epidemic, with kids being killed by stray bullets that barreled through locked doors.  A big, shy man in his
fifties, Brown had made his reputation with a simple insight:  Cops can't do much without the trust of people in their communities, who are
needed to turn in offenders and serve as witnesses at trial.  Being a good cop meant understanding the everyday act of police work not as chas-
ing crooks but as meeting people and making allies.

"When I worked as an undercover narcotics officer, I was living the life of an addict so I could make buys and make busts of the dealers,"
Brown tells me.  "When you're in that position, you see very quickly that you can't arrest your way out of this.  You see the cycle over and over
again of people using drugs, getting into trouble, going to prison, getting out and getting into drugs again.  At some point I stepped back and
asked myself, 'What impact is all of this having on the drug problem?  There has to be a better way.'"

In the aftermath of the Rodney King beating, this philosophy — known as community policing — had made Brown a national phenome-
non.  The Clinton administration asked him to take the drug-czar post, and though Brown was skeptical, he agreed on the condition that the
White House make it a Cabinet-level position.  Brown stacked his small office with liberals who had spent the long Democratic exile doing
drug-policy work for Congress and swearing they would improve things when they retook power.  "There were basic assumptions that Repub-
licans had been making for fifteen years that had never been challenged," says Carol Bergman, a congressional staffer who became Brown's
legislative liaison.  "The way Lee Brown looked at it, the drug war was focused on locking kids up for increasing amounts of time, and there
wasn't enough emphasis on treatment.  He really wanted to take a different tactic."
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Brown's staff became intrigued by a new study on drug policy from the RAND Corp., the Strangelove-esque think tank that during the Cold
War had employed mathematicians to crank out analyses for the Pentagon.  Like Lockheed Martin, the jet manufacturer that had turned to
managing welfare reform after the Cold War ended, RAND was scouting for other government projects that might need its brains.  It found the
drug war.  The think tank assigned Susan Everingham, a young expert in mathematical modeling, to help run the group's signature project:
Dividing up the federal government's annual drug budget of $13 billion into its component parts and deciding what worked and what didn't
when it came to fighting cocaine.

Everingham and her team sorted the drug war into two categories.  There were supply-side programs, like the radar and ships in the Carib-
bean and the efforts to arrest traffickers in Colombia and Mexico, which were designed to make it more expensive for traffickers to bring their
product to market.  There were also demand-side programs, like drug treatment, which were designed to reduce the market for drugs in the
United States.  To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of each approach, the mathematicians set up a series of formulas to calculate precisely how
much additional money would have to be spent on supply programs and demand programs to reduce cocaine consumption by one percent
nationwide.

"If you had asked me at the outset," Everingham says, "my guess would have been that the best use of taxpayer money was in the source
countries in South America" — that it would be possible to stop cocaine before it reached the U.S.  But what the study found surprised her.
Overseas military efforts were the least effective way to decrease drug use, and imprisoning addicts was prohibitively expensive.  The only
cost-effective way to put a dent in the market, it turned out, was drug treatment.  "It's not a magic bullet," says Reuter, the RAND scholar who
helped supervise the study, "but it works.”  The study ultimately ushered RAND, this vaguely creepy Cold War relic, into a position as the
permanent, pragmatic left wing of American drug policy, the most consistent force for innovating and reinventing our national conception of
the War on Drugs.

When Everingham's team looked more closely at drug treatment, they found that thirteen percent of hardcore cocaine users who receive
help substantially reduced their use or kicked the habit completely.  They also found that larger and larger portions of illegal drugs in the U.S.
were being used by a comparatively small group of hardcore addicts.  There was, the study concluded, a fundamental imbalance: The crack
epidemic was basically a domestic problem, but we had been fighting it more aggressively overseas.  "What we began to realize," says Jona-
than Caulkins, a professor at Carnegie Mellon University who studied drug policy for RAND, "was that even if you only get a percentage of
this small group of heavy drug users to abstain forever, it's still a really great deal."

Thirteen years later, the study remains the gold standard on drug policy.  "It's still the consensus recommendation supplied by the scholar-
ship," says Reuter.  "Yet as well as it's stood up, it's never really been tried."*

To Brown, RAND's conclusions seemed exactly right.  "I saw how little we were doing to help addicts, and I thought, 'This is crazy,'" he
recalls.  “'This is how we should be breaking the cycle of addiction and crime, and we're just doing nothing.'"

The federal budget that Brown's office submitted in 1994 remains a kind of fetish object for certain liberals in the field, the moment when
their own ideas came close to making it into law.  The budget sought to cut overseas interdiction, beef up community policing, funnel low-level
drug criminals into treatment programs instead of prison, and devote $355 million to treating hardcore addicts, the drug users responsible for
much of the illegal-drug market and most of the crime associated with it.  White House political handlers, wary of appearing soft on crime,
were skeptical of even this limited commitment, but Brown persuaded the president to offer his support, and the plan stayed.

Still, the politics of the issue were difficult.  Convincing Congress to dramatically alter the direction of America's drug war required a bril-
liant sales job.  "And Lee Brown," says Bergman, his former legislative liaison, "was not an effective salesman.”  With a kind of loving
earnestness, the drug czar arranged tours of treatment centers for congressmen to show them the kinds of programs whose funding his bill
would increase.  Few legislators came.  Most politicians were skeptical about such a radical departure from the mainstream consensus on crime.
Congress rewrote the budget, slashing the $355 million for treatment programs by more than eighty percent.  "There were too many of us who
had a strong law-and-order focus," says Sen. Chuck Grassley, a Republican who opposed the reform bill and serves as co-chair of the Senate's
drug-policy caucus.

For some veteran drug warriors, Brown's tenure as drug czar still lingers as the last moment when federal drug policy really made sense.
"Lee Brown came the closest of anyone to really getting it," says Carnevale, the longtime budget director of the drug-control office.  "But the
bottom line was, the drug issue and Lee Brown were largely ignored by the Clinton administration.”  When Brown tried to repeat his treatment-
centered initiative in 1995, it was poorly timed:  Newt Gingrich and the Republicans had seized control of the House after portraying Clinton as
soft on crime.  The authority to oversee the War on Drugs passed from Rep. John Conyers, the Detroit liberal, to a retired wrestling coach from
Illinois who was tired of drugs in the schools, a rising Republican star named Dennis Hastert.  Reeling from the defeat at the polls, Clinton
decided to give up on drug reform and get tough on crime.  "The feeling was that the drug czar's office was one of the weak areas when it came
to the administration's efforts to confront crime," recalls Leon Panetta, then Clinton's chief of staff.

4.  THE YOUNG GUNS
The administration was not doing much better in its efforts to stop the flow of drugs at the source.  Before Clinton had even taken office,

Cañas — who headed drug policy at the National Security Council — had been summoned to brief the new president's choice for national secu-
rity adviser, Anthony Lake, on the nation's narcotics policy in Latin America.  "I figured, what the hell, I'm going back to DEA anyway, I'll tell
him what I really think," Cañas recalls.

The Bush administration, he told Lake, had been sending the military after the wrong target.  In the 1970s, drugs were run up to the United
States through the Caribbean by a bunch of "swashbuckling entrepreneurs" with small planes — "guys who wouldn't have looked out of place
at a Jimmy Buffett concert.”  In 1989, in the nationwide panic over crack, Defense Secretary Dick Cheney had managed to secure a budget of
$450 million to chase these Caribbean smugglers.  (Years later, when a longtime drug official asked Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld why

* Please note these facts in the context of my contention that the leaders of the ‘Drug War’ do not really want to ‘win’...
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Cheney had pushed the program, Rumsfeld grinned and said, "Cheney thought he was running for president.")  The U.S. military loved the new
mission, because it gave them a reason to ask for more equipment in the wake of the Cold War.  And the Bush White House loved the idea of
sending the military after the drug traffickers for its symbolism and swagger and the way it proved that the administration was taking drugs
seriously.

The problem, Cañas told Lake, was that the cocaine traffic had professionalized and was now moving its product through Mexico.  With
Caribbean smugglers out of the game, the military program no longer made sense.  The new national security adviser grinned at Cañas, pleased.
"That's what we think as well," Lake said.  "How would you like to stay on and help make that happen?"

Taking a new approach, the Clinton administration shifted most military assets out of the Caribbean and into the Andes, where the coca leaf
was being grown and processed.  "Our idea was, Stop messing around in the transit countries and go to the source," Cañas tells me.  The
administration spent millions of extra dollars to equip police in Bolivia and Colombia to bust the crop's growers and processors.  The cops were
not polite — Human Rights Watch condemned the murders of Bolivian farmers, blaming "the heavy hand of U.S. drug enforcement" — but
they were effective, and by 1996, coca production in Bolivia had begun a dramatic decline.

After Escobar fell, the American drug agents who had been chasing him did not expect the cocaine industry to dry up overnight — they had
girded for the fallout from the drug lord's death.  What they had not expected was the ways in which the unintended consequences of his down-
fall would permanently change the drug traffic.  "What ended up happening — and maybe we should have predicted this would happen — was
that the whole structure shattered into these smaller groups," says Coleman, the veteran DEA agent.  "You suddenly had all these new guys
controlling a small aspect of the traffic."

Among them was a hired gun known as Don Berna, who had served as a bodyguard for Escobar.  Double-crossed by his boss, Berna broke
with the Medellín cartel and struck out on his own.  For him, the disruption caused by the new front in America's drug war presented a business
opportunity.  But with the DEA's shift from the Caribbean into Bolivia and Colombia, Berna and other new traffickers had a production prob-
lem.  So some of the "micro cartels," as they became known, decided to move their operations someplace where they could control it:  They
opened negotiations with the FARC, a down-at-the-heels rebel army based in the jungles of Colombia.  In return for cash, the FARC agreed to
put coca production under its protection and keep the Colombian army away from the coca crop.

Berna and the younger kingpins also had a transportation problem:  Mexican traffickers, who had been paid a set fee by the cartels to
smuggle product across the U.S. border, wanted a larger piece of the business.  The Mexican upstarts had a certain economic logic on their
side.  A kilo of cocaine produced in Colombia is worth about $2,500.  In Mexico, a kilo gets $5,000.  But smuggle that kilo across the border
and the price goes up to $17,500.  "What the Mexican groups started saying was, 'Why are we working for these guys?  Why don't we just buy
it from the Colombians directly and keep the profits ourselves?'" says Tony Ayala, a retired DEA agent and former Mexico country attaché.

The remaining leaders of the weakened Cali cartel, DEA agents say, traveled up to Guadalajara for a series of meetings with Mexican traf-
fickers.  By 1996, the Colombians had decided to hand over more control of the cocaine trade to the Mexicans.  The Cali cartel would now ship
cocaine to Guadalajara, sell the drugs to the Mexican groups and then be done with it.  "This wasn't just happenstance," says Jerome McArdle,
then a DEA assistant agent for special operations.  "This was the Colombians saying they were willing to reduce their profits in exchange for
reducing their risk and exposure, and handing it over to the Mexicans.  The whole nature of the supply chain changed."

Around the same time, DEA agents found themselves picking up Mexican distributors, rather than Colombians, on the streets of New York.
Immigration and customs officials on the border were meanwhile overwhelmed by the sheer number of tractor-trailers — many of them loaded
with drugs — suddenly pouring across the Mexican border as a consequence of NAFTA, which had been enacted in 1994.  "A thousand trucks
coming across in a four-hour period," says Steve Robertson, a DEA special agent assigned to southern Texas at the time.  "There's no way
we're going to catch everything."

Power followed the money, and Mexican traffickers soon had a style, and reach, that had previously belonged only to the Colombians.  In
the border town of Ciudad Juárez, the cocaine trafficker Amado Carrillo Fuentes developed a new kind of smuggling operation.  "He brought in
middle-class people for the first time — lawyers, accountants — and he developed a transportation division, an acquisitions division, even a
human-resources operation, just like a modern corporation," says Tony Payan, a political scientist at the University of Texas-El Paso who has
studied the drug trade on the border.  Before long, Carrillo Fuentes had a fleet of Boeing 727s, which he used to fly cocaine, up to fifteen tons
at a time, up from Colombia to Mexico. The newspapers called him El Señor de los Cielos, the Lord of the Skies.

The Mexican cartels were also getting more imaginative.  "Think of it like a business, which is how these guys thought of it," says Guy
Hargreaves, a top DEA agent during the 1990s. "Why pay for the widgets when you can make the widgets yourselves?”  Since the climate and
geography of Mexico aren't right for making cocaine, the cartels did the logical thing:  They introduced a new product.  As Hargreaves recalls,
the Mexicans slipped the new drug into their cocaine shipments in Southern California and told coke dealers, "Here, try some of this stuff —
it's a similar effect."

The product the Mexican cartels came up with, the new widget they could make themselves, was methamphetamine. The man who
mastered the market was a midlevel cocaine trafficker, then in his late twenties, named Jesús Amezcua.  In 1994, when U.S. Customs officials
at the Dallas airport seized an airplane filled with barrels of ephedrine, a chemical precursor for meth, and traced it back to Amezcua, the
startling new shift in the drug traffic became clear to a handful of insiders.  "Cartels were no longer production organizations, whose business is
wrapped up in a single drug," says Tony Ayala, the senior DEA agent in Mexico at the time.  "They became trafficking organizations — and
they will smuggle whatever they can make the most profit from."

5.  THE LOBBYISTS & THE MAD PROFESSOR
It is only in retrospect that these moments — the barrels of ephedrine seized in Dallas, the quiet suggestion that meth had worked its way

into the cocaine supply chain — take on a looming character, the historic weight of a change made manifest.  Up until methamphetamine, the
War on Drugs had targeted three enemies.  First there were the hippie drugs — marijuana, LSD — that posed little threat to the general public.
Then there was heroin, a horrible drug but one that was largely concentrated in New York City.  And, finally, there was crack.  What meth
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proved was that even if the DEA could wipe out every last millionaire cocaine goon in Colombia, burn every coca field in Bolivia and Peru,
and build an impenetrable wall along the entire length of the Mexican border — even then, we wouldn't have won the War on Drugs, because
there would still be methamphetamine, and after that, something else.

Gene Haislip, who served for years as one of the DEA's top-ranking administrators, believes there was a moment when meth could have
been shut down, long before it spiraled into a nationwide epidemic.  Haislip, who spent nearly two decades leading a small group at the agency
dedicated to chemical control, is his own kind of legend; he is still known around the DEA as the man who beat quaaludes, perhaps the only
drug that the U.S. has ever been able to declare total victory over.  He did it with gumshoe methodicalness:  By identifying every country in the
world that produced the drug's active ingredient, a prescription medication called methaqualone, and convincing them to tighten regulations.
Haislip believes he was present the moment when the United States lost the war on methamphetamine, way back in 1986, when meth was still a
crude biker drug confined to a few valleys in Northern California — a decade before the Mexican drug lords turned it into the most problematic
drug in America.  "The thing is, methamphetamine should never have gotten to that point," Haislip says.  And it never would have, he believes,
if it hadn't been for the lobbyists.

Haislip was known around the DEA as precise-minded and verbal.  His impulse, in combating meth, was the same one that had pushed the
drug warriors after Escobar:  The quixotic faith that if you could just stop the stuff at the source, you could get rid of all the social problems at
once.  Assembling a coalition of legislators, Haislip convinced them that the small, growing population of speed freaks in Northern California
was enough of a concern that Congress should pass a law to regulate the drug's precursor chemicals, ephedrine and pseudoephedrine, legal
drugs that were used in cold medicine and produced in fewer than a dozen factories in the world.  "We were starting to get reports of hijacking
of ephedrine, armed robbery of ephedrine, things that had never happened before," Haislip tells me.  "You could see we were on the verge of
something if we didn't get a handle on it."

All that was left was to convince the Reagan administration.  One day in late 1986, Haislip went to meet with top officials in the Indian
Treaty Room, a vast, imposing space in the Eisenhower Executive Office Building:  arches, tiled floors, the kind of room designed to house
history being made.  Haislip noticed several men in suits sitting quietly in the back of the room.  They were lobbyists from the pharmaceutical
industry, but Haislip didn't pay them much attention.  "I wasn't concerned with them," he recalls.

When Haislip launched into his presentation, an official from the Commerce Department cut him off.  "Look, you're way ahead of us," the
official said.  "We don't have anything to suggest or add.”  Haislip left the meeting thinking he had won:  The bill he proposed was submitted to
Congress, requiring companies to keep records on the import and sale of ephedrine and pseudoephedrine.

But what Haislip didn't know was that the men in suits had already gone to work to rig the bill in their favor.  "Quite frankly," Allan
Rexinger, one of the lobbyists present at the meeting later told reporters, "we appealed to a higher authority.”  The pharmaceutical industry
needed pseudoephedrine to make profitable cold medications.  The result, to Haislip's dismay, was a new law that monitored sales of ephedrine
and pseudoephedrine in bulk powder but created an exemption for selling the chemicals in tablet form — a loophole that protected the pharma-
ceutical industry's profits.

The law, drug agents say, sparked two changes in the market for illegal meth.  First, the supply of ephedrine simply moved overseas:  The
Mexican cartels, quick to recognize an emerging market, evaded the restrictions by importing powder from China, India and Europe and then
smuggling it across the border to the biker groups that had traditionally distributed the drug.  "We actually had meetings where we planned for
a turf war between the Mexicans and the Hells Angels over methamphetamine," says retired DEA agent Mike Heald, who headed the San
Francisco meth task force, "but it turned out they realized they'd make more money by working together.”  Second, responding to a dramatic
uptick in demand from the illegal market, chemical-supply companies began moving huge amounts of ephedrine and pseudoephedrine out to
the West Coast in the form of pills, which were then converted into meth.  Rather than stemming the tide of meth before it started, the Reagan
administration had unwittingly [sic] helped accelerate a new epidemic:  Between 1992 and 1994, the number of meth addicts entering rehab
facilities doubled, and the drug's purity on the street rose by twenty-seven percent.

Haislip resolved to have another go at Congress, but the issue ended up in a dispiriting cycle.  The resistance, he says bitterly, "was always
coming from the same lobbying group.”  In 1993, when he persuaded lawmakers to regulate the sale of ephedrine in tablet form, the pharma-
ceutical industry won an exception for pseudoephedrine.  Drug agents began to intercept shipments of pseudoephedrine pills in barrels.  Three
years later, when lawmakers finally regulated tablets of pseudoephedrine, they created an exception for pills sold in blister packs.  "Congress
thought there was no way that meth freaks would buy this stuff and pop the pills out of blister packs, one by one," says Heald.  "But we're not
dealing with normal people — we're dealing with meth freaks.  They'll stay up all night picking their toes."

By the time Haislip retired, in 1997, the methamphetamine problem was really two problems.  There were the mom-and-pop cooks, who
were punching pills out of blister packs and making small batches of drugs for themselves.  Then there were the industrial-scale Mexican
cartels, which were responsible for eighty percent of the meth in the United States.  It took until 2005 for Congress to finally regulate over-the-
counter blister packs, which caused the number of labs to plummet.  But once again, the Mexican groups were a step ahead of the law.  In
October 2006, police in Guadalajara arrested an American chemist named Frederick Wells, who had moved to Mexico after losing his job at
Idaho State University.  An academic troublemaker who drove around campus with signs on the back of his pickup truck raging at the college
administration, Wells had allegedly used his university lab to investigate new ways that Mexican traffickers could use completely legal
reagents to engineer meth precursors from scratch.  "Very complicated numerical modeling," says his academic colleague Jeff Rosentreter.  By
the time Wells was arrested, the State Department had only just succeeded at pressuring Mexico to restrict the flow of pseudoephedrine, even
though Wells had apparently been hard at work for years creating alternatives to that chemical.  The lobbying by the pharmaceutical industry,
Haislip says, "cost us eight or nine years."

For some in the drug war, it was a lesson that even the most promising efforts to restrict the supply of drugs at the source — those that rely
on legal methods to regulate legally produced drugs — remained nearly impossible, outflanked by both drug traffickers and industry lobbyists.
The tragedy of the fight against methamphetamine is that it repeated the ways in which the government tried to fight the cocaine problem, and
failed — racing from source to source, trying to eliminate a coca field or an ephedrine manufacturer and then racing to the next one. "We used
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to call it the Pillsbury Doughboy — stick your finger in one part of the problem, and the Doughboy's stomach just pops out somewhere else,"
says Rand Beers.  "The lesson of U.S. drug policy is that this world runs on unintended consequences.  No matter how noble your intentions,
there's a good chance that in solving one problem, you'll screw something else up."

6.  THE GENERAL & THE ADMAN
Within the Clinton White House, the reform effort spearheaded by Lee Brown had created a political dilemma.  Republicans, having taken

control of Congress in 1994, were attacking the administration for being soft on drugs, and the White House decided that it was time to look
tougher.  "A lot of people didn't think Brown was a strong leader," Panetta tells me.  As senior figures within the administration cast about for a
replacement, they started by thinking about who would be the opposite of Brown.  "We wanted to get someone who was much stronger, much
tougher, and could come across that way symbolically," Panetta says.

During the planning for a possible invasion of Haiti, Panetta and others had discovered a rising star at the Pentagon, a charismatic, bullying
four-star general named Barry McCaffrey, who had annoyed many in the Pentagon's establishment.  In 1996, halfway into his State of the
Union address, Clinton looked up at McCaffrey, a lean, stern-seeming military man in the balcony, and informed the nation that the general
would be his next drug czar.  "To succeed, he needs a force far larger than he has ever commanded before," Clinton said.  "He needs all of us.
Every one of us has a role to play on this team.”  McCaffrey, the bars on his epaulets shimmering, saluted.  It was one of the president's biggest
applause lines of the night.

For the drug warriors in McCaffrey's office, "the General" was everything the languid, considered, academic Lee Brown had not been.  "It
was clear from the outset that here was a guy who would take advantage of the bully pulpit and who, unlike Brown, would probably be able to
get things done," says Bergman, Brown's former liaison.  "One thing that surprised us all was how thoughtful he was — he wasn't a knee-jerk,
law-enforcement guy.  He understood there needed to be money for treatment.  He prided himself on being very sensitive to the racial issues,
and he was sensitive to the impact of sentencing laws on African-American men.”  McCaffrey imported his own staff from the Southern
Command — mostly men, all military.  They lent the White House's drug operation — previously a slow place — the kinetic energy of a
forward operating base.  "We went to a twenty-four-hour clock, so we'd schedule meetings for 1500," one longtime staffer recalls.  "His people
sat down with senior staff and told us what size paper the General wanted his memos on, this kind of report would have green tabs, this would
have blue tabs."

The General's genius was for publicity.  "He was great at getting visibility," Carnevale says.  McCaffrey held grandstanding events every-
where from Mexico to Maine, telling reporters that the decades-long narrative of impending doom around the drug war was out of date — and
that if Congress would really dedicate itself to the mission, the country had a winnable fight on its hands.  Drug-use numbers were edging
downward; even cocaine seemed to be declining in popularity.  "We are in an optimistic situation," McCaffrey declared.

For the first time ever, McCaffrey had the drug czar's office develop a strategy for an endgame to the drug war, a plan for finishing the
whole thing.  The federal government needed to reduce the amount of money it was spending on law enforcement and interdiction.  But
McCaffrey believed this was only possible once it could guarantee that drug use would continue to decline.  "The data suggested very strongly
that those who never tried any drugs before they were eighteen were very likely to remain abstinent for their whole lives, but that those who
even smoked marijuana when they were teenagers had much worse outcomes," says McCaffrey's deputy Don Vereen.  So the General decided
to focus the government's attention on keeping kids from trying pot.

The "gateway theory," as it became known, had a natural appeal.  Because most people who used hard drugs had also smoked marijuana,
and because kids often tried marijuana several years before they started trying harder drugs, it seemed that keeping them off pot might prevent
them from ever getting to cocaine and heroin.  The only trouble is, the theory is wrong.  When McCaffrey's office commissioned the Institute
of Medicine to study the idea, researchers concluded that marijuana "does not appear to be a gateway drug.”  RAND, after examining a decade
of data, also found that the gateway theory is "not the best explanation" of the link between marijuana use and hard drugs. But McCaffrey
continued to devote more and more of the government's resources to going after kids.  "We have already clearly committed ourselves," he
declared, "to a number-one focus on youth."

"That decision," Bergman says, "was where you could see McCaffrey begin to lose credibility."
In 1996, less than a year into his term, the new drug czar met Jim Burke, a smooth-talking, silver-haired executive who chaired the Partner-

ship for a Drug-Free America — the advertising organization best known for the slogan "This is your brain on drugs.”  "Burke personally was
very hard to resist," one of his former colleagues tells me.  "I've seen him sell many conservative members of Congress and also liberals like
Mario Cuomo."

Burke told McCaffrey a simple story.  In the late 1980s, he said, the major television networks had voluntarily given airtime to the Partner-
ship to run anti-drug ads aimed at teenagers.  The number of teenagers who used drugs — especially marijuana — declined during that period.
But in the early 1990s, Burke said, the rise of cable TV cut into the profits of the networks, which became stingier with the time they dedicated
to anti-drug advertising.  The result, the adman told the General, was that the number of teenagers who used drugs was climbing sharply — to
the outrage of Dennis Hastert and other conservative members of Congress.  As a clincher, Burke handed McCaffrey a graph that showed the
declining amount of airtime dedicated to anti-drug advertising on one axis and the declining perception among teenagers of the risks associated
with drugs on the other.  "I'm ninety-nine percent sure," one staffer at the Partnership tells me, "that it was that conversation that sold McCaf-
frey."

The General mobilized his office, lobbying Congress to allocate enough money to put anti-drug advertising on the air whenever teenagers
watched television.  His staff was skeptical.  For all of McCaffrey's conviction and charisma, he didn't have much in the way of facts.  "That
was all we had — no data, just this one chart — and we had to go and sell Congress," Carnevale recalls.  But Congress proved to be a pusho-
ver.  Conservatives, who held a majority, were thrilled that soft-on-pot liberals in the Clinton administration finally wanted to do something
about the drug problem.  "At some point, you have to draw a line and say that some things are right and some things are wrong," says Sen.
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Grassley, explaining his support of the measure.  "And using any drugs is just flat-out wrong.”  To the Partnership's delight, Congress allocated
$1 billion to buy network time for anti-drug spots aimed at teenagers.

The General was also starting to make friends beyond the Clinton administration.  The drug czar had found a natural ally in Hastert, who
had become the GOP's de facto leader on drug policy.  The former wrestling coach struck few as charismatic — his joyless and drudging style,
his form like settled gelatin — but his experiences in high schools had left him with the feeling that the drug issue, in the words of his longtime
aide Bobby Charles, "had become extremely poignant.”  Hastert wasn't quite Lee Brown; he believed that the prime focus of the drug war
should be to increase funding for military operations in Colombia.  But he and his staff had grown frustrated with the exclusively punitive
character of drug policy and wanted the Republicans to take a more compassionate stance.  His staff had studied the RAND reports and largely
agreed with their conclusions.  "We felt if you didn't get at the nub of the problem, which was prevention and treatment, you weren't going to
do any good," says John Bridgeland, a congressional aide who helped coordinate Republican drug policy.  Hastert eventually won $450 million
to be used, in part, to expand a faith-based program discovered by Bridgeland:  Developed by a former evangelical minister, it brought together
preachers, parents and drug counselors to fight the problem of "apathy" through "parent training" and "messages from the pulpit."

But with McCaffrey's emphasis on kids came another, almost fanatical focus:  Going after citizens who used pot for medical purposes.  If
he was fighting marijuana, the General was going to fight it everywhere, in all its forms.  He threatened to have doctors who prescribed pot
brought up on federal charges, and dismissed the science behind medical marijuana as a "Cheech and Chong show.”  In 1997, voters in Oregon
introduced an initiative to legalize medical marijuana in the state.  "I'll never forget the senior-staff meeting the morning after the Oregon initi-
ative was announced," Bergman says.  "McCaffrey was furious.  It was like this personal affront to him.  He couldn't believe they'd gotten
away with it.  He wanted to have this research done on the groups behind it and completely trash them in the press.”  As the General traveled to
the initiative states, stumping against medical marijuana, his aides sneered that the initiatives were "all being mostly bankrolled by one man,
George Soros," the billionaire investor who favored decriminalizing drugs.

Even for those who shared McCaffrey's philosophy, the theatrics seemed strange:  There he was, on evening newscasts, effectively insisting
that grandmothers dying of cancer were corrupting America's youth.  His office pushed arguments that, at best, stretched the available research:
Marijuana is a gateway drug that leads inexorably to the abuse of harder drugs; marijuana is thirty times more potent now than it was a genera-
tion ago.  "It didn't track with the conclusions our researchers came to," says Bergman.  "It felt like he was trying to manipulate the data."

McCaffrey had taken the drug war in a new direction, one that had little obvious connection with preventing drug abuse.  For the first time,
the full force of the federal government was being brought to bear on patients dying from terminal diseases.  Even the General's allies in
Congress were appalled.  "I can't tell you how many times I went to the Hill with him and sat in on closed-doors meetings," Bergman recalls.
"Members said to him, 'What in the world are you doing?  We have real drug problems in the country with meth and cocaine.  What the hell are
you doing with medical marijuana?  We get no calls from our constituents about that.  Nobody cares about that.'  McCaffrey was just mystified
by their response, because he truly believed marijuana was a gateway drug.  He truly believed in what he was doing."

7.  THE HARVARD MAN
For the cops on the front lines of the War on Drugs, the federal government's fixation with marijuana was deeply perplexing.  As they saw

it, the problem wasn't pot but the drug-related violence that accompanied cocaine and other hard drugs.  After the crack epidemic in the late
1980s, police commissioners around the country, like Lee Brown in Houston, began adding more officers and developing computer mapping to
target neighborhoods where crime was on the rise.  The crime rate dropped.  But by the mid-1990s, police in some cities were beginning to
realize there was a certain level that they couldn't get crime below.  Mass jailings weren't doing the trick:  Only fifteen percent of those
convicted of federal drug crimes were actual traffickers; the rest were nothing but street-level dealers and mules, who could always be replaced.

Police in Boston, concerned about violence between youth drug gangs, turned for assistance to a group of academics.  Among them was a
Harvard criminologist named David Kennedy.  Working together, the academics and members of the department's anti-gang unit came up with
what Kennedy calls a "quirky" strategy and convinced senior police commanders to give it a try.  The result, which began in 1995, was the
Boston Gun Project, a collaborative effort among ministers and community leaders and the police to try to break the link between the drug
trade and violent crime.  First, the project tracked a particular drug-dealing gang, mapping out its membership and operations in detail.  Then,
in an effort called Operation Ceasefire, the dealers were called into a meeting with preachers and parents and social-service providers, and
offered a deal:  Stop the violence, or the police will crack down with a vengeance.  "We know the seventeen guys you run with," the gangban-
gers were told.  "If anyone in your group shoots somebody, we'll arrest every last one of you.”  The project also extended drug treatment and
other assistance to anyone who wanted it.

The effort worked:  The rates of homicide and violence among young men in Boston dropped by two-thirds.  Drug dealing didn't stop —
"people continued what they were doing," Kennedy concedes, "but they put their guns down."

As Kennedy reflected on the success of the Boston project, which ran for five years, he wondered if he had discovered a deeper truth about
drug-related violence.  If the murders weren't a necessary component of the drug trade — if it was possible to separate the two — perhaps cities
could find a way to reduce the violence, even if they could do nothing about the drugs.

In 2001, Kennedy got a call from the mayor of San Francisco that gave him a chance to examine his theories in a new setting.  The city had
experienced a recent spike in its murder rate, much of it caused by an ongoing feud between two drug-dealing gangs — Big Block and West
Mob — that had resulted in dozens of murders over the years.  Could Kennedy, the mayor asked, help police figure out how to stop the kill-
ings?

Kennedy flew out to San Francisco and met with police.  But as he researched the history of the violence, it seemed to confirm his findings
in Boston.  Though both Big Block and West Mob were involved in dealing drugs, the shootings were not really drug-related — the two groups
occupied different territories and were not battling over turf.  "The feud had started over who would perform next at a neighborhood rap event,"
says Kennedy, now a professor at John Jay College of Criminal Justice.  "They had been killing each other ever since."
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Such evidence suggested that drug enforcement needed to focus more narrowly on those responsible for the violence.  "Seventy percent of
the violence in these hot neighborhoods comes back to drugs," Kennedy says.  "But one of the profound myths is that these homicides are about
the drug trade.  The violence is driven by these crews — but they're not killing each other over business.”  The real spark igniting the murders,
he realized, was peer pressure, a kind of primordial male goad that drove young gang members to kill each other even in instances when they
weren't sure they wanted to.

Given that police departments had already locked up every drug dealer in sight and were still having problems with violence, Kennedy
thought a new approach was worth a try.  "There's a difference between saying, 'I'm watching this, and you should stop,' and putting someone
in federal lockup," he says.  "The violence is not about the drug business — but that's a very hard thing for people to understand."

But in the early days of the Bush administration, police departments were in no hurry to experiment with an approach that focused on drug-
related murders and mostly ignored users who weren't committing violence.  Kennedy's efforts proved to be yet another missed opportunity in
the War on Drugs — an experience that made clear how difficult it is for science to influence the nation's drug policy.

"If ten years ago the medical community had figured out a way to reduce the deaths from breast cancer by two-thirds, every cancer clinic in
the country would have been using those techniques a year later," Kennedy says.  "But when it comes to drugs and violence, there's been noth-
ing like that."

8.  HELICOPTERS AND COCA
Instead of pursuing the Boston Gun Project and other innovative approaches to fighting drug violence, the federal government decided to

escalate its military response in Colombia.  For the past decade and a half, cooperation from officials in Bogotá had been halfhearted, sporadic
and deeply corrupt.  But by 1999, the country, it seemed, was on the verge of collapsing into civil war.  The drug money that had flowed into
Colombia had found its way into the hands of the rebel militia — the FARC — which had been laying siege to the Colombian government.
The Clinton foreign-policy team, having spent the previous few years dealing with the consequences of failed states in Somalia and the
Balkans, was deeply concerned about the possibility of a failed narcostate in America's own back yard.

One afternoon in June 1999, a dozen senior Clinton officials filed into the National Security Council's situation room, summoned by Sandy
Berger, the president's national security adviser.  Even though Bogotá had ceded control of vast swaths of the country to the left-wing rebels,
they were told, recent peace talks had collapsed.  "The FARC had basically always been jungle campesinos — they were a pretty austere
bunch," says Brian Sheridan, who was in charge of the Pentagon's counternarcotics effort at the time and attended the meeting.  "All of a
sudden, they were leveling these attacks that had gotten more and more audacious.”  When FARC rebels had emerged from the jungle for a
round of peace talks the previous fall, they had brandished brand-new AK-47s and Dragunovs, as if on military parade.  One U.S. official
observed at the time that the weaponry was "far beyond" what the Colombian army had — in a pitched battle, the Clinton administration
worried, the Colombian government could plausibly collapse.

The White House advisers weren't the only officials in Washington concerned about Colombia.  Earlier that day, two men who attended the
briefing — Rand Beers of the State Department and Charlie Wilhelm of the Defense Department — had gotten a call from the Republican
caucus on the Hill.  Dennis Hastert, who had been elevated to Speaker of the House six months earlier, wanted to see them right away.  "It was
kind of unusual," Beers recalls — but when Hastert called, you came.

When Beers and Wilhelm arrived, Rep. Porter Goss, then the chairman of the House Intelligence Committee, handed them a piece of paper.
It was a copy of a supplemental spending authorization that the Republicans planned to offer immediately.  Crafted by Bobby Charles, Hastert's
longtime aide, the bill would have more than doubled military aid to Colombia to take on the rebels and narcotraffickers — to a staggering $1.2
billion a year.  But it was the politics of the situation that worried Beers as much as the money.  "It occurred to me that if the administration
was going to do anything on Colombia, it better do it soon," he says now, "or the Republicans would once again outflank what they perceived
as the I-never-inhaled Clinton administration.”  Beers told the Republicans he would take a look, and then hurried to Berger's meeting.

Throughout much of the Clinton administration, the hope had been that the United States would be able to reduce its military aid to the
Andes as the cocaine epidemic waned.  Now, as Berger's group heard from intelligence agents, that hope seemed to be fading.  Narcotraffickers
were paying off the FARC so they could grow coca in the jungles of Colombia.  The FARC were then turning around and using the money to
buy weapons to stage attacks on the Colombian government.

Berger decided to act.  Rather than oppose the Republican plan, he agreed to negotiate on an assistance package to bail out the Colombian
government.  The result was Plan Colombia — nearly $1.6 billion to escalate the War on Drugs in the Andes.  The new program would arm the
military and police in their fight against the FARC, launch an ambitious effort to spray herbicide on coca crops from the air and provide
economic assistance to poor farmers in rural villages.  The initial aid, officials decided, would be heavily concentrated in Putumayo, a rebel-run
province in the jungle.

No one is sure what convinced President Clinton to approve such an ambitious escalation in the War on Drugs.  But some observers at the
time speculated that the critical factor was a conversation with Sen. Christopher Dodd, the Connecticut Democrat, whose state is home to the
helicopter manufacturer Sikorsky Aircraft.  In early 2000, Clinton unveiled Plan Colombia — and Sikorksy promptly received an order for
eighteen of its Blackhawk helicopters at a cost of $15 million each.  "Much has been made of the notion that this was Dodd looking to sell
Blackhawks to Colombia," Beers tells me.  He pauses before adding, "I am not in a position to tell you it didn't happen."

Plan Colombia would be the Clinton administration's primary and most costly contribution to the War on Drugs, the major counternarcotics
program it bequeathed to the Bush administration.  But as with so many other aspects of American drug policy, the plan had an unintended
consequence:  As it evolved, the emphasis on supplying arms to the Colombian government ended up having less to do with drugs and more to
do with helping Bogotá fight its enemies.  Colombia used the military aid to target the left-wing FARC — even though many believed that
right-wing paramilitaries, who were allies of the government, were more directly involved in narcotrafficking.  "It wasn't really first and fore-
most a counternarcotics program at all," says a senior Pentagon official involved in the creation of Plan Colombia.  "It was mostly a political
stabilization program."
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9.  THE TEMPLE OF HOPE
In July of 1999, Gov. George W. Bush of Texas traveled to Cincinnati to visit Hope Temple, a former crack house that had been turned into

a church.  It was an almost unbearably hot day.  Bush was on a tour through the Midwest during which he was testing out his philosophy of
compassionate conservatism, trying to see if its rhetoric and principles could sustain a winning presidential run.  "The American dream is
vivid," Bush told audiences, "but too many feel, 'This dream is not meant for me.'“  John Bridgeland, the congressional aide who had helped
steer federal funding to Hope Temple, says Bush was "overwhelmed" by his visit to the church that day, and stayed the whole afternoon. That
evening, Bush spoke about the fervent religiosity of the place and the rough joys of the addict's redemptions.  "These," he said, "are the armies
of compassion."

This was a strange moment in the politics of the drug war:  Just as the Clinton administration was toughening its rhetoric, influential
Republicans were going all soft and gentle.  John DiIulio, a political scientist from the University of Pennsylvania who would become a key
Bush adviser, was disgusted by the "perverse consequences" of harsh sentencing laws that had put millions of young Americans in prison,
disbelieved the "sweeping scientific claims" made about the dangers of medical marijuana and wanted to expand "meaningful drug-treatment
opportunities in urban areas.”  DiIulio and his contemporaries were troubled, too, by the racial imbalances of the War on Drugs:  Blacks, who
comprised only fourteen percent of drug users, made up seventy-four percent of those in prison for drug possession.  It was not as if the
Republican Party had suddenly taken up a position on the far left of the drug war.  But it did seem, for a moment during the 2000 campaign, as
if some moderation were possible.

Three months later, when the Bush campaign released its drug policy, even the most experienced drug warriors were impressed.  The plat-
form balanced spending between demand- and supply-side programs, stressed treatment and doubled the number of community anti-drug
coalitions.  When Bush won the White House and DiIulio became the director of the Office of Faith-Based Programs, they raided the team of
compassionate conservatives surrounding Hastert:  Bridgeland became director of the White House Domestic Policy Council, and Charles
became assistant secretary of state for narcotics control.  The new administration, DiIulio believed, would take the lead in "reforming drug-
related sentencing policies that research had shown were having perverse consequences."

"If you look back at that campaign document, it really is pretty impressive," says Carnevale, who ended up heading the drug office's transi-
tion team for the Bush administration.  "Which is kind of remarkable, given what happened next.  They've appointed a drug czar who ran like
hell from a very sensible policy."

It took Bush nearly a year to pick his drug czar, and almost no one felt encouraged by his choice:  John Walters, a laconic Midwesterner
who had served as Bill Bennett's chief of staff during the administration of George H.W. Bush.  "We all knew who Walters was," one longtime
drug warrior tells me, "but he wasn't what you would call an inspiring figure, even to conservatives.”  When Walters submitted his first
National Drug Control Strategy to Bush in February 2002, it became clear that the administration's focus had narrowed:  Walters was devoted
to Plan Colombia and to a prevention campaign that would keep kids from trying drugs for the first time, aimed particularly at marijuana —
even though the number of first-time pot smokers had been flat for half a decade.  Longtime drug warriors like Carnevale were stunned.  "We
were going back to an Eighties-style drug policy," he says — one that emphasized the kind of military and law-and-order programs that had
been proven not to work, while ignoring programs, particularly treatment, that did.

Walters also had a complaint with the ads that the Partnership for a Drug-Free America had created for the drug czar's office under McCaf-
frey.  They were, he said, too soft.  He had a point.  The ads, which ran under the slogan "The Anti-Drug," had been designed by a committee
of academics who apparently believed that kids needed to be shown that not doing drugs could be fun too.  In one characteristic spot, a pen
draws an animated landscape, with a cartoon boy avoiding the advances of cartoon dealers before driving off into the distance with a cartoon
dragon on a cartoon motorcycle.  "My name is Brandon, and drawing is my anti-drug," the narrator says sweetly.  The commercials made
abstinence seem so lame they could have been designed by the cartels.  "A lot of the ads that were produced were really boring," admits Philip
Palmgreen, a University of Kentucky communications professor who served on the ad committee.  Walters not only wanted harder-hitting
messages — he also wanted the focus "to narrow around marijuana," according to one staffer at the Partnership who asked not to be identified.
"Very candidly, the Partnership pushed back against that because the problems associated with marijuana are not very dire.” But Walters disa-
greed, the staffer adds, "and we lost."

Walters refused to be interviewed for this story, but his office did make available one of his top advisers, David Murray.  I asked him why
his boss had narrowed the focus to marijuana, even though studies had disproved the causal link between marijuana and hard drugs.  "If you're
going to have a national office of drug-control policy, you look at the most prevalent drug in the society that's readily available — you don't go
after meth first thing," he says.  "You think about it like an epidemiologist, and you go for the vector that's most likely to spread, and that's teen
marijuana users."

The new ads took a counterintuitive approach.  "We wanted to make sure we were getting through to the thrill-seekers — those teenagers
who are much more likely to use drugs — and convince them that it was more exciting not to do drugs," says Palmgreen.  In a heralded spot
called "Pete's Couch," the teenage narrator says, "I smoked weed and nobody died.  I didn't get into a car accident.  I didn't OD on heroin the
next day.  Nothing happened.  We sat on Pete's couch for eleven hours.”  Then the camera shifts to show other teenagers, presumably those
who haven't smoked weed, doing fun things — biking, playing basketball, flirting with girls.  "You have a better shot at dying out in the real
world," the narrator says, "but I'll take my chances out there.”  The advertising community was impressed with the spot:  "Finally, an admission
that smoking pot isn't calamitous," cheered Slate's advertising columnist, Seth Stevenson. Said Palmgreen:  "Really good spots.  The focus
groups of thrill-seekers gave them great grades."

But the reality is that such ads — no matter how persuasive — do little if anything to prevent teens from trying pot.  In 2005, a government-
commissioned study designed to evaluate the prevention campaign over five years delivered its conclusions:  Kids who had been exposed to the
campaign ended up with rates of drug use that were roughly the same as those of the control group, who had not seen the ads. Murray loudly
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challenged the study's methodology, but when Congress asked federal analysts at the Government Accountability Office to assess the findings,
the GAO upheld the report.  The anti-drug campaign had not worked at all.

There was another problem with the Walters approach:  Just as the federal government asserted the dangers of smoking pot, the states —
first California, then three others — were permitting doctors to legally prescribe marijuana to relieve the chronic pain that came with cancer,
polio and other debilitating long-term diseases.  Attorney General John Ashcroft dispatched federal agents to begin raiding the suppliers and
purchasers of medical marijuana in California — people who were operating completely within state law.  The raids were even more surreal in
their theatrics than the ones that had been launched by McCaffrey:  In one particularly ludicrous incident, a forty-four-year-old post-polio
sufferer named Suzanne Pfeil, who smoked prescription marijuana to relieve her pain, was hauled off to jail by DEA agents who pointed auto-
matic rifles at her head and handcuffed her to her wheelchair.  The rhetoric reached the level of crusade:  Walters called citizens who plant and
tend marijuana gardens "terrorists who wouldn't hesitate to help other terrorists get into the country with the aim of causing mass casualties."

What was striking to many veteran drug warriors was how fully the drug czar's office had bet on the youth marijuana initiative.  For all
Ashcroft's bluff talk about wanting to "escalate the War on Drugs," only a very small portion of it was being escalated.  Funding for drug
courts, which channel nonviolent drug offenders through treatment programs rather than prison, was zeroed out, and funding for local police
was gutted.  Carnevale, who quit his job after overseeing the transition in 2000, began to feel he was in a time warp.  "This White House is
walking away from prevention funding and treatment," he says now.  "They haven't supported the community anti-drug coalitions, which actu-
ally work pretty well, and domestic law enforcement is flat or declining.  To have a successful drug policy, you need all these elements, and
what this administration has done is go crazy on exactly the element that doesn't work."

By the summer of 2005, the drug czar's failures were beginning to spill out into the open.  For four years, while he focused obsessively on
pot, Walters had done virtually nothing about meth, which was rapidly devastating the red states that had elected his boss. Walters struck a
strangely discordant note on the growing epidemic, insisting that even as methamphetamine spread from the West Coast to the East, it
remained a regional problem, not a national one, and therefore did not place high on his list of priorities. That September, the House's meth
caucus asked Walters to come in for a meeting, to see if they could restore some element of dialogue and begin to rebalance the budget.  The
drug czar, once again downplaying the issue, sent Murray in his place.  The congressmen, who had excluded the press to prevent grandstand-
ing, went through the budget in detail and told the drug deputy what they wanted restored to fight meth.  But, according to one staffer, Murray
just sat there:  "He didn't even bother to ask a question."

Incensed, Rep. Mark Souder, a Republican who chairs the House Subcommittee on Drug Policy, walked out of the room and held an angry
press conference.  Murray's testimony, he said, had been "pathetic" and "an embarrassment," and Walters was not doing his job:  "If he does not
lead, we need a change of the drug czar."  Sen. Grassley, the Iowa Republican, echoed Souder a few days later.  "What I've never understood,"
he said, "is why they took marijuana so much more seriously than methamphetamine, when methamphetamine is a much more serious drug."
By virtually every objective measure, the White House had lost the War on Drugs.  Last year, Walters boasted that drug use among teenagers
has fallen since 2002 — ignoring the fact that overall drug use remains unchanged.  The deeper problem is that the drug czar has stopped
measuring anything other than drug use.  During the 1990s, at the direction of Gen. McCaffrey, Carnevale had created a comprehensive system
to measure whether we were winning the drug war.  The system took into account drug price and availability in the United States, how difficult
it was for drug smugglers to get their product into the country and the consequences of drug use on public health and crime. But Walters
simply tossed out that system of evaluation — as well as the unflattering facts it highlighted.  "Had we kept it," Carnevale tells me, "we would
see that the Bush administration has not made a positive impact on any of the measures."

Most unexpectedly of all, crime — a problem that seemed to have been licked a decade ago — is beginning to creep back up.  In October
2006, the Police Executive Research Forum released a report declaring that violent crime in the country was "accelerating at an alarming pace.”
Murders were up twenty-seven percent in Boston over the previous year, sixty percent in San Antonio and more than 300 percent in Orlando.
Even in the cloistered world of policing, complaints began to build about the numbers and about the cuts in federal funding. "The reality is a
lot of police officers are politically conservative folks," says Ron Brooks, the president of the National Narcotics Officers' Association.  "But
there's been a lack of leadership in this administration on this issue."

10.  THE RETURN OF DON BERNA
While the drug czar was cracking down on medical marijuana, the Bush administration was also overseeing a dramatic escalation in its

overseas front of the War on Drugs.  From the start, the White House had trumpeted Plan Colombia as an essential weapon in its anti-drug
arsenal, eliminating inconvenient rules that had gotten in the way of a full military commitment to the project.  For "those in the drug business,"
Walters declared in January 2002, "now is the time to get out.”  But despite the billions the administration spent on the program, and the new
impunity given to the Colombian military, nobody really knew whether it was working.  In July 2006, Adam Isacson decided to see for himself.

Isacson, a scholar who runs the Colombia program at the Center for International Policy, flew down to the Andes to construct his own
assessment of Plan Colombia.  He decided to make two stops — in Medellín, to determine how much the country's security situation had
improved, and in Putumayo, to determine the success of the plan to eradicate the drug traffic.  Regular assessments compiled by the White
House drug office suggested that the crop-eradication program had reduced the acreage under coca cultivation in Colombia, but Isacson was
skeptical:  The price of cocaine on the American street had not risen, and separate estimates by the United Nations undercut the Bush admin-
istration's findings.

The modern Medellín he found looked more like Miami than a front in the drug war.  The government and its paramilitary allies had
secured the city, and U.S. officials went out of their way to praise the cooperation they were getting from Colombian police and military units
— which had been cleansed, they said, of corruption.  When Isacson pressed people about why the violence had decreased so dramatically, he
was told repeatedly that "the paramilitaries won" — that government-supported forces had simply driven off the left-wing guerrillas and ended
civil war in the city.
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The paradox for Americans was that paramilitary commanders, such as Don Berna, had also taken control of the cocaine trade and retained
enough political clout, according to a study by a Colombian think tank, to alter the composition of the Colombian Senate.  When Don Berna
was arrested two years ago, the entire bus transportation system of Medellín shut down for a day.  "The command came down from the prison
phone," says Aldo Civico, a professor of international relations at Columbia University who has done extensive research on drug smugglers
and the paramilitaries.  Don Berna is now in a jail cell south of Medellín, from which he continues to control his trafficking organization.  "It is
a signal to everyone that Don Berna is the one who is in power in Medellín," Civico says.

In Putumayo, Isacson found tent cities buried in the thick jungle, migrants living underneath sheets of plastic.  Though tens of millions of
American dollars had been spent on trying to improve the local economy, the main road that farmers were supposed to use to ferry their legiti-
mate products to market was still unpaved, and a factory American money had built in 2003 was already shut down.  Putumayo had been the
first target of Plan Colombia's spray-eradication efforts and the site of its initial success:  Coca cultivation had been cut by ninety-three percent
from 2000 to 2004.  But the place Isacson saw only two years later was "depressed.”  With no real financial incentive to switch to legitimate
crops, farmers in the region had once again begun planting coca:  Cultivation doubled in 2005.  "We didn't see anything to suggest the
improvement was sustainable," Isacson tells me.

The problem was that coca had simply moved next door, to the rural province of Nariño, along the country's Pacific Coast.  Traffickers
were planting strains of coca that could grow from seed to harvest in just six months.  "The spray planes eradicated Putumayo," Isacson says,
"and then all of a sudden coca cultivation starts in Nariño, and you see the same pattern — coca money means all these nightclubs and stores go
up in these nothing towns, the police start reporting a sharp increase in murders, and eventually the provincial government is overwhelmed.”
The traffickers hopscotched across the country — Putumayo to Nariño, Nariño to Antioquia — always one step ahead of the drug agents and
soldiers.

"As a drug-control policy," Isacson says, "it's hard to come to any conclusion other than that Plan Colombia has failed.”  In June of this
year, the CIA released an assessment that confirmed Isacson's conclusion. Admitting that it had previously been undercounting the coca crop,
the agency issued revised numbers showing that six years of Plan Colombia, at nearly $1 billion a year, had not cut coca cultivation at all.  The
effort to stop cocaine at its source had not made a dent.

"We've been working in Colombia for thirty years, and we don't have a hell of a lot to show for it," says Myles Frechette, the American
ambassador to Colombia during the Clinton administration.  "This is like a cancer.  Every year the lesion, if you took a snapshot, would be
bigger."

11.  THE WATER BALLOON
At night, the population of El Paso, Texas, is 700,000, and that of Ciudad Juárez, just across the border, is 1.4 million.  During the day,

those numbers shift, as Mexicans stream across the cobblestone bridge over the Rio Grande for legal work in the United States.  Every twelve
hours, the two cities pass 100,000 people back and forth, squeezing them from end to end like the contents of a water balloon.  "Among them,"
says Tony Payan, the political scientist at the University of Texas-El Paso and an expert in the dynamics of the local drug trade, "you see the
spotters, the lingerers, mostly young men who are just standing there, watching out for when the coast is clear or when an American border
agent who's been paid off by the cartel comes on duty.  Then they tell the people that need to know, so they can make their drug runs across the
border into Texas.”  With the failure of Plan Colombia, a handful of bridges along the Mexican border have become the main front in the War
on Drugs.

Cocaine trafficking in Mexico has its own prehistory.  For generations, family networks of smugglers had moved marijuana and cheap,
black-tar heroin across the border — veteran DEA agents were accustomed to arresting the grandsons of men they had arrested years earlier —
and the whole drug traffic in Mexico was small enough, by the mid-1980s, that it was effectively controlled by one man, Miguel Angel Felix
Gallardo, who ran a violent trafficking organization out of Tijuana.  As Colombian groups, chased from the Caribbean by American interdic-
tion efforts, began to look to the southwest border in the early 1990s, Felix Gallardo discovered he could no longer control the traffic himself
from prison.  "He had a meeting with his lieutenants and divided the Mexican border crossings up among them, creating the modern cartels,"
Payan says.  "His nephews kept Tijuana, and one group got the Sinaloa-Arizona crossing, another got Laredo-Nuevo Laredo, and Amado
Carrillo Fuentes got El Paso-Juárez."

Mexican officials along the border, whose PRI party had kept a lock on national power for seventy years, allowed traffickers to move their
product in exchange for reduced violence.  "In order to coexist, the government looked the other way as long as the cartels didn't wreak havoc
in the country," says Armand Peschard-Sverdrup, director of the Mexico Project at the Center for Strategic and International Studies.  "It
became somewhat of a safety valve in terms of dealing with organized crime, as a way of mitigating the political instability.”  Though the U.S.
government pushed Mexican officials to crack down on corruption, its pleas and threats went largely unheeded.  By 1997, Carrillo Fuentes —
the Lord of the Skies — was moving tons of cocaine across the border every year and had amassed a fortune worth $25 billion.  But that same
year, Carrillo Fuentes died on an operating table in Mexico City, where he had been undergoing plastic surgery to change his appearance and
avoid detection:  In the ghoulish post-mortem photographs, his face is speckled like a snake's skin, two shades of brown and one of pink.
Juárez fell into a testy, three-way competition for control of the drug trade, and the murders took on a symbolic vocabulary of their own:
Tortured victims piled in oil barrels filled with concrete and buried alive, members of opposing cartels murdered and left to rot in car trunks in
their own neighborhoods, snitches killed and left on the side of the road.  The violence between cartels is so pervasive, Payan says, "if you
move into a home in Juárez, you will never know whether there's a body underneath the floor in your dining room."

At the beginning of the Bush administration, it looked like Mexico might actually begin to bust corrupt cops who did business with drug
smugglers.  In 2000, when Vicente Fox, the reforming, conservative rancher and friend of George W. Bush, took power, he began prosecuting
dirty police officers, throwing tens of thousands of them off the force.  "There were unintended consequences," says Peter Andreas, a Brown
University professor who has studied drug trafficking along the border.  "Many of the corrupt cops went to work in the drug trade" — a shift in
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power that had the effect of professionalizing the violence.  In addition, an estimated 90,000 Mexican soldiers deserted during the Fox admin-
istration, many of them signing up with the cartels.

In Juárez, the effect was devastating.  Free to operate as they pleased, the cartels began to split, with capos challenging one another openly
for control of the drug corridors.  Local and state police killed each other over the right to protect the traffic.  A new gang called the Zetas,
made up of Mexican soldiers who had quit their day jobs to take over the drug trade, waged war in Juárez and killed 100 people in the corridor
around Nuevo Laredo in the summer of 2005.  The gaudy theatrics of the murders have only intensified as drug gangs seek to guarantee that
their killings send a message by getting media attention:  Last year, gunslingers wearing military uniforms walked into a popular nightclub in
Uruapan and dumped the severed heads of five rivals on the dance floor, like soccer balls.  Over the past year, drug-related murders in Mexico's
border states have doubled, driven primarily by the booming trade.  "What we're seeing is the Colombianization of Mexico," says Andreas.

For those who have studied American drug policy, the catastrophe along the border looks like a final reckoning for overseas interdiction.
"It's like a balloon effect — we've never succeeded in cutting off the traffic, we've just pushed it around," says Payan.  "We cut off supply in
the Caribbean, and it came here.  We cracked down on the Colombian traffickers, and it just meant the Mexicans traffickers got wealthier, and
the violence came here.”  Like many DEA agents and border experts, Payan was consumed last summer by the story of Zhenli Ye Gon, a
Chinese pharmaceutical executive whose house Mexican police raided, suspecting him of diverting meth components from China for illegal
use.  Inside they found $206 million in cash — final evidence of just how far the meth epidemic has spiraled out of control since pharmaceuti-
cal lobbyists prevented Gene Haislip from forestalling it with a simple federal regulation.  Payan believes, as do many in the DEA, that Ye Gon
is a harbinger of the next frontier in the War on Drugs.

"Even if somehow we could manage to get the drug trade away from the Mexican border, it will come through Asia next," he says.
"Instead of fighting a border war, we'll be fighting it in containers.  But unless we can reduce demand, it's a zero-sum game."

12.  THE PRIVATEERS
Even by conservative estimates, the War on Drugs now costs the United States $50 billion each year and has overcrowded prisons to the

breaking point — all with little discernible impact on the drug trade.  A report by the Government Accountability Office released at the end of
September estimated that ninety percent of the cocaine moving into the United States now arrives through Mexico, up from sixty-six percent in
2000.  Even Walters acknowledges that for all of the efforts the Bush administration has devoted to overseas drug enforcement, the price of
cocaine has dropped while its purity has riSen. More than forty percent of Americans support legalizing marijuana, yet the government contin-
ues to target pot smokers.  In October, the administration announced it was planning a new military offensive, dubbed Plan Mexico, with a
price tag of $1.4 billion.

Things look so bleak that Walters was recently moved to describe a momentary upward blip in drug prices as "historic progress."
There are a handful of battles in the War on Drugs that have actually been won, times when fresh thinking prevailed over politics — but

they are not the kind of victories that the Bush administration is eager to trumpet.  In the summer of 2003, the police department in High Point,
North Carolina, held its annual command-staff retreat in a small conference center themed to look like the log cabins of the pioneers who
settled the region.  One topic dominated the conversation:  An increase in violent crime that was concentrated in three drug-dealing neighbor-
hoods in the city.  "The place we were at was that all the traditional enforcement was making no difference," says the department's deputy
chief, Marty Sumner.  "We agreed we weren't going to be able to eliminate drug use.  We weren't even going to try to go after drug use.  We
wanted to change the marketing of the drug."

Sumner's department called in the Harvard criminologist David Kennedy.  The High Point police had worked with Kennedy before, adopt-
ing the Boston Gun Project's policy of trying to break the link between drugs and crime.  Now the criminologist told them that he had a new
kind of project to propose, one that went beyond the Boston experiment.  Kennedy's pitch was simple:  The trick, he said, wasn't to focus on
eliminating drugs but rather to shut down the most "overt" drug markets, the ones operating so openly that they attracted prostitution and
violent crime.  "Instead of looking at it as a drug problem, we decided to think of it as a drug-market problem," Sumner says.  "What the public
really couldn't stand was the violence associated with public drug markets.” Dealers operating in the open are targets for stickup men and other
would-be robbers, and the public swagger and turf consciousness of street slingers can cradle violent, simmering beefs.

High Point police began in the West End neighborhood, one of the city's three overt drug markets.  A team of officers staked out the site,
videotaping hundreds of hand-to-hand sales and mapping out a complete anthropology of the West End drug market.  They found it was strik-
ingly small:  Sumner had expected as many as fifty dealers working there, but it turned out there were only sixteen.  Before long, the officers
had enough evidence to put away each of the sixteen dealers for good.  But they didn't.  Instead, Sumner and Kennedy called them in for a
meeting.  They showed each of them the portfolio of evidence against them and said that unless they stopped dealing drugs, the whole file
would be handed over to the prosecutors and they'd be in jail for years.  Family members were brought in to urge the dealers to stop, and social-
service providers pledged assistance with food, housing and job training.

"We didn't think it would work," Sumner tells me, "but the drug markets have disappeared."
For five years before the program went into effect, the number of drug-related murders in High Point had stayed steady, around fifteen a

year.  In 2007, in the program's fourth year, it has plummeted to two.  Violent crime in the West End has declined by thirty-five percent.  "The
use of drugs isn't something we could affect," says Kennedy.  "But the violence was.”  His logic has an appealing clarity for overworked police
departments:  There are now more than sixty cities in the United States that use some version of Kennedy's program, edging away from thirty-
five years of punitive measures that have turned the United States into the world's leading jailer to a social-work model that encourages
communities and cops to engage the problem on a more human level.  The real radicals of the War on Drugs are not the legalization advocates,
earnestly preaching from the fringes, but the bureaucrats — the cops and judges and federal agents who are forced into a growing acceptance
that rendering a popular commodity illegal, and punishing those who sell it and use it, has simply overwhelmed the capacity of government.

In 2000, voters in California, whose prisons now hold nearly twice as many inmates as they were designed to incarcerate, passed a referen-
dum called Proposition 36, which has since sent more than 150,000 nonviolent drug offenders to treatment instead of prison.  The program is
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not perfect:  Though the outcomes for those who make it through treatment are surprisingly strong, many convicts simply skip the sessions, and
there are few enforcement mechanisms to compel them to attend.  But the program, according to a study conducted by researchers at UCLA,
still saves taxpayers $2.50 for every dollar put in.  And a pilot program in Honolulu which requires near-constant drug tests of those on proba-
tion and provides incremental punishments for each extra failed test — suggests an effective model for treating hardcore addicts, says Angela
Hawken of UCLA and Pepperdine University.  "It offers the promise that we might really be able to solve this problem."

In recent years, there have been flickers of political progress that suggest America's drug policy is ready for a historic shift.  Democrats in
both the House and Senate have voted to cut proposed funding for Plan Colombia and have pushed for hearings on sentencing reform.  As the
politics of crime and drugs have lost their power to move votes, some conservatives, including Republican senators Jeff Sessions and Sam
Brownback, have begun to question the logic of mandatory-minimum sentences.  "There is a more promising environment for drug-policy
reform than at any time since the Carter administration," says Ethan Nadelmann, executive director of the Drug Policy Alliance and one of the
country's foremost critics of the drug war.

But despite their evident success, the most forward-looking programs remain buried at the fringes of drug policy, featured not in the presi-
dent's budgets but in academic journals and water-cooler talk in cities like High Point.  Experimentation at the community level is more imagi-
native than programs that are federally sanctioned.  "We haven't had the kind of national leadership that blesses this and encourages it," says
Caulkins, the RAND researcher from Carnegie Mellon.  "So this kind of innovation stays below the radar.”  Thirty-five years after Richard
Nixon launched the War on Drugs, the most promising programs continue to be shunted aside by Washington's unswerving emphasis on law
and order.

The drug war, in the end, has been undone in no small part by the sweeping and inflexible nature of its own metaphor.  At the beginning, in
the days of Escobar, the campaign was a war as seen from the situation room, a complicated assault that spanned multiple fronts, but one that
had identifiable enemies and a goal.  Today, the government's anti-drug effort resembles a war as seen from the trenches, an eternal slog, where
victory seems not only unattainable but somehow beside the point.  For the drug agents and veterans who busted Escobar, the last decade and a
half have been a slow, agonizing history of defeat after defeat, the enemy shifting but never retreating.  "You get frustrated," Joe Toft, a former
DEA country attaché in Colombia, tells me.  "We've never had a true effort where the U.S. as a whole says, 'We're never going to crack this
problem without a real demand-reduction program.'  That's something that's just never happened."

Toft, now a private security consultant, thinks back to the heady days after the fall of Escobar, the days when winning the War on Drugs
seemed only a matter of dispatching more American helicopters to the Andes.  "The first couple years, I had this very naive idea that I was
really going to make a huge impact," he says.  "But after a while, you start realizing that without a concerted effort to reduce demand, it's not
going to happen. Over the years, I came to see my job as basically keeping the lid on the garbage can trying to sit on that lid and prevent that
garbage can from overflowing.  If you talk to a hundred agents, that's what almost all of them would say.  We're just being realistic."
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Prison Nation
Introduction

 The number of people locked up has quadrupled since 1980.  There are 2 million people in prisons and jails nationwide.  An addi-
tional 4.7 million people are on probation or parole.  (See Dept of Justice 'Corrections' page for updates and details)

 There are 11.5 million admissions to prison or jail annually.  (FBI).  Every year, more people are arrested than the entire combined
populations of our 13 least populous states.

 America incarcerates five times as many people per capita as Canada and 7 times as many as most European democracies; the U.S.
has the highest incarceration rate in the world, indicating we are not 'soft on crime.' (See World Prison Brief, International Centre for
Prison Studies, Kings College, London)

 America spends approximately 200 billion dollars a year on the criminal justice system, up from 12 billion in 1972.  (Dept of Justice
Current CJ Expenditures).  Please keep in mind these underestimate the full cost of CJ because some costs like prison construction are
counted as capital expenditures under a different budget from CJ.

 The federal and state governments spend more than $60 billion on Corrections.  According to the Public Safety Performance Study
done by the Pew Charitable Trusts, spending will need to increase another $27.5 billion from 2007-2011 to keep up with increasing
populations.  [see brief overview from pewpublicsafety.org or full report (52 page adobe.pdf)]

With 2.2 million people engaged in catching criminals and putting and keeping them behind bars, "corrections" has become one of the larg-
est sectors of the U.S. economy, employing more people than the combined workforces of General Motors, Ford and Wal-Mart, the three
biggest corporate employers in the country.  [America's Prison Habit, by Alan Elsner, Washington Post 24 January 2004; Page A19]

Q:  Is our system so big because we have so much crime?
A:  No.
 America's overall crime rates are similar to comparable nations.  For the crime of assault, 2.2% of Americans are victimized each

year, compared to 2.3% of Canadians and 2.8% of Australians.  For car theft, the U.S. rate is 2.3%, Australia is at 2.7% and England
is at 2.8%.

 America is extraordinary only in its rate of homicide with guns - lethal violence.  American gun homicide rates run twenty times the
rate in comparable nations- causing Americans to live in fear that their counterparts in England and France do not share.

Q:  Why is the system so big if not because of high crime?
A:  Because of our exceedingly harsh treatment of lesser crimes.
 We quadrupled the prison population since 1980, but much of the increase in admissions involved non-violent offenses, especially

drugs.
 The system is so big because America punishes lesser offenses so frequently and so severely.  Other nations reserve prison for serious

or violent offenders.  America sends millions of people to jail every year for minor crimes like trespassing, disorderly conduct, non-
DWI traffic offenses, and simple possession of small amounts of illegal drugs for personal use.

 88% of offenses nationwide are non-violent.  Only 3% of all crime results in an injury.  Homicide arrests constitute just 0.2% of all
arrests in America.  (FBI - UCR, section 2).

 Violent crime does not drive our criminal justice system, the war on drugs does.  Other nations keep their justice systems under
control by handling drug addiction as a social and medical problem, not a criminal justice problem.

 In the federal prison system, one in five prisoners is a "low-level drug law violator," defined as "non-violent offenders with minimal
or no prior criminal history, whose offense did not involve sophisticated criminal activity and who otherwise did not present negative
characteristics which would preclude consideration for sentence modification.”  The full federal tax burden of four average families is
needed to for each such prisoner.  See The Sentencing Project (Issues or Publications; take a look at the Fact Sheets)

Q:  Do prisons reduce crime?
A:  No.
 Prisons are part of a comprehensive crime-fighting regime, but they are only a small component.  Excessive reliance on prisons brings

little additional safety.  Imprisonment occurs long after the crime has been committed and mostly incapacitates an offender from
committing more crimes against people on the outside.  It does not prevent crime and inmates frequently come out of prison worse
than they went in, with few additional skills or pro-social behavior.

 Overall, high rates of incarceration have little or no correlation to rates of crime.  States with high rates of incarceration may or may
not have high rates of crime.  States with low rates of crime may or may not have high rates of incarceration.  Similarly, states that
embark on massive prison construction programs may or may not show declines in crime.

 Most people admitted to prison or jail serve short sentences for minor crimes.  The sentence does little to effect the underlying reasons
for the criminal behavior- so little prevents them from reverting to the same behavior after release.

 A person in prison cannot commit crimes in the street, but somebody else is usually willing to take the incarcerated person's place on
the street (a replacement effect) - especially in the context of drug crimes.  When people are released (usually a few years later), they
are often worse off for the experience of having been in prison, which makes the streets less safe.

 The best that can be said is that the enormous increase in law enforcement caused a marginal decrease in crime.  The worst that can be
said is that the expansion did nothing for crime but caused terrible collateral harm on society by draining money and ruining lives.
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Indeed, states cut money for crime prevention and education to build prisons, a non-sustainable policy akin to mopping the floor
while the tub overflows.

Lynch and Sabol, Prison use and Social Control discusses in more detail research examining how mass incarceration undermines
informal social controls (family and community); it has a discussion of incarceration effects, models of weakened informal social
control processes, and a review of empirical evidence.

Q:  Are there racial disparities in the criminal justice system?
A:  Yes.
 Relative to their populations, there are seven times as many minorities in prison as whites.  (BJS).
 Nationwide, one in three young black men is under the supervision of the criminal justice system.  (Mauer).  In many cities, half the

young black are under the control of the criminal justice system.  In Baltimore the figure is 56%; in D.C.  it is 42%.  (NCIA).  In a
single year in Los Angeles, one third of the young African American men spend time behind bars.  (NCCD).

 By the time they reach the age of 35, nearly eight in ten black men can expect to have been arrested, making arrest one of the unifying
experiences of the entire generation.

 Rates of offending are higher in impoverished minority communities, but not high enough to explain the disparity.  Racial disparities
are better explained by disparate enforcement practices.

 African Americans constitute 12% of the U.S. population, 13% of the drug using population, but an astonishing 74% of the people
sent to prison for drug possession.  (BJS).

 In Baltimore, 11,107 of the 12,965 persons arrested for "drug abuse offenses" in 1991 were African Americans. (NCIA).  In a crack
sweep in Baltimore in the spring of 1996, all of the people arrested were black.  White people found smoking crack were warned and
sent home.

 Rates of offending in middle class minority communities are the same as the general population.
 As minorities move through the system, they encounter slightly harsher treatment at every step.  Marginal disparities at arrest are

combined with marginal disparities at the bail decision, the charging decision, the verdict and the sentence - by the end of the process,
the disparity is considerable.

 Involvement in the system starts a vicious cycle.  A person arrested once is branded an ex-offender for life.  The person is pointed to
as an example of how many people in the neighborhood are bad, or how many are repeat offenders.  Having a criminal record also
makes it more difficult to find a job.

Ideas for Reform

Q:  Is it true that nothing works to prevent crime?
A:  Absolutely not.
 Decades of experimentation have led to positive model solutions to most problems relating to crime and violence.  There is no

absence of knowledge.  All we need to do is invest in what works.
 Scientifically evaluated programs have been proven to reduce:  Crime, gang-related behavior, welfare dependency, teen pregnancy,

school drop-outs, school violence, drug use and family abuse.  Other scientifically evaluated programs have been proven to increase:
Employability, parenting skills, family stability and economic opportunity.

 The common elements that underlie successful initiatives, particularly initiatives organized at the grassroots, are:  After school recrea-
tional programs where kids get mentoring, social support and discipline; educational innovations that motivate children to stay in
school; job training carefully linked to job creation; problem-oriented, community based policing; well-designed therapeutic inter-
ventions for people with mental health difficulties and drug addictions; and involvement of parents, caretakers and entire communi-
ties.

 Most successful community initiatives cost far less than prison construction and operation.  The great obstacles tend to be political
will and the tendency for the entire crime-control budget to be spent on the apparatus of law enforcement rather than to support
community initiatives.  We need to broaden our definition of "crime fighting" to incorporate more means to improve public safety.

Q:  Can you give examples of successful programs?
A:  Yes But most successful programs are small, neighborhood initiatives.  The best place to look for models is your own commu-

nity.
 Early childhood development:  The Head Start program returns about $7 in benefits for every dollar invested.  Children born in

poverty who attended a Head Start preschool program have half as many criminal arrests, less likelihood of going to jail, higher
earnings and property wealth, and a greater commitment to family than similarly situated people who did not attend a program.
(Perry Preschool).

 Drug treatment:  A comprehensive study of drug treatment in California found that every dollar spent on substance abuse treatment
saved taxpayers over seven dollars in reduced crime and health care costs.  The study also found that the level of criminal activity by
program participants decreased by 66% following treatment; the number of crimes involving a weapon or physical force decreased by
71%.  Yet while 75% of men in California prisons have a history of drug use, only 10% are involved in a drug treatment program.
Current capacity of drug treatment facilities nationwide is inadequate to handle the need for treatment.

 Recreation:  Teenagers will find ways to entertain themselves— by breaking windows and drinking liquor if not by playing ball.
Parks and recreational opportunities like Midnight Basketball are proven effective at reducing crime.  When a pilot program in Ari-
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zona kept basketball courts open until 2 a.m., juvenile crime decreased by as much as 50%.  The cost of the program was 60 cents per
person.

 Gang-Prevention:  Kids often turn to gangs because of the absence of pro-social recreational alternatives.  Communities concerned
about gangs need to develop sports leagues, after-school activities, church events, mentoring programs or other positive alternatives to
gang membership.

 Education:  Education is the route to decent jobs and out of crime.  In 1991, for the first time in U.S. history, cities spent more on law
enforcement than education.  Jurisdictions around the country are cutting education budgets because they lack sufficient funds while
unquestioningly setting aside huge sums for law enforcement.  Schools that engage parents or caretakers in troubled communities
show excellent results.  A 1996 Rand Corporation study showed that a high school graduation incentive program would prevent five
times as many crimes as California's "Three-Strikes-You're-Out" law.

 Special curricula:  The Educational Development Center in Boston has developed curricula designed to teach schoolchildren how to
settle conflicts without violence.  Other schools in Boston followed the state Attorney General's lead in creating peer mediation
squads to help headstrong teens find their way out of disputes.

 Job Training:  Vocational training for adolescents and dislocated workers can help reduce crime by enhancing employment
opportunities.

 The Labor Market:  Job training is useless if there are no jobs.  We must make a national commitment to genuine full employment
in all communities.

See generally, Blueprints for Violence Prevention.  The Blueprints project was developed by the Center for the Study and Prevention of
Violence at the University of Colorado–Boulder and is supported by Office of Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention (U.S. Dept of Jus-
tice).  It has evolved into a large-scale prevention initiative, both identifying model programs and providing technical support to help sites
choose and implement programs with a high degree of integrity.  After reviewing more than 600 violence prevention programs, the Blueprints
initiative has identified 11 model programs and 21 promising programs that prevent violence and drug use and treat youth with problem
behaviors.

Q:  How should we punish somebody who committed a crime?
A:  Reserve prison for serious offenders and place lesser offenders in community corrections.
 There are effective non-custodial ways to punish marginal offenders.  Intensive probation, drug rehabilitation and community service

are just a few of the options.  Many of these options are much less expensive than prison and more effective at reducing recidivism.
 If just half of the non-violent prisoners were not incarcerated, about $8 billion would be saved annually on custodial operating costs

alone.  This money could be used to fund less expensive punishment and prevention programs that in the long run can prevent crime
with fewer negative collateral effects on communities.

 Under this scenario, the savings generated each year for crime prevention significantly exceeds all the money the 1994 federal crime
control act allocates to crime prevention over six years.

 If an addict or occasional drug user is convicted of simple possession of a small amount of a controlled substance and sentenced to a
five year mandatory minimum sentence, the cost to the public of prison alone is $110,000.

 For the same amount of money, society could:  Give the offender one year of prison ($22,000), one year of residential drug treatment
($15,000), and three years of supervised probation and outpatient drug treatment ($3,500 per year), and still have $62,500 left over for
savings or other civic investment.

 Community corrections help transform people who commit crimes into productive members of society.  People who live in the
community must care for themselves and find work in the manner of ordinary citizens.  People behind bars are less responsible for
themselves.

 The small number of people who need to be locked up should be afforded every opportunity to improve themselves.  The loss of
liberty is the punishment.  While incarcerated, they should work, get educated, undergo drug treatment, and everything else necessary
so that society will not regret their release.
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The Criminal Justice System Makes Americans Less Secure

People look to the criminal justice system for personal security.  They are rightly concerned about crime and they want to be safe.  Unques-
tioning reliance on the system, however, creates problems of its own. The state run bureaucracy of justice consumes billions of tax dollars
every year, responds poorly to victims' needs, and resists every effort at reform.  In some neighborhoods, the apparatus of justice actually
causes more problems than it solves.

The oversized criminal justice system siphons money that could better be spent on other civic endeavors.  The nation spends $100 billion
every year on crime control.  Spending on corrections at the state level has increased faster than any other spending category.  While new
prisons are being built, schools are crumbling, highways are growing potholed, parks are left to decay, and opportunity-generating programs
are being cut.  These conditions breed crime in the long run.

In 1980, 3% of the California state budget went to prisons while 18% went to higher education.  In 1994, 8% went to prisons and 8% went
to education.  Between 1994 and 1995, the overrun in state corrections spending (11.1% actual increase compared to 7.1% budgeted increase)
exceeded the entire increase in higher education (2.3%).  (NCJC).

In many inner city neighborhoods, half of the young men are under government supervision.  In the District of Columbia, nearly 15% of the
young men are locked up.  Young women cannot find mates, children cannot see parents, and young men cannot develop careers.  The high
rates of involvement are not caused by serious violent crimes, but by lesser crimes, often involving noise or drugs.  Prosecuting and imprison-
ing such people in such high numbers destabilizes communities and robs them of human and financial resources.

Approximately 80% of the young black men under age 35 have a criminal record.  Having a record makes it harder to find work, and makes
it impossible to get many kinds of professional licenses.  A young man arrested for disorderly conduct may be unable to become a bus driver or
a barber ten years later because his record violates licensure requirements.

Lynch and Sabol, Prison use and Social Control discusses in more detail research examining how mass incarceration undermines
informal social controls (family and community); it has a discussion of incarceration effects, models of weakened informal social
control processes, and a review of empirical evidence.

Three Strikes and You’re Out:  An Examination of the Impact of 3-Strike Laws 10 Years after their Enactment (2004) by The Jus-
tice Policy Institute found that:

* Most states with three strikes laws rarely used them — the exception being California, which “struck-out” more offenders than
the 20 other states with similar laws combined.

* The majority of people incarcerated under three strikes laws are non-violent offenders.
* States without three strikes laws actually saw greater decreases in violent crimes than those with three strikes laws.

Why Big Government is not the Answer

Most crime is local.  Kids make too much noise, individuals suffer from drug addictions, dealers convert a vacant property into a crack
house, and convenience stores lose inventory to shoplifters.  The solutions to such problems are also local:  Parks and community gardens so
kids have something positive to do with their time, drug treatment facilities, neighborhood patrols, and sentences that require shoplifters to
sweep the sidewalks in the business district.  These innovative, small-scale approaches to crime control are best designed and implemented by
people closest to the problem.

The very best crime control arises from informal neighborhood relations.  Crime thrives when people are indoors and afraid. A healthy
neighborhood is one where people walk outdoors and neighbors watch each other's homes.  Big government solutions like prison projects do
little to foster such conditions.

The best role for the government is to promote problem solving, community oriented policing, and to free public moneys to support small
scale projects.  Investing millions in a new prison does not do as much good for public safety as investing thousands in drug treatment facilities
or job training programs.

If the government cannot help, it should at least not interfere in neighborhoods trying to solve their own problems.  Unfortunately, big
government interventions like mass arrests and prison construction often do more harm than good.

Why to Treat the Mass Media With Caution

The mass media plays a substantial role in blowing crime fear out of proportion. TV crime coverage is one of the biggest reasons that
people who live in neighborhoods with virtually zero street crime report that crime is a number one concern.

 Between 1992 and 1993, major network evening news coverage of homicide tripled, even though the homicide rate went down.
 In 1980, there were no major network "true crime" television shows.  Now there is such a show almost every night.  (America's Most

Wanted, Top Cops, American Detective, Unsolved Mysteries, etc.).
When local news wants an easy story, it goes to the local police station and finds out what happened that day.  When national news wants

to excite viewers, it scours the nation for the day's most titillating crime, and broadcasts it everywhere.  The result is a popular sense that rare
and extreme crimes happen around every corner.

Psychological and public opinion research shows that heavy viewers of television feel that their own lives are under siege. Heavy viewers
exhibit exaggerated fears of victimization and a perception that people cannot be trusted; they are more likely to buy anti-crime devices such as
locks and guns, and more likely to support punitive crime policies.  (Gerbner, Carlson, NCJC).
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Some stations are seeking alternatives.  KVUE television in Texas, for example, found its viewers frustrated with repetitive coverage of
trivial crime news.  The station adopted criteria for crime coverage and excluded crimes that were not nationally important or did not have local
consequences.  The choice freed airtime for coverage of more important events.

Questions to Ask Someone Who Wants Your Vote

It's an election year.  Politicians at every level, from U.S. President to the county dogcatcher, are posturing for voters. Crime is an easy
political issue because everybody is against it and nobody is for it.  Unlike health care or deficit reduction, which brings out powerful constitu-
encies on all sides, crime control is one-dimensional.  Politicians compete to act most "tough" regardless of the sensibility of the policy.  As a
result, they often overlook cheaper, more effective, less eye-catching policies.

Posturing on crime puts a special burden on the citizenry.  This is a democracy.  Posturing politicians won't be elected if the citizens
demand substance over sound bites.  To get fuller information, try asking the following questions:

 How much will the policy cost?  How will it be paid for?  Will taxes be raised?  What programs will be cut?
 Is it necessary to build a new prison or jail?  Have you explored all options?  Have you considered community sanctions for non-

violent offenses?
 How will you pay for that prison?  Will you raise taxes?  What program will you cut?  Will you borrow money, and if so, at what

interest rate?
 Who will fill the new prison or jail?  Are they murderers and rapists, or lesser offenders like drug addicts and noisy kids? Can drug

addicts and noisy kids be held accountable for their behavior without sending them to jail?  Be sure to get the statistics!
 Can everybody in this district who wants drug treatment get it?  If not, why not?  Do we need more treatment programs?  Should we

start a drug court?
 Are there adequate recreational opportunities for kids?  Are there sports leagues, after school programs, parks?  What can teenagers

do for fun that also keeps them out of trouble?
 If you are worried about teen violence, have you considered peer mediation and anti-violence curricula for the schools?
 If you are worried about domestic abuse, are there sufficient battered women's shelters and domestic counselors in the district?  Do

the shelters take children?
 If you are worried about victims, have you made sure they are treated respectfully by police and prosecutors?  Are they informed of

court dates?  Do they get restitution?  When their property is used for evidence, is it returned in a timely manner?
 What is the racial mix of people currently being entered into the justice system?  How will the mix change if the new policy is

enacted?  If I were a member of the racial group most affected, would I feel unfairly singled out?

How To Make the Nation Safe:  Solutions for a Modern Age

 Stop relying on prisons as the primary response to criminal behavior.  Impose a three-year moratorium on new prison
construction pending proof that additional capacity is needed to confine serious or repeat offenders.

It costs $100,000 to build a new prison cell, $200,000 over 25 years to pay interest on the construction debt, and $22,000 a year to operate
the cell.  The nation has tripled its prison population since 1980, opening the equivalent of 3 new 500-bed prisons every week, but most of the
increases in prison admissions were for non-violent offenses.

 Develop intermediate sanctions to punish people who commit lesser offenses; focus on community service and restitution so
that offenders give something back to the victim and the community.

Somebody convicted of shoplifting should be sentenced to sweep sidewalks in the business district for six months; somebody convicted of
vandalism should be sentenced to cleaning parks and scrubbing signs for a year.  Fines, electronic monitoring and intensive probation all cost
less than prison and have lower rates of recidivism.

 Replace the war on drugs with a policy of harm reduction, in which the police work with public health professionals to stem
illegal drug use.

Drug use itself is less of a problem than the issues associated with drug use:  Gang violence, ruined families, squalid neighborhoods, spread
of AIDS. Treatment facilities and therapeutic interventions can go far to reduce the demand for illegal drugs; needle exchange programs and
enforcement of gun laws can go far to reduce the harm associated with drug use.  A California study found that every dollar spent on drug
treatment saved seven dollars in other social costs.

 Balance criminal justice spending with spending on other civic activities such as education and recreation.
Night time basketball programs have been associated with fifty percent reductions in juvenile crime.  Education is the path to better jobs

and away from crime, and high school anti-violence curricula help hotheaded teens to resolve their conflicts without gunfire.  Nonetheless,
education and recreation spending has been hard hit by demands for new corrections spending.  Jurisdictions may consider fiscal impact state-
ments that require every new criminal justice initiative to explain how much it will cost and how it will be paid for.

 Restore the internal balance of the system so that judges have more discretion at sentencing and prosecutors are confined by
an adversary system of checks and balances.
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Rigid rules like mandatory sentencing laws have transferred power from neutral judges to partisan prosecutors, and impaired judge's flexi-
bility to make the punishment fit the offense and the offender.  Prosecutor budgets also exceed defense budgets by more than four times- so our
adversarial system of justice is becoming a one-sided game.

 Treat crime victims better.
The bureaucracy of justice entangles victims.  Victims often fail to receive restitution, notice of court dates or even respectful treatment.

Victims should be made to feel whole, not angry, by the justice process.  The justice process should also explore policies designed to prevent
people from being victimized in the first place.

 Criminal justice policy should be made on the basis of quality information- not outdated research, not myth, and not sensa-
tional anecdotes.

Official justice data is usually three years old on the date it is published.  Though much of the data is useful and important, some is
presented in a manner designed to support the policies of parties in power.  The media should treat government data sources (like police and
prosecutors) as sources of the government position, not necessarily neutral dispensers of information.  The media should also resist the urge to
sensationalize:  Between 1992 and 1993 the major network news coverage of homicide tripled, though homicide went down several percent.
Not surprisingly, the American public thought homicide had increased and called for policies accordingly.

 Recognize that crime is a multi-dimensional issue and welcome solutions that do not stem from law enforcement officials.  All
levels of government should create crime prevention councils to develop a coordinated anti-crime strategy.

Repeat violent offenders do not fall from the sky.  We see them when they are three years old in the child neglect system and five years old
in the foster care system; we see them at eight years old as the neighborhood bully, twelve years old as habitual truants, fifteen years old as a
vandals, eighteen years old in the unemployment office, twenty year olds in the emergency room suffering from stab wounds, and finally, at
age twenty five, in custody for a serious crime.  The individual's responsibility for their own choices does not relieve us all of responsibility for
failing at every stage to help direct the person towards a better life.  Councils should include police, prosecutors, educators, social service
professionals, public health specialists, child welfare officials, church groups, crime victims, neighborhood associations, and anyone else
willing to reflect on how to improve neighborhood safety and quality of life.

 Pass gun control legislation at the federal level.  Stringent gun control legislation will not reduce violence, but it will reduce its
harmful effects.

In 1992, Americans owned 212 million guns.  A gun is made in America every ten seconds and another gun is imported every eleven
seconds.  Rates of gun ownership in the United States run about twenty times the rate in comparable nations and so do the rates of homicide.  In
1993, more than five times as many victims died from firearms than knives, the second most deadly weapon.  It is much easier to kill with a
gun than by any other means, and the presence of a gun can turn heated arguments into homicides.  Federal legislation prevents guns from
moving between jurisdictions with different laws.

 Recognize the relationship between poverty, economic inequality and crime, and make a national effort to reduce the condi-
tions in which crime most easily takes root.

The poorest neighborhoods have the highest crime rates.  The statistics show it and anyone who avoids those neighborhoods at night will
confirm it.  Just half of prison inmates held full time jobs prior to their incarceration, and only a quarter had graduated from high school. Eco-
nomic opportunity and jobs that pay a living wage remain key ingredients to reducing crime.

 Eliminate racial bias and reduce racial disparity within the justice system.
African Americans constitute 12% of the U.S. population, 13% of the drug using population and fully 74% of the people sent to prison for

drug possession.  Minorities are subject to disparate treatment at arrest, bail, charging, plea bargaining, trial, sentencing, and every other stage
of the criminal process.  These disparities accumulate so that African Americans are represented in prison at seven times their rate in the
general population; rates of crime in African American communities is often high, but not high enough to justify the disparity.  The resentment
destabilizes communities and demeans the entire nation.

 Shift from an agenda of "war" to an agenda of "peace.”
Americans should stop talking of a "war" on drugs and a "war" on crime.  A war against the American people is a war nobody can win; it

brings hostility and division, exhausts our resources and saps our moral strength.  We should shift to an agenda of peace and seek terms for a
lasting reconciliation:  Build parks, invest in job creation, share concerns and find a way for all Americans to build a safer society.

See also: Justice Reinvestment - To Invest in Public Safety by Reallocating Justice Dollars to Refinance Education, Housing, Healthcare,
and Jobs.

More than $54 billion is spent annually on prisons in the United States, much of it directed toward incarcerating people for non-violent drug
offenses with little or no hope of access to rehabilitation services.  In the November 2003 issue of Ideas for an Open Society, Susan Tucker and
Eric Cadora argue that the nation's dependence on mass incarceration reflects an approach to imprisonment that actually sacrifices public
safety.  They contend that the appropriate strategy to address this situation is to reallocate funding throughout the U.S. criminal justice system
toward education, housing, health care, and jobs — all priority areas that can directly influence crime rates.*

* StopViolence.com
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The Politics of Pot: A Government in Denial

ERIC SCHLOSSER
Posted Dec 05, 2007 7:14 AM
Rolling Stone Magazine

There is more and more proof that marijuana is Not a Killer Weed, and yet, in Bill Clinton's America, the number of pot arrests has more
than doubled

In the closing days of 1998, a number of events exposed the profound irrationality of America's war on marijuana.  During the second week
of November, The Lancet, Great Britain's leading medical journal, published a thorough analysis of marijuana's harmful effects. The Lancet
warned that people who smoke pot every day for years may develop bronchitis; may face an increased risk of cancers of the lung, throat and
mouth; may become psychologically dependent on the drug; and may experience subtle impairments of their memory.  The journal said that
marijuana should not be used by pregnant women, troubled teenagers, alcoholics, schizophrenics, people with asthma — or anyone about to
drive a motor vehicle.* But the editors of The Lancet argued that the dangers of smoking pot have to be viewed in a larger perspective:  Mariju-
ana is ''less of a threat to health than alcohol or tobacco, products that in many countries are — tolerated and advertised.''  Based on the availa-
ble medical evidence, The Lancet concluded that ''moderate indulgence in cannabis has little ill effect on health.''

A week after the Lancet article appeared, the FBI released the latest data on marijuana arrests in the United States.  In 1997, roughly
695,000 people were arrested for pot — by far the largest number in American history.  In 1992, the year before Bill Clinton took office,
342,000 were arrested.  Eighty-seven percent of the 1997 arrests were for possession of marijuana, a crime that usually involves less than an
ounce of pot.  The cost of those marijuana arrests — not including the cost of any imprisonment after a conviction — may approach $3 billion.
Under the leadership of the first U.S. president who has admitted to smoking pot, more Americans have been imprisoned for marijuana crimes
than at any other time in our history.  Twice as many people have been arrested for marijuana during the Clinton presidency as were during the
entire presidency of Richard Nixon.†

Even though the rise in teenage marijuana use has sparked a great deal of publicity, the level of marijuana use among the general popula-
tion has actually remained stable for years.  Part of the recent increase in marijuana arrests may be explained by heightened police attention to
''quality of life'' violations.  In New York, Mayor Rudolph Giuliani's ''zero tolerance'' policy toward marijuana has led to an eightfold increase
in pot arrests since 1992.  The crackdown on marijuana use also reflects policies embraced by the Clinton administration and the Republican-
dominated Congress.  Legislation passed at the end of 1998 escalated the war on marijuana, expanding the scope of workplace drug testing,
funding research on new forms of biological warfare on marijuana plants and cutting off student loans to convicted pot smokers.  The war on
marijuana is being driven not by what the drug actually does to your body but by what it symbolizes.  This is a war on 1960s counterculture,
old hippies, nonconformists and a wide variety of people the right wing has long considered ''un-American.''

Twenty years ago, the decriminalization of marijuana was supported by moderate politicians in both parties.  They argued that possession
of marijuana in small amounts, for personal use, should be treated more like a parking violation than like a criminal offense.  The rationale for
decriminalization seemed obvious:  The harms caused by the nation's marijuana laws should not be worse than the harms caused by the drug
itself.  In 1972, a bipartisan commission appointed by President Nixon called for the decriminalization of marijuana — a recommendation that
Nixon flatly rejected.  Nevertheless, eleven states decriminalized marijuana in the 1970s, and thirty-five others began to consider such legisla-
tion.  The American Medical Association, the American Bar Association and the National Council of Churches endorsed decriminalization, as
did President Jimmy Carter.  In October 1977, the Senate Judiciary Committee voted to decriminalize marijuana.  But the committee reversed
its decision a week later, after strenuous objections by Republican Sen. Orrin Hatch of Utah.‡

While mainstream American opinion favored decriminalization, the far right thought that marijuana posed a grave threat to the moral fiber
of the nation.  Sen. James O.  Eastland, D-Miss., argued that the ''marijuana-hashish epidemic'' was being spread by left-wing ''subversive
groups'' and that it threatened to turn America's youth into brain-damaged ''semizombies.''  Ronald Reagan, then governor of California, shared
these views and in 1972 vetoed legislation that would have reduced that state's penalties for possessing marijuana.  During the 1980 presiden-
tial campaign, Reagan took a hard line against marijuana, claiming that medical researchers viewed pot as ''probably the most dangerous drug
in America today.''  President Reagan's War on Drugs began in 1982 as a war on marijuana.  His first drug czar, Carlton Turner, blamed mari-
juana for young people's involvement in ''anti-big-business, anti-authority demonstrations.''  Turner also thought that smoking pot could trans-
form young men into homosexuals.

Condemning marijuana became an easy way for baby-boomer politicians to distance themselves from the 1960s youth counterculture.  It
became a means of demonstrating their true ''Americanism.''  As marijuana use declined across the country, there seemed to be little political
benefit in protecting marijuana users from criminal sanctions.  The War on Drugs increasingly began to resemble the 1950s anti-Communist
crusade — another government-sponsored witch-hunt aimed at political nonconformists.  By the time President Reagan left office, in 1988,
every member of Congress and every candidate for higher office had to anticipate being asked, ''Are you now or have you ever been a pot
smoker?''

* Editor’s Note: Another study from the University of California San Diego showed that driver’s reaction times are slower for people when
under the influence of marijuana.  However, their study also showed that they drove much more slowly and carefully when under the influence of
marijuana, and that overall, people under the influence of marijuana are actually safer drivers...

† Author’s Note: This is because independent operators began smuggling tons of marijuana into the US from Canada during this period, and
they were offering serious competition to the Organized Crime/CIA cartel...

‡ Author’s Note: Yes, this is indeed the same Orrin Hatch who was involved in the BCCI scandal described by Cat Handy in Chapter 9...
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In 1981, Rep. Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., introduced a bill that would have legalized the medicinal use of marijuana.  Fifteen years later, as
speaker of the House, Gingrich sponsored a bill demanding a life sentence — or the death penalty — for anyone bringing more than two
ounces of marijuana into the United States.  Today the heirs to the Reagan revolution in Congress are setting the nation's marijuana policy.
Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky and Rep. Bob Barr of Georgia, also a Republican, have consistently been two of pot's fiercest
critics.  McConnell has tried, without success, to make the federal penalties for selling or possessing marijuana equivalent to those for selling or
possessing cocaine and heroin.  Barr has fought hard to thwart any government research into what he terms the ''so-called medical use of
marijuana.''  He claims that attempts to study the therapeutic value of pot are part of a vast conspiracy.  ''All civilized countries in the world,''
Barr says, ''are under assault by drug proponents seeking to enslave citizens.''  McConnell and Barr both come from major tobacco-growing
states.  Although approximately 400,000 Americans die every year from smoking cigarettes, the two politicians have focused their energies on
demonizing marijuana — a drug that, in 5,000 years of recorded use, has never been credibly linked to a single death through overdose or acute
toxicity.

The newly elected speaker of the House, Republican Rep. J. Dennis Hastert of Illinois, has been widely portrayed in the media as a kind
and well-meaning moderate.  Little attention has been paid to Hastert's role last year as chairman of Newt Gingrich's Task Force for a Drug-
Free America.  During the 1998 congressional campaign, Hastert led the effort to portray the Clinton administration as ''soft on drugs.''  At a
press conference with Gary Bauer, chairman of the right-wing Christian Family Research Council, Hastert called upon America to ''kick this
destructive habit'' and later called marijuana a ''poison.''  In response to reports that perhaps seventy percent of the players in the National
Basketball Association regularly smoke pot, Hastert proclaimed a Drug-Free Athletes, Celebrities and Role Models week.  That same week, his
Republican colleagues introduced the clumsily named Professional and Olympic Athlete Responsibility Resolution.  The measure proposed
that athletes caught with marijuana be required to turn in the person who sold them the pot or face a one-year suspension from competition.

The speaker's Task Force for a Drug-Free America did not have much effect on the 1998 election results, largely because the Clinton
administration has worked very hard to appear tough on drugs.  Donna Shalala, the most liberal member of Clinton's Cabinet, has led the
administration's anti-marijuana efforts, assuming the moralistic role once played by Nancy Reagan.  As a college student in the 1960s, Shalala
smoked marijuana.  As chancellor of the University of Wisconsin in 1990, she told Time magazine that ''we see — kids’ getting into trouble
with drugs, but it’s nowhere near the range and depth that the alcohol problem is.'' As secretary of Health and Human Services, Shalala has
changed her tune, focusing more on teenage marijuana use — despite the fact that American eighth-graders drink alcohol more than twice as
often as they smoke marijuana.  ''Marijuana is illegal, dangerous, unhealthy and wrong,'' she has asserted at various press conferences and
congressional appearances.  ''It's a one-way ticket to dead-end hopes and dreams.''  Shalala has worked closely with Senator Hatch on the issue
of marijuana use and has further politicized the National Institute on Drug Abuse, an organization that funds most of the world's original
research on the health effects of illegal drugs.  NIDA is supposed to remain politically impartial and maintain scientific objectivity.  At a 1996
press conference staged at the Jelleff Boys and Girls Club in Washington, D.C., Shalala surrounded herself with small children and inadvert-
ently revealed how the war on marijuana has affected the spirit of scientific inquiry.  ''We're supporting a major research agenda,'' she said, ''to
deflate all the myths that marijuana and other drugs don't cause lasting harm.''

The new drug-war legislation, passed by Congress last October and signed into law by President Clinton, contains a number of the provi-
sions advocated by the Task Force for a Drug-Free America.  Total spending for the War on Drugs this year will reach $17 billion, an all-time
record.  Among other things, Congress authorized the spending of $23 million for research on mycoherbicides — soil-based fungi designed in
laboratories to destroy marijuana, poppy and coca plants.  They are meant to kill these plants without harming people, animals or nearby vege-
tation.  Many Republicans in the House and Senate believe this new form of biological warfare may prove to be ''the silver bullet'' in the
nation's crusade against drugs.

The whole scheme is reminiscent of the chemical warfare that was waged against marijuana twenty years ago.  In the late 1970s, excess
supplies of a military defoliant called paraquat, left over from the Vietnam War, were given to Mexico by the U.S. government.  Through a
program subsidized by the United States, paraquat was widely sprayed from airplanes onto marijuana fields south of the border.  But Mexican
pot growers soon learned that harvesting their crop immediately after a spraying prevented its destruction.  The program was discontinued in
1978 when the U.S. Public Health Service disclosed that smoking marijuana laced with paraquat could cause irreversible lung damage.  An
eradication program designed to wipe out marijuana growing instead shifted much of it to fields within the United States — as smokers avoided
Mexican pot — thereby turning marijuana into one of America's largest cash crops.  The long-term consequences of spraying the new
mycoherbicides are bound to be equally unpredictable.

The Drug-Free Workplace Act of 1998 provides federal funds to small businesses that want to impose drug testing on their employees.  The
rise of drug testing has been one of the most extraordinary aspects of the war on marijuana.  A decade ago about three percent of the Fortune
200 corporations tested their workers and job applicants for drug use; today ninety-eight percent of these companies do.  Almost half of the
nation's workers are subject to drug testing.  Marijuana is used more frequently in the United States than all other illegal drugs combined.  As a
result, marijuana is the drug detected in the vast majority of positive tests.  The drug tests administered by most large corporations and the
federal government cannot determine whether a person is stoned; the metabolites of marijuana remain in a user's bloodstream for days or even
weeks after pot has been smoked.  Someone who has smoked a joint on a Saturday night can easily fail a drug test the following Monday
morning.  The huge drug-testing system now governing the American workplace cannot reveal whether you have ever been stoned on the job.
It only reveals whether you are the sort of person who likes to smoke pot.  The current drug-testing regime blacklists pot smokers and prevents
them from gaining employment, regardless of how they might perform on the job.  Meanwhile, a person who downs ten shots of tequila every
night of the week does not face the same denial of employment.  Indeed, a recent study of 14,000 employees at seven major U.S. corporations
found that eight percent of the hourly workers and almost twenty-five percent of the managers routinely consume alcohol on the job.

The Institute for a Drug-Free Workplace has helped Congress draft new laws to expand drug testing and has fought nationwide against state
laws that restrict an employer's ability to test workers.  Five of the twelve companies on the institute's board of directors are pharmaceutical
firms that handle drug tests.  An industry that did not exist until the late 1980s now earns about $340 million in annual revenues.
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The Drug-Free Student Loan Amendment took effect last October.  It denies student loans to anyone caught with any amount of pot.
Existing laws already deny almost 500 federal benefits to pot offenders, including small-business loans, professional licenses, farm subsidies
and food stamps.  President Clinton's one-strike-and-you're-out law gives authorities the power to evict a person convicted of a pot crime from
public housing.  In at least twenty states, federally mandated ''smoke a joint, lose your license'' statutes now suspend a person's driving license
after a conviction for any marijuana crime, regardless of where that person was busted.  Being caught smoking a joint on the couch in your
living room with your car safely parked in the driveway can lead to a harsher punishment than being arrested for driving drunk.

Under the newly enacted student-loan law, a person convicted for possession of marijuana can become eligible once again for a student
loan only after one year, following the completion of drug rehab and two surprise drug tests.  A second conviction for possession of marijuana
leads to two years of ineligibility; a third conviction leads to a denial of student loans indefinitely.  Convicted murderers, rapists and child
molesters, however, remain fully eligible for these loans.

Those who suffer most from the war on pot tend to be poor or working-class people.  They cannot avoid prison by hiring costly attorneys
and can be devastated by the loss of state or federal benefits.  In 1997, Gary Martin was arrested in Manchester, Connecticut, and charged with
possession of marijuana.  Almost twenty years earlier, he had been severely beaten during a robbery, resulting in permanent brain damage.
After the beating, he endured a series of strokes, which left his right side paralyzed.  He developed circulatory problems and his left leg was
amputated.  Martin regularly smoked marijuana to relieve ''phantom pains'' in his amputated leg.  After being arrested for possessing less than
four ounces of pot, he was evicted from his apartment at a special housing complex for the elderly and disabled.  None of the doctors or nurses
treating Martin was told in advance of his eviction.  They would have lobbied the authorities on his behalf.  ''Kicking this guy out of his apart-
ment for pot,'' says Hartford Courant reporter Tom Condon, ''was just pathetic.''

The offspring of important government officials, however, tend to avoid severe punishments for their marijuana crimes.  In 1982, the year
that President Reagan launched the war on marijuana, his chief of staff's son was arrested for selling marijuana.  John C.  Baker, the son of
future Secretary of State James Baker III, sold a small amount of pot — around a quarter of an ounce — to an undercover cop at the family's
ranch in Texas.  Under state law, John Baker faced a possible felony charge and a prison term of between two and twenty years.  Instead, he
was charged with a misdemeanor, pleaded guilty and was fined $2,000.  In 1990, Republican Rep. Dan Burton of Indiana introduced legislation
that would require the death penalty for drug dealers.  ''We must educate our children about the dangers of drugs,'' Burton said, ''and impose
tough new penalties on dealers.''  Four years later, his son was arrested while transporting nearly eight pounds of marijuana from Texas to
Indiana.  Burton hired an attorney for his son.  While awaiting trial in that case, Danny Burton II was arrested again, only five months later, for
growing thirty marijuana plants in his Indianapolis apartment.  Police also found a shotgun in the apartment.  Under federal law, Danny Burton
faced a possible mandatory minimum sentence of five years in prison just for the gun, plus up to three years in prison under state law for all the
pot.  Federal charges were never filed against Burton, who wound up receiving a milder sanction:  A term of community service, probation and
house arrest. When the son of Richard W.  Riley (the former South Carolina governor who became Clinton's secretary of education) was
indicted in 1992 on federal charges of conspiring to sell cocaine and marijuana, he faced ten years to life in prison and a fine of $4 million.
Instead, Richard Riley Jr. received six months of house arrest.

In September 1996, Rep. Randy ''Duke'' Cunningham, R-Calif., attacked President Clinton for being ''cavalier'' toward illegal drugs and for
appointing too many ''soft on crime'' liberal judges.* ''We must get tough on drug dealers,'' he declared.  ''Those who peddle destruction on our
children must pay dearly.''  Four months later, his son Todd Cunningham was arrested by the Drug Enforcement Administration after helping to
transport 400 pounds of marijuana from California to Massachusetts.  Although Todd Cunningham confessed to having been part of a smug-
gling ring that had shipped at much as ten tons of pot throughout the U.S. — a crime that can lead to a life sentence without parole — he was
charged only with distributing 400 pounds of pot.  The prosecutor in his case recommended a sentence of fourteen months at a boot camp and a
halfway house.  Representative Cunningham begged the judge for leniency.  ''My son has a good heart,'' he said, fighting back tears.  ''He's
never been in trouble before.''

Todd Cunningham was sentenced to two and a half years in prison.  He might have received an even shorter sentence had he not tested
positive for cocaine three times while out on bail.  ''The sentence Todd got had nothing to do with who Duke is,'' says the congressman's press
secretary.  ''Duke has always been tough on drugs and remains tough on drugs.''

In 1973, Oregon became the first state to decriminalize marijuana.  Other states soon followed, including California, Ohio, Mississippi and
North Carolina.  A number of studies later found that states that decriminalized marijuana did not experience a higher rate of pot use than states
with tough marijuana laws.  In 1994, Republicans gained control of the Oregon legislature after forty years as the minority party and quickly
set about toughening the state's marijuana laws.  They hoped this would send a symbolic message to the state's youth.  In June 1997, the Ore-
gon legislature voted by more than two to one to recriminalize marijuana, with Republicans and Democrats supporting a bill that turned posses-
sion of marijuana into a crime punishable by a jail sentence.  John Kitzhaber, the state's Democratic governor, reluctantly signed the legislation,
unwilling to veto it and risk appearing soft on drugs.

Drug-reform activists immediately began to collect signatures for a statewide referendum on the issue, arguing that the voters should
determine the state's policy on marijuana.  That signature drive yielded Measure 57, a ballot initiative on the recriminalization of marijuana.
The state GOP, the Portland Oregonian and a group called Oregonians Against Dangerous Drugs supported a yes vote on the measure.

State Rep. Floyd Prozanski, a Democrat from Eugene, was one of the few elected officials in Oregon willing to speak out against making
marijuana possession a crime.  A former assistant district attorney, he criticized the scare tactics being used by Measure 57 supporters and later
warned, ''If kids don't believe you about marijuana, why should they believe you about other drugs, like crystal meth, which really are danger-
ous?''

* Author’s Note: Randy “Duke” Cunningham is currently serving a lengthy prison sentence for accepting bribes.  One cannot help but wonder whether he is still
espousing his ‘soft on crime’ rhetoric...
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No major political figure in Oregon advocated voting no on Measure 57.  Nonetheless, on Election Day, the state's voters repudiated their
legislature and backed the decriminalization of marijuana, by a margin of two to one.

It has often been said that the first casualty of every war is the truth.  The American war on marijuana provides a fine example.  No major
newspaper in the United States has thus far mentioned The Lancet's conclusions about the actual harms of smoking pot.  Last year another
British journal, New Scientist, revealed that sections of a World Health Organization report on marijuana had been suppressed at the last
minute.  The U.N. agency's report had concluded that marijuana is safer than alcohol and tobacco; American officials at the National Institute
on Drug Abuse called for the removal of those passages, claiming they would encourage groups campaigning to legalize marijuana.  A subse-
quent editorial in New Scientist criticized ''the anti-dope propaganda that circulates in the U.S.'' and called for the decriminalization of mariju-
ana.  More than a decade ago, one NIDA researcher told Scientific American of the constant pressure to uncover pot's harmful effects:  ''Never
has so much money been spent trying to find something wrong with a drug and produced so few results.''

American voters seem to be moving toward a marijuana policy guided by common sense, not vindictiveness.  Italy, Spain and the Nether-
lands have decriminalized marijuana, and their civilizations have not yet collapsed.  A rational policy is not difficult to describe:  Pot use
should be discouraged without criminalizing users.  Possessing small amounts of marijuana for personal use should no longer be a crime.
Scarce prison cells should be reserved for violent and dangerous offenders.  Much like alcoholism, drug abuse should be regarded as a public-
health issue, not as a problem to be solved by the criminal-justice system.  After two decades of official lies, an end to the war on marijuana is
unlikely to come from Congress or the Clinton administration.  Any meaningful change will begin at the state and local levels, where initiatives
give voters real power and where citizen activism can overcome the timidity of elected officials.  According to Allen St. Pierre, executive
director of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, decriminalization efforts are about to begin in Connecticut, New
Hampshire, Arkansas and Illinois.

This war is over, if you want it.
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